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Chapter 1  

Multinational agro-industrial commodity traders in the rush for land 

 

Introduction 

The global agricultural system is in a state of flux. Over the past two decades, 

global food prices have become more volatile (Clapp & Helleiner, 2012; De Schutter, 

2010), food insecurity has spread (Conceicao & Mendoza, 2009), and private and public 

sector actors have scrambled to acquire control over land and agricultural production 

(Borras, Hall, Scoones, White, & Wolford, 2011). All three trends are interconnected and 

encourage what is referred to as the ‘global land rush’,1 which involves private and 

public-sector capital capturing control  

of relatively vast tracts of land and other natural resources through a variety of 

mechanisms and forms that involve large-scale capital that often shifts 

resource use orientation into extractive character, whether for international or 

domestic purposes, as capital’s response to the convergence of food, energy, 

and financial crises, climate change mitigation imperatives, and demands for 

resources from newer hubs of global capital.  (Borras, Franco, Gómez, Kay, & 

Spoor, 2012, p. 851) 

Early analyses of the trend focused on two interconnected issues: concerns for 

national food security and the ‘foreignisation of space’ (see Zoomers, 2010). In brief, 

while financially rich/resource poor countries, such as several in the Middle East, 

developed concerns regarding long term access to food and agricultural commodities, 

private investors, such as financial vehicles, investment funds, and agricultural 

multinationals, saw land’s changing value and concerns regarding food shortages as an 

investment opportunity (Cotula & Vermeulen, 2009; Deininger & Byerlee, 2011; 

Zoomers, 2010). Due to a mixture of supply and demand variables, including climate 

                                              

1 Other terms include ‘transnational land deals’, ‘land investments’, or ‘land acquisitions’ depending on 

one’s school of thought. This study will mostly use the term ‘transnational land deal’, as it is a less 

politicised term.  
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change, population growth, changing diets, geo-political instabilities, increasing 

urbanisation, decreasing arable lands, and the spread of biofuels, actors from an array of 

sectors were drawn to agriculture as an investment opportunity (Barrett, 2013).  

The narratives regarding concerns for supply and demand were appropriated (and 

possibly even encouraged) by some private sector investors who framed land and 

agricultural commodity investments as a solution to a problem, rather than as an element 

of the problem itself. Issues such as climate change, population growth, and geo-political 

restructuring, transformed into investment opportunities cloaked as concerns for 

sustainability. Take the words of Milltrust International Group (a global investment 

organization targeting emerging economies): 

By 2050, it is projected that the population will grow to about 9.2bn, close to a 

30% increase from the current population of 6.5bn. Along with the rise of the 

middle-class in mega-countries like China and India, food prices can only go 

one way – up. 

According to a New York Times article, scorching heat and worst drought in 

nearly half a century will threaten to send food prices up in 2013. Prices for 

beef is [sic] likely to rise 4-5%. Keeping this in mind, there isn’t a more apt 

time to invest in agriculture. (Milltrust International Group, 2012, n.p.) 

Consequently, many investors have become drawn to the investment prospects of food 

insecurity rather than actual solutions for food security (Salerno, 2014).  

Some investors, likewise, framed agricultural land investment as a perfect hedge 

against inflation and outlet for surplus capital: 

due to its relationship with energy as an input, and commodities as an output, 

farmland displays a perpetually positive long-term relationship with inflation . 

. . Throughout financial crises, economic recessions, political uncertainty and 

pretty much any set of economic circumstances, farmland continued to deliver 

decent returns whilst the value of other assets tumbled.2 

Perhaps most important to the financial investor, ‘well-managed and well-located 

productive farmland will not only hold the ideal portfolio diversification tool, but most 

                                              
2 Excerpt from the email list 'DGC Live' of David Garner, DGC Asset Management (UK) 
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likely, in our humble opinion, will hold one of the most valuable assets on earth in 5 to 10 

years’ time [:food]’. 3 This is why, as Fairbairn (2014) pointed out, investors have 

referred to land as ‘gold with yield’ (p. 785).  

Debates regarding the transnational economic drivers behind the land rush have 

evolved since initial discussions on ‘the foreignisation of space’. Studies have connected 

the land rush to various global economic processes such as accumulation by 

dispossession (Hall, 2013; Levien, 2012), global finance’s growing power (Burch & 

Lawrence, 2009; Fairbairn, 2014; Isakson, 2014), financial land speculation (Daniel, 

2012; Murphy, Burch, & Clapp, 2012; Vlerken, van der Wal, & Westen, 2011), 

transformations in the corporate food regime (McMichael, 2012), and the search for 

control over food chains (Amanor, 2012). Other authors highlight the connection of the 

land rush to increasingly valuable resources and commodities such as water (Franco, 

Mehta, & Veldwisch, 2013; Hall, 2011); timber and paper (Bulkan, 2014; Kenney-Lazar, 

2012); and biofuel feedstock, such as soy (Fargione, Hill, Tilman, Polasky, & Hawthorne, 

2008) and palm oil (Alonso-fradejas, Liu, Salerno, & Xu, 2016; White & Dasgupta, 

2010).  

While it remains true that the 2008 financial, food, and fuel crises have set elements 

of the present land rush in motion, much more diversity and fluidity exists in the 

processes, methods and motivations of the global land deal. Over time and through the 

contribution of various authors and studies, it has become clearer that 

there is no one grand land grab, but a series of changing contexts, emergent 

processes and forces, and contestations that are producing new conditions and 

facilitating shifts in both de jure and de facto land control. Moreover, while the 

‘grab’ itself is important, it only marks the beginning of a process of gaining 

(or grabbing) access. (Peluso & Lund, 2011, p. 669) 

This study aims to contribute to debates on the land rush with a focus on Cargill, 

one of the largest agro-industrial commodity traders in the world. The top four traders, 

                                              
3 Excerpt from the email list 'DGC Live' of David Garner, DGC Asset Management (UK)  
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ADM, Bunge, Cargill and Dreyfus (often referred to as the ABCD’s of agro-commodity 

trade and traditionally referred to as grain traders) operate as the main intermediary actors 

in the agricultural system, handling of most agricultural products consumed daily. They 

have evolved from their original focus on grain trade to operate vertically within various 

agricultural value chains as well as in non-agricultural sectors, such as finance, mining 

and shipping. More recently, they have also ventured into land control and agricultural 

production.  

In recent years, Cargill has been pursuing a ‘big acquisition agenda’ (CEO Greg 

Page in Whitford & Burke, 2011, n.p.), which is diverse and involves gaining control of 

both land and companies through complex and financialised ownership structures around 

the world, including Australia, Colombia, Ukraine, China, Indonesia, and the Philippines. 

Drawing on cases from Indonesia and the Philippines, this study focuses on the ways one 

agro-industrial commodity trader, Cargill, has joined the land rush, the methods it has 

used to gain land through informal and formal business techniques, the politics of the 

actual formation of its agreements, and its motivations as an agro-commodity trader. 

Considering its power and position ‘sitting at the cross-roads of trade’ (in the words of 

Cargill), this analysis of Cargill’s involvement in the land rush seeks to connect the drive 

(and strategies) for land control to the need for commodity control in transforming global 

and domestic agricultural systems.  

In the remainder of this introductory chapter I present the problem statement, the 

research questions, the cases, the contribution of the research to land deal studies, and the 

methodology.  

Problem statement: Agricultural trading giants and a global acquisition agenda 

Cargill was founded in 1865 and has grown to become the largest privately held 

company in the United States (U.S.) and one of the largest agricultural companies in the 

world. Its operations are scattered across the globe and it has a far-reaching influence and 

presence throughout the agricultural system. As explained in a 2001 company brochure 

(cited in Kneen, 2002, p. 2): 
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We are the flour in your bread, the wheat in your noodles, and the salt on your 

fries. We are the corn in your tortillas, the chocolate in your dessert, and the 

sweetener in your soft drink. We are the oil in your salad dressing and the 

beef, pork or chicken you eat for dinner. We are the cotton in your clothing, 

the backing on your carpet and the fertilizer in your field. 

Cargill is organised into seven business units and 71 subunits worldwide, that it 

refers to as ‘platforms’. The company structure provides it with, ‘the capacity to produce, 

procure, process, and deliver the raw material inputs that are at the heart of the modern 

agri-food system, and they are uniquely placed to exploit opportunities across a wide 

range of activities tied both directly and indirectly to the production and trade in 

agricultural commodities’ (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 8). Each of Cargill’s subunits is 

connected to different aspects of the global agricultural system and enables access to 

various agricultural actors, companies, sectors, and privileged information regarding 

current and future supply, demand, and risk.  

Cargill shares its influence over the global agricultural system with three other 

major traders, Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), Bunge, and Louis Dreyfus. The four 

make up what is considered the ‘ABCDs’ of agricultural trade and jointly command a 

‘range of basic commodities, including corn, maize, wheat, oilseeds (such as soy and 

cottonseed), and palm oil’, through an approach that is ‘highly diversified and integrated 

both vertically and horizontally’ (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 9) throughout agricultural 

supply chains. Their combined influence is so significant that ‘they play a central role in 

the decisions that producers make about what to grow, where, how, in what quantities, 

and for which markets. They do this by providing inputs and other services directly to 

farmers, and by securing the sale of those products to traders at harvest’ (Murphy et al., 

2012, p. 9). 

This all reflects the increased importance of vertical integration in the four traders’ 

operations, which is helping to create ‘ “chain oligopoly” – that is, a small group of 

firms’ control over a set of consecutive stages in the same sector’ (Wesz, 2016, p. 306). 

In the early 2000s, the four traders ‘controlled 73 per cent of the global grain trade’ 
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(Murphy et al., 2012, p. 9). However, their share over the value of world food trade has 

been declining and their growth has been slowing as more competitors from Asia and 

Latin America have entered the market, such as Wilmar4, Nobel Group5, Olam6, and 

Cresud7 (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 12). As one investor put it, Wilmar, Nobel, and Olam 

‘are expanding their asset strategy pretty fast. In five years, they will be much more 

similar to the giants [the ABCDs]’ (Norton, 2011, n.p.).  

Due to this increased competition, as well as other factors within the changing 

agricultural system, the ABCDs have been adapting their strategies and entering new 

markets and sectors, by obtaining new companies, forming joint ventures, and investing 

in value chains surrounding products such as biofuels, flex crops, and industrial products. 

As Murphy et al. (2012) explain, ‘[o]ne of the constant stresses on the traders is the 

search for new capital as they continue to grow’ (2012, pp. 12–13). All four traders 

undertake a combination of biofuel investment, land investment, and financial 

speculation to do so, all of which are inter-linked and reinforcing: 

The rise in the financialization of commodity markets has been widely 

understood to have contributed to, or at least exacerbated, sharp swings in 

commodity prices, including for both food and oil, which in turn has sparked 

speculative investment in land and investment in biofuels. The swift and sharp 

rise in these three interlocking and relatively new types of investment has been 

seen by many as a major restructuring of key portions of the global agri-food 

system, and the large commodity trading firms have been integral to the 

development of each of them (Murphy et al., 2012, pp. 15–16). 

The ABCD traders have been using similar investment methods, investing in 

biofuel production and land procurements in different countries. The traders invest in 

land and biofuels ‘at arm’s length, and may involve a combination of ownership of land 

by a financial subsidiary and the leasing of that land to the parent company’ (Murphy et 

                                              
4 Singapore based oil palm company with a market value of S$35.6 billion as of 2011 (Norton, 2011)  
5 Hong Kong based 49 % owned by China's state-owned COFCO International Ltd  (Norton, 2011)  
6 Singapore based: ‘the world's biggest supplier of cashews and sesame seeds, and among the biggest 

sources of cocoa, rice, peanuts and cotton it has acquired 17 companies’ (Norton, 2011) 
7 Argentinian-based, producer and farmland investment company 
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al., 2012, p. 13). Land investment does not require outright purchase: it can also take 

place through leases, agreements, production contracts, or a combination of those factors 

(Nolte, Chamberlain, Giger, & Wilson, 2016, p. 27). If the land is directly acquired, the 

acquisition is often done ‘through financial subsidiaries or by leasing the land to other 

business groups and investors’ (ibid.). As Nolte et al. (2016) explain: 

The companies of the ABCD group do not necessarily acquire land to carry 

out their commercial activities. In fact, most of their business is based on 

agreements with major regional producers. Yet the direct acquisition of 

agricultural land still plays a role in the business model of some of these 

companies. (ibid., p. 27) 

These trading giants are gaining access to new markets and elements of the global 

agriculture system by launching or taking over companies and by obtaining land through 

a mix of control tactics.  

For example, ADM, a U.S. company founded in 1902, acquired shares in Wilmar, 

the largest oil palm company in the world, giving ADM access to a portion of is oil palm 

supply. In 2013, ADM also invested in a Russian company called Irrico, which in turn 

acquired two farms to grow ‘higher margin crops, soybeans and corn’ with a total of 

22,000 hectares in southern Russia’ (Nolte et al. 2016, p. 27). ADM also directly 

acquired land in Brazil for oil palm production. As of 2015, there were ‘approximately 

7,500 ha planted, including approximately 2,000 ha managed by 270 smallholder families 

under a smallholder scheme’ (ADM, 2015, n.p.). 

Bunge, founded in 1818 in the Netherlands, launched a joint venture with PT Tiga 

Pilar Sejahtera (TPS), an Indonesian oil palm company, in 2015. That same year, Bunge 

acquired the Canadian Wheat Board through a joint venture with Saudi Agriculture and 

Livestock Investment Co. Bunge also apparently created a fund ‘aiming to attract more 

than $100m in investment, in order to buy land for sugar and ethanol production in 

Brazil’ (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 37).  

Dreyfus has also effectively formed various joint ventures, land investments, and 

investment funds. Dreyfus formed a private equity fund called Calyx Agro in 2007, 
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focusing on the acquisition, operation and sale of land in Latin America (Murphy et al., 

2012, p. 37), with the intention of increasing yields on the land and subsequently 

increasing the land’s price. Dreyfus successfully gained 103,000 hectares across Brazil, 

Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay, to grow soy, corn and wheat (De Lapérouse, 2012, 

n.p.). Through another subsidiary called RZ Agro Ltd, Dreyfus successfully established a 

joint venture with Sistema JSFC, the largest diversified public financial corporation in 

Russia (Sistema, 2012, n.p.). Through this venture, Dreyfus purchased 46,000 hectares 

for grains and oil seeds around Russia. Dreyfus also controls about 30,000 hectares of 

Brazilian orange groves (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 10). 

Cargill is therefore not alone in its current expansion methods and as such offers 

an exemplary case of agro-industrial commodity traders’ strategies and practices. 

Cargill’s strategies are a part of wider transitions in the global food system, demonstrated 

in the commodities they are investing in, the financial strategies used, and the regions of 

investment. Cargill’s practices are representative of the actual ways agro-commodity 

traders try to invest in specific settings using transnational elite alliances, connected 

employees, and business techniques adjusted to local socio-cultural settings. Cargill’s 

investments are also demonstrative of how foreign investors seek to obtain land in the 

areas and sectors of investment, such as in Indonesia’s oil palm sector and in the 

Philippine’s banana sector.  

Certain features of Cargill’s land investment plans stand out with regards to the 

scale, nature and its operations’ history in the ever-changing agricultural system. 

Regarding scale, Cargill is by far the largest of the four agro-commodity traders with 

‘recorded revenues of over US$136 billion in 2013’ and 142,000 employees (Clapp, 

2015, p. 127). ADM is Cargill’s closest competitor, with revenues of US$89 billion and 

31,000 employees, next are Bunge with revenues of US$61 billion and 35,000 employees 

and Dreyfus at US$63.6 billion with up to 22,000 employees (ibid.). 

Since it was established in 1865, Cargill has used a similar expansion strategy 

based on company acquisition and joint venture establishment through country-based 
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connections. The target companies change alongside the transitions of the agricultural 

system and therefore help reflect the changing dynamics of each period. As with the other 

ABCD’s, Cargill’s extensive history has helped it to collect contacts throughout the 

years, access company investment opportunities, and shape policy; however, as stated 

above, the scale of Cargill’s operations makes its growth endeavours much more 

effective.  

Cargill is an interesting company to investigate for various reasons. First, Cargill 

is neither a traditional nor a large-scale land grabber on the world scene, and most of its 

operations do not require or involve direct land control. Initial discussions on the global 

land grab phenomenon positioned a ‘traditional land grab’ as ‘large-scale, cross-border 

land deals or transactions that are carried out by transnational corporations or initiated by 

foreign governments’ (Zoomers, 2010, p. 429). While Cargill is indeed a transnational 

agricultural corporation, it is not a traditional producer or land developer. Why is a 

company that is not known for large-scale land deals investing in land and production? 

What relevance do the investments have for the company’s operations and, more broadly, 

for the global agricultural sector?  

Second, the two projects analysed here are not indicative of classic ‘land grabs’ 

since the deals do not involve classic processes of dispossession where the original 

inhabitants are forced off the land to make way for large-scale industrial agriculture. As 

Cargill invests in land through companies first, and land second, dispossession occurred 

mostly prior to Cargill entering the arrangement. For example, in Indonesia, the 

dispossession and ‘grabbing’ occurred mostly before Cargill invested, and in the 

Philippines, the land was leased through agrarian reform communities previously 

working for one of Cargill’s local partners.  

Interestingly, Ruth Rawling, Cargill’s vice-president of corporate affairs for 

Europe, Middle East and Africa, explained that Cargill is ‘against land grabbing because 

it takes productive land and all the resources on it out of the market’ (Ruitenberg, 2013, 

n.p.). Cargill’s spokespeople make this claim, regardless of the company’s involvement 
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in land deals, due to the type of acquisitions it is involved in, the strategies it uses to 

acquire control, and the way it is framed.  

It could be asked whether the cases are worth studying if land doesn’t seem to be 

actually ‘grabbed’ and former landholders are not dispossessed in the traditional sense. 

This thesis shares the perspective that ‘[l]and grabbing in this context [of control 

grabbing]8 is often linked to a shift in the meaning or use of land and associated resources 

as the new uses are largely determined by the accumulation imperatives of capital that 

now has the control over a key factor of production, land’ (Borras et al., 2012, p. 850). 

Since dispossession is often undertaken by governments and brokers, the company under 

analysis does not necessarily have to be the actor doing the expulsion (and is often not) 

for it to be held accountable for the communities’ sustained dispossession. 

Gaining control over land (and the resources associated with it) does not ‘always 

require expulsion of peasants from their lands; [it does] not always result in 

dispossession’ (Borras et al., 2012, p. 850). At the same time, the transaction does not 

necessarily have to occur through force but can rather occur as an agreement between 

capitalists and between investors and smallholders (Hall, 2013). The complex ways 

control is established, the ambiguities of the investment process, and the ongoing 

outcomes of the deals, suggest that ‘the economic/extra-economic distinction may be 

better seen as a continuum than as a dichotomy’ (Hall, 2013, p. 13). 

Cases involving an atypical ‘land grabber’ and indirect dispossession can offer 

important contributions to land deal studies, especially concerning the various ways 

communities can be dispossessed. The types of land agreements used demonstrate the 

different ways farmers can lose control over, and use of, their land and how production 

relations change. Margulis, McKeon, and Borras (2013) remind us that, ‘[t]he 

phenomenon of land grabbing is itself highly complex and variegated—different types of 

actors are grabbing land for different reasons in different ways in different countries. As 

                                              
8 This involves ‘grabbing the power to control land and other associated resources such as water in order 

to derive benefit from such control of resources’ (Borras et al., 2012, p. 850). 
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such, there is no ‘typical’ case of land grabbing (and this is why the concept of control 

grabbing is a useful conceptualization to organize all this variability)’ (pp 13-14). How 

then does Cargill’s investment in supply chains rely on the various agreements that allow 

the company to become closer to the source of production over the long term? How has 

land control shifted in the areas where Cargill is investing and through Cargill’s different 

investment arrangements? 

Third, the cases add intricacy to the image of the investors, their motivations in the 

rush for land, and the techniques used to gain control in different political economic 

contexts. Different types of actors are attracted to land for various reasons depending on 

the object and the nature of the investor’s operations: 

while capital drives the direction by which land use does or does not change 

… and directs transformations in land-based social relations (Borras and 

Franco 2010, p. 25), different fractions of capital have quite different 

objectives that govern their behaviour. Agribusiness and industrial capital both 

seek to produce more so that rising demand for food, feed and inputs can be 

matched by an increasing physical supply of food and non-food agricultural 

crops. Finance capital, on the other hand, wants less to be produced so that 

scarcity drives prices upwards, raising the possibilities for arbitrage based 

profit. (Akram-Lodhi, 2012, p. 127) 

Considering this, what can be said about an investor that represents all of these 

types of capital? What conclusions can be drawn when the investor is an oil palm 

producer, a financial investor, a food inputs trader, and a cash crop developer? Cargill 

provides an example of a single company that represents a multitude of types of capital 

involved in the land rush. If Cargill represents different types of capital, then it should 

also be driven by multiple motivations. Perhaps its oil palm investments are driven by a 

much different logic of capitalism than its private equity projects. Or perhaps there is an 

underlying motivation driving its strategies in a search for something more – such as 

lasting supply in manifold contexts. This contributes to discussions on what drives global 

capital, in all its formulations, to seek out land. As Levien argues, land deals are the result 

of more than just a ‘strategy of global capital’ (Levien, 2012, p. 936 citing Banerjee-

Guha 2008), rather they are partly the outcome of the needs of domestic capital and the 
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demands of the national political economy. How then do the two intersect in the political 

arena of land deal making? How much do the strategies of global capital change given 

the different political economies? And what does it mean when the same corporate actor, 

with the same global network and influence in the agricultural system, can succeed in one 

context and fail in another?  

Research questions 

Key question 

This thesis is driven by two key interconnected research questions, further broken into 

sub-questions:   

(1) How does a multinational agro-industrial commodity trader (Cargill) try to ensure 

lasting access to primary products in the current global market? And how are its 

strategies formed in relation to the local and national state-capital-civil society 

relations? 

(2) How is it that a powerful global giant like Cargill, that has successfully acquired 

land in so many different political and economic contexts (such as its 80,000 

hectares in Indonesia), could only acquire 294 hectares in the Philippines, after all 

its deal making and alliance building? 

In posing these questions, the research seeks to understand the ‘how’ of a 

transnational agribusiness’ acquisition agenda, or the actual methods used by agro-

industrial commodity traders, such as Cargill, to establish control in various companies 

and land. In uncovering the ‘how’ of Cargill’s projects, the motivations and objectives -- 

the ‘why’ of the ‘how’ -- can simultaneously be revealed to understand what has driven 

Cargill to acquire these companies and land in these two countries, and in its larger 

operations.  

Sub-questions  
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The key research questions are broken into sub-questions, which are addressed in the 

case-based chapters. 

(1) Who are the relevant actors in the various stages of land deal making? What power 

resources do the different actors utilise? And how are they involved throughout the 

processes of the land deal? 

The objectives here are threefold: first, to map and understand the different public and 

private sector actors relevant for foreign investors’ tactics in land deal making in both 

countries; second, to clarify the types of influence available to the different actors 

composing the foreign investors’ alliances; and third, to understand the motives and goals 

of the different actors in alliance with the foreign investors.  

(2) What are the different informal and formal agreements that are made throughout 

the processes of land deal making and what role do they play in implementing the 

deal? 

The informal agreements may involve social agreements that are made between allies to 

secure the deal’s formation. The formal agreements vary with the context and include 

contract agreements, lease arrangements, joint ventures, bilateral agreements, 

Memoranda of Understanding, concession contracts and production sharing agreements. 

These vary based on the legal requirements and political constellations of the country, the 

actor specifications (e.g. their demands, power resources, and relationships), and the type 

of investment vehicle (e.g. a private equity fund versus an oil palm holdings company).  

(3) How do state-capital-society relations in Indonesia and the Philippines influence 

the strategies and plans of a foreign agricultural investor to secure land and a local 

presence? 

This question points us to the social processes framing the making of a deal. It also 

reveals why some projects, even after extensive negotiations and deal-making, still fail 

while others succeed.  
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The cases 

The first case explored in this study involves an investment in a collection of oil 

palm plantations in West Kalimantan, Indonesia, and the second involves a private equity 

investment into a Philippine company for banana production in Mindanao, the 

Philippines. Indonesia and the Philippines are interesting countries to draw cases from 

due to their perceivably similar histories, political economies, emphases on export 

agriculture, and current calls for investment. Upon closer examination, however, the two 

display some important distinctions that have consequently shaped Cargill’s investment 

avenues in each case.  

Agriculture played an important role in both countries’ economies during colonial 

rule and after Independence. Since Independence (1949 in Indonesia9 and 1946 in the 

Philippines), each government has set a different value on agriculture for the country’s 

economic growth, moving from protectionism to export based agriculture during different 

periods and political regimes. The importance of agriculture for each country’s GDP has 

steadily declined since the 1960s following global development trends. In Indonesia, in 

1960, agriculture declined from 54.3% of the country’s GDP to 13.5% in 2015 (World 

Bank, 2017a), while the sector employed 34.3% of the population in 2014 (World Bank, 

2017b). In the Philippines, in the 1960s agriculture declined from 26.9% of the country’s 

GDP to 10.3% in 2015 (World Bank, 2017a) and the sector employed 30.1% of the 

population in 2014 (World Bank, 2017b). 

This research focuses on one of each country’s main export agricultural 

commodities - oil palm in Indonesia and banana in the Philippines. Indonesia is one of 

the two top oil palm exporting countries in the world, together with Malaysia. In 2013, 

Indonesia exported 22.4 million tonnes of palm oil, handled by a mix of several hundred 

domestic and foreign oil palm conglomerates (Indonesia Investments, 2016). In 2015, the 

value of oil palm exports was 16.5 billion USD (Indonesia Investments, 2016).  The palm 

                                              
9 Indonesia dates its independence from the declaration of independence (17 August, 1945), but the 

formal transfer of sovereignty was in 1949. 
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oil industry has been expanding in recent years as global demand for the crop continues 

to increase. The Philippines has held fast as one of the top banana exporting countries in 

the world for many years (UN FAO, 2014a, p. 1). In 2013, the Philippines exported 2.7 

million tonnes of bananas, handled primarily by a handful multinational banana 

companies, making the country the second largest exporter that year (ibid.). In 2015, the 

value of banana exports from the Philippines was 657.87 million USD (Philippine 

Statistics Authority, 2016, p. 44). 

Cargill has been producing oil palm in Indonesia since it acquired land in Sumatra 

in 1996. In 2005, it expanded into West Kalimantan and organised its production and 

sourcing operations under Cargill Tropical Palm (CTP) Holdings, a joint venture between 

Cargill (70%) and Temask Holdings (30%). This research focuses on the West 

Kalimantan plantations, which involve around 82,000 hectares of ‘company-owned land’ 

(Cargill, 2016b, n.p.), composed of lease and smallholder arrangements with 

communities.  

Cargill began operations in the Philippines in 1947 but did not enter land control 

for production until 2012 when its private equity firm, Black River Asset Management 

(hereafter Black River), gained a 30% stake in a Philippine company, Agrinurture (ANI). 

As part of the agreement, ANI was responsible for finding land in Mindanao for banana 

production. A joint venture was eventually formed with a local company, Hijo Resources 

(hereafter Hijo), forming a long-term lease agreement with a farming cooperative for a 

total of 471 hectares (the 471 includes Hijo’s original 177 hectares and additional 294 

hectares which were added with the injection of capital from the joint venture). 

The two cases had contrasting outcomes at the time of research. The Indonesian 

case is seen as successful given the continuous growth in land size and the level of 

control, while the Philippine case can be considered a relative failure. The distinction 

between ‘success’ and ‘failure’ is used carefully here, as will be further explained in 

subsequent chapters.  
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It should be noted that the research took place at different periods in the timeline 

of each investment project. The two case studies are snapshots of an ongoing process and 

both will further change with time; the Indonesian case is much further along than the 

Philippine case and therefore offers different opportunities for analysis. Therefore, while 

the cases are addressed with the same research questions their analysis is presented 

somewhat differently, based on the period of the land deal and its emerging outcome.   

To address points of a comparison between the two countries and cases, this study 

follows a comparative approach that is ‘contrast-oriented’ along the lines of Skocpol and 

Somers’ (1980) ‘contrast-oriented comparative history approach’. This is used to try to 

emphasise ‘the unique features of each particular case’ and, ‘how these unique features 

affect the working-out of putatively general social processes’ (Skocpol & Somers, 1980, 

p. 178).  

Contribution of the study 

This study focuses on the variety of ways in which agro-industrial commodity 

traders have joined in on the land rush, the landscape of methods used to acquire land 

through informal and formal business techniques in various contexts, the politics 

surrounding the agreements, and the multitude of motivations of agricultural corporate 

capital, particularly global agro-industrial commodity traders. 

Therefore, this study aims to contribute four main inter-connected pieces of 

knowledge related to the position of an agro-industrial commodity trader that ‘sits at a 

unique intersection in food and feed value chains’.10 By exploring these linkages 

separately and together, this study seeks to shed light on Cargill’s plans, alliances, power 

resources, and motivations as the company looks to gain even further control over land 

and production.  

                                              
10 As explained by Gert-Jan van den Akker, president of the company’s Agricultural Supply Chain 

enterprise in Cargill’s 2016 Annual Report 
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The first two contributions of the research are connected and relate to the position 

of investors in land deals. First, this study seeks to contribute qualitative and 

ethnographic insights into the inner workings of a multinational agribusiness 

corporation’s land deals. Through studying how Cargill established the two deals, who 

Cargill worked with, what each actor contributed, and how the land deal unfolded, the 

objective is to get a clearer picture of the social relations behind a land deal involving 

foreign corporate capital. In other words, these components uncover the relations 

between Cargill agents and local political and business elites in recipient countries. 

Second, it presents some difficult to access information on Cargill’s operations. 

The research included interviews and informal talks with employees and allies, visits to 

various offices, investment sites, conferences, a multi-day visit to Cargill’s oil palm 

plantations, and the acquisition of confidential company documents. Cargill is an 

extremely secretive company, which makes studying it difficult; however, as discussed 

more thoroughly in the methodology section, I gained access to some confidential 

documents and information. This offered a glimpse into some of the inner workings of a 

closely guarded company and its investment projects.  

Third, the case studies provide interesting points of comparison regarding the 

different ways one company tries to invest in agricultural production based on different 

contexts to explore how ‘land deals are forged, and how they fit into structural conditions 

that make land grabbing the emergent phenomenon it is’ (Keene, Walsh-Dilley, Wolford, 

& Geisler, 2015, p. 132). To do so, it is important to focus on the specifics of deals and 

connect them to the national setting as well as to larger forces: 

While there is now a rich and important body of work showing how actors and 

structures in recipient states influence land acquisitions (thus demonstrating 

that capital and investing states do not always get their way), the use in such 

analyses of terms like ‘shape’, ‘filter’, ‘channel’, ‘modify’ and ‘mediate’ to 

describe this influence is, I would argue, compatible with the argument that 

land acquisitions originate from, and are driven by, global forces. (Hall, 2013, 

p. 1589) 
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This connects to the fourth contribution that is related to the drivers of land deals. 

More specifically, in understanding how Cargill is investing in land, we can better 

understand why Cargill is investing in land, in the manner and countries in which it does 

business. These insights help shine light on important characteristics of national and 

international power dynamics and demonstrate how land deals fit within ‘the same logic 

and processes of global capitalist development that underpinned land grabs’ while 

simultaneously taking on local forms and trajectories (Borras et al., 2012, p. 847). An 

analysis of the methods used by Cargill will, therefore, help disentangle the motivations 

behind these methods and situate them in the transforming agricultural system.  

Methodology 

This section outlines: (1) the methodological approach used to study actors in elite 

settings, (2) the different fieldwork locations, (3) the processes and techniques of data 

collection, and (4) the study’s limitations.  

A qualitative approach to conducting research in elite spaces  

A qualitative analysis of elite actors, elite alliances, and business tactics can be 

challenging given the power dynamics that shape accessing, interacting with, and 

navigating elite spaces. Many informants in this study are considered elite actors for 

several reasons, mainly, their occupations, networks, and influence in the investment 

process. I encountered many complications when studying these actors as they would 

often evade requests for interviews and information, avoid interview questions, attempt to 

steer and control the conversation, ignore contact with me, and/or show up an hour or two 

late. 

To face these difficulties, this study adopted the approaches and principles 

proposed by Conti and O’Neil (2007) in the context of feminist research. These 

approaches make it possible for researchers to position themselves in the research 

process, to become more aware of how they access informants and how power dynamics 

shape the research process (ibid.). The researcher becomes aware of her/his position as 
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the interviewer and how the possible identities they present may affect the interview 

(Harding, 1987). As Harding (1987) explains, ‘the inquirer her/himself [should] be placed 

in the same critical plane as the subject matter, thereby recovering the entire research 

process for scrutiny in the results of the research’ (p. 9). Therefore, the researcher should 

acknowledge her/his position in ‘the frame of the picture that she/he attempts to paint’ 

(ibid.) 

This perspective is taken rather than ‘studying up’ (Nader, 1972), which suggests 

that ethnographers study actors with power such as policy makers, business persons, 

investors, financiers, local leaders, or the police. The idea of ‘studying up’ is useful but 

can be problematic as it takes power dynamics as a naturally hierarchical given. As Conti 

and O’Neil (2007) explain, ‘[c]onceptualizing power as simply hierarchical and rigidly 

determined by various systems of inequality in which people are objectively placed does 

not reveal the way that these systems are interlocking, non-additive and often 

contradictory’ (p. 67). Instead, by applying this approach in a way that positions the 

researcher and acknowledges the micro-politics of the research process, it becomes 

possible to re-conceptualise what it means to ‘study up’.  

Paternalism shaped many of my interactions with the mostly male interviewees. 

For example, in some cases, the interviewees took on a ‘fatherly’ role and voiced concern 

for my well-being as a young woman alone in a foreign country. In other instances, I was 

perceived as less threatening and taken less seriously. It was often assumed that I knew 

little about the country’s agricultural sectors, corporate agriculture, or the involvement of 

finance in agriculture. These assumptions frequently made the interviewees feel less 

threatened which sometimes worked in my favour. This is what Conti and O’Neil (2006) 

refer to as the ‘strategic management of … [the researcher’s] political identity’ (p. 77). 

In other instances, some interviewees were concerned about my own political 

leanings, given that I was studying Indonesia’s oil palm sector, the Philippine’s banana 

sector, and agricultural financialisation. These are contentious and increasingly political 

topics, as civil society actors launch campaigns calling for reform and academics publish 
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research that is critical of the sectors (see Greenpeace UK, 2013; Oxfam, 2013; 

Rainforest Action Network, 2016). The employees at CTP Holding’s plantations in West 

Kalimantan, for example, were hesitant to talk to me about their operations because of 

their experience with NGOs visiting the areas and launching campaigns (see Rainforest 

Action Network, 2010; Tillack, 2016). In one interview, a university professor and 

agribusiness consultant asked in a disdainful tone, ‘so what kind of academic are you - a 

left leaning one or a business sensitive one?’  

Cargill is an especially secretive company with tight control over any information 

released. To deal with this, I used two network-based methods to gain access to actors: 

first-hand personal introductions, and snowballing. Regarding the first, there were many 

instances in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Singapore when I gained access to corporate 

actors by approaching them at an investment conference, such as with Black River. With 

CTP Holdings, when I was in West Kalimantan, I approached the local manager to ask 

for entry to the plantation. Through these informal meetings, I could slowly build a 

relationship and break the barrier of mistrust.  

Regarding the second method, snowballing was essential for the creation of a 

strong network to gain access to various important players. When introduced through an 

ally, actors were much more willing to meet with me and share important information. 

For example, in the Philippines, I formed a relationship with the head of an important 

government agency who in turn introduced me to someone from a key company in the 

tropical fruits industry in Mindanao. Next, I met with his contact at Agrinurture, who in 

turn linked me with his extensive network in the fruits industry.  

An approach to studying transnational corporate actors and its limitations  

Since the case studies explore both the motives of transnational capital and the 

strategies used to pursue them nationally and locally, a multileveled approach was used, 

focusing on two land deals, in two countries, and on various scales. I attempted to 

conduct my fieldwork in a way that reflected the flows of transnational capital and the 
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relations, networks, and movements that define how it travels. The research arena 

transitioned from business and government offices, to conferences, plantations, and 

farming communities and homes, around Singapore, Manila, Jakarta, Davao region, and 

various regions of Kalimantan.  In this way, I aimed to move past one arena, scale, and/or 

case, and emphasise the importance of various scales and the linkages between them that 

define how a deal is implemented, whether investment plans are realised and if not, then 

why not. 

While studying processes of corporate land acquisition at several different levels 

and in two countries offers interesting insights, it also comes with limitations. Going for 

breadth in a relatively short research period can cause restrictions in the depth and nuance 

in the complex world of big business and state-capital-society relations in both countries. 

Studying corporations takes time, patience, and nuance, especially since simply gaining 

access to a company can take months. Therefore, some aspects of this analysis only 

scratch the surface and some areas of the analysis could have benefited from longer and 

more detailed research and analysis. For example, it would have been valuable to spend 

more time on and around Cargill’s West Kalimantan plantations and it would have been 

fruitful to visit the farms in Mindanao that Black River-ANI were looking to invest. 

However, this was not feasible due to time and safety constraints. It would have also been 

valuable to do more follow up interviews with Black River after the deal unravelled to 

learn of their take on its complications.  

Field locations and data collection 

Figure 1. Research locations: Singapore, Jakarta, Pontianak, Ketapang/Manis 

Mata, Manila and Davao region  
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Map Source: Google Maps  

 

The Philippine fieldwork lasted six months. I was based in Manila, where I visited 

company and government offices, conducted interviews with government officials, 

national company employees (such as Cargill’s Philippine partner in the project, 

Agrinurture), farmer groups, development practitioners, and foreign investors, and 

attended two agriculture investment conferences and a luncheon. I made two field visits 

to Mindanao for a few weeks at a time to meet with local investors, the Pilipino Banana 

Growers and Exporters Association (PBGEA)11, a land broker, and government officials. 

                                              
11 The PBGEA is network and alliance of 29 domestic and foreign companies operating in the Philippines 

Cavendish banana industry 

Pontianak 

Manis Mata/Ketapang 
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I also attended an investment conference and visited various agrarian reform 

communities. My visit to Mindanao took place while ANI and Black River were still 

looking for land, and therefore I was unable to visit the farms. I did however visit 

agrarian reform communities under similar lease arrangements in the same region of 

acquisition. 

The Indonesian research period lasted seven months. I was based in Jakarta where 

I attended investment conferences, interviewed Cargill employees, government officials, 

investors, national company employees, development practitioners, and NGOs. I spent 

three weeks in different areas of West Kalimantan (Pontianak, Manis Mata and 

Ketapang) where I visited Cargill’s local offices and operations and interviewed various 

government officials, investors, Cargill employees, and collected important secondary 

data. I also stayed on the Cargill plantation for a week in Manis Mata where I toured the 

plantation and interviewed company officials, employees, farmers, and indigenous 

communities in the region.  

I made two visits to Singapore. The first was in the fieldwork’s early stages when I 

attended an agricultural investment summit to make connections with investors. I first 

met a Black River representative at this conference. During the second visit, I conducted 

follow up interviews and meetings with Black River and Cargill employees. 

Three assistants were involved for different durations of the research. The first 

Filipino assistant was based in Manila and helped collect data and arrange interviews. 

The second Filipino assistant was based in Mindanao and helped set interviews and 

attended farm visits with me. During my field visit to West Kalimantan a local Dayak 

woman assisted me by setting up interviews and doing some initial office visits to collect 

documents, and accompanying me to interviews, and the plantation visit. She also 

interpreted during some interviews. Given her knowledge of local business and cultural 

customs, she played an important role in creating a comfortable rapport with the 

informants. Recorders were used when approved by the interviewee, and the recordings 

were later transcribed, translated (when necessary), and analysed.  
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Seventy-three semi-structured and unstructured interviews were conducted with 61 

people (12 follow-up interviews).12 Eleven interviews were conducted in Singapore, 32 in 

the Philippines, and 30 in Indonesia. Twelve group interviews were held throughout the 

duration of the research with farming groups and indigenous communities, government 

departments, and business groups, as follows:  

1. Five with farming communities: one with Dayak farmers of Cargill oil palm 

plantation in West Kalimantan and four with agrarian reform communities in 

Mindanao 

2. Four with government: 1) BOI officials from the Autonomous Region of Muslim 

Mindanao (ARMM), 2) DAR officials from Davao region, 3) Ministry of 

Agriculture in Indonesia, 4) Indonesian National Land Agency/ Badan Pertanahan 

Nasional (BPN) 

3. Three with private sector actors: 1) Three members of GAPKI (Gabungan 

Pengusaha Kelapa Sawit Indonesia / Association of Indonesian Palm Oil 

Producers), 2) employees from an investment firm in Indonesia, 3) employees of 

investment firm in Singapore 

Group interviews were used in these instances for various reasons. In Indonesia, 

a group interview involving GAPKI members helped reveal the alliances and dynamics 

within the oil palm sector and GAPKI. The group interviews with community members 

and farmer groups in West Kalimantan and Mindanao were used to understand group 

responses to land deals, internal dynamics and politics, government-community 

relationships and investor-community relations.   

Participant observation was used at events such as investment and agricultural 

conferences, company and NGO meetings and workshops, post-conference drinks, 

                                              
12 Names and places are omitted from source quotes in certain cases to protect the anonymity of the 

interviewees.  
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business luncheons, and in company and government offices, to study the subtle 

interactions of actors, the negotiations between partners, and the making of deals.  

Thesis outline 

This thesis is composed of six chapters. The next chapter presents the theoretical 

framework of the thesis and offers a background for exploring the characteristics of each 

country’s transforming state-capital-society relations. Chapter three introduces Cargill’s 

past and current operations and growth procedures. Chapter four presents Cargill’s 

successful investments into oil palm production in West Kalimantan, Indonesia. Chapter 

five presents Cargill’s attempted investment into banana production in Mindanao, 

Philippines. Finally, chapter six compares Cargill’s strategy of securing access to primary 

products in the two countries and the importance of each country’s state-capital relations. 

The chapter ends with suggestions on the possible underlying incentives to Cargill’s 

different investment approaches.  
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Chapter 2  

Analysing the strategies of agro-industrial commodity traders across diverse 

state-capital-society contexts  

 

Introduction 

To understand how and why agro-commodity traders try to acquire commodity 

control and how the political-economic investment setting influences their strategies, it is 

important to engage with theory that helps connect the roots of a deal (or why capital is 

seeking out land) with the trajectory of the deal (or how capital tries to establish land 

control). This study seeks to do so using a political economy lens focused on (a) the 

global drivers of the rush for land, which helps answer ‘the why’ of land deals and (b) the 

state-capital-society relations of the countries of investment, which helps to understand 

‘the how’ of land deals. 

This chapter is organised as follows. First, the theories used to contextualise the 

objectives of agro-commodity traders in the land rush are presented. Second, the first part 

of the state-capital-society relations approach is discussed by introducing Fox’s (1993) 

state-society interactions approach. Third, the second part of the state-society interactions 

approach is presented by considering the nature of elite power in Indonesia and the 

Philippines and its influence over state structure and capital accumulation.  

Contextualising ‘the why’ of land deals 

To understand what drives an agro-industrial commodity trader in the rush for 

land and the evolution of its strategies, it is important to situate it in relation to global 

economic transformations. To do so, key political economy concepts are used including 

Marx’s primitive accumulation, Harvey’s accumulation by dispossession (abbreviated 

here as ABD), financialisation, and food regime analysis.   

 ‘Primitive’ or ‘original’ accumulation as explained by Marx is the historical 

process of separating the producer from the means of production. Regarding land as the 
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means of production, it involves the enclosing of land and the expulsion of its inhabitants, 

who become landless proletariats while the land becomes an asset used for further capital 

accumulation (Marx, 2004 [1976]).  

Building on this, Harvey (2003) uses the concept of accumulation by 

dispossession (ABD) to highlight how modern-day capitalism solves its over-

accumulation problems by expanding into new territories and dispossessing people of 

control over their land and resources. Harvey’s use of over-accumulation is based on 

Rosa Luxemburg’s argument that capitalism uses extra-economic force to penetrate non-

capitalist societies and access new markets and sources of labour (Luxemburg, 2003 

[1913], p. 351).  

Harvey (2003) diverges from Luxemburg on the contradiction of the logic of 

capitalist accumulation. Luxemburg saw the contradiction as under-consumption, Harvey 

sees it as over-accumulation (Harvey, 2003, pp. 138, 148–153). As Harvey explains, 

‘capitalism always requires a fund of assets outside of itself if it is to confront and 

circumvent pressures of over-accumulation. If those assets, such as empty land or new 

raw material sources, do not lie to hand, then capitalism must somehow produce them’ 

(ibid., p. 143). ABD is therefore the continuing force in the ‘historical geography of 

capital accumulation through imperialism’ (ibid.).  

Following Braudel’s longue durée, regarding financial expansion throughout 

phases of capitalist development, Arrighi argues that financial expansion points to ‘not 

just the maturity of a particular stage of development of the capitalist world-economy, but 

also the beginning of a new stage’ (Arrighi, 2010, p. 88). The current phase of capitalist 

financial expansion is marked by financialisation, involving ‘the increasing role of 

financial motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial institutions in the 

operation of domestic and international economy’ (Epstein, 2005, p. 3).  

Since the 1970s, accumulation by dispossession has spread, in part through the 

financialisation and ‘orchestration’ ‘of an international financial system that could, from 

time to time, visit anything from mild to savage bouts of devaluation and accumulation 
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by dispossession on certain sectors or even whole territories’ (Harvey, 2003, p. 156). 

After various waves of deregulation, finance capital can now move around the world 

freely and expeditiously (Clapp, 2014, p. 802). More and more elements of the global 

economy have turned into financial assets and an avenue for financial investment. 

Agriculture and land were included in this process, and as a result, finance capital 

is now ‘the cutting edge of accumulation by dispossession in recent times’ (Harvey, 

2003, p. 157). What this means is that dispossession, or seizing of control over land by 

transnational capital and global agribusiness, is more easily achieved today because of 

the current financial system. Ever more financial actors have become drawn to 

agriculture, while agricultural actors have tied their activities up with finance due to the 

fast and safe bets to be made in agricultural markets. Therefore, the current rush for land 

is a ‘part of the systematic deepening of the current phase of capitalism’ (Sassen, 2013, p. 

27).  

The food regime theory is useful here to understand the current form of capital 

accumulation in the global agricultural system and the global power arrangements 

structuring agricultural production and consumption. Harriet Friedmann (1993) defines a 

food regime as a ‘rule-governed structure of production and consumption of food on a 

world scale’ (pp. 30–31). The way in which food is produced and consumed is controlled 

by period-specific rules derived out of relations and political struggles regulating 

‘property and power within and between nations’ (ibid., p. 31). The international power 

dynamics that define the rules are negotiated by the interactions of various actors relevant 

in the global agricultural economy – these differ in each regime, and often include 

government departments and actors, financial players, corporations, lobbies, and farmers’ 

groups (Friedmann, 1993, p. 31). Even though this is referred to as a food regime, in 

today’s economy it extends to non-food-based products (e.g. agrofuels), therefore the 

terms ‘agro-food regime’ or ‘agro-commodity regime’ are used here. Within the current 

corporate agricultural system, financial players, institutions and instruments ‘have the 

capacity to re-organise various stages of the agro-food supply chain, and to alter the 
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terms and conditions under which other actors in the chain can operate’ (Burch & 

Lawrence, 2009, p. 275). The financialisation of agriculture plays an important role here, 

demonstrated in the increased involvement of finance capital in land deals. 

Food regime theory can therefore help uncover ‘what lies “behind” the 

transformation of food and fibre production, to examine not only the role of finance 

capital in re-shaping relations up and down the agri-food supply chain, but also 

investigating the tendency for agri-food capitals to seek profits from financial 

transactions’ (Burch & Lawrence, 2009, p. 267). For this study, food regime theory helps 

to make sense of how transnational actors react to and influence transnational trends and 

structures and adapt to national contexts. The debates surrounding food regime theory are 

expanded on in the following chapter. 

The state-society interaction approach 

To understand how accumulation by dispossession in the current global 

agricultural arrangement occurs in nation-specific contexts, it is important to incorporate 

theory that helps identify the micro-politics of land deals. This section presents the state-

capital-society framework used in this study to bridge the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of land deals. 

It does so by conceptualising the influence of different actors in different settings, the 

relations between these actors, the outcome of these relations, and the power of context. 

Fox’s (1993) state-society interactions approach is used and adjusted to account for how 

the interactions between actors and their outcomes/trajectories are shaped as much (if not 

more) by the domestic institutional and political economic setting as they are by the 

global economy. 

The state-society approach helps grasp the different actors and agendas involved 

in land deals, and how cooperation, contention, and interaction between actors shape the 

direction of Cargill’s land acquisition plans.  Fox’s (1993) state-society approach seeks to 

make sense of the outcomes of actor engagement by focusing on the interaction of state 

and social actors, ‘the institutions that mediate such interaction, and the factors that 

account for how those institutions are in turn transformed’ (p. 39).  
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Institutions are key here, since they are ‘both the context and the object of 

contestations within the state, within society, and between the state and society’ (Borras, 

2007, p. 69). ‘State actors’ are defined as ‘groups of officials whose actions push or pull 

in the same political direction’ (Fox, 1993, p. 29). ‘Social actors’ operate ‘beyond the 

formal boundaries of the state’ and are ‘groups of people who identify common interests 

and share ideas about how to pursue them’ (Fox, 1993, p. 23). This moves beyond the 

frame of ‘civil society’ which Fox argues is a ‘too general concept for identifying and 

analyzing actors outside the state. It is a residual category- “nonstate”-that does not offer 

analytical tools for understanding its internal dynamics and articulation with the state 

beyond general notions of strong or weak’ (ibid.). Therefore, in using the groupings of 

‘state’ and ‘social’ actors, ‘[t]he boundaries between the state and society are blurred, 

making it is necessary to view the dynamic between the two as collaborative. Through 

the interactions of state and society actors, and depending on the power resources they 

have access to, the balance of power within the state and within society is transformed’ 

(Fox, 1993, p. 22). Before elaborating on how a deal is made through actor interaction, it 

is important to identify and discuss the actors themselves within the state-society 

approach to position their motivations and roles in the politics of land deal making.  

Actors 

This sub-section discusses the categories of state and societal actors more 

thoroughly as it relates to Cargill’s land acquisition plans and adds a discussion of elite 

actors, to account for the relations used by transnational capital within the national arena. 

There is a risk of overgeneralisation when presenting actors as belonging to certain 

categories or groups. For example, the state is made up of many departments and actors, 

each with their own motivations and devices. As Wolford et al. (2013) argue, the state 

does not operate with ‘one voice’ and when ‘unbundled’, the processes, people and 

relationships constituting the state are revealed (p. 189).  Perhaps even more 

heterogeneous is the category of ‘social actors’ which includes non-state actors involved 

in policy formation and state engagement, such as individuals from civil society and 
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farming and indigenous communities. These communities are composed of individuals 

with diverse political leanings, socio-economic statuses, class, and ideologies. Therefore, 

at the risk of oversimplifying, this subsection presents the main actor categories involved 

in land deals, including state, elite, and social actors, and positions them within the state-

society perspective. 

When defining the state, the state-society interactions approach takes us beyond 

the ideas of the rational bureaucratic state of Weber and the reductionist approach of 

Marx, where the state is an apparatus of elite control. As Bright and Harding (1984) 

explain, ‘[s]tates are neither static givens lording over society nor subservient by-

products of other social forces; they are the institutional and ideological products of 

historically specific processes structuring power relations in society’ (1984, p. 4). Becker 

(1983) likewise argues that ‘the state is “relatively autonomous,” in the sense of 

possessing some initiative vis-à-vis the particular (especially short-run) interests of any 

private institution, class, or class stratum, and at the same time, is itself an arena of class 

conflict whose actions manifestly affect class interests and power’ (p. 5).  

Within the state-society approach, state power is viewed in terms of relationships 

within a society and state action is regarded as ‘the result of a reciprocal cause and effect 

relationship between changes in the balance of power within the state and shifts in the 

balance of power within society,’ (Fox, 1993, p. 22). Through this lens, the state is not a 

singular entity but a plurality of powers, influences, and actors. As Fox (1993) put it, ‘the 

state comprises the ensemble of political, social, economic, and coercive institutions that 

exercise “public” authority in a given territory’ (pp. 11-12). 

To analyse state actors and the way they juggle the demands of various players and 

forces, it is important to reflect on the two main requirements of capitalist states: ‘the 

continuation of private capital accumulation and the preservation of some historically 

conditioned minimum legitimacy’ (Fox, 1993, p. 3). Regarding the first, within a 

capitalist society, the state is often ‘dependent on the actions of capitalists because private 

investment is essential to its functioning’ (ibid.) This is apparent in Indonesia and the 
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Philippines where the government often acts on behalf of companies to facilitate projects 

under the guise of ‘economic development’. In some cases, this is in the form of policy 

and regulation and in others it is an alliance between a state actor and an investor. The 

nature of state-capital relations in each country determines the alliances necessary for a 

foreign investor to successfully acquire land and reflects the relative strength of foreign 

capital in relation to national capital and the state. As Borras and Franco (2013) explain, 

‘[t]he history of the development of global capitalism is a history of varying 

combinations of state and capital alliances, where accumulation and dispossession have 

advanced and occurred hand in hand’ (p. 1728).  

The second requirement of capitalist states is the maintenance of legitimacy by 

projecting an image as guardians of peace and stability. This requirement can be used by 

civil society actors to sway the state through public opinion as well as investors through 

discourses on development. An example of the latter is how national and regional 

governments in Indonesia and the Philippines often justify transferring lands to investors 

by arguing that agricultural investment will lead to economic and social development. 

States must juggle the two requirements and they do so in a variety of ways.  

Fox (1993) argues that the ways different state actors decide on which agendas to 

prioritize depends on their institutional environments. Different state agents have diverse 

‘embedded orientations’, and these orientations construct various ‘access routes’ for 

actors pursuing interests with the state (ibid.). These institutional environments and the 

available access routes are contingent on the country’s political economic structure.  

In relation to land deals, various types of state actors are important in land deal 

implementation, including policy makers, agents from different departments (such as 

agriculture, environment, investment, and land), and mayors or district heads (bupati in 

Indonesia). Different states and state actors assume different roles in and views on land 

deals, and those looking to gain use ‘different kinds of power within the state’ to carry 

out and regulate the deals (Wolford et al., 2013). This translates into different 
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opportunities and constraints for foreign investors looking to acquire land in varying 

institutional arrangements and political economic settings. 

State actors represent important players in the land deal process as they can 

identify, classify and redistribute land for domestic or international investors. According 

to Borras, Franco and Wang (2013), states have the ‘absolute authority to carry out’ and 

facilitate land deals (2013, p. 167). They do so by: 1) justifying deals as a need for 

development, 2) reclassifying land and redefining what is considered marginal or empty 

land, 3) identifying marginal and empty land; 4) acquiring and appropriating the 

identified land, 5) reallocating these lands for investors (2013, p. 167). Sometimes, states 

resort to coercion and violence in the ‘state’s effort at territorialization, enforcement of its 

sovereignty and authority, as well as its promotion of private capital accumulation’ 

(ibid.).   

Local politicians and government officials often act as gatekeepers or allies for 

investors in the rush for land (Anseeuw, Wily, Cotula, & Taylor, 2011; Borras, Fig, & 

Suárez, 2011; Deininger & Byerlee, 2011; Hall, 2011).  Van der Ploeg, Franco and 

Borras (2015), draw on the Eastern European example to show how transnational 

companies can acquire certain benefits from their relationships with state actors, such as 

subsidies and land contracts. Land acquisitions are legalised through the ‘[e]fforts led by 

states and elites to reform, formalize, individualize and register land and property’ (Hall 

et al., 2015, p. 478). Local government officials can also be a driving force behind land 

deals. In Russia, for example, Visser, Mamonova and Spoor (2012) found that regional 

state actors encourage land investment by offering financial incentives, such as tax 

exemption and subsidies, as well as state pressure and political alliance building (pp. 911-

912). 

It is important to distinguish between domestic and transnational elite actors here, 

to make space for the transnational character of the land deal processes. Elite actors in 

general are ‘individuals, who hold, or have held, a privileged position in society and … 

are likely to have more influence on political outcomes than general members of the 
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public’ (Richards, 1996, p. 199). Consequently, elite actors are often also state actors. 

They are persons with a relatively great amount of economic, political and social power 

within a society and can be either domestic or foreign. There are different types of elites 

relevant for the land deal: political bourgeoisie/elites (those with affiliations to the state 

such as senior national and regional civil servants, district heads/bupatis in Indonesia), 

family conglomerates, business elites, community leaders, land brokers, and compradors. 

Brokers or ‘middle men’ are considered the ‘go-betweens, mediators and 

negotiators’ of land deals on the ground (Sud, 2014, p. 594). Sud explains how, brokers 

are ‘facilitative (and/or obstructive) parts of a chain linking two end points, or points 

leading to the two ends. In the land economy, they can represent sellers or buyers, or act 

on behalf of government representatives as gatekeepers or fixers, or they can be 

independent consultants who deal with several parties in a land deal’ (ibid.). Compradors 

can be considered a sort of broker, acting as agents for foreign investors and 

multinational corporations in the land deal process and can also be the owners, senior 

executives, or high-ranking employees of different agricultural companies (as in the 

banana industry in the Philippines or oil palm in Indonesia). These groups are often, but 

not always, overlapping and closely connected. 

Foreign investors often associate with national elites to navigate the policies and 

politics of the country, leading to functional capital alliances. This is often necessary 

since access to land is often established through the influence of domestic elites. For 

instance, Fairbairn (2013) found that ‘[e]xamining the sources of power that allow 

Mozambican elites to mediate foreign land acquisitions’ reveals ‘that the demand of 

foreign investors does not translate directly into effects on the landscape of rural 

Mozambique, but rather that it is mediated by Mozambicans whose power gives them 

access control over this landscape’ (p. 343). This thesis turns the question around to the 

foreign investors’ perspective and asks how they can adapt to domestic elites’ context-

based sources of power to establish their own ‘access control’.   
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Foreign capital may align with domestic capital in a manner that allows for the 

circumvention of laws and regulations. Cotula (2012) explains that ‘[t]he role of these 

players [politicians, senior civil servants, business people], both as land acquirers and as 

intermediaries and strategic allies working with international capital’ is a ‘continuation of 

a longer-term process whereby national elites have become increasingly interested in 

rural lands’ (p. 673). For example, Visser et al. (2012) draw on the case of Russia to 

explain how foreign investors use their Russian subsidiaries to bend regulations and 

acquire land control (p. 901). This is evidenced in Cargill’s investment in Indonesia. 

Therefore, ‘[e]xamining the motivations and interactions between … elites within the 

broader macro-structural context helps to explain how land becomes “grabbable” and 

grabbed’ (Keene et al., 2015, p. 136). 

‘Social actors’ are separate from the state yet help shape its policies and actions 

through mobilisation, social pressure, and negotiation. These actors include NGOs, donor 

agencies, transnational agrarian movements, and farming and indigenous communities 

and groups. The groups and individuals making up this category each come with their 

own political leanings, objectives, hierarchies, and social configurations. This category is 

therefore highly diverse and far-reaching and their involvement in land deals depends on 

the individual level of engagement.  

(1) NGOs, for example, are defined as any non-state groups, either big or small, 

located in the global south or north, and with a focus on ‘agrarian justice’, such as the 

Institute for Food and Development Policy or Food First, the Transnational Institute, 

GRAIN, and Focus on the Global South (Edelman & Borras, 2016, p. 107). NGOs have 

been described as both encouraging the growth and spread of agrarian movements (ibid.) 

and criticised for taking advantage of rural communities by being a ‘neo-comprador 

class’ (Petras & Veltmeyer, 2001) and drawn to ‘fashionable exotic groups’ (Gill, 2000, 

p. 169). Edelman and Borras (2016) note that the reality is of course much more complex 

considering the heterogeneity of the NGO sector. Within land deals, NGOs can be 

involved in international and local campaigns, support local actions and movements, and 
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provide important resources to communities and community members impacted by land 

deals by acting as mediators, providing legal counsel, or simply funding local actions. 

Examples will be provided in the case-based chapters.  

(2) Donor agencies, such as Oxfam, ActionAid, and Interchurch Organization for 

Development Cooperation (ICCO), are also classified as non-state actors, however they 

do receive funding from government agencies and in turn choose which NGOs and 

agrarian movements to fund. Edelman and Borras (2016) explain that the donor agencies 

provide much needed logistical resources and help extend the reach of agrarian 

movements. In following the demands of their government sponsors, donor agencies are 

sometimes responsible for pushing overtly market-based agendas on NGOs and rural 

communities. Donor agencies are mostly involved in the issue of land deals through the 

financing of NGO’s anti-land grab actions and campaigns. 

(3) Transnational agrarian movements (hereafter TAMs), such as La Vía 

Campesina,13 are ‘differentiated internally – by class and ideology as well as by other 

identity dimensions, especially race, ethnicity, gender and generation’ (Edelman & 

Borras, 2016, p. 38). Regardless of this differentiation, they are still able to ‘unite and 

mobilize around common campaigns and to remain committed to the transnational 

movement during and in between campaign peaks’ (ibid., p. 40).  Edelman and Borras 

(2016) argue that TAMs are both complicated and enriched by their diversity. Consider 

the various ideologies comprising TAMs: ‘an important and challenging aspect of this 

ideological diversity is not simply that it is plural but rather that these ideologies are in 

competition.  When we appreciate that multiple ideologies are competing ideologies, we 

necessarily bring our analysis back to the relations between member organizations within 

a large global movement’ (ibid., p. 56). La Vía Campesina offers an example of how its 

heterogeneity transforms its objectives and strategies as it is both an actor on the world 

                                              
13 Considered the ‘main voice’ of mariginalized rural people, especially peasants and small farmers 

(Edelman and Borras, 2016) 
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stage and an ‘arena of action’ where the group’s objectives and strategies are 

(re)negotiated over time (ibid.).  

Terms such as ‘local people’, ‘local community’, ‘people of the land’, ‘rural poor’, 

and ‘the peasantry’ reference those most impacted by land deals, however, these terms 

can be overly simplistic and deterministic since they are socially differentiated (Edelman 

& Borras, 2016). With respect to land deals, when investor’s plans ‘hit the ground, they 

interact with social groups within the state and in society that are differentiated along 

lines of class, gender, generation, ethnicity and nationality, and that have historically 

specific expectations, aspirations and traditions of struggle. These reshape, limit or make 

possible different kinds of land deals’ (Hall et al., 2015, p. 268).  

As Borras and Franco (2013) assert, ‘if there is one thing that the spectre of land 

grabbing has shown … it is that local communities are socially differentiated and 

consequently the impact on and within communities will likewise be differentiated, 

leading in turn to an array of diverse responses’ (2013, p. 1724). These responses will 

connect to a ‘range of variable and relative economic, political, social and cultural 

factors, conditions and calculations’ (ibid.). Depending on the position and connection of 

the community amongst and within different groups, they can make use of countervailing 

alliances, hinder, or shape the progression of a land deal. Besides resistance to land deals, 

‘political reactions from below’ may range ‘from mobilizations seeking to improve the 

compensation for people’s expulsion from their land to demands to be inserted into land 

deals as workers or contract farmers to counter-mobilizations against land deal resisters’ 

(Hall et al., 2015, p. 467).  

Even though community-based alliances do not maintain the same types of access 

and influence as elite-state alliances, community movements effect change in land deal 

processes with certain relation-based methods, such as by (1) using investor dependencies 

as a source of leverage (2) working with likeminded individuals for collective action (3) 

using ‘tactical relations’ with specific state officials; (4) connecting to ‘specialists in 
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violence’; and (5) and establishing relations with international NGOs (Rutten et al., 

2017).  

Power resources: Relations, networks, and alliances 

An important element in analysing how different types of actors relate to and 

interact with one another in the land deal process is to highlight the power each actor 

utilises to assert control and how they do so in relation to the local and national settings. 

To analyse this, the state-society interaction’s approach to power elucidates how ‘[i]n 

practice, institutions operate based on combinations of formal and informal power 

resources. Formal power resources refer to official mandates, including the 

administrative, legal and political authority and resources assigned to carry them out’ 

(Fox, 2005, p. 3).  

Informal resources include social, political and economic capital. Social capital, as 

defined by Fox, relates to the relationships available to actors that help strengthen their 

involvement in state-society dynamics (Fox, 2004, p. 4). Strategic alliances and networks 

are an important type of social capital for foreign investors and are formed ‘as a direct 

response to major strategic challenges or opportunities which the partner firms face’ 

(Child, Faulkner, & Tallman, 1998, p. 5). Hall et al. (2015) explain: ‘alliances – tactical 

or strategic – may link groups with a common objective that nonetheless have different or 

even competing class or other interests and ideological leanings. They may be alliances 

against, alliances for or alliances in the struggles within land deals’ (Hall et al., 2015, p. 

471). 

Political capital ‘refers to resources that generate the capacity to seek to change 

the balance of power’ (Fox, 2005, p. 4). It is ‘grounded in a combination of social capital, 

the capacity to deploy institutional resources, as well as a willingness and capacity to use 

the media to inform public debates over the issues at stake’ (ibid.). Finally, economic 

capital refers to the resources that can help influence both social and political capital 

through financial incentive. These types of capital and power resources define the level of 
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influence that each actor has within the arenas of negotiation and frame the character of 

state-society interactions.  

The way foreign investors, business elites, political elites, and civil society actors 

mobilise power resources affects state action. Foreign investors control land using a 

diverse array of power resources that can be categories through the ‘powers of exclusion’ 

framework of Hall et al. (2011). Exclusion refers here to the ways in which people are 

prevented from benefitting from things (more specifically land) and as the name depicts, 

this theory focuses on ‘the changing ways in which people are excluded from access to 

land’ (Hall, Hirsch, and Li 2011, p. 4). Hall et al. (2011) argue that investors can control 

land and exclude others though ‘the interaction between regulation, force, the market and 

legitimation’ (p. 4, emphasis in original).  

In short, the state-society interactions approach helps to analyse the way land deals 

are made through the processes of interaction between foreign investors and, in the 

recipient country, the relevant actors in the state, business, and civil-society sectors, 

which together shape the direction of change in the national setting. Consequently, it 

helps unpack the national land deal dynamics, focusing on the relations and struggles 

within the national arena that shape the way deals are made through actor engagement.  

Country-specific state-capital dynamics 

The deals analysed in the subsequent chapters involve an agro-industrial 

commodity trader that is seeking out land in two different countries and that uses an 

investment strategy reflective of, and reactive to, each context. Concepts such as 

patrimonialism, bossism, and clientelism are often used to characterise the power of 

domestic elites over the state and the nature of capital accumulation in both Indonesia and 

the Philippines. 

Hutchcroft (1998, p. 15), for example, characterised Indonesia and the Philippines 

as patrimonial polities in which high degrees of favouritism allow elites, oligarchs, and 

cronies to enjoy access to and control over state resources. In his publication outlining 
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‘booty capitalism,’ Hutchcroft (1998, p. 47) cited Indonesia as a case of a ‘patrimonial 

administrative state’ and’ bureaucratic capitalism’, and the Philippines as a case of a 

‘patrimonial oligarchic state’ and ‘booty capitalism.’ To Hutchcroft (1998), the 

‘politically determined’ nature of these two types of capitalism was reflected in ‘the 

relative strengths of the state apparatus and business interests’ (ibid.). 

Hutchcroft (1998) describes how, in Indonesia during the New Order Period 

(1966-1998), government officials were ‘a powerful force in their own right’, which 

compelled private sector elites to depend on bureaucratic elites for protection and the 

advancement of their business interests. In return, an elite bureaucratic class extracted 

privilege from the business class. Members of the business elite had little access to 

elected political positions or positions within the state bureaucracy and needed to 

cultivate ties with influential bureaucrats (through personal financial contributions) to 

protect their business interests using connections within the state.  In this environment, 

civil society was ‘forcibly depoliticised and industrialists were mere clients of the 

patrimonial officialdom’ (Hutchcroft, 1998, p. 47). In exchange for rents, powerful 

bureaucrats provided legal and physical protection to businesses against competitors and 

local communities.  

Hutchcroft (1998) compared this to the Philippines, where oligarchic 

entrepreneurs influenced the state from their external economic base and extracted 

‘privilege from a largely incoherent bureaucracy’ (ibid. p. 52). The oligarchic 

entrepreneurs plundered the state ‘for particularistic resources’ by capturing electoral 

political offices locally and nationally. They did so by having their own people voted into 

political office or appointed to relevant bureaucratic posts, who then served the 

entrepreneurs’ interests from within the state by shaping regulation and ensuring access 

to state resources. A ‘weak separation between the official and the private sphere’ 

existed, where major power resided ‘not in a class of officeholders but rather in the 

private sector’ (ibid.), and bureaucratic officials were not ‘a powerful social force in their 

own right’ (ibid., p. 53).  
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Per Hutchcroft (1998), in Indonesia’s bureaucratic capitalism, political elites held 

status inside of the bureaucracy and control[led] access to state resources, whereas in the 

Philippine’s ‘booty capitalism’ the dominant elite classes held ‘an economic base outside 

of the state [and] plunder[ed] the state for particularistic resources’ (p. 21). In both types 

of capitalism, whenever possible, foreign investors adjusted to the influence that 

oligarchs and elites had over institutions, regulations, and the economy, using context-

specific strategies and alliances.  

Sidel (2005) uses the concept of bossism to characterise the situation in Indonesia 

and the Philippines. Bossism ‘reflects a common conjuncture in state formation and 

capitalist development: the superimposition of the trappings of formal electoral 

democracy upon a state apparatus at an early stage of capital accumulation’ (Quimpo, 

2005, p. 231). ‘Bosses’ here refer to 

local brokers who enjoy an enduring monopolistic position over coercive and 

economic resources within their respective bailiwicks: long-term mayors who 

ran their municipalities as their private fiefdoms, congressmen and governors 

who built up political machines and business empires that spanned entire 

districts or provinces. (Sidel, 2005, p. 456) 

Sidel (2005) argues that the Philippines is more exemplary of bossism than 

Indonesia. He explains that in the Philippines ‘bosses’ can become entrenched through 

the subordination of municipal, provincial and national agencies of the state and through 

primary access to capital accumulation. In comparison, power in local settings of 

Indonesia is not monopolised by ‘individual strongmen’ or ‘dynasties’, but rather 

‘economic and political power at the regency, municipal, and provincial levels in 

Indonesia appears to be associated with loosely defined, somewhat shadowy, and rather 

fluid clusters and cliques of businessmen, politicians, and officials’ (ibid., p. 69).  

Therefore, Indonesia presents a ‘more nebulous and less monolithic pattern of local 

networks, “mafias”, and “clans’’’, while the Philippines presents a ‘more narrowly 

concentrated and sharply defined entrenchment of “bosses’’ ’ (ibid., p. 70). 
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The current contexts of both countries can be also described as ‘variations of the 

patrimonial/elite democracies’ (Quimpo, 2005, p. 230). Since the fall of President 

Suharto in 1998, Indonesian state-society-capital relations have been pronounced 

‘decentralised clientelism’ (Aspinall, 2013a, p. 36), dominated by an ‘untamed oligarchy’ 

(Winters, 2011, p. 180), ‘predatory elites’ (Hadiz, 2007) and a ‘money politics-fuelled 

electoral democracy’ (Hadiz, 2012, p. 72). Since the fall of President Marcos in the 

Philippines in 1986, the country’s state-society-capital relations have been described as 

‘authoritarian clientelism’ (Franco, 2001), ‘elite democracy’ (Bello & Gershman, 1990), 

‘elite populism’ (Bello, 1988), and ‘cacique democracy’ (Anderson, 1988). In both 

countries, the boundaries between state and business has become increasingly blurred, 

with elites moving between both the private and public sectors whenever opportunities 

arise and using their positions to accumulate more informal and formal power resources.  

The next section traces these changing relationships between the state and elite 

power in both countries since each country’s independence. This is necessary to 

understand the importance of state-capital relations in the making of land deals since, as 

Robison (1986) argued, the evolution of capitalism goes hand in hand with the evolution 

of the state (1986, p. x). 

Reviewing the transformation of state-capital relations in Indonesia and the Philippines 

over time  

Generally, capitalism in Indonesia and the Philippines seem to have undergone 

similar transitions. Both countries were colonised by Western powers and integrated into 

the world economy since around the mid-nineteenth century, were occupied by Japan 

during WWII, achieved Independence by the late 1940s, and had longstanding dictators 

who used domestic capital accumulation for personal favour. More recently, both 

countries were steered towards implementing neoliberal policies by the World Bank, 

WTO, and IMF, which benefited ruling elites and plantation-based agriculture.   

While the two countries have experienced similar transformations related to global 

geo-political trends, a closer look reveals certain shifts over the years in the 
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configurations of elite power and capitalism within each nation’s borders, shaping the 

place of foreign investors. These shifts are discussed here to clarify how state-capital 

relations have transformed over the years to add complexity to the changing templates 

used to describe Indonesia and the Philippines, including patrimonialism, bossism, and 

clientelism. Each country is discussed below in reference to three periods, or phases, 

which have encouraged particular types of class alignments and (re)alignments within the 

country and the space for foreign investment.  

Indonesia 

Aspinall (2013a) offers a useful historical categorisation of state-capital relations 

in Indonesia through the identification of three phases of political clientelism since 

independence: (1) pillared clientelism (1950s-1960s), (2) centralised clientelism of the 

New Order (1970s-1990s), and (3) decentralised neoliberal clientelism (2000-present). 

These three waves of clientelism are used here to frame the brief review of the history of 

state-capital relations in Indonesia.  

1) Pillared Clientelism: 1950s and 1960s 

The period following Independence from the Dutch in 1949 is described by 

Aspinall (2013a) as ‘pillared clientelism’, based on Geertz’ concept of ‘aliran politics’. It 

involved a weak state presence at the village level where political parties took the place 

of village institutions ‘surrounded by a set of voluntary social organizations formally or 

informally linked’ (Geertz, 1959, p. 37 in Aspinall, 2013a).  

Once the country achieved independence, Sukarno, the first president of Indonesia, 

implemented a nationalist strategy and rhetoric to steer the country out from under the 

colonial shadow. In 1950, the ‘Benteng’ (fortress) program was implemented to 

strengthen indigenous Indonesian businesses (Dick, 2002, p. 178), Dutch and Belgian 

companies were nationalised, and agricultural self-sufficiency was promoted (McCarthy 

& Cramb, 2005).  
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In 1957, Sukarno cancelled elections and forced Indonesia into the ‘Guided 

Democracy’14 period (Aspinall, 2013a, p. 32). During this time, the environment was 

unconducive to foreign investment and agricultural policy was focused on self-

sufficiency. The power of domestic elites began to grow as many took over former 

colonial business operations, the military were put in charge of former Dutch/Belgian 

plantations and other nationalised enterprises, and business partnerships continued to 

develop amongst traditional ethnic clans and families (Dieleman & Sachs, 2008). The 

partnerships that each business owner used depended on who and what was available to 

them. For example, Anthony Salim, the son of the Chinese-Indonesian businessman 

Liem, explains that the Salim Group ‘evolved not by design, but by necessity. Whatever 

opportunity was good, we just grabbed’ (in Dieleman & Sachs, 2008, p. 528).  

Bureaucratic elites, including actors from within the military and pribumi class 

[used with reference to so-called ‘indigenous Indonesians’], rose to political power via 

control over state resources, which enabled politico-business oligarchies to emerge from 

within the state, causing ‘public authority and private interest’ to merge (Robison & 

Hadiz, 2004, p. 30).  Land was mostly controlled by the state and ‘state policies and laws 

continued to facilitate the allocation of land to plantations, and were reworked to support 

changing national development strategies’ (McCarthy, Vel, & Afiff, 2012).  

During 1965-1966, after a failed leftist coup attempt, ‘the Indonesian military 

unleashed and orchestrated one of the largest massacres of the twentieth century’ (White, 

2016, p. 1). Anyone connected to the left-leaning political parties ‘were slaughtered and 

they and their families imprisoned without trial, and for decades suffered persecution and 

discrimination in education and employment’ (ibid.). This led to the complete 

abandonment of discussions surrounding agrarian reform and the dissolving of the 

Agrarian Reform Courts and Committees in 1970 (ibid., p. 12). The aftereffects of this 

                                              
14 ‘Mass mobilization and organization became means for the parties to demonstrate loyalty to Sukarno’s 

anti-imperialist order and secure a place in national government’ (Aspinall, 2013a). 
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are still felt today, with no strong national agrarian movement ever resurfacing or 

reorganising (ibid., p. 1).  

2) Centralised Clientelism of the New Order era: 1970s – 1990s 

Suharto came to power in 1967, following the violent repression of the communist 

party, launching Indonesia into the New Order era and a period of what Aspinall refers to 

as centralised clientelism (2013a). The New Order government was a powerful force 

which shaped the foundation of the capitalist classes that remain today (Aspinall, 2013a). 

This regime relied on various ‘personalistic interests and networks’, with ‘patronage 

distributed downwards through a pyramidal structure that centered, at its apex, on the 

presidential palace’ (Aspinall, 2013a, p. 34). The power of the Suharto family and their 

cronies, especially Chinese-Indonesian capitalists, pribumi capitalists, and military elites, 

steered the state-capital dynamics of this period. 

This regime presented itself as favourable to foreign investment and loans 

supported by the Foreign Investment Law of 1967 and the Domestic Investment Law of 

1968. Indonesia re-joined the IMF and World Bank and abandoned the ‘anti-Western 

policies of the Sukarno Government’ (Dick, 2002, p. 195). The Suharto government was 

hailed by Western governments and the World Bank as promoting economic 

development through the implementation of neoliberal policies and deregulation, while 

policies in favour of capitalism were implemented to benefit Suharto, his family, and 

cronies. For example, after 1974, FDI could only enter Indonesia through joint ventures 

with domestic firms with pribumi businessmen who had majority shares in the operations 

(Dick, 2002, p. 204). 

The Suharto regime handed out business permits and concessions for timber and 

logging, oil palm, and other agricultural sectors based on friendship and kinship ties, 

making it difficult for foreign investors to compete (Hill, 1996, p. 145). At the lowest 

level of the hierarchy of the Suharto regime were local elites who acted as, ‘enforcers of 

local order, dispensers of state resources, vote brokers for Golkar [Suharto’s ruling 
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party]’, all with the intention of enhancing ‘their strategies of political entrenchment and 

private capital accumulation’ (Sidel, 2005, p. 65).  

In the early 1990s, with the timber forests dwindling and the price of oil palm on 

the rise, many of Suharto’s cronies operating logging and paper corporations started 

switching to oil palm production, including Bakrie Sumatra Plantations (BSP), Duta 

Palma, Astra Agro, Makin Group and Musim Mas. As explained by Varkkey, 

‘[e]xpansion was pursued largely through the privatisation of previously state-run estates, 

particularly through the ‘Estate Transmigration Programme’ and the ‘Plantation 

Revitalisation Programme’ known collectively by its Indonesian acronym PIR-Trans’ 

(Varkkey, 2012, p. 314).  

By the 1990s, the oil palm sector opened to foreign capital to encourage further 

growth (McCarthy & Cramb, 2005, pp. 114–117). However, while the sector was 

theoretically open to foreign investors, it was still dominated by national elites with ties 

to the regime, leading many foreign investors, especially Malaysian and Singaporean, to 

partner with local players (Varkkey, 2012).  

Suharto’s edifice of centralised power lasted for three decades before being 

toppled in 1998. After the financial crisis of 1998, Suharto ‘had been abandoned’ by 

many of his allies, who, as Winters explains, became frustrated with the extent of the 

Suharto family’s power (Winters, 2011, p. 177). Once the regime fell, the structures and 

alliances formed during Suharto’s rule did not disappear, rather ‘cartels and cliques’ 

successfully reasserted ‘their political and economic hegemony within the new political 

arenas of politics and parliament’ (Robison & Hadiz, 2004, p. 28). 

3) Decentralised clientelism of the post New Order era: 2000 – present 

With the fall of Suharto, Indonesia entered a period of what Aspinall (2013a) 

refers to as ‘decentralised clientelism’, which involved the restoration of electoral 

democracy, political decentralisation, and a re-emergence of civil society. Hadiz (2012) 

argues, however, that ‘[i]n spite of the extraordinary changes Indonesia has experienced 
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since 1998, the legacy of the New Order cannot be ignored: it has arguably helped to 

entrench a distinctly money politics-fuelled kind of electoral democracy in the post-

Soeharto era’ (Hadiz, 2012, p. 72). Old predatory interests, such as Suharto’s cronies 

from the pribumi class, ‘hijacked Indonesia’s fledgling democracy by reinventing 

themselves as democrats’, attaching themselves to a new type of decentralised patronage 

networks and money politics (ibid.) 

Indonesia’s decentralisation processes were heavily influenced by outside players, 

such as the World Bank, which encouraged the government to decentralise under the 

Otonomi Daerah (‘regional autonomy’) laws (Law 22 and Law 25), and the WTO, which 

forced Indonesia to deregulate and further deregulate the economy. The Otonomi Daerah 

laws were drafted in 1999 and implemented in 2001 with the intention of shifting 

decision making down to the district and municipal level (McCarthy, 2004, p. 1203), 

causing local government positions to become one of the more powerful seats one can 

hold in government. Within the new state structure, bupatis (District Heads) could use 

their status to become brokers and land deal entrepreneurs by collecting land permits and 

selling them off to the highest bidder.  

The implementation of decentralisation allowed for an emergence of new elites 

and new types of politico-business alliances. The Indonesian state became characterised 

by institutionalised ‘relationships with capitalists, cronies and ‘fixers’ that revolved 

around a vast system of benefices and rents’ (Robison & Hadiz, 2004, p. 30). For 

example, domestic corporate agricultural actors entered public office to support their 

business endeavours. One exemplary individual was Ridho Ficardo, the son of one of the 

directors of Sugar Group Companies (SGC), who successfully ran for governor of 

Lampung, Sumatra, around the same time the company’s land permits were ending 

(Berenschot & Purba, 2015). 

Government officials still extract rents from businesses, however, there is a bit of 

independence of ‘private capital vis-à-vis the state, even if business-state relations are 

still characterised by patterns that developed during authoritarian rule, including the 
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clientelist and predatory behaviours that have been the subject of much analysis in post-

Suharto Indonesia’ (Aspinall, 2013b, p. 226). 

The strategies used to secure power have evolved with the political system, 

allowing past power-holders to adjust to the new state structure. As Syarif and Van 

Klinken (2006) explain, ‘[t]he logic of electioneering in a poorly funded and weakly 

disciplined state has created new forms of political corruption. Whereas in the past 

governors were bureaucrats who may have worked with businesspersons, now successful 

entrepreneurs are themselves becoming governors’ (p. 12). Power has provincialised, and 

the state is then captured by a form of corruption that enables elites to straddle the private 

and public sectors to pursue direct capital accumulation.   

Within the current context, some of the more dominant agricultural business elites 

include domestic oil palm conglomerates, foreign investors, local bureaucratic elites and 

brokers.  A combination of three main groups runs the family conglomerates. (1) 

Chinese-Indonesian15 capitalists (Hadiz, 2001), such as Liem Sioe Liong (the Salim 

Group) and Bob Hasan; (2) ‘Indigenous Indonesian’ capitalists, or ‘pribumi capital’ who 

rose through their connections to government since Independence, such as Aburizal 

Bakrie (a political elite, Chairman of the Golkar Party, and owner of the Bakrie Group, 

operating in various sectors including mining and oil palm) and Chairul Tanjung (CT 

Corporation with various subsidiaries in diverse sectors, such as CT Agro which has 

60,000 hectares of oil palm plantation in Kalimantan); (3) ‘Bureaucratic oligarchy’ 

families (Chua, 2007), or politico-business families (Robison & Hadiz, 2004), who fuse a 

range of businesses, political and bureaucratic interests by acting as both politicians and 

operating their own businesses.  

Foreign investors have more room for manoeuvre than ever before. For example, 

foreign companies are now allowed 95% ownership of joint venture companies, and local 

                                              
15 Chinese-Indonesian and Chinese-Filipino are problematic categories given the history of these groups 

in each country and the fact that they have been naturalised for many years. However, business alliances 

and endeavours are often influenced by ethnicity, making them useful categorisations of business groups 

(see Hedman and Sidel 2000). 
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government elites provide protection through state-business alliances. Chapter four will 

elaborate on what this means for the oil palm sector and agro-industrial commodity 

traders.  

Civil society has become more organised and mobilised since the fall of Suharto, 

however, not to the extent of pre-1965 Indonesia when the country had a strong national 

peasant and agricultural workers movement (White, 2016). As White (2016) explains, 

‘Unlike their counterparts in neighbouring countries like Thailand and the Philippines, 

Indonesia’s tens of millions of peasants and agricultural workers – the country’s largest 

single occupational group – have no strong national movement, organisation or political 

party representing their interests (2016, p. 1).  

In short, since the fall of Suharto, Indonesia’s electoral democracy has been 

reinstated, and the dynamic between the state and capital has reversed in some respects, 

with wealthy business people now appearing on the political stage as party leaders, 

ministers, and locally elected officials, while political officials cross over into different 

business sectors (Aspinall, 2013b). This is most apparent at the regional and local level 

after decentralisation where local business people fund the campaigns of candidates and 

have themselves entered political office as governors, district heads, and entering 

regional legislature (Aspinall, 2013b). As we will see in chapter four, this translates into 

preferential access to land permits, government licencing, construction contracts, and 

state budgeting (Aspinall, 2013b).  

The Philippines 

Building on the periodisation suggested by Aspinall (2013a) for Indonesia, the 

Philippines can likewise be organised into three waves of clientelism: (1) provincial 

clientelism and localised bossism (1950s-1960s), (2) Marcos’ centralised crony 

clientelism (1970s-mid 1980s), and (3) ‘clientelist electoral regime’ (Franco, 2001) (mid 

1980s-present).  

1) Provincial clientelism and localised bossism: 1950s and 1960s   
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Following independence from the United States, in 1946, the Philippine economy 

was characterised by provincial clientelism and local bossism, whereby local 

powerbrokers could ‘achieve sustained monopolies over coercive and economic 

resources within geographically defined bailiwicks through the creation of local political 

machines and economic empires’ (Hedman & Sidel, 2000, p. 88). Local elites operating 

in agriculture and other sectors maintained ‘extensive control over the police and 

military, which could be deployed for private political and economic gain’ (Verbrugge, 

2015, p. 451). 

The political and economic systems were controlled by a domestic landholding, 

agricultural elite that grew out of the Spanish and U.S. colonial policies (Hawes, 1987, 

pp. 27–28).  Bello (1986) argues that that the since U.S. colonisation, the U.S. 

government has been involved in the Philippine economy, including the agricultural 

sector, both directly and indirectly:  

When the US has not been intervening directly, its influence has been 

exercised through a domestic coalition of comprador bourgeoisie, “bureaucrat 

capitalists”, and landlords. Indeed, it was to create a reliable agent of social 

and political control that the US forged the different regional landlord elites 

into a national ruling class. (Bello, 1986, p. 266) 

Following independence, the landed elite had power over ‘tenant farmers, landless 

labourers, and other dependents who’ were ‘mobilised to deliver votes for large 

landowners and their favoured candidates for office on election day’ (Hedman & Sidel, 

2000, p. 69). Their control over local blocs of voters provided access 

to elective office: to municipal mayorships, provincial governorships, and 

even seats in the national legislature, guaranteeing a privileged position from 

which to exercise influence over the appointment of government personnel, 

the dispensing of state patronage, and the nature and direction of public policy 

formulation and implementation. (Hedman & Sidel, 2000, p. 69) 

Their wealth was generated in part through the country’s long history of exporting 

agricultural products, such as tobacco, indigo, abaca, sugar, and coconut, through 

colonial based commodity chains (ibid.). As Hawes (1987) explains, ‘[a]gricultural 
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exports generated tremendous wealth, which produced a [domestic] landholding elite that 

dominated local and provincial politics under the Spanish and, later, assumed important 

roles in the struggle for independence from colonial rulers, both Spanish and American’ 

(p. 46). 

In the 1960s, more foreigners acquired stakes in the agricultural sector, especially 

multinational fruit growers who gained access ‘via President Macapagal’s open-door 

policy to foreign investments’ (Ofreneo, 1980, pp. 47-48). Land control was achieved 

through long-term leases, joint ventures, and nationalisation of operations. The banana 

export industry grew during this period ‘largely under the guidance of American fruit 

transnationals which have linked up with Japanese banana importers and financiers, on 

one hand, and with Filipino corporate interests, on the other’ (ibid., p. 115).  

Bosses became entrenched through subordination to elected officials of municipal, 

provincial and national agencies of the state (Sidel, 2013, p. 3). Landed elites dominated 

electoral politics and certain economic sectors, such as logging, mining, transportation, 

and various illegal activities (ibid.). These elite groups survived many shifts in the 

country’s history as they adapted to the powerholder of the time (Hawes, 1987; McCoy, 

2009). This concentration would soon shift as state power centralised.  

2) Centralised crony clientelism of the Marcos Regime: 1970s-mid 1980s  

During the Marcos period crony capitalism spread through centralised state power, 

allowing friends and family of the president to accumulate ‘vast fortunes through behest 

loans from government financial institutions, monopoly concessions, franchises, and 

contracts offered by the state, and preferential treatment in terms of tariffs, tax holidays, 

and regulatory breaks’ (Hedman & Sidel, 2000, p. 67). In the agricultural sector, this 

included the state monopolisation of sugar and copra trade, with Marcos allotting 

positions in these sectors to cronies, and curbing the power of traditional landed elites.  

Regarding the latter, under Martial Law the suspension of local and national 

elections curbed the political power of provincial (landed) elite families and their access 
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to state resources. This caused changes in the structure and cohesion of elite groups 

(Hawes, 1987, p. 36): 

When Marcos took over he weakened the landlords, drove out many of the 

foreign investors, and appropriated the surplus for himself and his machine. In 

doing so he alienated workers, tenants, and small farmers; landlords who were 

not incorporated into this machine; foreign investors who were not his joint-

venture partners; and the nation’s international creditors. (Hawes, 1987, p. 82) 

The government’s approach to agriculture and its relations with agribusiness capitalists 

were focused on agricultural modernisation with ‘greater involvement of the private 

entrepreneurs which include both local capitalists and foreign agribusiness transnationals’ 

(Ofreneo, 1987, p. 27). In contrast to the pressure Marcos put on foreign investors 

operating in the coconut and sugar industries, ‘new incentives were added to attract 

foreign investment, while at the same time tariffs were liberalized and subsidies to 

producers for the local market were reduced’ (Hawes, 1987, p. 40).  

Like Suharto, Marcos steered liberalisation in a way that would favour himself and 

his cronies. In the banana sector, Marcos used ‘preferential political action’ to support the 

business activities of his closest political allies, such as Antonio Floirendo who was 

awarded a long-term lease with the Department of Justice for the 5,200-hectare Davao 

Penal Colony (DAPECOL), while also giving space to the multinational fruit 

corporations to freely pursue profits and private interests (Hawes, 1987, p. 138). The 

three most important multinationals in the fruit industry at the time included Del Monte 

Corporation, United Fruit Company, and Castle and Cooke (ibid.). These corporations 

‘received easy access to land, a docile and disciplined labor force, and little government 

interference. In return Marcos had direct and indirect support from the multinationals’ 

(ibid., p. 129).  In this context, land was still largely controlled by national and local 

landed elites, agricultural multinationals, and joint ventures.  

Marcos monopolised the coconut and sugar trade, seeking to undermine the 

economic and political power of certain elites that he considered a threat to his power 

(discussed in chapter five). Eventually a combination of frustration among certain 
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oligarchs and mobilisation by the People Power movement forced Marcos to step down 

in 1986 and restored electoral democracy.  

3) Post-authoritarian ‘clientelist electoral regime’ (Franco, 2001): mid-1980s – present 

In the years following Marcos’ fall, many politicians and long entrenched political 

families were able to achieve re-election (Gutierrez, 1992). Within their respective 

regions of influence, political elite actors could maintain control over their financial and 

political resources through control over land, logging and mining concessions, 

commercial networks, transportation companies, and/or illegal operations (Gutierrez, 

1994). The influence of these elites was exhibited through their predominance in 

congress and local political office at the time (Gutierrez, 1992). 

Jennifer Franco (2001) classifies the current context as a post-authoritarian 

‘clientelist electoral regime’, described as ‘an electorally competitive national regime 

which falls short of the minimum democratic threshold because of the persistence of local 

authoritarian enclaves’ (p.71). With the return of free local and national elections, many 

of the elite families from pre-Marcos times and those that arose during it, regained their 

influence over the state.  

For this reason, the post-Marcos period is considered a return to ‘cacique 

democracy’ (Anderson, 1988), ‘elite democracy’ (Bello & Gershman, 1990) and a move 

towards ‘elite populism’ (Bello, 1988). For example, as Anderson (1988) explained, the 

president to follow Marcos, Corazon C. Aquino, was ‘a member of one of the wealthiest 

and most powerful dynasties within the Filipino oligarchy’ (p. 3). However, Magno 

(1989) argues that with the Aquino presidency came ‘the formal trappings of a 

democracy such as competitive elections and Congress’ and that ‘[t]hese mechanisms 

have to a certain extent weakened central state authority and local elite autonomy’ (p. 

16). 

By the 1990s, the government’s achievement of a national market and 

strengthened national production circuits ‘converted many mayors, congressmen, and 
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governors into eager facilitators for foreign and Manila-based capital’ (Hedman & Sidel, 

2000, p. 78). Consequently, the ‘entrepreneurial energy’ of local bosses shifted outside of 

their bailiwicks and into competition with other players (ibid.). In some provinces, such 

as Cavite as discussed by Sidel (1999),   

In comparison with regular turnover observed in most municipal mayorships, 

the high rates of incumbency for provincial governments and congressmen in 

both the pre-Martial-law ad post-Marcos eras suggest that control over state 

resources and power encouraged the entrenchment of district and provincial-

level bosses throughout the archipelago. (pp. 53–54) 

In the 1990s, the World Bank encouraged the Philippine government to implement 

‘good governance’ and decentralisation policies, while the IMF and the WTO advised the 

Philippines to deregulate its economy. An important legislation at the time was the Local 

Government Code (LGC), implemented in 1991, which aimed at establishing a more 

accountable local government through decentralization16 by shifting fiscal and regulatory 

responsibilities to local government units – from the region to the province, then to the 

city, municipality, and finally the Barangay17 (Verbrugge, 2015, p. 452). Some issues 

have plagued the LGC, including inequalities in the amount distributed between 

provinces, inefficiencies between department responsibilities, issues with procurement of 

funds due to corruption, and using the legislation to convert agricultural land for 

industrial use. For example, following the implementation of the LGC, ‘the scope of land 

use management by local governments was substantially enhanced’ (Kelly, 1998, p. 46). 

For example, ‘Section 20 of the Code gives municipalities the power to reclassify up to 

15 per cent of agricultural land not covered by CARL [comprehensive agrarian reform 

law] to non-agricultural uses if it is deemed by the local council (sanggunian) to be 

either: no longer “sound” for agriculture or of substantially greater value if used for 

residential, commercial or industrial purposes’ (ibid.) 

                                              
16 The Local Government Code of 1991 (Republic Act No. 7160).  

http://dilg.gov.ph/reports-and-resources/local-government-code-of-1991/17 
17 A barangay is the smallest administrative division in the Philippines, usually a village or urban ward.    
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With the implementation of the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program 

(CARP), large agricultural multinational companies, such as Dole and Del Monte, 

complied by redistributing land ownership to employee-formed co-operatives and then 

leased the land back from the co-operative (Vellema, Borras, & Lara, 2011, p. 311). This 

method allowed the companies to maintain access to cheap land and labour. In some 

cases, companies were even able to expand their areas by entering lease arrangements 

with private owners (ibid.).  

The influence of other agrarian elite actors, such as sugar planters has in some 

ways waned. For example, Billig (2007, p. 70) highlights how the power of sugar barons 

has shifted in recent years, with elites deriving influence from new sources, such as food 

processing, real estate, tourism, and Special Economic Zones. Chapter five will elaborate 

on which changes have occurred in the banana sector.  

Kondo (2014) explains that the big family conglomerates control key sectors such 

as the financial sector, transportation, energy, telecommunication and other utilities. The 

family conglomerates of the Philippines have traditionally consisted of three class 

segments. (1) The landed capitalists (who no longer derive their wealth solely through 

land), such as the Ayala Group (founded in 1834), the Lopez Group, the San Miguel 

Group (1890), Roxas and Company (1910). (2) The crony capitalists18, such as Eduardo 

(‘Danding’) Cojuangco19 (copra trade monopoly under Marcos), Roberto Benedicto 

(sugar trade monopoly under Marcos) and Lucio Tan (access to major privileges in the 

cigarette industry) (Hedman & Sidel, 2000, p. 68). (3) Chinese-Filipino capitalists (T. 

Rivera, 1991), such as the Gokongwei Group, the Jollibee Group, the Sy Group, the Ty 

Group, and the Andrew Tan Group. Hedman and Sidel (2000) rightly point out that these 

                                              
18 ‘[P]rivate capitalists who have accumulated wealth not from a secure and independent economic base 

but through their preferential access to state resources – loans, land, monopoly franchises, public works 

contracts – which elected officials can provide’ (Hedman & Sidel, 2000, p. 69). 
19 The is the CEO of San Miguel Group, a major Philippine conglomerate who was also a candidate for 

presidency in 1992.  Since 1907, six members of this family have held positions in congress, and the 

family also still owns 9000 hectares of registered land.  
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three categories are overlapping: For example, landed elites can also be Chinese-Filipino, 

who can be cronies, and so on.   

For foreign investors, the influence of the big business families over the most 

important sectors of the economy can be daunting, however avenues have opened up with 

the rise of new capitalists as we will see in detail in chapter five. New capitalists are 

emerging in new sectors and old elites have been venturing into new sectors: 

it is clear that rural, agrarian political and economic supremacy is giving way 

to the dominance of urban industrial, commercial, and financial elites. In some 

noteworthy cases families or segments of families of agrarian elites are 

themselves moving into these new directions, but in most cases new elites are 

rising from the urban, educated, and (esp.) ethnic Chinese populations. (Billig, 

2007, p. 70) 

 Within the agricultural sector, companies operating in value added sub-sectors and 

branches, such as in fruit processing, have grown in influence over traditionally important 

sub-sectors such as sugar (ibid.). Therefore, the Philippine state and the nature of capital 

accumulation today are influenced by multigenerational family conglomerates, emerging 

private sector elites, and political elites (see Hedman & Sidel, 2000; McCoy, 2009; 

Ofreneo, 1981; Ofreneo, 1980; Sidel, 2004; among others). 

As elite groups continue to scramble for power in the Philippines, civil society has 

expanded with a focus on various issues such as land reform, women’s rights, peace, 

trade and globalisation, and anti-aerial spraying. The Philippines’ rich history of agrarian 

politics, best illustrated in the massive nationwide Communist guerrilla movement, has 

impacted the evolution and growth of Philippine civil society. The Philippine Communist 

movement, organised under the CPP-NPP, grew at the end of the 1960s and included 

around 24,000 cadres with influence in communities around the country (Rutten, 2001, p. 

320). The movement declined at the end of the 80s, when the Aquino government 

launched a counter-insurgency initiative. While the number of combatants is now down 

to a couple of thousand, the legacy of agrarian political action and many of the agrarian 

networks remains (ibid.). Quimpo notes that ‘[s]ince the approval of the party list 
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system20 in 1995, forces based in people's and nongovernmental organizations have built 

new political parties representing marginalized sectors’ (2005, pp. 247–248). 

Representatives of some of these parties, for example Akbayan, ABA-AKO, and 

Sanlakas, have taken on local government posts and won congressional seats (ibid.).  

In summary, while the Philippines has experienced a less dramatic transformation 

than Indonesia, it has nonetheless undergone some important transitions. Many of the 

same oligarchic families continue to overwhelm state power, control state resources from 

their influential economic, political and social bases, and influence the allocation of 

government positions and implementation of policy.  Even so, a transformation of the 

country’s ruling classes is underway. 

Conclusion 

A study on the involvement of agro-commodity traders in the global rush for land 

requires a framework which contextualises (a) the global forces spurring the involvement 

of agro-commodity traders in land deals and (b) the national contexts influencing the 

trajectory of the plans.  

To contextualise the global forces encouraging the land rush, accumulation by 

dispossession (ABD), financialisation, and agro-food regime theory, are used. ABD 

unpacks the objectives of transnational capital within the global capitalist system; 

financialisation clarifies how the current financialised agricultural system came to be, 

how it’s used by corporate players to expand transnational control, and the implications 

for agrarian relations and land control; and the agro-food regime theory helps to place the 

strategies of global agro-capital in the contexts of key shifts in the international political 

economy. Together, these theories help to clarify the transnational powers behind land 

deals, the reasons why land is becoming an increasingly valuable asset, the actors that are 

drawn to it, their motivations, and their different investment techniques. 

                                              
20 Part of the Philippine electoral system launched in 1987, aiming to include representation in the House 

of Representatives for underrepresented groups, such as farmer groups, urban poor, indigenous groups, 

women, and youth. 
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To bring this to the national setting, a state-capital-society approach is used based 

on Fox’s state-society interactions approach and adjusted to account for country-specific 

power relations. Fox’s state-society interactions approach is used in the analysis of the 

interactions, relations and struggles between foreign investors, domestic state and non-

state elites, civil society groups, and farming/indigenous communities in land deal 

negotiations. The approach gets to the core of the trajectory of land deals with a focus on 

interaction and collaboration between different actors with varying degrees of power, 

resources, and influences in national and regional contexts. This is adjusted to account for 

the different outcomes in deals in relation to the power dynamics shaping the institutional 

and political economic environment.  

In the following chapters, this combination of concepts and approaches will help 

to analyse the power of domestic and foreign actors in the land deal process, the roots of 

their influence, and the efforts of transnational capital to forge strategic alliances, 

circumvent barriers, ‘nationalise’ operations, and establish land control to secure 

agricultural products.  
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Chapter 3 

Cargill’s ‘big acquisition agenda’ 

 

Cargill and the rush for land 

This chapter positions the operations and objectives of Cargill in the global rush 

for land.21 Before the company’s recent move into agricultural production and land 

control, Cargill operated mainly as a trader, shipper, and processor of agriculture and 

agriculture-related products. In the 19th century, Cargill attempted vertical integration for 

its grain operations by investing in land, producing wheat, developing grain elevators, 

and investing in railways. However, these plans were later abandoned, and it was not 

until recently that land investments became an element of the company’s business 

objectives once again. 

Recently, Cargill has been involved in various land deal cases around the world. 

These new developments raise important questions. Why is Cargill moving towards land 

control and production? For which commodities is it acquiring land control? What are the 

techniques Cargill is using to acquire control? Why is it using these types of investment 

mechanisms and strategies?  

In asking these questions, this chapter describes Cargill’s land acquisition methods 

and motivations in relation to the company’s growth and transformation.  The chapter 

seeks to contribute to the thesis’ main analyses by: 1) introducing Cargill’s land 

acquisition practices against the backdrop of an increasingly financialised corporate 

agricultural system22; 2) analysing how Cargill’s global presence and network can 

provide it with access to local allies and opportunities in Indonesia and the Philippines; 

and 3) connecting global ambitions to local strategies and presence. This is done by first 

                                              
21 Minor parts of this chapter have been published in Salerno (2014) and Salerno (2017). 
22 This refers to the current agricultural system, which involves the increased involvement of finance 

capital in agricultural production, commodity movement and trade, and control over farmland (Clapp, 

2014). This is explained in more detail in section three. 
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providing an ethnographic account of a financial agricultural investment conference 

attended by Cargill. Second, by discussing the transformation and growth of Cargill since 

its formation to situate Cargill in an agricultural system that is constantly changing. 

Third, by presenting Cargill’s formal and informal power resources to clarify the 

influence of Cargill on transnational and domestic scales. Fourth, and finally, by 

outlining Cargill’s acquisition agenda and involvement in oil palm, finance, and land, to 

analyse the main strategies of the company and its possible attraction to land control.  

A tour through the “Agriculture Investment Summit” in Singapore 

“The Agriculture Investment Summit Asia” is being held at the Grand Copthorne 

Waterfront Hotel in Singapore on the 16th and 17th of October 2012. The Grand 

Copthorne Waterfront Hotel is, as the name suggests, grand. Rooms cost up to $300 USD 

per night and the conference fee was about $5000 USD. These costs act as filters for 

those who are not members of the financial elite. Dozens of diverse actors are attending 

the event, hoping to find agricultural investment opportunities. Among the attendees are 

hedge fund managers, private equity funds (Cargill’s Black River23), agricultural tech 

companies, agricultural investment agencies, financial institutions (Asian Development 

Bank), and Indonesian palm oil companies.  

The Grand Ballroom, where most of the events are being held, is a large and 

elegant space adorned with art and chandeliers. I am greeted by a room filled with mostly 

men from around the world; they are wearing crisp suits and handing out business cards. 

Networking events like this one bring together the elites of the global investment circuit 

interested in finance and farmland. Relationships here are strengthened at cocktail hours 

rather than in boardrooms.  

The days are packed with networking events, panels, and presentations. Two 

related topics that come up often are food price volatility and climate change. Many of 

the finance-based actors discuss how the environment is in crisis, oil prices are going up, 

                                              
23 Although Black River was split in January 2016 into different funds, the name Black River is still used 

here to refer to the private equity investments. This split will be further discussed below.  
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and farmland is becoming lucrative. And therefore, people should invest in land and 

agriculture now more than ever. Mr. Srinivasan Venkita Padmanabhan, the CFO of 

Invenio Holdings, argues in his presentation that agriculture will remain a valuable 

investment opportunity since agricultural commodities are likely to stay volatile due to 

various factors, including climate change, population growth, land availability, and 

government intervention. Mr. Vincent Diggle, founder of Vulpes Investment 

Management, similarly argues that agriculture is the best hedge against inflation because 

agricultural prices are rising. Meanwhile, Sebastian Tobing, a commodities analyst at 

UBS, argues that different types of actors play different roles in agricultural markets; 

some invest in the entire agricultural cycle, while others act on ‘short term benefits’ that 

flood particular markets and cause food price spikes.  

Over two days the beginnings of many deals are made, and business relationships 

cemented.  An interaction between an employee of Cargill’s Black River and another 

from Gozco plantations from Indonesia, strikes my attention. It is lunch and I am talking 

with a representative of Black River, whom I will call Tim. He points out Kreiswa 

Gozali, the COO of Gozco plantations. He tells me that Kreiswa is one of the owners of 

the family-run Gozco plantations, one of Indonesia’s largest oil palm companies. Tim 

once lived in Indonesia and worked for an Indonesian palm oil company, so he knows 

who’s who in the sector. When Kreiswa sits at our table, Tim introduces himself and his 

company and explains that Black River is at the conference looking for investment 

opportunities and partners. Kreiswa hastily introduces himself and ends the conversation. 

Tim tries again to spur a conversation by explaining Black River’s significance, but 

Kreiswa seems uninterested. Once he finishes his lunch and leaves hastily, I turn to Tim 

to ask his impression of the interaction. Tim explains that since Gozco is an established 

company, run by a dominant Indonesian family with a lot of capital, Kreiswa is probably 

uninterested in courting more funding. 

After observing many presentations and interactions, I draw four main 

conclusions. First, this conference acts as part auction platform and part performance 
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stage, where actors advertise their operations. In the words of Tsing (2011), 

‘[p]erformance here is simultaneously economic performance and dramatic 

performance… the self-conscious making of a spectacle is a necessary aid to gathering 

investment funds’ (p. 57). This connects to the second conclusion, that investors utilise 

common discourses surrounding sustainability ideas to justify projects and encourage 

further investment through a capitalisation on environmental, agricultural, and financial 

issues which point to investment in agriculture as safe and lucrative. The third 

conclusion, stemming from the former two, is that despite its rhetoric of sustainability, 

the event is a place to solve accumulation problems rather than sustainability issues. As 

David Harvey (2010) explained, ‘capitalism never solves its crises problems, it merely 

moves them around geographically’ (n.p.). I would add to Harvey’s analysis that this 

takes place from company to company through the financial tools made available via 

‘financial innovation’.  

Finally, no matter how big the investor, transnational networks and social relations 

are necessary to secure the financing and establishment of projects. This is because, as 

Searle (2010) notes, ‘[c]ontrary to popular and anthropological characterizations … 

capital does not flow; it is painstakingly moved’ (pp. 9–10). Capital is ‘moved’ through 

the power of social relations and networks. As Ribot and Peluso (2003) state, ‘we see 

power as emergent from, though not always attached to people. Power is inherent in 

certain kinds of relationships and can emerge from or flow through the intended and 

unintended consequences or effects of social relationships’ (p. 156). Social relationships 

have always been important for Cargill’s operations and continue to be used in its current 

acquisitions plans. This is why Black River, Cargill’s investment management firm, has 

appeared at this event; to search out possible companies, projects and lands. The next 

section traces Cargill’s transformation to its current global financialised corporate 

structure to understand the roots and extensiveness of Cargill’s various forms of capital. 
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From a grain trader to a global agricultural giant 

To understand the current scale and nature of Cargill’s operations, it is necessary 

to review the company’s transformation over the years and its adaptability throughout 

different periods and in different regions. To do so, I use the food regime theory proposed 

by Friedmann and McMichael (1989) that is introduced in chapter two. A food regime 

refers to ‘the rule-governed structure of production and consumption of food on a world 

scale’ (Friedmann, 1993, p. 30) and emphasises agricultural transformations within 

capitalist systems. It is a useful tool to position Cargill in the changing global state-

capital-society relations that have prevailed in different periods and places. 

Friedmann and McMichael (1989) identify two regimes; the first regime began 

around 1870 and ended around 1930, and the second started in 1950 and ended in the 

1970s. Diverging from Friedmann, McMichael (2009) argues that in the 1970s the 

agricultural system shifted into the current third regime.  

The first food regime (1870-1930): The British-centred agricultural system and Cargill’s 

foundation  

During the first food regime, agricultural products were shipped from the settler 

colonies to Europe, with Britain at the centre of power. Former colonies were opened to 

the world market and agricultural industrialisation was fuelled through ‘its external links, 

purchasing inputs from industry and providing raw materials to industries doing minimal 

processing (flour mills, meat preservations)’ (Friedmann & McMichael, 1989, p. 102). 

The U.S. played an important role shipping wheat, meat and dairy to Europe. The U.S. 

economy grew through the trade of agricultural products and ‘clearly exemplified the 

domestic integration of agriculture with industry (ibid., p. 99).   

When Cargill was established in 1865, William Wallace Cargill took control of a 

grain house in Iowa, strategically located at the McGregor and Western Railroad, an 

important transport point at the time (Cargill, 2015, n.p.). The company was involved 

mostly as a trader - collecting, storing, and shipping grain and other commodities around 
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Iowa and Minnesota, and building grain elevators at important points along railways 

(Kneen, 2002, p. 20).  

After the Great Depression of the 1870s, Cargill started buying land at low rates, a 

point that is further discussed in the section on land. In 1878, Cargill made a large 

investment in railway construction, land development and a dam, which eventually failed 

(Cargill, 2015, n.p.; Kneen, 2002, pp. 20–21). Cargill began experimenting in seed 

breeding and moved its operations to Minneapolis, which was becoming a grain-milling 

centre for the U.S.  

Cargill was able to strike many deals with the government, highlighting its early 

connections to the state, which contributed to its influence through this regime. For 

example, during WWII, Cargill received monopoly government contracts for grain 

storage and delivery,  and special contracts with the U.S. Navy for ship builing, allowing 

the company to flourish during the war  (Kneen, 2002, p. 21).  

The second food regime (1950-1970): The U.S.-centred agricultural system and Cargill’s 

growth 

The second regime involved a combination of the U.S. aid industry growths and 

the establishment of the durable food and meat complexes (Friedmann & McMichael, 

1989, p. 108). Regarding the first, following WWII, with Europe back on its feet, the 

U.S. and its grain lobby (of which Cargill was a member) developed a new path for its 

grain exports (Kneen, 2002, p. 35). In 1954, the government of the U.S. enacted the 

Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act (Public Law [PL] 480), also known 

as Food For Peace, where US grain was shipped abroad as aid (Kneen, 2002, p. 35). 

Kneen (2002) explains that ‘[a]s an agent of the government, Cargill has always been one 

of the prime beneficiaries of PL 480 financing’ (ibid.). The program established a long-

term outlet for Cargill’s supply, since grain exports ‘whetted the appetites of many new 

potential customers . . . In fact, the promise of eventual commercial purchase was often a 

specific precondition for the food aid in the first place’ (ibid.). This allowed Cargill’s 

grain exports to increase by 400 per cent between 1955 and 1965, as sales rose from $800 
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million to $2 billion (ibid., p. 36). Cargill expanded its international presence through 

food aid contracts, established by its close relationship with the U.S. government. Cargill 

maintains many of these contracts (Clapp & Fuchs, 2009, p. 135). 

This regime’s second key component, the durable food and meat complexes, 

comprised the spread of industrial agriculture with the ‘Green Revolution’, whereby 

high-yielding crop varieties (including maize, wheat and rice) were introduced in the 

global South along with the use of fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation and machinery (Holt-

Giménez & Shattuck, 2011, p. 105). At the same time, to supply the livestock industry, 

‘producers were increasingly linked to corporate purchasers that processed and 

distributed livestock products on an ever-extending scale geographically and socially’ 

(Friedmann & McMichael, 1989, p. 106). Due to this, ‘agriculture was separated and 

recombined by capital, mainly through contracts tying soy, maize and meat producers to 

corporate processers’ (ibid., p. 107). Cargill was an important feeds supplier for the 

global meat industry, via subsidiaries such as Nutrena, and played a role trading and 

distributing various meat products, via subsidiaries such as Paramount Poultry (Cargill, 

2015). In the 1940s and 50s, Cargill continued its involvement in storage and trading 

commodities, and developed hybrid seeds and soy. 

Throughout the 60s and 70s, Cargill expanded into Asia via joint ventures with 

companies and partnerships with governments, listed in timeline below. By the regime’s 

end, Cargill had expanded to 31 new regions, including the Philippines, Indonesia, 

Taiwan, Korea, and Brazil. Cargill continued to nurture its connections with government, 

influencing policy in the U.S. and abroad, enjoying pro-business policy decisions. The 

company changed along with the food system while helping to change it, by investing in 

genetically modified organisms (GMOs), encouraging the development of the industrial 

meat complex, developing new fertilizers types, advancing its financial trading 

approaches, and more. 

The corporate-centred food system and Cargill’s financialisation  
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Corporations and financial institutions now dominate the agricultural system. 

McMichael (2009) refers to this period as the third regime, which he characterises as 

neoliberal in nature and includes the encouragement of unrestricted trade and capital. It is 

argued that this was achieved through a series of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), 

Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs), the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) 

establishment in 1995, and the WTO’s Agreement on Agriculture (AoA) (Holt-Giménez 

& Shattuck, 2011, p. 111). The AOA institutionalised the liberalisation of agriculture 

globally and restricted the rights of sovereign states to regulate food and agriculture 

(ibid.). 

The idea of a fully formed third regime remains contested. While McMichael 

(2009) maintains that a transition has already occurred leaving corporations as the main 

power holders, Friedmann (2005) argues that the food system is still in the period of 

transition rather than an already established regime with its own set of rules and 

structures. Friedmann (2016) argues that while it is true ‘that corporations have become 

increasingly powerful relative to national states in shaping food and farming since the 

1980s . . . the word ‘regime’ adds little of substance to that observation; it implies more 

than it offers’ (673). For this influence to translate into the hegemonic power of a full-

fledged regime, ‘a unified corporate agenda that is acted upon successfully’, is required 

(ibid.). 

Pritchard (2009) argues that the failure of the Doha Round negotiations highlights 

that the WTO, a benchmark of the corporate food regime, ‘is more appropriately 

theorized as a carryover from the politics of the crisis of the second food regime, rather 

than representing any putative successor’ (p. 293). As such, ‘WTO-led multilateralism 

during the Doha Round provided an inadequate institutional framework to accommodate 

the complex political economic machinations associated with a multi-polar world’ (ibid., 

305). Otero (2012), refers to the current agricultural system as a ‘neoliberal food regime’ 

whereby the state enforces ‘neoregulation’ to promote a neoliberal agenda and support 
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the expanding control of large agribusiness transnational corporations and the use of 

biotechnology. 

Bernstein (2016) is critical in general of the use of food regime analysis as it can 

be overly deterministic and simplistic, especially in its handling of role of farmers and the 

peasantry in countering the processes of corporate expansion in the global food system. 

In reference to the third regime, Bernstein (2016) explains that whether there is a third 

regime is undecided and related to the criteria used to define a food regime and how it is 

applied and used (p.643).  

Whereas Friedmann may not view the current agricultural system as a fully 

established third regime, she does view the rules framing the current arrangements as 

negotiated between powerful actors, including states, government departments, financial 

players, corporations, lobbies, and farmers’ groups (Friedmann, 1993, p. 31). As such, 

‘states erected a “New Financial Architecture” (NFA) that reflected the era’s prevailing 

belief that minimal government regulation enables markets to generate efficient and 

socially optimal outcomes’ (Isakson, 2014, p. 752). As a result, previously regulated 

financial actors or traditional agricultural players could consolidate large pools of 

investment funds, financial technicians could develop new financial products, and new 

investment areas could be identitified (i.e. in land, agricultural derivatives, and agro-food 

enterprises) (ibid.). 

Within these dynamics, as the regulations previously controlling agricultural 

markets were weakened, the nature of agriculture itself changed, which encouraged the 

financialisation of the corporate agricultural system. Burch and Lawrence (2009) explain, 

What we are witnessing is a process of ‘financialisation’ in which finance 

capital is not simply underwriting the corporate control of land and resources 

overseas by companies in the agri-food supply chain, but is emerging as part 

of a wider process in which finance capital is directly and independently 

applied in a variety of ways—that is, in speculation as well as productive 

investment. (p. 268)  
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As regulations managing market manipulation were eroded, the connections between 

finance and agricultural products were obscured and different players were inspired to 

invest in agricultural commodities, production, and land (ibid., p. 267). As Visser, Clapp, 

and Isakson (2015) explain, ‘[f]inancial investors are, in other words, underpinning the 

appropriation of land and commodities in ways that reinforce an industrial agricultural 

model with dissociated commodity supply chains that are highly distanced in nature’ (pp. 

542-543).  

Cargill has been amongst these powerful players, as it takes on positions in 

government and industry bodies and shapes domestic and international policy. For 

example, Whitney MacMillan, a Cargill family member, took on a key advisory role 

during the Uruguay Round General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to ensure it 

worked in Cargill’s favour (Kneen, 2002, p. 30).  

Through the management of state-capital-society relations, Cargill attempts to sway 

public opinion and shape international discourses surrounding food security, 

sustainability, nutrition, and farmer livelihoods. This is in line with Friedmann’s (2005) 

take on the emerging ‘corporate-environmental food regime’: 

After a quarter century of contested change, a new round of accumulation 

appears to be emerging in the agrofood sector, based on selective 

appropriation of demands by environmental movements, and including issues 

pressed by fair trade, consumer health, and animal welfare activists. (228-229)  

Cargill’s seventeen-page 2016 annual report refers to ‘sustainability’ thirteen times, 

‘sustainable’ fourteen times, ‘food security’ seven times, and ‘farmer’s livelihoods’ six 

times, and suggests that Cargill is ‘creating a more sustainable, food-secure future’ (Cargill, 

2016k, p. 16). There are many examples of how Cargill is reframing and rebranding its 

operations to adapt to changing consumer demands, some of which will be further 

discussed later in this study.  

In April 2016, Cargill’s corporate senior vice president, Joe Stone, joined the UN 

World Food Programme USA (WFP USA). In so doing, Cargill paints itself as pro-poor 
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while also gaining enough power to shape agricultural policy. At the local level, Cargill 

also takes on government roles by building schools, hospitals, and roads, helping sway 

public opinion and gaining support from local government under its Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) plan. This will be elaborated on in the next chapter. 

Summary of Cargill’s transformations 

Since Cargill’s inception and throughout each regime, it has been undergoing 

continuous growth. The company moved to new regions when it became possible, 

reorganised its structure, began speculating in agro-commodities markets, opened various 

financial branches, and expanded the commodities it traded – all the while remaining 

privately owned and controlled by the Cargill-MacMillan family. The timeline below 

outlines further details of Cargill’s history and gives examples of its acquisitions, sales, 

and transitions. Only a few examples of Cargill’s acquisitions and diversification are 

provided in the timeline; many more are documented by Cargill (2015) and Kneen 

(2002).  
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Table 1. Acquiring and establishing companies, commodities, and land 

Presence 1865–1875: Beginnings 

1: USA - 1865: W.W. Cargill establishes a grain warehouse strategically located on Railroad line in Iowa 

1875–1885: Early expansion 

 - 1878: 5,760‐acre farm acquired near Sherburn, Minnesota  

- 1880: Expands into handling coal, flour, feed, lumber and seeds, and invests in railroads, land, water irrigation and 

farms in the U.S. 

1885–1895: Land company established 

 - 1887: Sault Ste. Marie Land Company established in response to expected Soo Line railroad development   

1895–1915: Grain trade  

 - 1905: Establishes La Crosse and South Eastern Railroad for grain shipping needs  

- 1908: Attempts to vertically integrate in grain trade by establishing farm and cattle ranch 

1915–1925: Wire information sharing system  

 - 1917: Criticisms of grain exchanges are raised for high wheat prices while Cargill posts record profits  

- 1923: Begin using a private wire system to feed information between departments 

1925–1935: Export business established 

4: Canada, 

Netherland

s, 

Argentina 

- 1928: Establishes first international office in Canada, Cargill Grain Company Ltd.  

1935–1945: Financial trading and shipping 

 

 

 

- 1935: Cargill accepted in Chicago Board of Trade  

- 1936: Cargill, Inc. officially established with Cargill businesses merging 

- 1938: Chicago Board of Trade bars futures trading by Cargill Grain Company  

- 1940: Builds Carlantic for wartime shipping needs and sells to Argentina  

- 1942: Builds 6 ocean-oil tankers for U.S Navy and establishes Port Cargill 

- 1943: Enters soybean processing  

1945–1955: Seed breeding 
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11: i.e. 

Brazil, 

Philippines 

- 1947: Cargill begins its hybrid seed business in Argentina. Begins operations in the Philippines 

- 1949: Two elevators in Brazil open by Cargill Agricola e Comercial, S.A. 

1955–1965: Cargill’s Grain exports increase by 400% (Kneen, 2002, p. 36)  

 - 1955-1965: Cargill’s grain sales rise from $800 million to $2 billion with its government contracts for grain aid 

(Kneen, 2002, p. 36) 

- 1957: Nutrena employs first electronic computer to formulate feed and pricing.  

- 1958: Cargill introduces hybrid grain sorghum seed to Argentina 

1965–1975: Asian expansion 

35: i.e. 

Indonesia, 

Taiwan, 

Korea, 

Honduras... 

- 1966: Cargill begins corporate branding system and CSR plans  

- 1968: Through joint venture, Cargill Korea Company Ltd., is formed to produce feed, eggs and poultry 

- 1969: Cargill‐Taiwan Corporation established for livestock production and poultry feed, joint venture with the Taiwan 

Sugar Corp  

- 1974: Establishes feed mill in Bogor, Indonesia  

1975–1985: Massive extension in supply chain and into different countries  

43: i.e. 

Kenya, 

West 

Germany, 

Malaysia ... 

- 1981: Acquires Ralli Bros. and Coney and London, becoming leader in trade of cotton, rubber, wool, and fibre  

1985–1995: Fertilizer, seed breeding, and government joint ventures 

 

 

 

- 1988: Joint venture between Shandong‐Cargill Ltd and China for cottonseed‐crushing facility in Shandong Province 

- 1990: Joint venture with the Saskatchewan Provincial Government to form Saskferco Products Inc., a nitrogen 

fertilizer producer 

- 1994: Cargill Risk Management is established to provide risk strategies  

1995–2000: Monsanto partnership 

59  - 1995: 19 grain elevators purchased from Bunge 
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- 1998: Acquires Continental's worldwide commodity marketing business, including grain storage, transportation, 

export and trade operations in North America, Europe, Latin America and Asia. 

- 1999: Renessen a joint venture between Cargill and Monsanto to develop biotechnology and plant breeding  

2000–2005: Earnings reach 1 billion and Mosaic established 

58 - 2003: Profits pass $US 1 billion  

- 2004: Cargill Fertilizer and IMC Global establish Mosaic (largest potash & phosphate fertilizer producer in US) 

20052005-2010: Private equity fund established and moves into oil palm production 

67  

 

- 2005: Black River Asset Management established. Acquires CDC Group plc’s palm plantation in Indonesia and 

Papua New Guinea 

- 2008: While food crisis peaks, Cargill’ profits rise by 86% with quarterly profits of $1.03 billion (McKinney, 2008, 

n.p.) 

- 2009: Cargill becomes the first Western company to wholly own a port in China, Yangjiang Port  

2010–2015: Expands plantations in Indonesia, buys Australian Wheat Board 

 

 

- 2010: Buys Australia’s Wheat board (AWB). Black River sets up Asian Food Fund 

- 2014: Earnings reach $ 1.87 billion USD 

- 2015: Public-private partnership with Monsanto and Indonesian government for corn (Diela, 2015, n.p.) 

Sources: (Cargill, 2015, 2016h) plus additions in text 
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Several commonalities emerge regarding Cargill’s reliance on networks. 

‘Networks’ is used here to refer to the interconnection of Cargill’s various companies, 

subsidiaries, and joint ventures established over the years. First, early on, Cargill 

established a physical network of trade by strategically placing its grain trade operations 

near transport hubs and railway stations. Second, the company established an information 

network by implementing a wire system to let information flow freely amongst its 

various parts, which informed its supply and demand strategies. Third, Cargill continued 

to invest in infrastructure development and moved into the shipping of valuable 

commodities. Fourth, the company established a web of business networks, creating 

access to new contracts, memberships, companies, and countries. Fifth, through its 

business networks, Cargill established further joint ventures with companies to expand its 

presence in agricultural trade, such as the 1998 establishment of its joint venture with 

Monsanto, Renessen. Sixth, Cargill has succeeded in establishing various agreements 

with governments, including the U.S. government for shipping and aid contracts (first 

regime), the Chinese government for the construction of a cottonseed‐crushing facility 

(1988), and the Canadian government to develop a fertilizer company (1990). 

Throughout the three periods under discussion, Cargill has grown by acquiring 

and/or establishing companies that met (and in some cases, played a role in setting) the 

trends of each period. For example, during the first food regime, Cargill established itself 

as a trader by acquiring grain elevators and processing plants located at important 

transport hubs. During the second period, Cargill centralised its operations in partnership 

with the U.S. government, by achieving speciality government contracts, acquiring and 

establishing vertically integrated companies, becoming more involved in shipping, and 

establishing operations in new countries. In the third period, Cargill’s expansion and 

acquisition strategy expanded significantly with the corporatisation of the agricultural 

system by opening financial firms, establishing oil palm plantations and fertiliser 

companies, and acquiring control over the Australian Wheat Board. 
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In recent years, vertical integration has become increasingly important to Cargill’s 

operations. With specific reference to the soy commodity chain and the joint-involvement 

of the four agro-commodity traders, Wesz (2016) explains: 

One of the main strategies of ABCD companies is vertical integration, the 

main feature of which is the appropriation of different stages of the chain by 

only one company. This means that only one firm will be acting in the several 

phases of the productive process in a coordinated way – differing from 

previous times when that firm was only involved with one of the processes, 

such as the crushing or trade of the commodity. (p. 297) 

While the four dominant traders follow similar operation strategies, which rely on the 

continual acquisition and establishment of companies along various agricultural value 

webs, Cargill is by far the largest and most diversified. The ‘web perspective’ (Borras, 

Franco, Isakson, Levidow, & Vervest, 2014), is used in this study to emphasise ‘the 

interrelation between several value chains’ (Virchow, Denich, Kuhn, & Beuchelt, 2014, 

n.p.), rather than a singular value chain as it accentuates the complex and multifaceted 

position of Cargill in the agricultural system and the land rush. 

Cargill’s informal and formal power resources  

Along the lines of Fox’s (1993) state-society approach, we can see the influence of 

Cargill reflected in its informal (social, economic and political capital) and formal power 

resources (regulation and policy). Cargill’s informal and formal resources help the 

company expand smoothly into new territories and follow lucrative investment trends. As 

discussed in chapter two, formal power resources include official mandates, such as 

administrative and legal influence, and political authority and resources. Informal 

resources include social, political and economic capital. Social capital, as defined by Fox 

(2005), relates to the relationships available to actors that help strengthen their 

involvement in state-society dynamics (p. 4). For Cargill, social capital relates to its 

social networks, allies, and alliances. Political capital refers to its influence within 

government bodies and in alliances with state actors. Economic capital relates to its 
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various holdings, equity, financial capital, and more. This section will focus on social and 

political capital only.  

Informal power resources: Social and political capital 

Cargill’s social capital is spread throughout its company platforms, which are a 

part of seven different business segments and further divided into 70 subunits.  

Table 2. Cargill business segments and subunits (as of 2013) 

Platform 

Segment 

Cargill Subunits 

Agricultural 

Supply Chain 

 

• Cargill Tropical Palm  

• Cargill Ag Horizones Canada 

• Cargill Ag Horizones US 

• Cargill Cotton 

• Cargill Sugar  

• Cargill Sugar & Ethonal  

• Cargill World Trading 

• Frontier Agriculture LTD (JV) 

• Cargill Grain & Oilseed Supply Chain 

Americas Marketing Group 

• Cargill GOSC Argentina, Paraguay, 

Bolivia & Uruguay 

• Cargill Grain & Oilseed Supply China 

Asia 

Cargill Grain & Oilseed Supply 

Cargill Australia 

Cargill Grain  & Oilseed Supply 

Cargill Brazil 

Cargill Grain  & Oilseed Supply 

Cargill Europe 

Cargill Grain  & Oilseed Supply 

Cargill Greater China & Korea 

Cargill Grain  & Oilseed Supply 

Cargill Middle East/Africa 

Cargill Grain  & Oilseed Supply 

Cargill North America 

Animal 

Nutrition 

• Cargill Feed & Nutrition • Cargill Premix & Nutrition 

 

 

Animal Protein 

& Salt 

• Cargill Animal Protein China 

• Cargill Feed 

• Cargill Case Ready  

• Cargill Meats Europe  

• Cargill Meats Thailand 

• Cargill Meats Central America 

• Cargill Pork 

• Cargill Salt  

• Cargill Value Added Meats Food 

Services 

• Cargill Value Added Meats – 

Retail 

• Cargill Deicing Technology  

• Cargill Food Distribution 

• Cargill Kitchen Solutions 

Food 

Ingredients & 

Sytems 

• Cargill  Foods Brazil 

• Cargill  Foods Mexio 

• Cargill  Foods Russia 

• Cargill Starches & Sweeteners 

South America 
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• Cargill  Foods Turkey 

• Cargill  Foods Venezuela  

• Cargill  Foods  India 

• Cargill Industrial Oils & Lubricants 

• Cargill Malt 

• Cargill Starches & Sweeteners 

South East Asia  

• Cargill Texturizing Solutions  

• Cargill Tosgoku  

• Horizon Milling (JV) 

Energy, 

Transportation 

& Metals 

• Cargill Metals Supply Chain 

• Cargill Ocean Transportation 

• Cargill Petrochemicals Supply Chain 

• Cargill Thermal Energy Supply 

Chain 

• Cargill Transport Field Supply 

Chain 

Financial 

Services 

• Cargill Risk Management • Cargill Trade & Structured 

Finance 

Business Units 

Maintained by 

Platform 

• Black River Asset Management 

(Proterra)  

• Cargill Land Managemnet 

• Carval Investors LLC 

• NatureWorks LLC 

• North Star Steel BlueScope JV 

•  

Source: 2013 Cargill company document, subsidiaries may have been acquired, sold off, or names 

changed since  

 

Cargill is present in 70 countries and in almost every element of the agricultural 

system. Besides the subunits and subsidiaries listed above, Cargill is also part owner and 

investor in many other companies through joint ventures. For example, Renessen, 

Cargill’s joint venture with Monsanto is not listed here.  

Cargill’s social capital constitutes a complex web of networks connecting Cargill’s 

branches, subsidiaries, holdings, and acquisitions. These networks provide Cargill an 

investment pathway by connecting the investing branches to companies in the country of 

acquisition. Cargill also often employs local individuals with strong social capital to deal 

with local government demands.  This allows them to navigate complex political 

situations and elite structures. Take for example how Cargill uses its national network in 

Russia to strengthen its operations:  

Cargill’s presence in Russia since 1963 … enabled it to build up contacts, and 

although these contacts did not constitute a large base – they were only in the 

grain business – they were enough to help with the initial construction of the 

new operations, and act as “friends”. (Lander, 2016, p. 11) 
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Using international and local networks, Cargill connects to local partners both in 

and outside of the state and hires local employees with the necessary skills to protect 

Cargill’s operations. A Black River employee described how, when selecting companies 

to acquire equity: ‘we use our Cargill network. Cargill has a lot of customers in our 

sectors we are interested in’.24 He explained that if the scouts are not able to find a 

company through formal contacts, they have the possibility of doing so ‘through friends 

too of course’.25  National connections are fed through to international networks to help 

investing firms decide which companies to invest in and which local partners to align 

with. This strategy depends on contacts in government offices at the national and local 

levels.  

Cargill’s connections to government officials help locate and acquire land. For 

example, in 2014, Cargill purchased various parcels of agrarian reform land using 36 

shell companies in Colombia (Burgos, 2013, n.p.). The total amount of land Cargill 

acquired through this scheme was 52,576 hectares, exceeding ‘by 30 times the amount of 

such land that Colombian law stipulates can be accumulated by one entity in that part of 

the country’ (ibid.). This deal was apparently facilitated by the Colombian Ambassador to 

the United States, Carlos Urrutia, through his law firm, Brigard & Urrutia, leading to the 

resignation of Mr. Urruti (Munoz, 2013, n.p.). Cargill released a response explaining that 

Black River’s methods are in fact normal practice: ‘This kind of structure [of using shell 

companies] is a standard way of doing business in the real estate industry around the 

world, because it provides the flexibility to sell off smaller parcels at a later date’ 

(Cargill, n.d., n.p.). In short, Cargill could circumvent regulation limiting the amount of 

land a foreigner could control (Smallteacher, 2013, n.p.), exemplifying how a company’s 

state-capital relations can ensure successful land acquisitions. 

Formal power resources: Influence in state regulation and policy 

                                              
24 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
25 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
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The importance of state-capital relations for Cargill’s land investment strategies 

and general operations is illustrated in the company’s use of formal power resources 

related to its links to, and influence over, state agencies and actors. Cargill’s long history 

of working with the government in the U.S. and governments abroad, provides Cargill 

with access to a variety of highly developed formal power resources. Within a state-

society interactions approach, formal power resources are related to the way agendas are 

implemented in relation to the power dynamics of different institutional environments 

(Fox, 2005, p. 3). These formal types of influence help Cargill shape domestic and 

international policy in a manner that protects the company’s interests. The company 

influences regulations in its countries of operation as well as in the commodities markets 

and sectors it is involved in. As former Cargill CEO, Greg Page, explained, ‘all the gifts 

that nature provides can be undone with bad policies’ (The Oakland Institute, 2014, p. 6). 

Cargill must work tirelessly to ensure ‘good’ policies are implemented, where ‘good’ 

equals policies that protect corporate interests and pave the way to access of new regions 

and areas of operation.  

The company has been deeply involved in domestic policy formation in various 

countries throughout its history. Cargill apparently ‘prefers to work through influential 

trade associations [whose] state-of-the-art lobbying techniques offer Cargill the 

advantages of Washington influence without the costs of close company identification 

with controversial proposals or overt political tactics’ (Taylor & Nader, 1986, pp. 322-

323 in Kneen, 2002). 

For example, in the U.S., Cargill has been shaping policies important to its 

operations through what Kneen (2002) calls a ‘grassroots approach’ (p. 31). This 

approach relies on encouraging employees to lobby governments and for company 

officials to shape government policy using informal resources. In 1992 Cargill lobbied to 

stop the state-wide “‘right to know’ initiative (‘Issue 5’) that would have given 

consumers and neighbourhoods in the state of Ohio more information about toxic 

substances used in the state’ (ibid.). Cargill encouraged the passing of NAFTA: 
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‘employees at Cargill’s 600 locations in the US were given information about the trade 

agreement and given cards to send to their congressmen’ and approximately 50,000 cards 

were sent to Washington (ibid., p. 32). Cargill explained to its employees that ‘NAFTA is 

important to Cargill because it clears the way for what we do’ (ibid.) 

Cargill also consulted with the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) to 

lobby against policies that promoted local agricultural self-sufficiency in 1996. As a 

former Cargill Vice President argued: 

Self-sufficiency . . .  is not a practical answer to Asia’s growing food demand. 

Expanded trade is necessary to smooth out regional supply swings and harness 

the productivity of low-cost producers worldwide . . . Food security is often 

mistakenly translated into a demand for food self-sufficiency. It does not have 

to mean that each country produces all of its own basic foodstuffs. (quoted in 

Kneen, 2002, p. 88)  

Cargill maintains that its operations are central to the stability of the global food system 

and that to ensure food security Cargill must have more control over supply chains, since 

‘[d]isruptions in the food supply chain – whether caused by political instability, weather-

related production shortfalls, natural disasters or other factors – contribute to shortages 

that can have immediate and lasting impacts on food security’ (Cargill, 2014, n.p.).  

Cargill also tries to influence policies and regulations relevant to its operations. 

For example, to protect its financial activities, Cargill has been attempting to block 

financial reforms since the financial crisis of 2008. As concerns over derivatives trading 

grew, the EU and US looked to implement regulations that limited agricultural 

commodity derivatives trading, such as through the Dodd-Frank Act26 in the U.S. 

(Murphy et al., 2012, p. 32). Cargill sought to remain exempt from the regulations, 

arguing that since Cargill is not what is considered an institutional investor, it is not a part 

                                              
26 Section 737 (4) of the Act, sought to ‘diminish, eliminate, or prevent excessive speculation’’, by 

establishing ‘limits on the amount of positions, as appropriate, other than bona fide hedge position, that 

may be held by any person with respect to contracts of sale for future delivery or with respect to options 

on the contracts or commodities traded on or subject to the rules of a designated contract market’ (United 

States House of Representatives, 2010).  
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of the problem.  This is to ensure that it is not required to engage in more transparent 

OTC swaps27. In fact, ‘Cargill in particular has lobbied extensively for reporting, 

transparency, and position limits for non-commercial participants, but wants to see the 

rules designed in a way that suits its own needs’ (ibid.). 

However, since the implementation of the ‘Dodd-Frank rules’ some of Cargill’s 

branches have been affected: 

Under Dodd-Frank rules, since we are a US entity and registered as a swap 

dealer, all of our customers must now also comply with the Dodd-Frank rules. 

This is a tough order that we are facing the last year [2014] as getting 

customers onboarded [sic] is very hard. They are always presented with a 500-

page document, and no one has the time to read it. They are also afraid of the 

consequence of signing it as their positions now become available in the 

market. It has definitely slowed our business tremendously but we are working 

[on] ways to increase efficiency in our methodology to combat this.28 

Therefore, although Cargill works to influence policy, it is not always successful. 

Nevertheless, Cargill is involved and effective in policy formation at the international and 

national level, seeking to ensure the agricultural system is structured in a manner 

favourable to Cargill’s operations in trade, oil palm, and finance. 

The informal and formal resources used to exert influence and protect Cargill’s 

operations are interconnected and informed by one another. For example, Cargill hires 

former government employees to gain access to inside information on government plans 

and connections to government actors, allowing the company to inform policy decisions. 

The company also pushes for its former employees to take on ‘key decision-making roles 

in government (the “revolving door”), and hiring former government officials to lobby on 

their behalf’ (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 14). In Africa, for example, Cargill uses a ‘corporate 

affairs team that has constant interaction with governments’, by ‘sharing’ its ‘view on 

how to improve agriculture in any specific region’ (AllAfrica, 2012, n.p.). Employees 

                                              
27 A contract to exchange money on or before a specified date defined by the commodity’s value, 

normally traded over the counter (OTC) and privately negotiated.   
28 Correspondence with Cargill employee on 27/06/2014 
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‘consult’ with governments on rules and regulations that may affect Cargill’s operations 

(Lander, 2016). In short, Cargill uses informal power resources to acquire more formal 

power resources and vice versa by ‘influencing public and political debate on trade, 

production, and investment regulations at the domestic and international levels’ (Murphy 

et al., 2012, p. 14).  

The power resources discussed above shape the company’s operations and 

investments plans, including its global ‘acquisition agenda’. As part of an investment 

strategy that capitalises on changes in the current financial and corporate agricultural 

system, Cargill has acquired further stakes in, and/or established companies involved in, 

the production and handling of various commodities including wheat, cotton, cocoa, palm 

oil, rice, bananas, and meat at accelerating rates. The next section elaborates on Cargill’s 

acquisition agenda and the significance in this agenda of oil palm, finance, and land. 

Cargill’s ‘big acquisition agenda’: Oil palm, finance, and land   

This section elaborates on Cargill’s acquisition model with a focus on its 

involvement in oil palm, finance, and land. The three are interconnected and part of wider 

transformations surrounding the agricultural system. As Murphy et al. (2012) explain, all 

four ABCDs have moved down  

a similar path in their activities, in particular their involvement in the linked 

activities of investment in biofuel crops and operations, active engagement in 

the agricultural commodity derivatives trade, and the acquisition, either 

directly or indirectly, of large-scale land holdings, to either serve as a 

speculative financial investment or as a physical base for producing 

commodities for the food, feed, and fuel nexus of their activities. (p. 15) 

While Cargill’s plans may not be entirely unique, the extensiveness of Cargill’s projects 

and its ability to succeed at various scales on all three accounts is significant, given the 

scale of its oil palm operations, number of its established land deals and its successes in 

financial markets. 

Oil palm  
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Cargill has become more involved in oil palm and its various derivatives since 

1996 as the global market for this commodity expanded, partly but not only due to 

expanding demands for agrofuels and flex crops.  As Holt-Giménez and Shattuck (2009) 

explain, ‘[b]illions of dollars are being invested in the agrofuel sector in a development 

often likened to a “green gold-rush” in which countries are rapidly turning land over to 

agrofuel crops and developing infrastructure for processing and transporting them’ (p. 

185). To lead this trend, Cargill became one of the first U.S.-American corporations to 

grow oil palm with the acquisition of a plantation company called PT Hindoli in South 

Sumatra (Cargill, 2016, n.p.). 

Cargill is now the largest palm oil importer to the United States. The U.S. 

consumes about 2% of the global palm oil supply, making the country the fourth biggest 

importer of palm oil after India, China, and Europe29 (WWF, 2013, p. 10). The palm oil 

that reaches the U.S. comes from Cargill’s plantations in Indonesia, as well as the 

company’s suppliers in Indonesia and Malaysia (Cargill, 2011, n.p.). It follows different 

tracks, often passing through the hands of Cargill’s subsidiaries that are involved in 

processing, shipping, and trading.  Palm is processed on Cargill’s plantations, and at its 

mills and plants throughout Malaysia, India, China, the U.S., and around Europe. It is 

then shipped for further processing into biofuels, oils, beauty products, and a huge variety 

of food products. One of Cargill’s largest buyers is McDonald's. About half of 

McDonald’s supply comes from Cargill (McDonalds, 2016). Figure two presents 

Cargill’s global presence in the oil palm industry and table three lists its companies 

involved in production, processing, and distribution.  

Figure 2. Cargill's global palm oil presence 

                                              
29 India imports about 16%, China 12%, and Europe 10% (WWF, 2013, p. 10). 
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Source: Cargill Inc. (Cargill, 2016f)  

Note: Coloured countries represent regions of operation and circles represent mills and processing 

plants  

 

Table 3. Cargill's oil palm related subsidiaries 

Company Primary Activity 

Cargill Tropical Palm Holdings Pte. Ltd, 

Singapore 

Oil palm growers 

Cargill Palm Products Sdn Bhd, Malaysia Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill BV, Netherlands Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill NV, Belgium Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill GmBh, Germany Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Oil Packers BVBA, Belgium Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Australia Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Incorporated (DSO), USA Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill International Trade Pte. Ltd, 

Singapore 

Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Cocoa and Chocolate, Netherlands Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill India Private Limited  Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Grain & Oilseeds (Nantong), Ltd, 

China 

Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill LLC, Russia Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Plc, Notts, United Kingdom Manufacturer 

Cargill Agricola, S.A., Brazil Processor and/or Trader 

Cargill Cocoa and Chocolate, USA Manufacturer 

Source: Cargill RSPO application (Cargill, 2014a)  
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The company is integrated throughout the commodity’s global value web. Most 

Cargill subsidiaries are involved in purchasing, processing, refining, and trading the palm 

oil products that come from the company’s plantations. Cargill’s suppliers are both 

smallholder farmers and oil palm companies based in Indonesia and Malaysia which will 

be discussed in the next chapter (Cargill, 2016b, n.p.). It operates 22 refineries in 

Malaysia, India, China, the U.S., and Europe. Cargill uses its diversified involvement in 

the oil palm industry to engage in palm oil trading markets (ibid.). 

Since 2005, Cargill’s oil palm production and sourcing division has been 

organised under Cargill Tropical Palm (CTP) Holdings. CTP Holdings was created with 

the help of Temasek Holdings, a private investment arm of the government of Singapore. 

Temasek owns 30% of CTP Holdings and Cargill owns 70%. CTP Holdings is Cargill’s 

only firm involved in the actual production of crude palm oil. Cargill’s vertical 

integration starts on its Indonesian plantations where there are also crushing and 

processing mills (Cargill, 2014, n.p.). The figure below maps CTP’s operations in 

Indonesia.   
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Figure 3. CTP Holdings’ involvement in oil palm production and processing in Indonesia 

 

Source: Author’s elaboration (Cargill, 2014a, 2016c, 2016i; Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, 2011; Tillack, 2016) 

Note: Each plantation has company run mills and is organised into plasma-inti schemes. The actual areas and numbers of smallholders are likely 

much higher than those listed, but due to conflicting information, the number provided by Cargill’s documents and RSPO documents is used. Due 

to conflicting information regarding the number of smallholders involved in each plantation company’s plasma-inti scheme, the number of 

smallholders involved per plantation in West Kalimantan is omitted here. 
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The subsidiaries above are broken into two main operations: one in Sumatra (PT 

Hindoli) and one in West Kalimantan (PT HSL). PT Hindoli is the name of the Sumatra 

operations, which include both the plantation and mills. PT HSL represents the West 

Kalimantan operations, which includes PT Harapan Sawit Lestari, PT Indo Sawit Kekal 

and PT. Poliplant plantations (discussed in chapter four).  

The PT Hindoli plantation was one of the first palm plantations to achieve 

Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO)30 certification, in 2009. In 2014, CTP 

received RSPO certification for its PT Harapan Sawit Lestari plantation. The company 

has received criticism from local NGOS (WALHI), and international NGOs (Rain Forest 

Action Network (RAN) and Down to Earth) for its involvement in land acquisitions, 

deforestation, and connection to human rights abuses (see WALHI & Down to Earth, 

2000). 

Cargill’s venture into oil palm has accelerated since it first began producing it in 

the late 1990s. Today, Cargill has a diversified oil palm value web, which provides the 

company access to, and control over, the valuable and flexible commodity. It is now an 

oil palm grower, processer, trader, shipper, and speculator.   

Finance 

In recent years, Cargill has increasingly turned to financial vehicles and tools to 

expand through the acquisition of companies and lands, to engage in agricultural 

commodity derivatives trade, and to hedge on risk. There are three subsidiaries at the 

heart of this strategy: (1) Carval Investors (Carval), which works with distressed and 

credit intensive assets in loan portfolios, corporate securities, real estate and special 

opportunities. Some of Carval’s biggest clients are institutional investors. (2) Cargill Risk 

Management (CRM), which engages in market speculation on behalf of corporations and 

financial bodies (e.g. pension funds), and engages in natural independent hedging31 for 

                                              
30 A multi-stakeholder organisation focused on streamlining responsible oil palm production. 
31 Hedging strategy used to mitigate risk related to uncontrollable events (e.g. weather) 
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large farmers and what a representative called ‘the big boys’ (e.g. pension funds). It does 

so by focusing on hedging strategies that manage exposure to risk through OTC swaps, 

exchange cleared swaps, futures and commodities linked notes in commodity markets 

such as corn, wheat, soybean, vegetable oils, and livestock (Cargill, 2016j; Murphy et al., 

2012). 

(3) Black River (now Proterra) is an equity management firm investing in company 

equity and index products. From 1984 to 2003, Black River was listed as Cargill’s Global 

Capital Markets Division and engaged in proprietary trading for Cargill. Proprietary 

trading involves trading in financial instruments using the company’s capital. The firm 

was initially launched to make use of Cargill’s knowledge regarding crop fluctuations. As 

one employee stated, this information defined Black River’s hedging strategy since it 

provided privileged information on ‘what kind of commodity to buy at what price’32. 

Black River officially became an asset management firm in 2003. From this period 

onwards, Black River began managing funds for outside players along with its asset 

management activities for Cargill. Its main clients include large financial investors such 

as pension funds, endowments, and foundations, for which it managed over $4.5 billion 

USD in 2013.33 Black River offers management of private equity and index products for 

these clients. 

Today Black River operates in three main sectors: (1) agriculture, (2) food, (3) 

energy and metals/mining. I emphasise the first two here. (1) The agricultural fund 

focuses on: land conversion and development, land management and operations, and the 

development of infrastructure (storage, ports, and barges) (Proterra, 2016, n.p.). The 

projects involve partnering with ‘capable, reputable, local operators’, providing ‘proper 

capitalization to increase productivity’ and executing an ‘acquisition plan with consistent 

market analysis and pricing discipline’ (ibid.). (2) The food fund invests in: ‘Protein 

production – dairy farming, aquaculture, poultry farming, hog farming; Value-added 

                                              
32 Interview data: Cargill employee 18/10/2012 
33 Interview data: Cargill employee 18/10/2012 
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processing – meat processing, dairy processing, food ingredients, juices and beverages; 

Supply-chain management – supply logistics, transportation, warehousing, cold storage’ 

and in ‘global emerging markets’ (ibid.). 

On 1 January 2016, Black River split into three firms, ‘each focused on a specific 

area: fixed income and relative value, emerging market credit and private equity’ (Singh, 

2015, n.p.). Even though it has split into specific funds, it is maintaining its fund 

commitments, former employees, and limited partners (Plume, 2016, n.p.). Cargill is its 

largest partner firm. The move allows for a focus into certain sectors and for the 

liquidation and restructuring of its funds after losses. Proterra has ‘$782 million in 

investments in three food-focused funds, $1.2 billion in three agriculture-related funds 

and $165 million in a ‘metals and mining’ fund, the company said’ (Plume, 2016, n.p.). 

To avoid confusion, the original name, Black River, will be used throughout the text to 

refer to these companies’ investment projects. 

Carval, Cargill Risk Management, and Black River all use the parent company’s 

first-hand knowledge of commodity markets, the company’s platforms, and the networks 

that sustain it, to inform its financial strategies. All three financial subsidiaries are 

examples of how Cargill has used financialisation to enjoy a larger share of the 

agricultural value web. Black River, for example, is working with land, commodities, and 

companies; Carval is involved in real estate and distressed assets; and Cargill Risk 

Management is focused mainly on commodity speculation.  

Cargill’s financial strategies are derived from Cargill’s agricultural and financial 

expertise in two main ways. First, due to Cargill’s operational structure and the 

Platform’s expansiveness, Cargill has access to lucrative information, informing its 

involvement in derivatives trading and general financial operations. Second, Cargill uses 

the information flowing through its networks and the nature of its financial operations to 

more efficiently acquire companies operating throughout the agricultural system and to 

acquire control over land. Cargill’s use of agricultural networks to inform investment 

decisions will be elaborated on in the next section. However, it is important to clarify 
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here that Cargill’s commodities trading and investment in agricultural companies are 

connected, as Cargill’s acquisition plans are intended to ensure future access to 

information and safeguard future trading operations. This will become clearer below.  

Cargill’s success in derivatives trading stems from its position in the agricultural 

system that provides it with ‘real-time insight into dozens of markets’ (Lippert, 2011, 

n.p.), gathered from Cargill’s platforms and diverse agricultural operations. As Clapp 

(2014) explains, regarding the big four traders: 

The ABCD firms operate under a complex business model that involves 

dealing in bulk commodities and trading high volumes at typically low 

margins. Each of these firms is intimately linked to the world of complex 

agricultural commodity chains, with different aspects of their business 

touching all aspects of those chains from production to consumption. And 

each has privileged access to information that has helped them to maintain 

advantage over their competitors. (p. 803) 

Much of the large traders’ recent profits is connected to ‘their unique access to food 

suppliers’, as it provides a ‘source of information regarding global food stocks, giving 

them an advantage when hedging and speculating on price movements’ (Isakson, 2014, p. 

763) 

The question then is, what happens when these traders also become their own 

suppliers and producers? Or, at least, how do the traders benefit from the control of 

suppliers through investments, shareholding acquisitions, and alliances?  

The case studies presented in chapter four and five address these questions to 

understand the importance of land or production control for Cargill in more detail. In 

chapter four, for example, we see how this traditional trader has expanded into oil palm 

production, bringing the company closer to the supply and trade of the valuable 

commodity. In chapter five, we see how Cargill’s private equity fund has created a 

pathway to land control via company acquisitions and how this in turn establishes access 

to information.  
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It is one thing to have access to information, yet another to have a network in place 

that continually expands its access to information and encourages information flows to 

those actors and branches that can use it for Cargill’s financial strategies.  Since Cargill’s 

platforms touch almost every element of agricultural production and consumption 

globally, the company has access to first-hand knowledge regarding commodity markets, 

which inform its financial actions.   

This information helps shape Cargill’s investment strategies and attract new 

customers. Visser (2015) explains how, ‘[i]nvestment in farming by investment funds is 

much more complicated than it seems at first sight, and various tensions are characteristic 

of the finance-led, corporate agriculture that is associated with large-scale land 

investments’ (p.283). As Rich Gammill, the managing director of the Cargill unit Black 

River Asset Management in 2010, explained how the firm was best positioned to take 

advantage of the new lure of agriculture investment: ‘It seems simple, but agriculture is 

anything but. There is a global supply chain and lots of regulation, a lot of risks and 

factors that I think the traditional finance people on Wall Street do not have their heads 

wrapped around’ (quoted in MacInnis, 2010, n.p.). He went on to argue that most 

financial actors do not maintain presence on the ground like Cargill does with its local 

counterparts (ibid.).  

Cargill is open about the significance of inside knowledge to its operations, most 

likely since that is a legal way to attract institutional investors. As former CEO Greg Page 

explained, ‘[c]learly the volatility can be an opportunity’ (Whitford & Burke, 2011, n.p.), 

since Cargill knows how to prepare and benefit from sharp price swings. Cargill’s private 

equity arm, Black River, has explained that its ‘strategies benefit from our extensive 

worldwide footprint and decades of experience trading in developing countries; and 

Black River commodity-related strategies reflect our deep knowledge, and relationship to 

our parent, Cargill’ (Black River Asset Management, 2015, n.p.). 

Cargill’s information sharing techniques are not all that new. The Wall Street 

Journal reported that ‘[a]s early as the 1920s, Cargill used a private teletype system, 
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called “the wires” internally, to transmit intelligence to and from its far-flung offices’ 

(Davis, 2009, n.p). The former U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, Bob Bergland, described 

the company’s present-day ability to acquire political and economic intelligence as 

exceeding that of the Central Intelligence Agency (Ahlberg, 2014, n.p.). According to 

van Dijk, Berntsed, and Berget (2011), Cargill’s global operations 

employ sophisticated intelligence-gathering operations, including on the 

ground staff, in an effort to obtain the latest market information. Cargill’s 

employees for example, count competitors’ trucks at the gates of almost every 

cocoa warehouse in the port of Abidjan in Ivory Coast to get a better picture of 

the size of the country’s output. (p. 3) 

Thus, Cargill’s companies at the local level track the operations of others and feed the 

information back to the financial subsidiaries in Singapore and other finance hubs. 

Employees of Cargill have stated that the company has a history of engaging in the 

stock market based on ‘the knowledge of what is in short supply and what is not’ since 

‘this kind of information is very valuable for a hedge fund because you know where to 

invest, when, and how much.’34 This information is obtained by having access to 

information on the sites of production, processing, and shipping.  

This connects to Cargill’s search for vertical integration, best exemplified in its 

acquisition of the Australian Wheat Board (AWB) in 2011 (Berry, 2010, n.p.). Former 

Cargill CEO, Greg Page, explained that the AWB acquisition helped fill a gap in 

Cargill’s global grain network: ‘we're in the Ukraine, we're in Canada, we're in the U.S., 

we're in Argentina’ (Whitford & Burke, 2011b, n.p.). The AWB employs a network of 40 

grain marketers in 26 sites located throughout Australia. Through the control of the 

AWB, Cargill has access to information regarding the price of grain, which is passed 

through its networks and can inform its hedging strategies and acquisition plans. Since 

the acquisition of AWB, Cargill has acquired land around Australia for cattle, poultry, 

                                              
34 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012  
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wheat, and more. Most recently, in April 2016, Black River purchased 5902 hectares in 

Queensland (Phelps, 2016, n.p.).   

 How exactly does Cargill use the information accessed through its networks? Even 

if it isn’t the subsidiaries that have direct access to information, Cargill can follow other 

nearby companies’ operations. This is how Jeff Drobny, Black River’s Chief Investment 

Officer, described the use of Cargill’s unique ‘visibility [sic] to the fundamentals’:  

We have very unique visibility into a broad set of commodities…genetics, the 

seeds that are being sold to farmers, fertiliser, where it’s going and how much, 

all the way through that partial and total supply chain to when do they plan to 

harvest, where they plan to sell, where is the origin of certain commodities, 

what is the destination. When we see something and have visibility into 

something that the market is not focused on, there lies the opportunity. It is 

important to emphasise how unique our visibility to the fundamentals is, what 

we do within that and how we capitalise on opportunities. (Lindsay, 2013, 

n.p.) 

Black River has a window into various commodity markets, which often allows them to 

act before anyone else.  

Based on the information passing through Cargill’s network and what is available to 

the actual market or to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), the firm can 

synthesise ‘what external market consensus says, matching that with USDA forecasts’ 

and then comparing this to an internal analysis (Lindsay, 2013, n.p.). Black River uses 

‘cross-team collaboration, with information gathered from across global networks and an 

open dialogue to filter the best ideas, identify trends and evaluate risks’ (ibid.) In the 

words of Mark Schulze, Black River senior agriculture portfolio manager: 

We spend an enormous amount of time analysing the fundamentals of the 

market, collecting data, watching and discussing the cash markets and 

collaborating with Cargill to understand the fundamentals for those specific 

markets where we share information and share points of view. We have access 

to a lot of [Cargill’s] research with respect to those specific money markets. 

(Lindsay, 2013, n.p.) 

One way in which Cargill ensures that information makes it to the right actors is 

by providing bonuses to employees who share important information. In a Wall Street 
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Journal report, Davis (2009) suggested that ‘the company adjusted its pay system a few 

years ago to reward agribusiness units and traders for advising each other about crop-

disease outbreaks or shifting demands of fast-food chains. Pay is based partly on revenue 

generated by tips like these’ (n.p.).  

Information regarding harvests is acquired by Cargill daily from various sources 

on the ground and channelled through relevant businesses. It is then studied by a team of 

financial analysts, so that speculative positions can be made. Murphy et al. (2012) argue 

accordingly that the ‘significant advantage’ of agro-commodity traders regarding access 

to information ‘makes volatility important: they know better than most what supply and 

demand are likely to be, and they make big investments every year in financial markets, 

using this knowledge to full effect. Volatile prices are good for knowledgeable 

speculators’ (p. 12). Food price volatility can be beneficial for commodity traders.  

President of Cargill’s Agricultural Supply Chain, Gert-Jan van den Akker, 

described the state of agro-commodity markets on 12 April 2016 at the Financial Times 

Commodities Global Summit in Switzerland: ‘The markets are tough… We have seen 

supply increase and at the end of the day, demand needs to increase to catch up with 

supply’ (Bloomberg, 2016, n.p.). Per the Bloomberg source, Cargill’s Van den Akker and 

the CEO of Dreyfus said that ‘the only hope for better trading conditions in the short term 

is a major weather event that would damage crops, tighten supply and boost volatility’ 

(ibid.). This reinforces the view that Cargill (and its competitors) see profits as emerging 

from crises and scarcity rather than from sustained and adequate food supplies in the 

world, and that it relies on commodity price fluctuations and ‘volatility’ as a source of 

growth through speculation. Cargill’s 2016 Annual Report states:  ‘[a]cross the company, 

our trading activities yielded mixed results, in part due to low volatility in agricultural 

commodity markets for most of the fiscal year. Three years of good weather in major 

growing regions and sluggish global demand led to large food stocks, weak prices and 

flat markets’ (Cargill, 2016k, p. 1). 
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Cargill has capitalised on its multi-sited position in the global agricultural system 

and has been one of the biggest beneficiaries of financialisation among the large agro-

commodity traders. Cargill’s evolving corporate structure has diversified its activities 

while expanding and deepening its access to knowledge and information. Cargill is now 

both a producer and supplier of agricultural commodities and an actor speculating on 

those same commodities’ price fluctuations in agricultural markets. Cargill’s financial 

funds also offer one of the most efficient ways to invest in land control through indirect 

financing structures, involving the acquisition of shares in companies operating in 

agricultural production, processing and trade. The next section discusses Cargill’s interest 

in land and some ways it seeks to achieve control. 

Land  

In 1878, Cargill made its first venture into land control with the establishment of a 

5,760‐acre farm near Sherburn, Minnesota (Broehl, 1992, p. 54). The project was the 

company’s earliest effort at vertical integration of the grain supply chain. It controlled a 

piece of a rail line, a grain elevator, and farms growing grain, corn, and potatoes (ibid.). 

The project failed, and it was not until 1908 that Cargill would make another push for 

vertical integration. The son of William Cargill followed the same model of the Sherburn 

farm, this time in Montana, with a much more ambitious land development plan that left 

his family on the verge of bankruptcy (ibid., p. 175). The project included land 

development, cattle ranching, grain production, and an irrigation project. It brought in 

settlers, and developed a railway link called the Montana Western Railway Co.  

As Kneen (2002) rightly summarises: ‘The history of the company since then [the 

Montana project] has been one of relentless, though at times jerky, growth.  Mistakes 

have been made, but Cargill as a company has developed great skill at knowing when to 

make a strategic retreat and when to stand fast’ (p.21). It is Cargill’s strategic and 

informed investment method that has steered its recent investments in land control.   
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Cargill now engages in both direct and indirect land acquisitions. A ‘direct land 

acquisition’ refers to a company acquiring and managing the land itself, without any 

external intermediary actors. An ‘indirect land acquisition’ refers to the acquisition of 

land control through the acquisition of a company that controls land, by acquiring a 

company’s equity or shares. While Cargill’s various subsidiaries exhibit examples of 

both, the company seems to favour the latter. The reason for this will be discussed further 

below.  

Cargill’s direct and indirect acquisitions are a part of what former CEO, Greg 

Page, referred to in 2011 as a ‘big acquisition agenda’ (Whitford & Burke, 2011, n.p.). 

This agenda represents a strategy of acquiring companies involved in different elements 

of the agricultural system, including trading, processing, and production. This is 

important since the land acquisition strategy employed by Cargill is dependent on its 

subsidiaries. Two of Cargill’s subsidiaries most active in land deals are Black River and 

CTP Holdings.  

Black River engages in direct and indirect land control: (1) directly, through the 

acquisition and management of farmland; (2) indirectly by acquiring public or private 

equity of a company depending on whether it is publicly listed on a stock market or not, 

then expanding the company’s involvement in production and later selling its shares. It 

selects companies operating at important parts of the agri-food system, such as 

processors, producers, operators, and livestock farms. As described on the firm’s website: 

Proterra’s [Black River] Agriculture investment strategy pursues investment 

opportunities based on our view that rising food demand calls for an increase 

in farmland as well as increased investment in existing farmland. We view 

chronic underinvestment and lagging yield improvements as having inhibited 

the response to increasing global demand and we believe opportunities exist to 

acquire land and apply professional management and proper investment to 

maximize its productivity. 

These investments have two main benefits for Black River and Cargill. First, the 

investments provide opportunities for profit making by investing in lucrative sectors, 

commodities, and economies; second, they establish more direct links to suppliers, which 
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simultaneously provides access to the commodities important to its value chains and to 

the information regarding the commodity to inform other financial activities (speculation 

and hedging). 

CTP Holdings engages in a mixture of indirect and direct or semi-direct land 

control. CTP Holdings holds the equity of companies in Indonesia, which in turn control 

and manage the plantations. These companies are headed by local counterparts working 

for Cargill. CTP Holdings maintains ownership of the operations and direct involvement 

in production. 

Table four outlines a few of Cargill’s planned or realised land in Asia, Africa, 

Australia, Eastern Europe, and Latin America. The cases are a mixture of direct and 

indirect land control, established through different subsidiaries and ownership structures. 

Some represent strategic moves to ensure access to markets (e.g. the acquisition in 

Ukraine), while others are a move to acquire more control over certain commodities (e.g. 

CTP’s acquisitions). Those involving Black River represent Cargill’s attempt to disperse 

its involvement in different elements of agriculture and food using financial tools. The 

projects listed are a few of Cargill’s numerous investments.   

Table 4. Timeline of selected land acquisitions 

Date Direct 

/indirect 

Company Location Deal details 

1996  Semi-direct CTP 

Holdings 

Indonesia CTP Holdings acquires first oil palm 

company, PT. Hindoli, with 10,000 

hectares in Sumatra (Cargill, 2016, 

n.p.) 

2005 Semi-direct  CTP 

Holdings  

Indonesia  CTP acquired Harapan Sawit Lestari 

and PT. Indo Sawit Kekal from CDC 

group with about 31,000 hectares 

(ibid.) 

2011 Indirect 

(equity/joint 

venture) 

Black 

River 

The 

Philippines 

Black River acquired shares in a 

Philippine company, Agrinurture, 

with the hope of purchasing or leasing 

land in Mindanao for banana and rice 

production (discussed later) 
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2012 Direct Cargill Cameroon Plans announced to invest in a 50,000-

hectare oil palm plantation (awaiting 

approval) 

2012 Unknown Cargill Côte 

d’Ivoire 

Plans surfaced for industrial oil palm 

plantations for 50,000 hectares and a 

new processing plant (awaiting 

approval) (Reuters, 2012) 

March 

2013 

Indirect 

(equity) 

Black 

River 

Australia Black River increases shareholding in 

BFB Group to 70% ownership. BFB 

owns the Billabong Station (1875-

hectare cropping and pastoral property 

in Wagga Wagga) (Schlesinger, 2014, 

n.p.) 

May 2013 Direct  Black 

River 

Australia Black River purchases Marwood 

Farm, a sugar cane farm in Mackay in 

north Queensland in a joint venture 

with Mackay Sugar called Racecourse 

Projects (Cranston, 2013, n.p.)  

2014 Semi-direct CTP 

Holdings 

Indonesia CTP acquires plantation company PT. 

Poliplant in West Kalimantan, 

bringing plantation control to approx. 

82,000 hectares of planted area with 

five contiguous plantations (Cargill, 

2016, n.p.) 

November 

2014 

Direct Black 

River 

Australia Black River purchases 7,000 hectares 

in Queensland. Encompasses 4 farms 

in total, run by local managers, and 

producing a summer sorghum crop for 

feed grains in meat industries and a 

summer wheat crop (Schlesinger, 

2014, n.p.) 

2014 Indirect 

(holding) 

Cargill 

Ukraine 

Ukraine $200-million stake for 5% holding in 

UkrLandFarming, founded by 

Ukrainian oligarch and billionaire 

Oleg Bakhmatyuk (Financial Times, 

2014, n.p.). Ukraine’s largest 

agribusiness holding and the world’s 

eighth-largest land cultivator (n.p.)  

2014 Direct/Indirect  Black 

River 

Colombia Using 36 shell companies, Cargill 

purchases parcels of land awarded by 
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state to farmers as part of an agrarian 

reform program in the 1990s (Burgos, 

2013, n.p.). Total of 52,576 hectares 

around Colombia, composed of 

various parcels to grow corn and 

soybeans (Cargill, 2016c, n.p.; 

Smallteacher, 2013, n.p.).  Discussed 

more extensively above. 

2015 Indirect (joint 

venture) 

Black 

River  

Australia Various investments around Australia 

under Racecourse Projects, formed in 

2013, with Mackay Sugar for various 

purposes including cane and cattle. 

Acquisitions include: 3,244 hectares 

of cattle property in North 

Queensland, Hylton Park (1,200 

hectare), Marwood Farm, Prospect 

Creek farm (Sparkes, 2015, n.p.) 

2016 Indirect 

(equity) 

Black 

River/One 

Tree 

Australia Black River purchases Kinbeachie, a 

5,902-hectare property in 

Goondiwindi from the Australian 

Pastoral Group (APG) for livestock 

(Phelps, 2016, n.p.) 

Source: Author’s elaboration of information from Cargill documents and news items 

 

Interestingly, Kneen argued in 1999 that ‘Cargill, in its exemplary role, owns land 

only in exceptional circumstances, such as when land ownership gives it the leverage it 

desires in a particular commodity market’ (p. 166). Kneen is referring here to Cargill’s 

past land investment projects developed with the intention of achieving vertical 

integration in commodities important to its operations, such as the case of Cargill’s first 

land project in 1878.  

Otherwise Cargill, and virtually all the other major agribusiness corporations, 

leave land ownership to the farmers who are still sure that one has to own the 

land one farms . . . Unlike industrial farmers, successful corporations 

everywhere have learned over the years that risk-taking is to be avoided at all 

costs and that capital should be as mobile as possible. Land ties up capital 

needlessly as long as farmers are willing to take on the burden of ownership 

(ibid.). 
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Cargill found out the hard way about the risk of land investment with its first endeavours 

into land development in the 19th century.  Until recently, the amount of risk and work 

associated with farming and land ownership was not worth the investment. But lately 

Cargill, along with many other corporate actors including the other ABCDs, has become 

more attracted to production and land control. As Clapp (2015) argues, ‘[i]n this more 

recent period, the firms [ABCD traders] have moved away from their tendency to 

maintain an arm’s length distance from producers and farmland, to becoming more 

closely linked to production processes than ever before’ (p. 129).  

The question then is, what has motivated Cargill to invest in production through 

land control now and on this scale? The answer is tied to the benefit of gaining more 

long-term control over lucrative commodities and information regarding commodities. 

This overarching objective consists of separate, yet connected, motivations.  

First, Cargill often raises concerns regarding national and global regulations, 

which might hinder its operations, especially policies regarding food security. The head 

of Cargill explained in 2011, with reference to more control over markets, ‘we don’t want 

to end up with a business model that doesn’t have any freedom to operate’ (Whitford & 

Burke, 2011, n.p.). The company must protect itself from future policies and regulations 

by becoming more adaptive, flexible and far-reaching through an expansive network 

directly connected to producers. 

To do so, Cargill can either establish farms and companies involved in production, 

such as CTP Holdings, or establish links to national companies producing valuable 

commodities by acquiring company equity, as Black River does.  Both are important for 

Cargill’s operations since the company wants to maintain a strong position in the palm oil 

commodity chain and in the trade of other important staple commodities, including 

wheat, rice, and tropical fruits. 

Second, given that Cargill’s growth model is most often based on the acquisition 

of companies first and, depending on the company/organisation, on land or commodities 

second, it is possible that land for Cargill is about ensuring access to the commodity 
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through a more direct involvement in the various elements of the value web, from 

production to processing. Black River has explained the need to invest in the production 

and handling of agro-commodities, since ‘[p]eople are starting to acknowledge that to 

meet demand . . . investor capital needs to be directed toward the supply side. That can be 

in the form of row crops . . . or in the form of food production, protein production, which 

is the biggest driver of that demand’ (Reuters, 2010, n.p.).   

Third, Cargill must protect itself from future risks or uncertainty and ensure 

control over lucrative commodities and various value webs in the current agricultural 

system. Take Black River’s Australian investments following its acquisition of the 

Australian Wheat Board. Since then, it has invested in livestock production and grain 

(feed), ensuring vertical involvement in the meat complex. As a spokesperson for Black 

River explained, regarding the acquisition of grain farmland in Darling Downs, Australia, 

‘[t]he project is about developing a low-cost of [sic] production model, linking up with 

local end-users, like feedlots, because that’s where the numbers work. The secret is 

keeping it [grain] out of the system, and retaining control of your grain’ (Condon, 2015, 

n.p.).  

In short, these projects exemplify how Cargill’s recent interest in control over land 

and production are a part of the company’s push to further deepen and consolidate 

vertical integration in the financialised corporate agricultural system regardless of 

political, financial, or environmental instabilities.  

Conclusion 

This chapter’s objectives were threefold: first, to introduce Cargill’s land 

acquisition practices against the backdrop of a financialised corporate agricultural 

system; second, to analyse Cargill’s global presence and how its presence motivates and 

influences access to land around the world; and finally, to examine what might be driving 

Cargill’s current investment trends.  
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With these objectives in mind, I first argued that Cargill is pursuing a ‘global 

acquisition agenda’ to more efficiently access new markets, circumvent possible 

investment barriers, obtain a greater share of the agricultural value web, and acquire 

control of land and commodities to control supply for the long term. Cargill does so by 

engaging in the strategic use of its informal and formal power resources that are rooted in 

its long-standing global presence. 

Cargill’s informal and formal power resources help it acquire land in a way that 

meets national rules and fits the structure of elite power. Through its accumulated 

influence, Cargill adjusts to different contexts to ensure a continued and expanding 

presence by linking up with elite actors, who in turn help to nationalise operations 

through locally strategic networks and knowledge of the investment environment.  

I then argued that the value of agriculture has been shifting in recent years through 

deregulation and financialisation, creating new ownership and investment opportunities, 

which Cargill is capitalising on. These opportunities allow Cargill to acquire equity in 

companies across the globe and establish complex holdings arrangements to further 

embed itself in the global agricultural system, while circumventing (or adapting to) 

national regulations.  

Throughout this process, Cargill’s strategy relies on a secondary form of land 

control in two key ways, one relating to the acquisition method and the other relating to 

its motivation. First, as argued throughout, many of Cargill’s ‘land deals’ are in fact 

company deals, since land control is actually acquired through the acquisitions of 

companies operating in agricultural production. Second, access to future output is more 

important than controlling the land itself. The motivation in the long run is likely related 

to the intention of securing a position in the agricultural system, achieved through private 

equity acquisitions or acquiring holdings in national companies. This will become more 

apparent in the details of the Indonesian and the Philippine cases.  
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Chapter 4 

Cargill in Indonesia: CTP Holding’s oil palm operations in West Kalimantan 

 

Introduction 

Drawing on the case of an oil palm project in West Kalimantan, this chapter asks:  

How did Cargill gain land control in West Kalimantan for oil palm production? What 

informal power resources were used to achieve control? How did the institutional setting 

and political economic context of West Kalimantan specifically and Indonesia generally 

influence the strategies used and the project’s outcome?  

This chapter is organised in two main parts that are further split into sections. In 

Part One, I outline the state-capital-society relations of the country’s oil palm sector and 

argue that its dynamics are influenced by strong local state and non-state elites who act as 

gatekeepers and influence access to land. The oil palm sector has remained relatively 

open to foreign investors who have the economic, political, and social capital required to 

make the necessary connections to government and acquire land control.  

In Part Two, I present Cargill’s oil palm project in West Kalimantan. I explain 

how Cargill adapted to the national and regional setting in a manner exemplary of 

Indonesia’s oil palm sector, adhering to local business culture through the strategic use of 

informal power resources. Those power resources include social and political capital, 

such as transnational, national and local alliances, charismatic employees, the strategic 

implementation of corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives,35 and knowledge of 

local business culture. I argue that these resources were used first to get established in the 

region, and then to continue expanding.   

                                              
35 CSR is a broad business concept whereby a corporation includes self-regulating social and 

environmental policies and initiatives in its business model 
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Part 1| The context 

State-capital-society relations in the Indonesian oil palm sector 

Indonesia is one of the five most targeted countries for land acquisition in the 

world, alongside Ukraine, Russia, Papua New Guinea and Brazil (Nolte et al., 2016, p. 

vii). Together, the five represent an estimated 46% of concluded agricultural deals 

globally (Nolte et al., 2016, p. vii). Since 2005, the amount of land used for oil palm in 

Indonesia has doubled, covering over 8.2 million hectares, or about a third of the 

country’s approximately 24 million hectares of currently arable land (over 8.2 million 

hectares) by 2014 (GRAIN, 2014, p. 2). The reason behind the high rates of land 

acquisition, especially for oil palm expansion, is explored here. 

The structural-institutional and political-economic context of Indonesia make the 

country a particularly conducive environment for investment in widescale oil palm 

plantations. The more connected the investor is to certain actors, especially local 

bureaucrats and political elites, the easier it is to acquire and secure access to large 

contiguous plantation areas. West Kalimantan is especially conducive to oil palm 

expansion, due to the regional government’s involvement in redistributing land as well as 

the amount of land considered ‘idle’ and/or state land.  

In this section, I first present the institutional setting, focusing on the policies and 

regulations influencing how and whether Cargill is able to acquire land control for oil 

palm production. Second, I build on chapter three’s discussion of state-capital relations 

and the first subsection’s discussion of the institutional environment by outlining the 

political economy of the oil palm sector of Indonesia and West Kalimantan. The main 

actors engaged in the Indonesian oil palm sector are introduced, along with the region’s 

history of land conversion. Finally, I provide examples of successful land deals in 

Indonesia and the important actors and alliances involved.  

The institutional setting  
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Indonesia is often portrayed as an overly bureaucratic and difficult investment 

environment; however, the country is one of the top land deal destinations in the world. 

In this subsection, I address this contradiction and outline the key policies and regulations 

influencing whether and how foreign investors acquire land for oil palm production. 

There are two key laws foreign investors must consider when establishing oil palm 

operations in Indonesia. The first is that foreigners are not allowed to own land. Investors 

must lease land either by establishing a joint venture with a national counterpart, where 

the foreign investor may control up to 95% of the company, or by launching a local 

company with an Indonesian as the main land holder (or dummy) on the certificate. The 

second is that the Indonesian constitution recognises the right of the state to control land 

and allocate natural resources for ‘the benefit of Indonesia’ (McCarthy et al., 2012). The 

state does so through the distribution of 90-year leases on land that is often inhabited by 

indigenous people (Colchester et al., 2006, p. 14).  

In 2004, the Directorate General of Plantation Production and Development 

estimated that 32 million hectares of ‘public’ land were suitable for oil palm production 

(McCarthy et al., 2012). Much of these areas are inhabited, used, and cultivated by 

indigenous communities. However, ‘[t]ypically, indigenous cultivators with customary 

tenure are expected to surrender their customary holdings, of which about one-quarter 

will be returned to them with formal title and with many costs attached, while the rest is 

appropriated by the nucleus corporation for its own use’ (White & Dasgupta, 2010, p. 

602).  

The current situation of foreign land control in the oil palm sector is the outcome 

of years of strong patronage relationships between state actors and business elites. During 

Suharto’s New Order Regime, cronies were given permits to log forests, normally in 

indigenous territories, which turned into permits to establish oil palm plantations once the 

timber was gone. Later, when Suharto was ousted, and the government decentralised, 

local government officials began using land permits to amass personal wealth and 
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strengthen social ties. They handed permits out to those in their existing networks or to 

foreign investors willing to support them.  

These transitions led to different oil palm plantation schemes over the years. 1) 

Under the Inti Murni (‘pure nucleus’) Scheme, oil palm plantations were granted 20-year 

lease rights by the state with small compensation given to communities (Sirait, 2009). 2) 

The Plasma-inti (‘nucleus–smallholder’) scheme, under the name ‘Nucleus Estate 

Smallholder (NES)’ program, was promoted by the World Bank and the Asian 

Development Bank (Sirait, 2009). Under this scheme, participants contribute 7.5 hectares 

of their lands to ‘receive assistance from the company to develop two hectares of that 

area as an oil palm plot (plasma) with individual land title’ (Sirait, 2009, p. 33).  

This scheme was criticised for being influenced by corruption. For example, 

individuals claimed a right to join the program under fake cooperatives (Sirait, 2009). 3) 

Under the KKPA scheme (Koperasi Kredit Primer untuk Anggota or ‘Primary 

Cooperative Credit for Members’), which emerged in the late 1980s, farmers are 

provided with credit from the Bank of Indonesia to develop oil palm plantations through 

farmer cooperatives (ibid.). To receive credit, households released two hectares of land 

for development of the company’s plantation and were issued an individual title (ibid.). 

With the most recent Akuan (‘recognition’) Scheme, ‘[s]ome companies came up 

with a practical solution to ongoing conflicts by redistributing some part of the company 

plantation to IPs as Inti Murni, Plasma-inti or KKPA’ (Sirait, 2009, p. 34). The company 

continues to manage production on these plots and the ‘participating IPs households 

received passive income from the average production of the plots’ (ibid.), i.e. in practice 

a form of rent for the land. The communities are referred to as plasma and the company’s 

estate is referred to as inti. Based on Government Regulation no 24/ 1992, oil palm 

companies (state, domestic or foreign) operate their plantations on a 25-year stewardship 

contract (HGU) with extension options (Sirait, 2009, p. 32). 

To gain access to land, foreign and domestic oil palm companies must follow 

certain legal, and often complicated, steps. McCarthy et al. (2012) explain that ‘ ‘‘fuzzy” 
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land rights, in a context of overlapping tenurial regimes and unclear, complicated or 

conflicted procedures, mean that investors need to navigate elaborate networks of permits 

and recommendations to proceed’ (p. 527). The investment process of each deal changes 

with the investor, the resources they can access, and the nature of their network. Table 

five below outlines the legal documents and procedures required to gain use-rights to 

land. 

Table 5. Legal documents and procedures for the right to use state land in Indonesia 

Main Step Actor Sub-Steps/ documents 

1. Land permit 

preliminary 

1. From the regency 

officer/Bupati 

1. Letter of support from the community 

Company application letter 

Map of area from Ministry of Forestry 

2. Location permit 

/ Ijin Lokasi  

2. The District 

Head/Bupati 

2. Verification of all relevant departments 

3. Expose Meeting 3. With the 

Department of 

Forestry 

 

4. Forest area 

relinquishment 

 

4. From Ministry of 

Forestry 

4. 

- Approval of deed of company  

- Tax registration number 

- Recommendation from Bupati 

- Governor recommendation 

- Land clearing approval from Bupati 

- Land permit approval from Bupati 

- Project proposal 

- Notarised statement of company 

undertakings 

- Corporate balance sheet 

- Map of the area 

- Landscape satellite interpretation 

- Clearance from Director of 

Investigations and Projects for 

forest clearing 

- Validation of Landsat map 

- Macro survey from BPKH forest 

area consolidation centre 
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5. Boundary 

determination of 

requested area 

 

  

6. AMDAL (Social 

and 

environmental 

Impact 

Assessment) 

6. From the Regional 

Amdal Commission  

 

7. Committee B  7. Committee 

consisting of various 

agencies (BPN, local 

government district, 

Head Plantation 

Office, Head of 

Provincial Forestry 

Office) 

- Examines HGU petition and 

determines suitability of 

establishment, extension or renewal 

of HGU 

8. Hak Guna 

Usaha (HGU) 

/Land use permit  

8. From BPN (land 

agency) 

- AMDAL payment 

- Land certificate decree 

- Original land cerificate issues by 

BPN (National Land Agency of 

Indonesia) 

 

Source: Author’s elaboration of information from document provided by investor 
 

Once the company gets to the stage of acquiring a location permit (ijin lokasi), it 

will work either with the Ministry of Forestry or the governor, depending on the type of 

land to eventually acquire the HGU and the right to use the land.  
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Figure 4. Plantation Business Permit (IUP) up to acquisition of HGU           

 

Source: (Colchester et al., 2006, p. 61) 

 

Investors must identify the correct state actors and ‘institutions to negotiate with to 

obtain legal permission to start operations’ (McCarthy et al., 2012, p. 527). Connections 

to state actors and local knowledge enable investors to use the ‘inconsistencies regarding 

authority within the state legal system for their own ends, to advance particular 

interpretations on the status of land, and to contest particular allocations’ (ibid.). As 

discussed in chapter two, ‘[f]ollowing decentralization reforms, district officials hold key 

powers within networks involving local businessmen, brokers, investors, local 

companies, local populations and large corporations’ (McCarthy et al., 2012, pp. 532–

533). 
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Local governments that establish oil palm projects gain directly ‘from entitlements 

in oil palm schemes and through support for electoral programs in return for services 

rendered’ (ibid.). One way that state actors portray the importance of oil palm for the 

community’s development is through Law 40/2007, introduced in July 2007, which 

involves legal requirements on Limited Liability Companies to implement corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) (Rosser & Edwin, 2010). CSR is used by the local state and 

by investors as both a strategic discourse and a justification of the continual development 

of oil palm plantations.  

Property relations can also be manipulated and bent in favour of the connected 

investor and state officials. As McCarthy et al. (2012) explain, ‘[i]n the absence of 

effective forms of accountability, too often customary and community leaders are 

involved in ‘freeing up’ land, in land sales manipulated by village heads and brokers’ (p. 

533). For example, some companies get the green light to start planting or setting up 

operations before the project is even approved,36 some cultivate without real permits,37 

and some local elites hand out fake permits to friends.  

One illustration comes from an oil palm plantation in South Sumatra controlled by 

a Singaporean company operated by British employees.38 An ongoing conflict developed 

surrounding this plantation when a local ex-Air Force Chief claimed to have the right to 

50 hectares of the company’s land. He was well-connected at the local level with support 

from the local police chief. He started harvesting the foreign investor’s land and refused 

to leave. The foreign investor filed various complaints with the National Land Agency 

(BPN). Eventually the local police chief was forced to step down due to corruption 

charges, however the dispute has yet to be settled. 39 

In short, ‘a complex web of laws has evolved to promote plantation development’ 

(Colchester et al., 2006, p. 14). The acquisition of land for oil palm expansion follows ‘a 

                                              
36 Interview with former Chinese oil palm investment consultant in Indonesia, 12/04/2013 
37 Interview with former Chinese oil palm investment consultant in Indonesia, 12/04/2013 
38 Interview with foreign oil palm company employee, 2/09/2012 
39 Interview with foreign oil palm company employee, 2/09/2012 
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characteristic pattern of fragmented, differentiated, and decentralized land acquisitions 

involving various coalitions of actors’ (McCarthy et al., 2012, p. 534). The coalitions 

include local and domestic government, local and foreign investors, land deal 

entrepreneurs, and local community leaders. The more embedded these coalitions are in 

the local setting, the easier it will be to acquire and maintain control.   

The political economy of West Kalimantan’s oil palm sector: Oil palm conglomerates, 

land control, and dispossession   

This section highlights the position of different local actors in the expansion of oil 

palm in West Kalimantan and Indonesia, namely indigenous people, transmigrants, 

domestic and foreign oil palm companies, and local government.  It reviews the history of 

land conversion in West Kalimantan and the space for oil palm conglomerates. 

The recent history of Kalimantan is one where its lands were ‘emptied and filled, 

populations have been removed and resettled, and resources have been produced, 

allocated and claimed during several rounds of agrarian change’ (Peluso, 2016, p. 39). 

West Kalimantan in particular has experienced widespread deforestation and oil palm 

expansion since 1979, when the first plantation was established in the sub-district of 

Sanggau by a state-owned company (Colchester et al., 2006, p. 96). Today, about half of 

all oil palm plantations in Indonesia are located in West Kalimantan and much of this 

land falls in indigenous customary (adat) territory (Sirait, 2009, p. 9).  

Sixty-eight per cent of West Kalimantan’s population is made up of indigenous 

Dayak and Melayu communities that depend on the land and its resources for survival. 

About 34% of the population are Dayak, which is subdivided into 223 ethnic groups, 

most of whom reside in rural areas, competing with state and corporate actors for access 

to land and resources (Sirait, 2009, p. 9). The Melayu make up another 34% of West 

Kalimantan’s population, living mainly in the coastal areas and along the Pakuas River 

(ibid). The Melayu practice Islam, while the Dayak practice Christianity, adat religions, 

or a mix of the two.  The rest of the region’s population is made up of Indonesian 

migrants of Chinese (10%), Madurese (3.5%), Bugis (3%), or other (16%) descent (ibid.). 
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Figure 5. Map of Indonesia with West Kalimantan highlighted in red 

 

Source: Wikimedia Commons 

 

The indigenous Dayak tenure systems of West Kalimantan include (a) common 

land, which is controlled by the community and was once a forested or commonly used 

area, (b) descendant land, which is used for agroforest or sacred forests and graveyards, 

possessed by individual families who are usually the descendants of those who 

established the community longhouse, and (3) individual lands, which are private lands 

controlled by individual households (Sirait, 2009, p. 40).  

While this land is recognised and controlled by adat law, these systems were not 

recognised by the state. As Peluso (2016) explains, ‘[t]he land categories developed by 

Indonesia’s colonial, authoritarian and democratic governments have never corresponded 

with the local realities in much of West Kalimantan’ (p. 39). This allowed the 

government to hand out large-scale forest concessions to companies in the 1970s (ibid.). 

Then, when oil palm was introduced and expanded in Kalimantan in the 1980s and 

1990s, the state continued to ignore the tenure systems, handing out permits to oil palm 

companies and leading to widespread dispossession among indigenous communities 

(ibid.). As Sirait explains, ‘Dayak and Melayu ethnic groups have lost control of much of 

their ancestral lands in the rural areas due to the aggressive expansion of oil palm 

plantations. Ancestral communal lands have been and continue to be converted to private 

lands to be able to join plasma-inti oil palm schemes’ (Sirait, 2009, p. 10).  

West Kalimantan  
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Another source of dispossession of indigenous communities by the government 

was the transmigrasi (transmigration) program. Adat communities could do little to stop 

the program, which converted ancestral land in Kalimantan to agricultural land for 

Javanese migrants. However, many of the transmigrant families did not receive what was 

promised by the Indonesian government, leaving many landless. This led to several 

violent conflicts and tension between indigenous groups and Javanese transmigrants in 

West Kalimantan (Sirait, 2009, p. 50).  

While the government often works to support the demands of oil palm company 

allies, local and domestic civil society groups have emerged over the years to help 

support the fight of communities, such as KAMAN (Kongres Aliansi Masyarakat Adat 

Nusantara, the Congress of the Alliance of Indigenous Peoples of the Archipelago), 

WALHI (Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia, The Indonesian Forum for Environment, 

Friends of the Earth Indonesia), and Sawit Watch. However, explained in chapter two, 

civil society is still reorganising after having been violently suppressed during the 

Suharto period. 

In the 1990s, oil palm was the main investment sector of Kalimantan (Colchester 

et al., 2006, p. 95). By 1997, 233,233 hectares had been covered by nucleus estate and 

smallholder plantation schemes for oil palm production (WALHI & Down to Earth, 2000, 

p. 5). In 1998, when the economic crisis hit, many oil palm companies operating in 

Kalimantan and Sumatra came close to bankruptcy; some were taken over by the 

government and others sold shares to domestic and foreign investors and established joint 

ventures (ibid.). Colchester et al. (2006) explain that  

in 1998, five Malaysian enterprises signed agreements for joint ventures with 

private Indonesian companies to build up plantations and processing facilities 

in West Kalimantan. The Pahang Estate Development Corp partnered with PT 

Bakrie & Brothers; Austral Enterprise with PT Ponti Makmur Sejahtera; Lam 

Soon Bhd also with PT Bakrie & Brothers; Golden Hope Overseas Plantation 

Sdn Bhd with companies of the Benua Indah Group; and Suka Chemical Bhd. 

with PT Kalimantan Oleo Industry (p. 96). 
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In turn, many oil palm partnerships between domestic and foreign investors emerged, 

more foreigners entered the oil palm sector, and oil palm spread (Colchester et al., 2006, 

p. 96).  Since then, the oil palm sector has remained open to foreign investors and 

although oil palm conglomerates are well-connected, they do not influence the 

agricultural economy or the state, leaving space for new entrants with enough capital to 

compete.  

Consequently, today’s Indonesian oil palm sector is populated by a mix of family 

conglomerates and public sector capitalists/political elites, and foreign investors primarily 

from Malaysia and Singapore (see Aspinall, 2013a; Chua, 2006, 2007; Fukuoka, 2012; 

Hutchcroft, 1998; Robison & Hadiz, 2004; Robison & Hewison, 2010; Sidel, 2004; and 

others). Around 600 domestic and foreign companies are involved (Sirait, 2009, p. 6).  

Most oil palm companies operate throughout the entire value web – growing, 

processing, and exporting. Many conglomerates delegate their involvement in oil palm to 

one of their many subsidiaries operating in various sectors. For example, some of the 

large agricultural companies, such as the Bakrie group of companies, Salim Group, and 

SMART, also operate in banking, real estate, and energy.  Below is an overview of some 

of the top oil palm companies, many of which are owned by the families discussed 

previously.  

Table 6. Eight powerful oil palm companies by type of business elites in Indonesia40 

Company Type of elite Ownership / establishment Amount of land for 

oil palm production  

Astra Agro 

Lestari 

(Astra 

International) 

‘Chinese-

Indonesian’  

-Subsidiary of Astra international 

(Founded and operated by brothers 

Tjia Kian Tie and William 

Soeryadjaya) 

-Established 1988, parent company 

was founded in 1957 as a small 

trading business 

281,378 ha through 

various schemes 

incl.  nucleus and 

plasma in Sumatra, 

Kalimantan and 

Sulawesi 

                                              
40 Unless otherwise noted, it is unclear as to what type of land ownership the companies hold 
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BW 

Plantation 

‘Chinese-

Indonesian’  

- Founded by Budiono Widodo in 

2000 

88,305 ha in total, 

nine oil palm 

plantations in 

Kalimantan 

Gozco 

Plantation 

‘Chinese-

Indonesian’ 

 Gozali Family 

 

Between 60,000-

119937 ha of land 

PP London 

Sumatra 

Indonesia 

(Salim 

Group) 

 ‘Chinese-

Indonesian’ 

 

-Established in 1906 by Harrisons 

& Crossfield Plc (England), taken 

over by Tjoeng 

-One of Indonesia’ oldest 

plantation companies 

110,000 ha on 

Sumatra, Java, 

Kalimantan and 

Sulawesi  

(+rubber, tea & 

cocoa production)  

PT 

Sampoerna 

Agro Tbk  

 

‘Chinese-

Indonesian’  

-Established 1993 by the 

Sampoerna family 

(whose original wealth derived 

from the kretek cigarette industry)  

One of largest oil 

palm companies. 

Number of hectares 

unknown  

Salim Ivomas 

Pratama,  

(Salim 

Group/ 

Indofood) 

 

 ‘Chinese-

Indonesian’ 

-Established by Liem Sioe Liong 

(Suharto crony) in 1992, now 

controlled by his son Antoni Salim 

 

230,919 ha (planted 

palm), 22,028 ha 

(planted rubber), 

11,302 ha (planted 

sugar cane), 2,973 

ha (fresh fruit) + 

copra crushing 

PT Sinar Mas 

Agro 

Resources 

and 

Technology 

Tbk 

(SMART) 

 ‘Chinese-

Indonesian’ 

 

- Established by Eka Tjipta Widjaja 

and Singgih Wahab Kwik (Kowik) 

in 1962 

-Listed on Indonesia Stock 

Exchange in 1992 

 

Approx. 138,800 ha 

 

PT Bakrie 

Sumatera 

Plantations 

Tbk (PT. 

Bakrie & 

Brothers) 

Pribumi 

 

- Established by Aburizal Bakrie 

(famous crony of Suharto) in 1951 

Unknown  

Source: Author’s elaboration of information from (Van der Schaar Investments B.V., 2014) and company 

website  
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Foreign companies with operations in West Kalimantan include: Wilmar 

International (Singapore, oil palm), IOI Corporation (Malaysia, oil palm), Olam 

International Limited (Singapore, agro-commodities trading), Sime Darby Behad 

(Malaysia, oil palm and rubber), Kulim Berhad (Malaysia, oil palm and restaurant 

manufacturing), and San Miguel (Philippines, agribusiness and packing) (Ravanera & 

Gorra, 2011, p. 11). Cronies and friends of Suharto who managed to restructure their 

businesses and expand during and after his regime started many of the largest domestic 

companies in operation today. 

There are important networks and alliances between and within the companies 

listed above, some dating back to the Suharto period, others are more recent. Many of the 

companies are members of an organisation called GAPKI, Gabungan Pengusaha Kelapa 

Sawit Indonesia or Indonesian Palm Oil Association. GAPKI was founded in 1981 to 

unite foreign and domestic oil palm companies and support their operations and the 

industry (GAPKI, 2013). With about 550 members, it is an important network and 

business alliance for oil palm corporations. As the head of GAPKI explained in an 

interview, ‘we represent the industry side, the upstream of industry side, the producers of 

CPO’.41 Together the GAPKI members control around 3.6 million hectares of oil palm 

plantation out of Indonesia’s around 9 million hectares (ibid.).  

Oil palm conglomerates and their government allies maintain influence over the 

sector and land in the region through political positions, financial influence, and 

social/business ties. Patronage networks are therefore important in managing access to 

information and ‘local markets, distribution systems, connections around local 

bureaucracy and business systems as well as potential business partners and associates 

and financing’ (Varkkey, 2012, p. 318). 

Conglomerates use their connections to state actors to acquire land permits, as 

explained in the previous section. As outlined in chapter two, while companies in 

                                              
41 Interview with head of GAPKI, Jakarta: 26/06/2013 
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Indonesia are now more influential vis-à-vis the state than in the days of Suharto, they 

still rely on connections to bureaucrats in situations where government decision-making 

is key to their operations, such as with the case of natural resource extraction and access 

to land. For example, an investor explained to me that his father’s mining operations were 

taken over by a pribumi owned company, the Bakrie Group, due to the connections the 

Bakries had with the local bupati.  

In short, West Kalimantan is conducive to oil palm given the history of land 

conversion, the involvement of the state in the sector, and the relations between the state 

and oil palm conglomerates. The next section reviews various cases of land acquisition in 

this context. 

The space for foreign land investment  

Bearing in mind the character of the political economy and institutional-structural 

setting discussed above, this sub-section reviews how investors have adapted to this 

setting to acquire land using social and political alliances. The alliances used are 

discussed here based on the actor involved: (1) domestic companies, (2) state actors and 

brokers/land deal entrepreneurs, and (3) social actors.  

Aligning with domestic companies enables foreign investors to gain access to the 

networks, contacts, and knowhow of domestic elites. Various options exist for foreign 

investors looking for a domestic investment partners. Most business alliances involve 

regional investors and domestic companies, were the domestic actor contributes their 

‘accumulated treasure chests and political connections’ (GRAIN, 2014, p. 2), while the 

foreign investors bring capital and external markets.  

Various trans-capital partnerships exist in the oil palm sector. For example, 

Indofood established a joint venture with several Singapore investors (involving 541,000 

hectares of land) and Sinar Mas joined with Singapore investors (involving 460,000 

hectares) (source: fieldwork data).  In another case, U.S.-American trading giant ADM, 

Wilmar International (Singaporean-Malaysian-Indonesian), Kuok Group (Malaysian), 
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and Sitorus (an Indonesian millionaire) joined forces (Dietz, Engels, & Pye, 2014, p. 42). 

The project was set up by Malaysian and Indonesian businessmen Kuok Khoon Hong and 

Martua Sitorus in 1991 and is based in Singapore. The massive joint venture controls 

over 250,000 hectares of oil palm plantations in Indonesia, Malaysia, Uganda and parts of 

West Africa, as well as ‘transnational production networks that link nearly 100 refineries 

with 14 oleochemical and 14 speciality fats factories in Indonesia, Malaysia, China, 

Vietnam, Europe and Africa’ (Dietz et al., 2014, p. 42). In 2006, the group acquired five 

plantation companies with around 85,000 hectares in Kalimantan, plus approximately 

25,000 ha. in Sambas and Sanggau in West Kalimantan, and one of CTP Holding’s old 

plantation companies, PT Asiatic Persada, which owns 30,000 hectares of plantation land 

in Jambi in Sumatra (Profundo, 2007, pp. 3–4).  

These cases demonstrate how state actors and brokers/land deal entrepreneurs 

can help or hinder the plans of investors depending on the motivations and networks of 

state actors. Connections with the state help obtain legal documents (see list of necessary 

permits and the associated departments in table above), acquire land control and manage 

social issues with communities. Local bureaucratic elites can therefore situate themselves 

as land brokers and use this position to accumulate political capital and expand their own 

business plans.   

For example, on the Merauke Integrated Food and Energy Estate (MIFEE), 

bureaucratic elites use their position within the land rush to become brokers on behalf of 

investors. Savitri (2015) explains that the former bupati Gebze took on a brokering role 

using ‘cultural brokerage’. He endowed the company’s representative with clan 

membership, described the project as a key to modernization, and forced landholders to 

sign agreements to hand over their forest and land to the investor (MEDCO was the name 

of the Indonesian company, which is partly owned by a Korean company) (Savitri, 2015). 

By the end of his term, he had issued permits for 46 corporations (ibid.). In another 

example, in 2009, MEDCO-LG acquired a forest concession of 169,000 hectares for an 

industrial timber plantation and logging rights. Ito et al. (2014) provide the example of 
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the same bupati of Merauke (Gebze), who selectively ‘supported corporations that could 

help him to realize his political ambition’ (p.7).  Rutten et al. (2017) explain that 

MEDCO-LG and the pro-investment state officials worked together to weaken ‘relations 

of clan solidarity and tribal authority structures among the local Marind-Anim population 

by developing a network of pro-investment supporters within the village’ (p. 14). In some 

cases, however, state officials will sympathise with the local communities and lobby 

against projects – a point that is discussed in more detail below. 

 The position and response of social actors varies by region and within each 

community. Each region has had its own experiences with land acquisition and therefore 

each community has undergone its own transformations and processes of dispossession 

from their lands. The examples above offer snapshots of the various ways communities 

are alienated from or included in different projects. When investing in a region occupied 

by smallholders or indigenous communities, the government insists that foreign investors 

are supposed to consult the communities on their growth plans and compensate them 

when necessary. Investors regularly have the backing of state officials who negotiate on 

the company’s behalf, convince community members to align with the company, and 

when all else fails, physically organise their dispossession. 

Investors sometimes co-opt domestic and international NGOs to support their 

initiatives and manage community relations. For example, Savitri (2015) found that an 

NGO, formerly working to protect communities in land deal negotiations surrounding the 

MIFEE project, was eventually contracted to run the investing company’s CSR program 

(p. 16). NGOs are sometimes used by foreign companies to divide communities into 

factions, as found by Savitri (2015). These divisions work in the company’s favour by 

creating barriers to mobilisation, where the community’s bargaining power is weakened 

when investments pull leaders and community members in different directions (Rutten et 

al., 2017). 

While foreign investors often have the backing of local government, elites, and 

companies, there are cases where investors are faced with a state actor aligned with 
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regional and local social actors. For example, in 2012, in Makaling village, Papua, 

community leaders from fourteen villages mobilized to block an investment proposal 

from a South Korean investor for a cassava plantation (ibid., p. 15). They did so through 

‘rooted networks’42 (Rocheleau & Roth, 2007), developed and maintained by regional 

indigenous groups and supported by the sub-district head of Okaba. The number and 

solidarity of the network showed investors, state officials, and NGOs how organised the 

local groups were and the ‘strong indigenous identity and pride rooted in the land’ 

(Rutten et al., 2017). 

In short, foreign investors access land control through networks composed of 

domestic elite allies, bureaucratic connections, and local representatives, that change with 

the region of acquisition and the local government’s approach to/relationship with oil 

palm development.  

Part 2|The case  

In Part Two, I present Cargill oil palm projects in Indonesia. First, I provide an 

ethnographic account of Cargill-CTP’s plantation area. Second, I briefly review the 

history of Cargill in Indonesia to situate it in the region’s oil palm sector. Third, I 

examine the plantation’s different periods of dispossession. Fourth, I outline the formal 

agreements that Cargill used to gain access to land. Fifth, I analyse the informal power 

resources (i.e. social and political capital) used to control land.  

A tour through Cargill-CTP’s PT Harapan plantations in West Kalimantan  

The airplane descends through smoke-filled air towards Pangkalan Bun, Central 

Kalimantan. The smog is a sign that fire is still used to clear forests for oil palm 

expansion in the province. As I descend, the ground reveals a carpet of oil palm trees, 

identical in colour, shape, and height. Once a vast rainforest, much of Kalimantan is now 

                                              
42 Networks that ‘exist in territory, help create territory and in turn are partially created out of territory’ 

(Rocheleau & Roth, 2007, p. 434). 
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a collection of oil palm plantations cut up into large pieces of land, controlled by various 

corporations in alliance with local, regional, and national government. 

I was headed to Cargill-CTP's oil palm plantation in Manis Mata, West 

Kalimantan.  Ordinarily, it takes weeks to get approval from Cargill’s head office to 

secure a visit to its plantation. In my case, social courtesy outweighed company practice, 

as I arrived with a 12-hour notice.  

After the plane lands, we hop into a truck and drive through single lane paved 

roads, referred to by the driver as ‘Death Road’. The road was developed through 

financing from the government’s Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs),43 implemented to 

boost investment in the area. ‘Death Road’ is mostly empty, excluding trucks shipping oil 

palm to the nearest port and vehicles like ours filled with workers traveling between 

plantations and villages. 

The road is lined with oil palm trees guarded by men sitting in wooden towers. We 

stop only twice during the five-hour drive, once to deal with motion sickness, and another 

time at the crest of a hill to climb up the guard tower.  From atop the tower, I see 

unbroken oil palm plantations exceeding the horizon in all directions, punctuated by a 

single column of smoke. It is dark grey, and the fire is still burning.  

By the time evening falls we arrive at the gated plantation headquarters of Cargill-

CTP Holdings in Manis Mata, a large sub-district known for its hilly landscape and lush 

growing conditions. The main village in Manis Mata sub-district is also called Manis 

Mata, not far from the centre of Cargill-CTP’s plantation compound. The area is 

inhabited and cultivated by indigenous groups organised under customary tenure. Since 

customary tenure land is considered state land, the government has the authority to 

transfer it for corporate cultivation, leading to the current extent of oil palm sprawl. Some 

15 communities are all that remain (Caouette & Turner, 2009) in the surrounding area 

and one main village centre with a few shops and warungs (food stalls).  

                                              
43 Business agreement between private and public-sector actors. 
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Figure 6. Location of Manis Mata in West Kalimantan 

 
 

Source: Google Maps.  

Note: Plantations are scattered around the cleared areas surrounding Manis Mata (spelling mistake on 

google maps), outlined above.   
 

At night, Cargill-CTP’s compound looks somewhat like an abandoned suburb, 

with lamps, roads and houses. The area is empty, save for two guards sitting in a station 

under a streetlight. At the centre of Cargill-CTP’s compound is the CEO lodging, where I 

am staying along with my husband and research assistant (a Dayak woman). The CEO 

lodging is impressive. It is fixed with modern amenities including maid service, in-house 

cooks, a strong Wi-Fi-connection, satellite TV, and modern furniture. The walls are 

covered with corporate ‘art’, including the company’s guiding principles. 

Manis Mata 
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We are greeted by a local Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) manager, who 

provides us with a schedule of activities for the duration of our stay. He asks us how long 

we plan on staying and informs us we will be taken around by a driver and provided with 

tours by different employees throughout the stay. They want to show us Cargill-CTP’s 

various CSR projects, such as the wildlife protection program, hospitals, and schools. We 

quickly realise that our stay will be monitored and if we want to meet with local 

communities we will have to get creative.  

The next morning, the CSR manager tells us that he will be accompanying us 

throughout the day and that the driver will take us to our appointments. Standing outside 

the CEO lodging, I can see the first batch of employee housing and a school/community 

centre for employees. As we drive down the road, the CSR manager points out a club 

house, which we later visit. It has a pool, a game room, and a bar. 

We arrive at our first destination where we meet the Malaysian plantation 

manager. He is clearly unhappy with our last-minute visit; however, he accommodates us 

with a PowerPoint presentation outlining the main facts about the operations (which he 

explains we cannot photograph or copy). Halfway through his presentation he explains 

his sceptical attitude towards researchers. Apparently, in the past NGOs took pictures of 

dilapidated homes and claimed that Cargill wasn’t taking care of the local communities.  

The driver picks us up and tells us he will give us a tour of the grounds. 

Surrounding the compound’s centre are Cargill-CTP’s various palm plantations, small 

employee housing complexes, schools, small-holder oil palm plots, mixed farms growing 

rubber and subsistence crops, a village, mills, a medical clinic, and ‘lady bars’. We visit 

the clinics, a mill, a school, and stop to get a tour of the conservation area with Cargill-

CTP’s conservationist who is a Dayak from Central Kalimantan. 

Peppering the vast oil palm areas are small employee communities provided and 

monitored by Cargill-CTP. We stop at one of these communities. There are many people 

around, children playing, and some young men playing volleyball. The neighbourhoods 

have employee housing, gardens, mosques, small shops, volleyball courts, schools, and 
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medical clinics. Each building is a duplex, inhabited by several employees, most of 

whom are from Java or other provinces. Some families run small shops from their duplex 

selling household and food items, providing side income to the wives of employees. 

Many homes have gardens and a few homes are painted with spray paint.  

In the afternoon, when we have some free time we ask the driver to drop us in the 

town centre of Manis Mata, outside of the plantation so we can meet community 

members in the town. One community member invites us to his small village and to the 

home that he shares with his brother’s family.  

We enter the home, sparsely decorated excluding a black and white family photo 

hanging on the wall. We sit down with the two brothers for some tea. One of the brothers 

starts the conversation by describing how their environment and cultural practices 

transformed due to the oil palm plantations operating in the area. As he explains, the 

indigenous forests were cleared, local water sources polluted, and wild game has 

disappeared.44 Each of these factors has affected the environment they call home and 

their traditions. Community members can no longer fish or drink from local water 

sources due to run off from the oil palm mills nor can they hunt wild pig for marital 

rituals, since many of the wild animals have disappeared.  

One brother explains that, although the environment and their culture are under 

transformation, he thinks they will be fine since Cargill-CTP provides them with wells 

and medical care, and the community now raises their own pigs to replace the wild ones 

that have disappeared.45 His brother, sitting across from him, looks less convinced. The 

two brothers hold different perspectives represented in their different positions in 

Cargill’s operations. While the less-sceptical brother works for a smallholder’s 

cooperative working with Cargill, the more sceptical one produces rubber on his own 

plot, which he hopes to pass on to his children. In his view, Cargill will eventually leave 

                                              
44 Meetings with community members in Manis Mata 8/07/2013 – 11/07/2013 
45 Meetings with community members in Manis Mata 8/07/2013 – 11/07/2013 
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like the other investors while his family will remain, so he must plan for his children’s 

future.46 

The community often receives visits from Cargill-CTP employees, who make 

‘courtesy calls’ to the families every so often. Cargill’s presence is felt throughout the 

entire territory, not just on the plantations. Cargill paraphernalia are even present in the 

government offices based in the region’s capital of Ketapang; such as a Cargill calendar I 

found sitting on the desk of the government official. 

While driving through the area, the presence of private and public security is 

visible. On and around Cargill-CTP’s plantations, the company’s power and gaze is 

present. Even the Dayak communities and villages surrounding the plantations are under 

Cargill’s local radar. Even though Cargill-CTP is based in Singapore, its presence is felt 

throughout the entire territory. The employee housing arrangements and the supervision 

on Cargill-CTP’s plantation is similar to that found on most oil palm plantations in 

Indonesia. As Barral (2014) explains, ‘historically, plantation companies have always 

provided accommodation for their workers, and as a result play a central role in the 

supervision of the domestic sphere’ (p. 240).  

For Cargill-CTP, this supervision involves all the areas being monitored by 

security guards, cameras, police, and fellow workers. Local managers take on a paternal 

role to resolve personal and community issues. A few female employees on Cargill-

CTP’s plantations explained that if a husband is caught cheating or at one of the lady bars 

the local foreman or manager will step in and play counsellor for the couple. Barral 

(2014) explains that, ‘[t]he tone used by the leadership when talking to workers and their 

families is paternal or even avuncular – gentle and difficult to contradict’ (p. 13).   

Cargill-CTP’s corporate control goes beyond the ‘implicit power of the company 

over workers’ public (work) and private lives’ (Barral, 2014, p. 13), and includes the 

power that Cargill-CTP holds over the entire territory and the communities that surround 

                                              
46 Meetings with community members in Manis Mata 8/07/2013 – 11/07/2013 
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it. Cargill-CTP’s plantations in West Kalimantan represent the localisation of the ideas, 

business plans, and projects thought up in Cargill’s offices in the U.S. and Singapore. 

This plantation is a representation of the transnational in the local and symbolises the 

local territorial control of Cargill in West Kalimantan. The roads built by PPS, presence 

of security, vast coverage of oil palm trees, lack of wildlife, and monitored employee 

residences, all signify the importance of oil palm for the province and the depth of 

Cargill-CTP’s presence in this locality.  

Before going into details on the plantation and on how it was acquired, it is 

important to first situate Cargill in the agricultural and oil palm sector of Indonesia. The 

next section does so by briefly presenting Cargill’s history of operation in Indonesia. It is 

argued that the way Cargill established its Indonesian operations allowed for its entrance 

into various sectors of agriculture and led to the acquisition of its oil palm plantations. 

A brief history of Cargill’s expansion in Indonesia 

This section argues that part of Cargill-CTP’s ability to control its plantations is 

connected to Cargill’s history of operations in the country. Cargill entered oil palm 

production in Indonesia in 1996 when it took over PT Hindoli in Sumatra. Twenty-five 

years prior, Cargill began its first operations in Indonesia when it opened a feed mill in 

Bogor in 1974. The mill was a small labour-intensive factory located 60 km from Jakarta 

and cost the company $250,000 with the capacity of 200-300 tonnes of feed per month 

(Kneen, 2002, p. 53).   

Initially, Cargill was looking for an opportunity to expand its poultry businesses 

since the U.S. poultry market was already ‘highly concentrated’ and the market was 

‘near-saturation’ (Kneen, 2002, p. 53). Thus, an expert from the Netherlands, Kees 

Nieuwenhuyzen, was sent to Indonesia ‘to study the situation’ and recommended ‘that 

Cargill start a feed company and a small [poultry] breeding hatchery, and build from 

there’ (ibid., pp. 53–54).  
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Cargill’s plan was to start its Indonesian business on a relatively modest scale and 

launch operations in the Asia-Pacific region. One of the first offices opened in the region 

was in Indonesia, however Cargill had already been in the Philippines since 1947, when 

its vegetable oil division began sourcing copra (dried coconut meat) to export to the 

United States (Cargill, 2016, n.p.). 

Within eight years of opening the first mill in Indonesia, the operation had 

expanded to two feed mills, ‘three chicken breeding farms and a hatchery with an annual 

production of 4.5 million broilers and layer chicks’ (Kneen, 2002, p. 53). The local 

branch sold its successful hybrid corn seed, developed by Cargill in Thailand, leading the 

Indonesian government to subsidise 30 per cent of the cost of the seed to farmers. The 

local scout explained that ‘[w]e didn't ask for it, we wouldn't have asked for it . . . but we 

can't say no. So, we make the best of it.  And the important thing is not the subsidy itself 

but that the government indirectly becomes a vehicle for us to get the seed sold’ 

(Nieuwenhuyzen quoted in Kneen, 2002, p. 53). From this strengthened position, Cargill 

went on to expand its operations in the 1980s and opened a head office in Indonesia to 

maintain better contact with Cargill’s South East Asian head office in Singapore (Kneen, 

2002). 

 Cargill aimed to become a key exporter of lucrative agro-commodities from 

Indonesia to Taiwan and Korea, including copra, tapioca (a valuable starch derived from 

cassava), rice bran, and other grain substitutes used in livestock feed (Kneen, 2002, p. 

54). Cargill was therefore not only expanding in Indonesia but around the region, 

becoming an important regional trader and moving into new territories. This led to its 

stronger national and regional network, creating connections between localities, 

provinces and countries.  

Cargill Indonesia now operates in Jakarta, Manado, Makassar, Pontianak, Manis 

Mata, Semarang, Lampung, Surabaya, Palembang, and Medan (Cargill, 2016, n.p.), 

employs over 26,000, processes and trades grains and oil seeds, animal feed, palm oil, 

cocoa, and starches and sweeteners (See map below) (Cargill, 2016b). Cargill established 
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its operations in the country in a way that secured a long-term presence, paving the way 

for its oil palm operations. A former president of Cargill, James Spicola, described this 

strategy in Indonesia: 

It’s similar to the development we’ve followed in other countries.  We start 

out with a reasonably small capital investment in a field to which we think we 

can bring some expertise and technology and management, then grow the 

business from there.  We reinvest the profits and move into other opportunities 

as the situation develops . . .  We've found that our welcome to the country is 

much more productive on a long-term basis if we've started small and grown 

(Spicola quoted in Kneen, 2002, p. 54). 

Kneen explains: ‘[h]aving established its welcome, Cargill embarked on a much more 

ambitious project in Indonesia: the development of integrated palm oil production on 

Sumatra Island from the ground up under the name Hindoli’ (2002, p. 54), thus ‘carving 

out its first palm plantation’ (Cargill in Kneen, 2002, p. 54). This project was its largest in 

Asia at that time, costing the company $45 million (ibid.). Cargill then moved to 

Kalimantan to acquire more plantation companies and expand its holdings. Since 2005, 

Cargill’s oil palm production and sourcing division has been organised under Cargill 

Tropical Palm (CTP) Holdings.  

Cargill hit a turning point in its Indonesian operations in 1996, when it acquired 

control over an oil palm plantation at a time when oil palm was becoming a highly 

lucrative flex crop. Soon after, palm oil derivatives started to be sold as additives in a 

variety of products, including soap and chocolate bars. Today, it can be found in half of 

all processed and packaged foods (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 17). As Alonso-Fradejas et al. 

(2016) explain: ‘in an average day it is likely that a person uses it multiple times, making 

oil palm a ‘golden crop’ for investors in the current agricultural system. The new uses 

currently developed for palm oil, together with those related to oil palm’s biomass, will 

make oil palm an even more essential crop in the future’ (p.144). Figure seven maps this 

growth, beginning in the 1990s.  

Figure 7. The industrial and food domestic use of palm oil worldwide (1000 metric 

tons) 
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Figure from (Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2016, p. 145) 

 

Cargill may have entered production to capitalise on the growing value of the flex 

commodity and used its global network to do so. As a part of Cargill’s current ‘global 

acquisition agenda’, the company is becoming more vertically integrated in various 

lucrative commodities and value webs. Through its global network, Cargill acquired 

operational oil palm plantations at a time when many Indonesian oil palm corporations 

were going bankrupt and when oil palm derivatives were being increasingly used in 

processed goods (food and otherwise).  

This falls in line with the argument raised by Alonso-Fradejas et al. (2016) 

regarding the three key reasons actors are venturing into oil palm for ‘flexing’ 

opportunities. The first relates to the value of flex crops in the current global financialised 

agricultural system and how ‘Flex crops, such as oil palm, have become perfect outlets 

for surplus capital in search of new and/or safer investment frontiers’ (2016, p. 148). The 

second reason is connected to ‘the green economy paradigm, which in essence pushes for 

the flexing of oil palm as an economically desirable and environmentally sound 

accumulation project’ (ibid., p. 149). The third likely motive relates to the ‘multi-polar 

world food and commodities regime, in which the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, 

South Africa) and MICs (Middle income countries) play an increasingly relevant role’, 

through the consumption, production, processing, and trade of the multiple use products 

of oil palm (ibid.). On all three counts, as the consumption of oil palm and its derivatives 

grows, so too does its value.  
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This is especially important since new competitors have been entering the agro-

commodity trade business, some of which are mainly involved in oil palm, such as 

Wilmar, Nobel Group, and Olam (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 12).  These three companies 

‘are expanding their asset strategy pretty fast. In five years, they will be much more 

similar to the giants [the ABCDs]’ (Norton, 2011, n.p.). Therefore, Cargill's venture into 

controlling the production, processing, and trade of oil palm and its derivatives is not 

only logical, but also necessary if the company is to continue to grow and expand at a 

consistent rate in the current financialised corporate agricultural system. 

The next section takes the discussion of Cargill’s increased involvement in oil 

palm further with an overview of the acquisition processes of the plantations under 

Cargill’s control in Manis Mata. It describes the changes in investment actors and 

practices in Manis Mata since the 1980s when the land clearing began. The different 

actors who invested in the area and the relations with local communities and state actors 

are introduced to show their changing inter-relations before and since the beginnings of 

Cargill-CTP’s Holding’s presence in the area. The analysis below covers only one of 

Cargill-CTP’s two plantation areas, attained through its relationship with the former 

investor, the Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC), since the fieldwork 

occurred before the establishment of the second project in 2014. The second group of 

companies acquired by Cargill-CTP in 2014 is discussed in more detail in the following 

section. 

State-capital-society relations under three different investors in Manis Mata, West 

Kalimantan 

The dynamics between state, capital, and society have changed with each investor 

that has operated in Manis Mata. This is most clearly represented in the status of local 

communities in relation to the state-capital alliances throughout the different investment 

periods. To simplify these changes, the state-capital-society relations under each separate 

investor are broken into three main periods of transition: 1) domestic investors (1985-

1995); 2) the CDC period (1995-2005); and 3) the Cargill-CTP period (2005-present 

day). Figure eight outlines these periods along with the different relations. 
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Figure 8. State-capital-society relations on the Manis Mata plantations 1980s-

present 

 

Source: Author's own elaboration 

 

In the 1980s when the region of Manis Mata was first cleared for investment, the 

region was a lowland tropical rainforest on which local indigenous communities relied 

for subsistence and cash income. In and around the forest, the communities grew 

vegetables and rice, and hunted wild pigs, deer and fish (WALHI & Down to Earth, 

2000, p. 10). They traded in non-timber products such as fruit, honey, rattan, and native 

rubber (ibid.). This changed in the 1980s when a crony of Suharto acquired concessions 

on customary territory and cleared it without consulting the local communities. 

As explained in Part One, during the Suharto period all ‘forest’ land was classified 

as state land, including customary land and forest areas previously used by indigenous 

communities (Peluso & Vandergeest, 2001, p. 765). This classification permitted state 

actors to hand out land concessions to cronies and allowed the logging and rubber 

industries to spread across the province and into the customary land of indigenous 
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groups. In 1988 one such concession was handed over to a national investor who was 

friends with Suharto (WALHI & Down to Earth, 2000).  

By the end of the 1980s, the region was heavily cleared and the wildlife that the 

indigenous communities once depended on was disappearing.  Community members did 

not feel they had any power to stand up against the project due to fear of reprisals in the 

context of a military dictatorship. Apparently, the communities found out about the 

project late one night when a bulldozer arrived and began clearing their forests without 

consultation.47 When the community confronted the investor and the government they 

were apparently reimbursed with a bag of rice per family.48   

In 1993, the Harapan Group took over the concessions and planted oil palm. The 

company was originally owned by a Chinese Indonesian businessman49 who also worked 

closely with the local administration and was connected to Suharto (WALHI & Down to 

Earth, 2000, p. 18). The Harapan Group consisted of two plantation companies, PT 

Harapan Sawit Lestari (HSL) and PT Ayu Sawit Lestari (ASL) and each sub-company 

had its own land concessions in Manis Mata. PT HSL acquired concessions for 8,000 

hectares under an inti-plasma scheme (6,000 main estate / 2,000 plasma). PT ASL 

acquired concessions for 8,000 hectares (5,000 main estate / 3,000 plasma). However, 

according to WALHI and Down to Earth (2000), documents from the Department of 

Forestry at the time show that ‘PT HSL was allowed to clear 11,353 ha of forest land’. 

On the ‘main estate’ (inti) areas, the plantation hired mostly transmigrants as labourers 

and in the plasma areas, the smallholders operated their own parcels of land for the 

company. During this period, the communities continued to be marginalised and kept 

uninformed.50 

                                              
47 Meetings with community members in Manis Mata 8/07/2013 – 11/07/2013 
48 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012, and with community members in Manis Mata 

8/07/2013 – 11/07/2013 
49 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
50 Meeting community members in Manis Mata 8/07/2013 – 11/07/2013 
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The second period of investment (1995 – 2005) was a transitional period, as 

Suharto fell from power in 1998 and communities gained support from international and 

local NGOs. A few years after HSL began its oil palm operations, the UK government’s 

development finance institution, the Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC), 

took over. 

The CDC was launched in 1948 under the name ‘the Colonial Development 

Corporation’ and was aimed at developing agriculture in British colonies (The CDC 

Group, 2013, n.p.). In 1969 the name changed to Commonwealth Development 

Corporation, however the goal remained similar, which was to pave the way for private 

sector expansion in the Global South (ibid.).  

A former foreign employee of the CDC involved with the transition, referred to as 

Mr. E., explains the investment model of the CDC when the HSL Group was acquired.   

CDC, the company I worked for, the British Development Bank or The 

Commonwealth Development Corporation, had investments in oil palm 

plantations in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Malaysia and then 

Indonesia. They got permission to go into Indonesia in 2000 and that’s when 

we moved in. CDC’s role, although it got a bit muddy around the edges by the 

end particularly, was to go into areas where investments could be made so that 

foreign exchange was earned for the host country. So they would start these 

quite big projects in non-economic areas, places that other people wouldn’t go 

[to invest], then when they [the projects] were up and running they could 

either be closed off or sold to another owner then they could recycle the 

money.  

CDC is different than most kinds of aid organizations in that it is required to 

make a profit, one thing or another, it is required to make a profit. So, they are 

investing in commercial enterprises usually going in to difficult situations 

which are not entirely very commercial in the beginning and by making soft 

loans, and so on, so the industry can be kick started, and then leave behind 

viable commercial enterprises, to me it is a very logical business model. 

Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t work so well. 51  

                                              
51 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
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Therefore, the CDC entered projects as an investment that it would eventually divest 

from, under a development model of injecting capital into the countryside to promote 

development.52 

In Manis Mata, CDC invested $13.5 million USD by acquiring shares in the 

Harapan Group. By 1996, the CDC became the major shareholder. Mr. E. explains how 

the project was plagued with mismanagement and corruption: 

When I first got to the company, the estate manager took me into the mill and 

proudly showed me the mountains of fruits that could not be processed 

because the fields were producing more fruits than the mills could handle, 

because the production was very high. The field manager said proudly, “look, 

we are teaching the mill a lesson. We can produce more fruits than they can 

and we are going to bring them all to the mill and dump it here just to prove 

how clever we are”.  

You may not have experienced what happens to palm fruits if you leave them 

for several days. They turn into a big festering stinking heap, so that is not a 

very clever thing to do, really. So, the field thought they were very clever, the 

mill thought they were a bunch of idiots, nobody was making any money out 

of it. And you know, it was just generally very stupid.53  

Perhaps one of the biggest issues found by the CDC was the corruption surrounding the 

KKPA scheme (Koperasi Kredit Primer Anggota / Primary Co-operative Credit for 

Members). The company was required to establish a ‘partnership’ with local communities 

rather than set up smallholder schemes (ibid.). Mr. E. explains the complications the 

CDC faced with the KKPA scheme: 

We had a lot of very interesting issues with the allocation of the smallholders’ 

plots. Because when they started the company they had to make I think 5000 

hectares available for smallholders, but they could not identify the people 

within the villages who should be allocated the plots. So, the company, in 

order to achieve 5000 hectares for smallholders, just gave away the plots to 

anybody they could think of, including the staff. They just put their name on 

the document with the logic that when they finally sorted out the people who 

should own them, the plot would automatically be transferred to the right 

people.  Well you can imagine, having been allocated this nice plot next to a 

                                              
52 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
53 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
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big company who is paying to mill your fruit, you might not be all the keen to 

give up your land! 

 And the fruits, when I got there, were all being transported by contracted 

trucks, which if you scratched the surface found that the contract trucks were 

owned by the staff who had the smallholders’ plots! So, they were busy 

transporting their own fruits and charging the company for it and of course 

their interest was in making sure the fruits from their plot got to the mill in 

preference to anybody else.  

So, on the mismanaged allocation of the plots: You would think if there was 

25,000 hectares for the plantation and there were to be 5000 for smallholders, 

maybe there would be one or two or three large blocks [of plots], but they 

decided to allocate them based on the proportion of the total area of land. A 

typical plantation block is about 30 hectares, or a km by 300 meters, along a 

300-meter road. Instead of allocating whole blocks or part blocks to the 

smallholders, they allocated parts of every row to the smallholders so you 

would walk in to 5 of the blocks to do the harvesting and the first 10 palms 

would belong to the company and the next 5 palms would belong to another 

smallholder and the next 5 palms would belong to another holder. So, as you 

carried the fruits on the road side to do the harvesting row by row in a logical 

fashion, one row would have maybe 3 or 4 different owners, so you would 

have to separate the fruits bunch by bunch, row by row for each owner, and 

when you are bringing in 2 or 3 thousand tons of fruits to the mill every day, 

and a bunch is 10 kilograms, you got a lot of bunch sorting. And big scope for 

confusion as you can imagine.  

And on top of that, they did not keep any written records of what was going 

on, apart from what the mandor [section foreman] was writing in his book, so 

basically, he controlled the entire production and allocation of profits to all the 

smallholders and company. So, if you looked into it, the entire company was 

controlled by a few of these mandors with a lot of power.54   

Predictably, there was much tension on CDC’s plantation surrounding the allocation of 

plots and payments. The local responses were divided, with some supporting the company 

and others opposing it.  

                                              
54 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
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These complications caused serious tensions between the company and community 

members who rejected the project in the relatively more democratic conditions of the early 

reformasi period Mr. E. explains: 

During that period, just after the monetary crises, financial crises and 

everything [1998], there was lots of social unrest and lots of debates about 

how the plantation should be developed and how the land had been acquired. 

We had quite a few interesting discussions with the workers about pay rates, 

conditions and with the associations of smallholders because the process of 

allocating the land for the smallholders had not been done clearly and the 

payments for them had not started. There were lots of uncertainty and bad 

feelings about that so we spent lots of time trying to solve that.55  

While the CDC worked to resolve the corrupt distribution of land through 

consultations and meetings, some individuals continued to feel marginalised 

throughout the processes and tensions escalated. Mr. E. explains: 

We had several invasions of the office, windows broken and exciting things 

like that when I was there. But I think that’s all calmed down now. If you tell 

people the truth and try to sort it out sensibly, you can find the solutions. 

People in Indonesia are very reasonable, if they trust you. If you are lying, 

cheating and doing quick fixes, you are completely stuffed because all you are 

doing is delaying the resolution of the problem and the bad feeling keeps 

building up, building up… people don’t trust you and then in the end they get 

violent because they don’t understand what’s going on and they feel very 

frustrated about it and with good cause. I found all sorts of interesting and 

terrible things.56  

The tensions were mostly attributed to issues of exclusion and inclusion. Mr. E. 

elaborates:  

Really, they were just venting their frustration, but you can imagine it was not 

very pleasant when we were in the office.  

There was nowhere to go. We couldn’t get out. We had to live on our wits. 

[referring to the office being confronted by disgruntled community members, 

people showing up with knives, and throwing rocks]. 

                                              
55 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
56 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
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I think they were just frustrated and flexing their muscle a bit because they had 

been oppressed by everybody before and they found they had a bit of power to 

speak up for themselves, so they were taking advantage on it.57 

Several communities had approached the government to intervene and deal with rising 

tensions, however little was done to address the community’s concerns until May of 1999 

(WALHI & Down to Earth, 2000), when different Dayak communities took direct action 

to get back their land, staking out their former areas and erecting signs to reclaim the 

territory.58 Some communities finally felt empowered to mobilise and aligned with 

international NGOs, such as Rainforest Action Network (RAN). At the request of the 

CDC, the government finally stepped in to resolve the conflict (WALHI & Down to 

Earth, 2000). 

Now, public pressure had also reached the UK.59 Information regarding the CDC’s 

involvement in oil palm production and the environmental implications of oil palm 

expansion spread, leading to criticisms towards the CDC in the UK. Mr. E. explains this 

dilemma:  

Since it’s a British government body and with all the complaints about 

environment and all social issues with oil palm which came up in the mid-90s 

and onwards, they began to get scared, because they [CDC] were prime targets 

of NGOs. The [British] government of course is very sensitive to criticism on 

these things, and although their standards for the plantation were very high, 

the NGOs tended to pick on them because they got a response from them 

[CDC]. For the managers onsite, this was difficult and unpleasant and 

everything but you dealt with it, but the people in London just couldn’t hack it. 

It was just too difficult, they didn’t want to continue this barrage of being in 

oil palm, they decided to strategically pull out from oil palm and they [the 

shares] were all sold off. And it was rather a shame, and the timing was not 

very good because the price of oil went through the roof.60 

In the two investment periods before Cargill entered the scene, the different communities 

from the areas of acquisition experienced different forms of dispossession from the 

                                              
57 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
58 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
59 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
60 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
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project. Due to the scale and nature of this research project, an in-depth analysis could 

not be conducted amongst the communities regarding their experience of dispossession 

throughout the different periods. However, it is important to clarify the way communities 

were alienated from the first land clearing, drawing on research done at the time by 

WALHI and Down to Earth (2000).   

In general, the first period of land clearing was characterised by exclusion of 

indigenous communities from the processes of negotiation and acquisition. Most 

communities were not consulted before the government redistributed their communal 

lands to the first investor. According to WALHI and Down to Earth (2000) ‘the company 

started operations without any prior consultation with or permission from the local 

community’ and only the ‘government officials and administrators such as the village and 

hamlet heads (kades; kadus) were informed or asked for consent’ (p. 13).  

The local authorities forced community members who didn’t initially agree to the 

project to hand over their lands to the plantation company, using physical and non-

physical coercion (ibid.). For example, the police and military were called in and teachers 

and local officials who supported the community were threatened with dismissal or were 

accused of belonging to the banned communist party (a dangerous threat at the time) 

(ibid.). As explained by WALHI and Down to Earth (2000), ‘The company made full use 

of the close relationship between the village administration and the local police and 

military during the Suharto era to force the indigenous community to hand over their 

private and communally held fields, agro-forestry gardens and forest lands.’ (p. 2) 

For those who did agree, ‘[a]t best, people got some compensation and a 2 ha plot 

in the co-operative scheme’ (ibid.). The information that community members were 

provided with from the government and company officials was also often one-sided in 

favour of oil palm expansion and the company’s projects (ibid., p. 14). Consequently, the 

initial land clearing and transfer of control was forced upon many of the community 

members.   
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During the third investment period (2005-present) Cargill-CTP purchased CDC’s 

projects (PT HSL and PT ASL) through an invitation by the CDC in early 2000. This 

invitation resulted from a pre-existing relationship between employees from the CDC and 

Cargill, which provided Cargill with access to this lucrative and pre-established project. 

Mr. E. explains the benefit for Cargill of taking over the project from the CDC directly: 

We had done a lot of the work sorting out the land ownership, the legal 

framework of the companies. I wouldn’t say it was a hundred per cent clear, 

but most of the work had been done. So, for them it was very easy to take it 

over and with a sound backing from the British government they had a very 

good chance of it being reasonably O.K.61 

Therefore, Cargill-CTP did not actually ‘grab land’ from local communities, but acquired 

ready-made pre-existing concessions planted with oil palm through the acquisition of the 

CDC’s operations, which is important for Cargill to maintain its ‘anti-land grab’ rhetoric. 

For Cargill, then, this was a form of indirect dispossession and ‘control grabbing’ since 

the former inhabitants were already either pushed off the land or accustomed to the 

initiatives of state and corporate actors on their land, as well as the communities’ 

exclusion from the ‘use of land and associated resources’ (Borras et al., 2012, p. 850). 

Having purchased the CDC’s group of companies, Cargill-CTP began operating 

the plantations through a subsidiary system which would grow to cover approximately 

82,000 hectares at present with further expansion into forested areas (PT Indo Sawit 

Kakal in 2007) and the acquisition of another group of companies (PT Poliplant in 2014). 

Between 2000 and 2005, CDC and Cargill began transferring control; however, it was not 

until 2005 that the transfer was completed, and CTP Holdings was officially formed. 

In 2007, Cargill expanded its holdings in West Kalimantan with the acquisition of 

1,000 hectares of primary forest from the community of Bagan Kajang (Cargill, 2016c; 

Gilbert, 2009). This was acquired on their behalf by PT Indo Sawit Kekal, as part of a 

larger 16,000-hectare acquisition (Gilbert, 2009). Cargill-CTP was directly involved in 

                                              
61 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012 
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the clearing of the 1,000 hectares and therefore, in this case, engaged in direct 

dispossession. According to Gilbert (2009), the community only accepted the agreement 

as they had been convinced that the project would go forward regardless, so they were 

ensuring compensation for the dispossession (ibid.).  

For some community members, the early years of Cargill-CTP’s operations were 

similar to the way CDC / PT HSL had worked previously, and tensions continued. Pak62 

M., an employee of Cargill-CTP recounts his experience when he first started working 

for Cargill in the area in 2002: 

Pak M: I will tell a story, when I came here [to Manis Mata], scary, the first 

day I came, everybody [the community] was blocking the road… they came to 

the plantation with guns. 

TS: This is on the land registered under Harapan Sawit Lestari? 

Pak M: Yes, when I come here in the beginning of 2002.63  

You can imagine people coming drunk with a gun. A hundred people were 

there, I said this is end of my life.  

TS: What spurred this? 

Pak M: Eh, drunk people, they do not know what they want, they just come 

here bla bla bla… because sometimes NGOs come to our areas, they send 

some wrong messages to the people. They are talking about perusahaan [a 

company] destroying the land, destroying culture, something like that.  

So, we start very slow to hear what they [community] want and we explain to 

them about the condition and they understand. In 2003, WALHI, the 

environmental organisation, sent someone with another organisation… very 

clever… they send someone from Pontianak, they screw up our land, in 2003 

or 2004 [in reference to the blockage and political mobilisations]. For almost 6 

months, our bulldozer cannot move. Local people were arrested. Scary 

                                              
62 ‘Pak’ is short-form for ‘bapak’, which is a term of respect given to men in positions of authority in 

Indonesia and literally translates to ‘father’. The female equivalent if ‘Ibu’. 
63 It is unclear whether his date is incorrect or whether Cargill was already starting to work in the area 

before the actual transfer of title took place in 2005. Pak M. did not work for the CDC and since the title 

of transfer says ‘2005’, the latter is more likely. 
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situation. We had a meeting with community and everybody was drunk with 

long knife, Mandau [knife].64  

Over time, the tensions have dwindled. Now the communities have more to gain from the 

Cargill-CTP project, through CSR programs and payments, making the land holders more 

compliant. Cargill-CTP has also been working with government officials to improve its 

relations with the state.  

Cargill-CTP’s land holdings in Manis Mata 

Cargill-CTP has undertaken two acquisition projects in Manis Mata, both 

involving the acquisition of a group of companies with existing state-awarded land-use 

rights. The Harapan Group was the first company acquired and involved two main 

stages: 1) in 2005, Cargill acquired the CDC’s group of companies (comprising PT 

Harapan Sawit Lestari (HSL) and PT Ayu Sawit Lestari (ASL)); 2) in 2007, CTP 

expanded into an additional 16,000 hectares in Manis Mata on an estate known as PT 

Indo Sawit Kekal. Under this plan, the company acquired 1,000 hectares of primary 

forest from the community of Bagan Kajang (Cargill, 2016c; Gilbert, 2009), who were 

apparently informed that ‘Cargill would pay 25 USD per hectare, no more’ (n.p.). Gilbert 

(2009) suggests that the land conversion process began before the acquisition of the 

AMDAL (Social and Environmental Impact Assessment) from Kepala Sub Bidang 

Amdal (Head of the sub-division of Social and Environmental Impact Analysis). 

The second company acquisition was of the Poliplant group in 2014 with land 

adjacent to the Harapan plantations. Poliplant is composed of five companies: Poliplant 

Sejahtera (PSA), PT Maya Agro Investama (MAI), PT Andes Agro Investama (AAI), PT 

Andes Sawit Mas (ASM) and PT Andes Sawit Lestari (ASL).  

Figure 9. CTP Holdings’ two investment phases in West Kalimantan 

                                              
64 Excerpt from Interview with CTP employee  
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Source: Author’s own elaboration from government data and (Gilbert, 2009; Rainforest Action Network, 

2010; Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, 2011; WALHI & Down to Earth, 2000)   

 

The exact amount of land that Cargill-CTP currently controls in West Kalimantan 

remains unclear. Both the local government and Cargill have published inconsistent 

figures. For example, the Cargill Indonesia website (Cargill, 2016b), it says it has 76,000 

hectares of ‘company owned land’ around Indonesia and 32,000 hectares in West 

Kalimantan; however, when the holdings of each subsidiary are added up, the number 

exceeds this amount (Cargill, 2016i). The table below uses numbers from Cargill 

documents, including the company website and its RSPO application (Cargill, 2014a, 

2016c, 2016i; Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, 2011; Tillack, 2016). The total is a 

Period one 

Harapan: HSL & ASL

(Suharto period)

Before Cargill

•1988 national investor acquires land for rubber in Manis Mata

•1993 HSL established (consists of  2 companies: HSL & ASL)

•1996 CDC invests US$3.3 M equity & US$13.5m loan

•1999 CDC invests additional US$32m to become 65% owner of project and takes over

Period two Poliplant: PSA, MAI, AAI, 
ASM, ASL

(Post-Suharto)

Before Cargill

•1986 Poliplant established in Ketapang

•1990 - 2010s established five subsidiaries: PSA, PT MAI, PT AAI, PT ASM and PT ASL

Cargill involvement 
• 2005 Cargill acquires land holdings from CDC and takes over project, bringing land 

holding in areas to about 31,000H 
• 2005 CTP Holdings formed 
• 2007 Cargill-CTP expands in Manis Mata with ‘purchase of primary rainforest from the 

village of Bagan Kaja’ (Gilbert, 2009, n.p.) 

 

Cargill Involvement 
• 2014 Cargill-CTP acquires Poliplant group 
• (At least) 50,000 H total: 35,000 H of land managed by Poliplant and remainder by 

15,000 smallholder farmers (Cargill, 2016i) 
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minimum of 82,000 hectares in West Kalimantan including the holdings from Poliplant 

Group and Harapan Group. A minimum of 31,704 hectares of the 82,000-hectares are 

RSPO certified, 19,089 hectares are company run (inti) and 12,613 is under smallholder 

plasma.  

Table 7. List of CTP-Holdings publicly reported holdings 

  Plantation 

company 

Working  

plantation 

Inti Plasma Total  

concessio

n * 

Total 

Poliplant 

group 

 

1) PT. Poliplant 

Sejahtera (PSA) 

12,000 4,500 7500** 50,000 50,000 

2) PT Andes Sawit 

Lestari (ASL) 

unknown       

 3) PT Andes Agro 

Investama (AAI) 

        

 4) PT Andes Sawit 

Mas (ASM) 

        

 5) PT Maya Agro 

Investama (MAI) 

        

 1) PT HSL 12,920.25 9,855.83 3,064.42 15,352.55 32,000 

Harapan 

Group 

2) PT ASL         

       

  3) PT ISK  6,783.92 4734.55 2,049 13,700   

  Total 31,704.17 19,090.38 12,613.42     

     Total 82,000 

    Total RSPO 

certified*** 

31,704 

Sources: Author’s elaboration of company and RSPO documents (Cargill, 2014a, 2016c, 2016i; 

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, 2011; Tillack, 2016)  

Notes: 

* Including employee housing and community areas, environmental buffer zones  

** The smallholders in this 7500-hectare arrangement with Pt PSA are Javanese Transmigrants  

*** This number accounts for the amount claimed by Cargill with RSPO board 

 

Additionally, reports from the RSPO website on the Poliplant group of companies, 

predating Cargill’s acquisition, state that, ‘[t]he total allocated land area under the 

location permits (Ijin Lokasi) issued to the Plantations is 103,200 hectares, of which 

48,869 hectares are planted as at [sic] 31 May 2014’ (including 15,416 hectares under the 
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Smallholders program) (RSPO Website, 2014). CTP Holdings likely acquired the 

location permits for the entire 103,200 hectares when it acquired the plantation 

companies making up Poliplant Group. When Cargill refers to its Poliplant holdings as 

50,0000 hectares it is possible it is referring to the planted area only.  

In association with the inti-plasma scheme, Cargill-CTP works with at least 

11,700 plasma smallholders and 510 independent smallholders from whom the company 

sources palm oil (Cargill, 2016b, n.p.). On the corporate run estates, Cargill-CTP 

employs mostly transmigrant labourers, and in the inti-plasma arrangement on the PT 

Poliplant Sejahtera (PSA) plantation, the communities involved are transmigrants. 

However, the concessions are situated in and around the customary lands of several 

indigenous Dayak groups.  

Even though each holding is listed under different subsidiaries, Cargill-CTP 

controls and operates each of the holdings along with the subsidiaries. Investors often use 

subsidiaries to acquire control over land for oil palm plantations in Indonesia, as it allows 

companies to exceed the 20,000-hectare limit. In the case of Cargill, each landholding 

was procured through a separate process that involved the transferring of control from 

one group of companies to Cargill-CTP’s groups of companies. With PT HSL, the 

operations were procured by the CDC Group, while PT Poliplant was established by 

Poliplant group. The fieldwork was conducted before the latter acquisition; therefore, less 

information is available regarding Poliplant Group and its acquisition process and history 

of operation. 
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Figure 10. Cargill-CTP subsidiaries sand concessions in Ketapang 

 

Source: Author's own elaboration of Cargill and RSPO documents 

 

Presumably, since the Poliplant concessions are adjacent to Cargill-CTP’s 

holdings, it was the connections in the area that allowed for its expansion. The table 

below lists the formal agreements necessary to acquire the right to use the land and to 

expand its territories. The informal agreements are elaborated on below.  

Table 8. Examples of formal agreements require for land control 

Formal agreement  Government actor 

Plantation business permit   

Land permit / Ijin Lokasi  The regent officer/Bupati 

AMDAL (Environmental Impact Assessment 

with mitigation plan) 

Regional Amdal Commission 

Forest area relinquishment  Ministry of forestry 

Cargill

PT HSL: 32,000 H
Pre-established 

companies by CDC group

PT HSL (pre-established by 
CDC - acquired 2005)

PT ASL (Pre-established by 
CDC - acquired 2005)

PT ISK (Expansion - 2007)

PT Poliplant: 50,000 H
Pre-established company by 

PT Poliplant group

PT PSA

PT ASL

PT MAI 

PT AAI

PT ASM 

CTP Holdings 
(joint venture with 
Temask Holdings, 

Singapore)
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Timber Cutting Permit (IPK) Ministry of forestry 

Land use permit / Hak Guna Usaha (HGU)  National Land Agency (BPN) 

 

This table shows a small sample of the numerous permits and formal agreements 

Cargill acquired, each of which involved further steps and secondary permitting. For 

example, ‘forest areas relinquishment’ requires a recommendation letter, land clearing 

approval, and land permit approval from the bupati. Each of these formal agreements is 

also shaped by informal agreements established through the company’s informal power 

resources. Cargill-CTP, for instance, needed to have previous connections to access the 

deals and acquire the proper permits. The first acquisition of companies was established 

through Cargill’s international network of companies connecting Cargill employees to 

CDC employees. The second resulted from a pre-established position in Manis Mata, 

achieved through nine years of operating the first group of plantations. 

The next section expands on Cargill-CTP’s use of informal power resources in the 

West Kalimantan projects. The objective is to build on the analysis of the formal 

agreements involved in the projects’ formation to understand the informal agreements 

used to control land in an environment where local government and communities can 

either obstruct or facilitate the establishment and maintenance of the company’s 

operations. 

The acquisition of land control through informal power resources 

Summary of Cargill-CTP’s power resources 

This section argues that Cargill’s success in Indonesia’s oil palm sector is 

connected to the company’s international, national, and local social relations, networks, 

and ‘cultural knowhow’. These resources are closely intertwined and used in the daily 

operations of Cargill and in the patronage-dominated oil palm sector of Indonesia, where 

social resources are just as important as financial ones. Table nine highlights some of the 

informal power resources used by Cargill-CTP in its Manis Mata oil palm operations, 

categorised as either social or political capital.  
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Table 9. Cargill-CTP's informal power resources used in Manis Mata 

(1) Social capital (2) Political capital 

- Transnational corporate alliances, i.e. 

CTP-CDC network  

- Hiring of local community members  

- Creative gift-giving relationships 

- Employee-community member 

relations 

- Government relations management 

- Local employee’s knowledge of state-

business customs 

- Employee -government alliances  

- Manipulation/strategic use of CSR 

regulation 

Source: Fieldwork in Manis Mata 
 

Cargill’s alliance-based social resources are used to gain access to new sectors, 

projects, state actors, and communities, and include its global, national, and local web of 

networks, allies, and employees. Stemming from these are Cargill’s localised business 

techniques that are used to adjust to local contexts. These techniques include local and 

localised employees’ knowledge, a strategically applied CSR plan used to manage 

government and community relations, and the knowledge of the power of the subsidiary 

system to navigate legal processes and procedures. Many of the examples below show 

how these resources are used interchangeably and are sometimes used to cultivate the 

other. For example, the familiarity with local business etiquette leads to strengthened 

local alliances and networks, and strong relations allow for access to privileged 

information.  

Cargill-CTP’s use of social and political capital in the management of state-capital 

relations 

This subsection discusses Cargill-CTP’s social capital used to establish informal 

and formal agreements with government officials. First, key employees situated at the 

national level are highlighted. Second, the local employees are introduced along with 

their use of social and political capital to establish informal and formal agreements with 

state officials.  

At the national level, well-connected employees work with oil palm networks and 

state officials to shape policy in their favour, make further connections, and identify 

investment opportunities. Oil palm companies operating in Indonesia recognise the 
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importance of working with government at the federal and local levels. Pak Mohamad 

Fadhil Hasan, the executive director of GAPKI, for example, explains how GAPKI and 

its members work with government actors, and that after decentralisation the local 

government is even more important for oil palm producers to work with: 

We work with Ministry of Agriculture; the industry is under their 

responsibility for the upstream. Especially with the respect of smallholders but 

we also work with other ministers: Ministry of Industry, far developing of the 

downstream industry for example… the Ministry of Trade, because they are in 

charge of export . . . the Ministry of Finance because … [it] is responsible for 

the export policy, tax for example. And with tax in general, that influences this 

industry.  

But now, with decentralisation … the investment decisions, all the process of 

land acquisition, and the permit come from the local and regional government. 

It [working with these departments] is good but also at the same time very 

time consuming and complicated.65 

Pak Hasan elaborates on the role of local government since decentralisation: 

Pak H.:  When the authority of the government started to transfer to the local 

government helped [oil palm] to expand. 

TS: How do you think the decentralisation policy helped?  

Pak H.:  All the permits and authority is in local government. I think it helps 

because it is less bureaucracy, faster and then short-term race in having permit. 

You don’t have to go to the central government to get the permission. That is 

on the positive side. But on the negative side, you know the capabilities and 

the institutionalisation of the local government is different from another and 

then they also problem with the governance side, corruption.66  

At the regional and local level, employees that are central to Cargill-CTP’s operations 

include charismatic CSR managers, plantation managers, and general managers. All of 

these need to establish good relations with government officials, such as the bupati of 

Ketapang, government officials from departments such as the BMK Badan Musyawah 

Kampung (West Kalimantan’s Village Legislative Body), BPN Badan Pertanahan 

                                              
65 Excerpt from Interview with Pak Hasan Fadhil, head of GAPKI, at GAPKI Jakarta office, 02/2013 
66 Excerpt from Interview with Pak Hasan Fadhil, head of GAPKI, Jakarta, 02/2013 
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Nasional (National Land Agency), BAPPEDAL Badan Pengendalian Dampak 

Lingkungan (Environmental Impact Controlling Board), Ministry of Environment and 

Forestry (Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan), and BKPM Badan Kordinasi 

Penanaman Modal (Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board). Connections to actors 

in these departments help the company to acquire permits, protect its operations, and 

manage relations with communities. 

One employee, whom I call Pak M, is instrumental to Cargill-CTP’s local 

government relations strategies. Pak M. acts as an important social broker for Cargill-

CTP, buying the bupati gifts ‘out of his own budget’, making home visits, talking about 

sports and his family, keeping up to date on his personal life, and maintaining ties with 

other government officials. These relationships that Pak M. has established are examples 

of the social resources Cargill-CTP uses as a form of protection. By creating this social 

tie, Cargill-CTP establishes itself with the most important government offices at the local 

level.   

Pak M. explains that, since he comes from a plantation region (Sumatra), he 

knows about oil palm and how to talk to all kinds of people, from farmers to the bupati of 

Ketapang. Pak M.’s ability to manage the demands of different actors has made him 

central to the success of Cargill in West Kalimantan. As Pak M. explains, since he has a 

‘connection’ with everyone in the area, it is easier for Cargill-CTP to operate: 

Pak M: Especially here [Ketapang], it is easier. Investments depend on the 

region in Indonesia, depends on the district I think. Previously, I had been 

working for the different district; it is easier here, especially in Ketapang.  

TS: Why is Ketapang easier?  

Pak M: I can say it’s easier because I am already close with everyone here.  

… I have a link and connection with every department here, everyone knows 

me, everyone understands our way of working. Yeah, it’s easier here.67  

                                              
67 Excerpt from Interview with CTP employee 
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Pak M. maintains good relations with various government employees, especially 

the bupati, through a strategy he calls his ‘personal touch’. Pak M explains his technique: 

Pak M: I use my personal touch. I follow what he [the bupati] likes and he 

does not like. For example, he likes the motorbike, he likes racing, so now I 

am doing the same thing.  

TS: You started racing because bapak bupati races? 

Pak M: Yes… I am very good. But I told him my motorbike has a problem, so 

he can become number one.  

TS:  You did this on purpose?  

Pak M: Yes. [laughing] 

TS: So, you guys have races and you let him win sometimes?  

Pak M: Yes, I must because he is the boss . . . This is my personal touch. I also 

talk about motorbikes with him, racing, and hunting. He is into hunting also, 

that’s why I got a gun. 

TS: Have you ever hunted together? 

Pak M: No, but we are always talking about the equipment… we share the 

experience. We do not have time to hunt together. I am going by myself and 

he is going by himself and we share stories. 68 

This is necessary since, as Pak M. explains, ‘Bupati is number one in this region’. As he 

explains, ‘in Indonesia, we have the regulation, otonomi daerah [regional autonomy], 

bupati is a king. The [provincial] governor cannot touch and even the central government 

cannot touch.’ Since the bupati is so influential, Cargill must utilise a strategy that keeps 

the bupati satisfied while not officially breaking U.S. laws.  

Since Cargill is a U.S.-American corporation it must follow the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act (FCPA)69. Pak M. is responsible to adjust to this by cultivating a 

relationship with the bupati in a ‘legal’ and locally appropriate way. Since the costs 

                                              
68 Excerpt from Interview with CTP employee 
69 A U.S. federal law enacted in 1977 that ‘generally prohibits the payment of bribes to foreign officials to 

assist in obtaining or retaining business’ (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commisson, 2016, n.p.). 
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cannot be incurred directly by Cargill-CTP, local representatives must come up with a 

strategic way to claim expenses. Pak M. explains,  

TS: What about giving him gifts, like a hunting gift? Do you ever do that?  

Pak M: No… We cannot give anything, because it will be interrupting some 

department. This is in the regulation that we have to follow.  

… we cannot [give gifts] from Cargill, but I can personally. I go to Pak Lukas’ 

home.  

TS: Oh…so you go to his house not as a Cargill representative?  

Pak M:  As personal.  

TS: So as a friend?  

Pak M: Yes. I visit his home and I ask ‘Pak, apa kabar? Ibu sehat?’ [Sir, how 

are you? Your wife is good/healthy?] . . . He has coffee, I have coffee. He is 

smoking, I am smoking. In his house, when it becomes personal, it is easy.  

TS: So, generally, when you want to treat someone to dinner, you have to 

personally to pay and you can’t claim it?  

Pak M: Yes, except for meetings. If it is official, we can pay but unofficial we 

cannot… 

It is some category of bribery. KPK [Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi 

/Corruption Eradication Commission]. But Cargill is very strict and clear… 

This is why it’s very hard working for Cargill. 

So… I bring the cigarette, I bring the coffee, bla bla, just personal, as a friend, 

not as company management.70  

Pak M. builds and maintains his relationships with the local government officials in a 

manner that both meets the demand of local business culture, while also allegedly not 

breaking national laws on bribery. He says that he pays out of pocket, but it is possible 

that he is simply using alternative ways of expensing these costs. 

                                              
70 Excerpt from Interview with CTP employee 
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Take a story shared by another employee of Cargill-CTP, from the time when the 

bupati was elected.71 Apparently, the employees of Harapan held a party to celebrate and 

give ‘support’ which could be written off in a creative way. For example, employees paid 

to fill up the tanks of all the bupati’s staff and friends who joined the party. In another 

instance, they held a party for officials but put up a sign in the room that declared it some 

sort of a meeting. This way they could establish their support for the bupati and 

government officials, without it officially being labelled a ‘bribe’. 

Even though Pak M. explains his relationship with the bupati as his ‘personal 

touch’, he is not alone in using gift giving to maintain good government relationships. 

The necessity to connect with the bupati and other local government officials was echoed 

by employees of other oil palm companies in a group interview with three members of 

GAPKI in West Kalimantan.  

All three individuals gave examples of the different strategies they use to keep the 

bupati happy, including treating him to nice dinners, giving ‘donations’, and gifts.72 They 

all agreed that someone within the company must maintain a social relationship with the 

bupati and an open line of communication. That person must be on top of the bupati’s 

interests and likes, as Pak M. explained. One of the interviewees gave the example that 

since the bupati from his region likes to talk about family, he memorised the bupati’s 

family member’s names, their likes, hobbies, and favourite foods. The same interviewee 

explained that when he meets with the bupati he will dress more like the bupati to 

connect with him. Another interviewee summarised that the person in charge of working 

with the bupati must act like his good friend to protect the investment and have him on 

the company’s side. He explained that the bupati complains if they don’t visit enough. 

Most likely due to the gifts and meals he receives. These examples show the significance 

of state-business relations and patronage in the oil palm sector of Indonesia and the 

                                              
71 Informal discussions with CTP plantation employees, 07/2013 
72 Group interview material, company office in Pontianak, 26/06/2013  
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power of the bupati in the land acquisition process, as well as the importance of 

employees in generating these relations. 

This kind of relationship between company and state actors is connected to a 

practice in Indonesia referred to as ‘bagi-bagi’ (lit. ‘sharing’), that was used extensively 

by President Suharto to keep oligarchs and other power holders in check (Winters, 2012). 

Essentially it entails handing out ‘benefits’ to different political and private sector actors 

to maintain relations between companies and state officials. The way Cargill-CTP does 

so allows the company to remain relatively at a distance, while relying on the ‘personal 

touch’ and awareness of local employees. 

Relying on the bupati can be problematic, however, since the bupati is only in 

office temporarily, and protection is thus provisional. This means that whenever a new 

bupati is elected, Cargill-CTP’s employees will need to court the new ‘boss’ to ensure 

protection and support for the operations. 

Ties to the bupati and other government departments can also be helpful in 

managing relations with communities. For example, the environmental and social impact 

assessment agency manages grievances that may arise between communities and the 

company.  I witnessed first-hand how a Cargill-CTP employee manages relations with 

this department while eating lunch with Pak M. When we sat down to lunch at a local 

restaurant, Pak M. noticed that two employees from the office were present. He 

introduced them to me and then went over to the waitress to pay for their lunch before the 

government officials could. When they noticed, he smiled at them and nodded, to silently 

say ‘you’re welcome’. He later informed me that it is important to keep the agency happy 

in case a dispute develops between the company and the community.  

The GAPKI members73 also explained that when the oil palm company first 

arranges to acquire land they should go through the bupati and government offices to get 

permission from the community members and compensate the head of the household for 

                                              
73 Interview with three members of GAPKI, Pontianak, 26/06/2013  
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the use of the land. However, when the children of the original signatory grow up, they 

may decide to reclaim the land for themselves and start an issue with the company.  

The interviewees explained that disgruntled community members have tactics to 

fight the companies. For example, the community member may steal company property, 

harvest the palm fruits behind the company’s back, organise the community to enact 

blockades or threaten the employees of the company. The informants explained that in 

some cases the company hires community members, which leads to tensions, fights, and 

threats between friends and family. The interviewees suggested that the disgruntled 

individuals usually have hidden agendas. For example, they want money, a job, or they 

have been hired by another company to cause problems.  

To resolve complications with the community, the company first talks with the 

head of the village, who will deal with the ‘person causing the problem’. If the village 

head can’t resolve the issue, the company will turn to the bupati, who will host a meeting 

with the communities on behalf of the company. If the issue is still not resolved then 

GAPKI may step in or as a last resort, and in cases where the same individual continually 

demands compensation, the company will take it to the National Land Agency (BPN). 

The BPN has a special conflict resolution department for these types of issues.74 

If the employees do not win over the right officials, the company can become 

vulnerable to the whims of the bupati. For example, an investor explained to me that his 

father’s mining operations were taken over by a pribumi owned company, the Bakrie 

Group, due to the connections the Bakries had with the local bupati. Therefore, keeping 

the bupati on the side of the company is a constant and necessary process. This is 

particularly true when there are other investors competing for the favour of the bupati. It 

is often the case in Kalimantan, where domestic companies have stronger ties to the local 

government (or they are willing to pay them more and in a more obvious manner), 

leading to competition over contracts.  

                                              
74 Interview with three members of GAPKI, Pontianak, 26/06/2013  
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Mr E, from the CDC, explained his experience competing with national investors, 

especially with respect to corruption: 

Mr. E: The more you can afford to pay the fees and so on, you get the police to 

come and solve the problem or to do anything like that. The police and 

everybody else, are all looking for retainers to keep themselves going along. 

For example, [they tell us] we need to get food, we need to get transport, we 

need to do this, we need to do that, it could be quite substantial and then they 

are always looking for nice presents and they think you can afford it, because 

they say if you set up a company here, if you have a big company, you can 

afford a few millions here, quite big portions of our total incomes. But we 

don’t do it and we suffer the result.75 

Many powerful actors along the way look for cutbacks from the company and assume 

that foreign companies can afford it.   

In short, Cargill-CTP manages state-capital relations by establishing personal 

connections between employees and government officials. The alliances are built by 

adjusting Cargill’s operations to the business environment of Manis Mata and Ketapang 

through the local knowledge of employees. These employees engage in ‘bagi-bagi’ on 

behalf of Cargill-CTP in a manner considered legal by national law. By creating alliances 

with local government, Cargill-CTP can control its projects and cement its position, 

which can also help manage state-capital-society relations, discussed in the next 

subsection.  

Cargill-CTP’s use of CSR in the management of state-capital-society relations 

This subsection explores the CSR policy of Cargill in Indonesia and West 

Kalimantan, and how it is used to manage relations with government and local 

communities. Cargill’s first trials with Corporate Social Responsibility started in 1966 

(Cargill, 2015, n.p.). In the case of Indonesia’s oil palm sector, Cargill’s CSR policies can 

be broken into two categories: (1) environmentally and socially responsible behaviour in 

its operations (for example, compliance with Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil 

                                              
75 Interview with ex-CDC employee on 12/04/2012. Informant did not give further information on what 

‘result’ the CDC suffered.  
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(RSPO) voluntary guidelines), and (2) provision of additional community services (health 

care facilities, schools, and roads). 

(1) Cargill’s environmentally and socially responsible behaviour in its operations  

In July 2007, the Indonesian parliament passed Law 40/2007, making Indonesia 

the first country to introduce mandatory requirements for CSR (Rosser & Edwin, 2010, p. 

1). Article 74 affects the operations of Cargill, as it requires Limited Liability Companies 

operating in Indonesia’s natural resource sectors to follow and fund mandatory legal 

requirements regarding social and environmental responsibility (ibid., p. 2). However, 

Rosser and Edwin (2010) explain that ‘the present outcome for Indonesia has been de 

facto retention of a voluntary approach to CSR’ (ibid.).  

Cargill is a member of both the RSPO and The Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil 

(ISPO) regulations. RSPO principles involve environmental and social standards. ISPO is 

the Indonesian equivalent and is composed of principles covering environmental, social, 

legal, and economic issues surrounding oil palm production. ISPO is considered even 

easier to comply with than RSPO. In Cargill’s ‘Sustainable Oil Palm Update’, it 

explained its strategy of reaching 100% RSPO certification as establishing ‘traceability’ 

in supply chains by working with smallholders, partnering with large organisations like 

The Forest Trust (TFT), and shaping regulations (Cargill, 2016a, p. 1). 

By following these regulations, Cargill claims to promote sustainable approaches 

to oil palm production and maintain good relations with local communities and 

government. Many companies, Cargill included, use RSPO certification to demonstrate 

their ‘serious’ concern for the implications of oil palm expansion. RSPO certification is 

often criticised for simply enabling companies to expand operations with neither 

legitimate critique nor a legitimate government body monitoring operations (see Alonso-

Fradejas et al., 2016).  

Cargill is no stranger to using its adherence to voluntary guidelines to frame its 

operations as more sustainable and socially responsible. Some argue that these steps are 
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simply ‘greenwashing’ (Alonso-Fradejas et al., 2016, pp. 158–161), allowing Cargill to 

paint their operations as environmentally sensitive while changing little. For example, 

Cargill uses the environmental narrative of the certification process to influence policy 

debates. In 2014, when the Indonesian government proposed to lower the maximum 

percentage of foreign ownership of a plantation company from 95% to 30%, the CEO of 

Cargill-CTP Holdings, John Hartmann (CEO of CTP) warned that this would lead to 

more environmental degradation as oil palm would be expanded with the involvement of 

more domestic growers who are not committed to RSPO certification. In the words of 

John Hartmann: 

The bill will literally reduce the level of foreign investment in Indonesia’s 

plantation sector. This will likely impact Indonesia’s adoption of globally 

accepted sustainable palm oil practices (and) its attractiveness for foreign 

investments in general, as well as the advancement of local communities in 

rural areas (as cited in Roughneen, 2014, n.p.). 

Forty per cent of Cargill’s palm oil supply comes from smallholders, making it 

necessary for the company to work with these smallholders if it is to truly meet its stated 

target of 100% RSPO certified (Cargill, 2016, n.p.). Tillack (2016) argues that Cargill’s 

initiatives only go as far as its plantations and that much of its outsider suppliers engage 

in land grabbing, human rights violations, illegal forest clearing, and habitat destruction 

(n.p.). The Wall Street Journal found that one of Cargill’s suppliers from Malaysia, Felda 

Global Ventures (FGV), was using forced labour and human trafficking on its plantations 

(Al-Mahmood, 2016, n.p.). This suggests a disconnection between what Cargill says it is 

doing on its own plantations and what is happening on the plantations of its suppliers. 

Due to this, Tillack (2016) argues that Cargill’s CSR initiatives are ‘more spin than 

substance’ (n.p.). According to Gilbert (2009),  

On paper, Cargill has a clear local community policy… But their take-over of 

the 32,000 hectare HSL in 2005, a plantation that has destroyed natural 

resources and eliminated the land tenure of thousands, casts serious doubt on 

Cargill’s commitment to protecting forests and local communities. The 

expansion at PT Indo Sawit Kekal, carried out without a completed AMDAL, 
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is a direct violation of Cargill’s own RSPO commitments and grounds for 

elimination of Cargill’s certified producer status. (n.p.) 

Each community affected by Cargill’s operations has had its own history of engagement 

with the company. More recently, Cargill began implementing a community relations 

plan that is more than just ‘spin’; it is also a strategy of achieving stable relations with the 

community and the government.  

 (2) Cargill’s additional community services  

As a part of its CSR community relations policies, Cargill-CTP provides health 

care facilities for its workers and schools for its employees’ children, funds health care 

for local communities, and builds roads, bridges, and water. The government would 

normally provide most of these services, however, in oil palm regions it is often 

companies who take on these roles, making government offices more welcoming of 

investment. One government officer explained why the government finds this so 

beneficial: 

Obviously, it helps government to handle shortage of local government budget 

to finance infrastructure. For example, there is a company who is able to build 

a bridge and if this contribution is measured with money, it costs them 

billions. Improved road quality also costs us billions. On the other side, our 

budget to finance infrastructure is not enough, local government budget is not 

enough to finance all current road widening.76  

 Another local government expands on this: 

CSR program can accelerate the regional development. 

                                              
76 Original: Yaitu tadi terus terang membantu pemerintah dalam mengatasi kurangnya dana APBD untuk 

pembangunan infrastruktur. Ada misalnya perusahaan yang bisa membangun jembatan yang kalau 

diukur dengan dana, mungkin miliaran juga. Baguskan jalan, itu juga miliaran. Sementara dana kita 

untuk mendanai itu tidak punya, tidak cukup APBD kita untuk membiayai seluruh luasan jalan yang ada. 

Interview with officer at DPRD Ketapang, 26/06/2012 
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For example: one village needs clean water and a company builds facility for 

clean water, piping from the mountain to the village so the local government 

does not need to allocate any budget for it.77  

Interestingly, in an interview with local community members one of the biggest 

concerns raised was water quality in areas surrounding the plantation.78 The run off from 

the oil palm production has contaminated some water sources, making it no longer 

potable or fishable. However, as one community member explained, this isn’t a problem, 

because ‘if we get sick Cargill will pay for it’.79 This highlights the low standards and 

expectations that community members hold for companies operating in the area.  

Community members also explained that the local government is ‘like a ghost’, who is 

often discussed but rarely seen.80  

Regional government officers from BAPPEDA, BPKM, the Bupati’s office, and 

Ministry of Forestry, all explained that Cargill has helped develop the region. In return 

for the company taking over government roles in the communities, the local state actors 

will serve as a mediator with communities on behalf of the company. For example, the 

government helps the company mediate conflicts that may arise with the community. As 

an official from the Ketapang House of Representatives (Ketua DPRD Ketapang) 

explains,  

TS: Does the government act as mediator if there is issue or conflict? And 

during the takeover, does the government work as mediator? 

I: Yes, as mediator in the conflict because when they do informational sessions 

on the ground, companies go together with the government.81  

                                              
77 Original: Sehingga mereka bisa akselerasi mempercepat pembangunan ini dengan program CSR itu. 

Sebagai contoh misalnya di suatu desa perlu air bersih, oleh perusahaan, udah kami yang bangun air 

bersih, perpipaan dari gunung sampai kampung. Jadi pemerintah daerah, dari anggaran daerah tidak 

perlu mengalokasikan ke sini. Ke situ lagi. Interview with officer at Kepala Dinas, 06/07/2013  
78 Interview with community members in Manis Mata, 3/07/2013 
79 Interview with community members in Manis Mata, 3/07/2013 
80 Interview with community members in Manis Mata, 3/07/2013 
81 Original: Yak penengah disitu karena ketika sosialisasi di lapangan saja perusahaan kan bersama 

pemerintah juga. Interview with officer at DPRD Ketapang, 26/06/2012  
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Some officers in the regional Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board/ Badan 

Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (BKPM) office in Pontianak explained how foreign 

investors, like Cargill, are often better companies at encouraging development since some 

domestic companies don’t follow proper regulations and rather only invest in the land to 

sell HGUs at a higher price:  

The foreign companies are better than domestic companies, why? The naughty 

companies are usually domestic companies. For example, there are a few 

domestic companies that look for permits to sell, but we cannot track them.82  

This view of domestic investors was repeated by several government officers from 

different departments. Cargill is known for its CSR approach in the region and is a leader 

in its initiatives, especially compared to other local producers. One of Cargill-CTP’s 

plantations, PT Harapan Sawit Lestari (PT HSL), has received numerous ‘best investor 

awards’ in Pontianak, granted by the Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) 

due to its CSR policies (Cargill, 2013, n.p.). 

The government often takes credit for the company’s policies. Take the words of 

two employees at BKPM: 

Employee1: Almost all companies [have good CSR policies in Ketapang]. 

Employee 2: This is because local government in Ketapang is quite proactive, 

the Bupati had brought all the companies together to discuss it.83  

Interestingly, Cargill-CTP’s employees explained that it was Cargill’s initiatives that 

have helped develop the communities surrounding the plantation, not the government’s. 

                                              
82 Original: Asing pasti lebih bagus dari dalam negeri, kenapa? Yang nakal perusahaan dalam negeri. 

Karena ada perusahaan dalam negeri yang mengurus izin untuk dijual, tapi kita kan tidak bisa melacak 

itu. Interview with officer at BKPM Pontianak, 26/06/2013 
83 Original: Employee one: Semua perusahaan merata di Ketapang. Employee two: Karena di sana 

pemdanya sudah pro aktif, Bupatinya sendiri malahan sudah mengumpulkan perusahaan-perusahaan. 

Interview with officer at BKPM Pontianak, 26/06/2013 
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However, a CTP employee explained that they are fine with the fact that the government 

wants to take credit – as long as they keep supporting Cargill’s operations.84  

Pak M. explains that Cargill-CTP’s CSR operations are even more important than 

actual security measures in the area, to protect community uprisings and conflict.85 He 

explains that since Cargill-CTP is bringing personal and community gains to the region, 

the company is simultaneously establishing a form of security against uprisings.  Pak M. 

explains that his relationship with the community has changed drastically over the past 10 

years. He explains that now he hears about individuals from the community defending 

him to other community members. Apparently, he even receives phone calls from 

community members to inform him if outsiders are coming in to ‘cause trouble’: 

Sometimes NGO go there, from Europe and others and whatnot and the local 

people tell us. They say: ‘Ada orang bule, lagi cari apa? Bilangnya gini, gini, 

kami dikasih tahu ini, ini. Ya sudah dengar saja’  

[There was a foreign person here. What was s/he looking for? She/He said 

this. They told us this. Ah well, just listen to it.]’ 

He has people within the community monitoring what is going on and keeping him 

informed and he equates that with successfully rooting the company in the community. 

Within the framework of Cargill-CTP’s CSR policy, employees maintain dual roles of 

both managing the local operations and monitoring community members. 

In fact, Cargill-CTP has also hired community members to take on important 

relational management roles. One such example is a community member who started as a 

grower and now works as a daily manager:  

Pak M: Take Pak T. His education is only until senior high school. He started 

from zero, from the bottom. He is very deep from the area. He is a very good 

guy. He started as planter, dari kebun [from the farm], we know this guy, we 

train him not more than four years and he becomes manager. 

TS: He is now a manager of the plantation area? 

                                              
84 Interview with PT HSL employee at Cargill plantation, 03/07/2013 
85 Interview with PT HSL employee at Cargill plantation, 03/07/2013 
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Pak M: Yes.  

TS: How did he rise to a managerial position so quickly? 

Pak M: His personality. So, we just keep training, sometimes beyond his 

capabilities but he can do it.86  

He goes on to explain that Pak T. can communicate with the community as a ‘local’, 

which helps maintain good communications between the company and the community. In 

short, Cargill-CTP’s employees are well situated locally with the knowhow to relate to 

and work with the right powerful players and to strategically use the CSR policies to 

sway local favour. However, as demonstrated in the example of the two brothers, the 

communities’ acceptance of Cargill is partially the result of wave after wave of 

dispossession enforced by the state-society dynamic of the particular time. 

Conclusion: Reflections on the trajectory of the deal 

In this chapter, I explored Cargill’s local land control strategies in its oil palm 

project in West Kalimantan and asked: How did Cargill gain land control in West 

Kalimantan for oil palm production? What informal power resources were used to 

achieve control? How did the institutional setting and political economic context of West 

Kalimantan and Indonesia influence the strategies used and the project’s outcome?  

In West Kalimantan, Cargill has managed to gain a substantial foothold in oil palm 

production, obtaining indirect control of more than 80,000 hectares of land with relative 

ease (in stark contrast to the Philippine case which follows in the next chapter). I argued 

that Cargill’s method of land control acquisition was to use its subsidiary system 

established through informal power resources. Cargill acquired control of pre-existing 

plantation companies already operating in the area through a mix of social and political 

capital to manage government relations and acquire land control. The social capital 

included its global, national, and local web of networks, allies, and employees. The 

political capital and localised business techniques include its localised employees’ 

                                              
86 Excerpt from Interview with CTP employee 
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knowledge and a strategically and politically applied CSR plan used to manage 

government and community relations.  

For example, Cargill acquired the Harapan group through its connections to a 

transnational elite actor, the CDC (the former British owner), then once Cargill-CTP 

established a presence in Manis Mata, it maintained its influence by leveraging its 

knowledge of local business customs, its well-connected employees, and a CSR plan that 

creates more agreeable relations with local state actors (the bupati) and communities. 

Cargill-CTP’s operations receive some important support from state actors who act as 

mediators and supporters of the projects. 

However, Cargill's ability to acquire land in Indonesia is as much a result of the 

context as it is a result of Cargill's power resources, if not more so. Indonesia’s 

institutional setting is one where the state has the authority to define the use of frontier 

areas for oil palm expansion. The local government is especially important for this 

process since it controls land permits and resource use. The oil palm sector remains 

relatively open to investors (foreign or domestic) with the ability to sway the government 

in their favour. Since the oil palm sector is not dominated by chain ‘oligopoly’ or an oil 

palm clique, it is possible for foreign companies with the right social and political capital 

to follow both formal and informal procedures that lead up to land control.  

Cargill adjusted to the Indonesian institutional and political economic setting in a 

manner that reflects the strategies and practices that most foreign investors in Indonesia’s 

oil palm sector must and do adopt. For example, Cargill adjusted to the regulatory 

barriers, with a subsidiary system headed by national employees, which is often used to 

navigate limits on the amount of land a company can hold and regulations against foreign 

ownership. Cargill also adjusted to the political economy of the oil palm setting through 

its alliances with government, the local knowhow employees, and a strategic CSR plan. 

Finally, CTP Holding’s oil palm project has put Cargill on the map for oil palm 

production and sourcing. The way it was established and structured ensured its long-term 

involvement in the trade of the valuable commodity in a manner that is considered 
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acceptable by the government and by local communities (for the most part). This has 

helped Cargill secure its attempt at vertical integration of a lucrative commodity. 

In the next chapter, I provide a diverging case from Mindanao, Philippines, 

involving a far lesser amount of land leased from an agrarian reform community. I 

question how successful the deal is considering the objectives of the actors involved, 

bringing us to the second main research question. That question probes the reasons why, 

even after Cargill engages in local deal-making and alliance-building, the company may 

still fail to acquire land and commodity control in certain settings. 
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Chapter 5 

Cargill in the Philippines: Black River’s private equity investment in banana 

production in Mindanao 

 

Introduction 

Drawing on the case of a private equity investment in banana production in 

Mindanao, this chapter further explores Cargill’s land deal strategies in practice.87 It 

addresses key questions regarding how Cargill tries to ensure long term access to primary 

products in the current global market and the importance of the institutional setting and 

the political economic context of Mindanao and the Philippines in the formation and 

success/failure of these strategies.  

This chapter is organised in two main parts. In Part One, I present the state-capital-

society relations of the country’s banana sector and the opportunities and constraints for 

foreign investment in banana production and land. I argue that while there is talk of 

available land in the Philippines, much of it is only accessible through specific contracts 

that are usually achieved through elite networks and influence, based on the country’s 

state-capital-society relations. These relations are characterised by powerful elite families 

and conglomerates controlling state function, policy formation, and resource allocation. 

This is especially the case for the banana industry, which is dominated by a handful of 

powerful transnational corporations and their clientelist business networks and cliques, 

composed of political elites, compradors, and national bourgeoisie. 

In Part Two, I present Cargill’s attempted investment in banana production in 

Mindanao.  I review how and why the project developed in the manner that it did and 

how the deal’s trajectory is (in part) the product of the institutional and political 

economic setting of Mindanao and the Philippines. In 2010, Cargill’s equity management 

fund, Black River Asset Management, set up an Asian Food Fund with the intention of 

                                              
87 Minor parts of this chapter have been published in Salerno (2014). 
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investing in agricultural production by acquiring shares in companies and acquiring land 

around Asia. In 2012, Black River selected Agrinurture (ANI) as its Philippine 

investment partner. The plans did not pan out exactly as hoped, as ANI only acquired 

control of 294 hectares through a lease agreement with a cooperative by February 2014. 

Then in 2015, Black River sold most of its shares in Agrinurture to an investment 

banking advisory firm (Solveigh Philippines Agri Investments 2 B.V.).  

Part 1 | The context  

The state-capital-society relations of the Philippine banana sector  

Early analysis of the land rush identified the Philippines as a hot investment hub, 

and it has been listed as one of the top ten most sought after countries for land 

investment.88 Mindanao, in particular, received attention due to the growing climate and 

the amount of so called ‘idle land’. Early reports suggested that between 1.4 and 2.5 

million hectares of land were being targeted for investment by actors from China, South 

Korea and the Middle East (Borras & Franco, 2012, p. 41). Soon after these reports were 

released, it became clear that many of the deals were not materialising. 

In this subsection, I present the key country dynamics that influence the barriers 

and opportunities to land acquisition especially as they relate to the banana sector in 

Mindanao. I argue that the structural-institutional and political economic setting of the 

country make the Philippines a complicated environment for foreign investors who seek 

to enter banana production in Mindanao. Particularly restrictive characteristics of this 

environment are land regulations, fragmented land control, and the power of the banana 

elite over the sector and over land resources in Mindanao.  

The section is organised as follows: First, I present the institutional setting, 

focusing on the policies and regulations that influence the ability of foreign investors to 

acquire land control in the Philippines. Second, I discuss the political economy of the 

banana sector of Mindanao, emphasising the influence of the banana elite and their 

                                              
88 Per the research website Land Matrix 
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history of land control in the region. Third, I review a few successful land deal projects, 

contextualising the levels of success for land deals in the Philippines.  

The institutional setting 

In this subsection, I argue that a combination of regulations and power relations 

limit the amount of land available to foreign investors. Compared to Indonesia, where the 

state has the power to hand out permits for lease of 20,000 hectares of state land to 

foreign investors, in the Philippines, the ability of the state to offer or facilitate access to 

land to investors is mostly limited to lease arrangements on land that is covered by the 

Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program (CARP) and the Indigenous Peoples Rights 

Act (IPRA). Under these arrangements, land that is available is often non-contiguous, 

may involve small parcels of land, and is often controlled by cooperatives, smallholders, 

and/or indigenous communities, forcing foreign investors to negotiate with each title 

holder and community. These limitations are elaborated upon here. 

As in Indonesia, there are two key principles that fundamentally influence a 

foreigner’s ability to control land in the Philippines. First, foreigners are not officially 

allowed to own land. Second, since the Spanish colonial period, land and natural 

resources have been organised under the Regalian Doctrine, which classifies all land 

except that which is covered by individual titles or state land grants as falling under state 

authority. Through this doctrine, the government claimed 60 per cent of the country’s 

land, much of which was inhabited (Hall, Hirsch, & Li, 2011, p. 44). Much of the 

privately held land was controlled by landed interests, with the rural poor working there 

as tenants and or wage labourers. The government soon realised that it ‘could ill afford 

(logistically, financially and politically) to evict even some of [these people] from where 

they settled, farmed, or collected forest products’ (Wenk, 2010 in Hall et al., 2011, p. 44). 

After long, nationwide struggles by farmers’ movements and indigenous people’s 

movements, various policies were developed to address the land question, namely CARP 

and IPRA. 
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CARP was implemented in 1988 and ‘was mandated to redistribute 8.064 million 

hectares of private and public land to about 4 million rural poor households (tenants, 

farmworkers, and other landless)’, regardless of crop and farm type (Borras & Franco, 

2005, p. 334). Different acquisition and distribution schemes were developed and 

implemented depending on the pre-existing landlord or holder: (1) Compulsory 

Acquisition, intended for landlords opposing the program; (2) Operation Land Transfer 

(OLT), on rice and corn lands originally covered by the Marcos administration’s land 

reform program (PD No. 27); (3) Voluntary Offer-to-Sell (VOS), to encourage landlords 

to voluntarily support the program through better compensation; and (4) Voluntary Land 

Transfer (VLT) also intended to be financially attractive to landlords by providing ‘for 

the direct transfer of land to farmers under terms mutually agreed upon between farmers 

and landlords with the government’s role confined to information provision’ (ibid., p. 

336). 

Even though CARP was quite successful, there have also been flaws with the 

implementation and follow up of the program (see Borras, 2007). For example, a number 

of loopholes allowed powerful actors to get around CARP regulations (Franco, 2011).  

Hall et al. (2011) explain that, ‘[f]ormidable powers have been arrayed against land 

reform in the Philippines, notably the political dominance of landlords from elite families 

and the loopholes that allowed spurious divisions of landholdings among relatives, 

cronies and clients’ (2011, p. 52). A significant faction of the agricultural elite adapted to 

CARP by relinquishing ownership of their land under CARP and diversifying their 

operations. Others failed to modernise and diversify with a changing economy, including 

some coconut and rice landlords and some sections of the sugarcane elite.  In certain 

settings, the local implementation process of CARP lead to new types of elites emerging 

(Adam, 2013b). For example, Adam (2013b) explains that in the municipality of 

Governor Generoso in the province of Davao Oriental, when numerous ARBs lost their 

land due to high maintenance fees, some regional actors capitalised on the situation and 

gained access to land and the associated labour using various informal arrangements (p. 
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233). Adam (2013b) suggests that this has resulted ‘in sharpening social divisions 

between these regional business elites and an impoverished rural proletariat’ (ibid.). 

Speaking of the peri-urban region of Cavite near Manila, Kelly (1998) describes 

some ways that landowners were able to avoid losing control of land with special 

reference to loopholes regarding the conversion of land into ‘non-agricultural’ land that 

would not be covered by CARP: (1) national and regional government officials are often 

‘open to “persuasion”; (2) landlords can pay ‘disturbance compensation’ to tenants, 

removing them from land, having the land sit idle, then after a few years claiming it as 

‘non-productive’; (3) irrigation canals are sometimes destroyed and filled; and (4) local 

officials have the authority to rezone land as non-agricultural use even if it’s being 

cultivated (Kelly, 1998, pp. 47–48). These loopholes made it so that ‘relatively few land 

conversions are technically illegal but many clearly contravene the spirit and intent of the 

laws regulating conversion’ (ibid.). 

For foreign investors, agribusiness venture agreements (AVAs) offer possibilities 

for long-term leases with Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries (ARBs)89 and agrarian reform 

communities (ARCs). These agreements are facilitated by the Department of Agriculture 

(DA), and the Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), and the Philippines Agribusiness 

Development Commercial Corporation (PADCC) before it was closed by the Aquino 

government in March 2014 (Department of Agrarian Reform, 2006). With the increased 

interest in land investment, the government has been pushing partnerships with ARBs 

and ARCs due to a need for investment. This is not always the desired option for 

investors since investing in land controlled by ARBs means negotiating and signing lease 

agreements with each beneficiary, which is a time consuming, tedious, and expensive 

process, a point that is expanded upon below.  

Another important regulation is the Republic Act No. 8371, known as the 

Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 (IPRA), which recognises the ancestral domains 

                                              
89 Individuals who received land as part of CARP. 
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of indigenous communities. Ancestral domains are areas approved by the state as 

belonging to indigenous people, including the natural resources found on the land, inland 

waters, and coastal areas. Indigenous communities that successfully prove their right to 

the land receive a Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title (CADT). The land is intended to 

belong to future generations, cannot be sold, and must be environmentally preserved and 

maintained (Hall et al., 2011, p. 45). In the Davao region (Region 11), for instance, some 

850,000 hectares of state land have been covered by CADTs and 385,000 hectares were 

still under CADT application processes as of 2015 (GIZ, 2016, p. 54). As a result, there is 

little public land available for direct lease from the state (ibid.) Instead, only the National 

Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) can facilitate lease agreements through 

partnerships between indigenous communities and investors. 

Although the land under a CADT cannot be sold, investors can acquire long-term 

leases with indigenous communities holding CADTs. Lease agreements in ancestral 

domain are considered by some investors to be more attractive than lease agreements 

under CARP. As Stephen Antig, the executive director of the Philippine Banana Growers 

and Exporters Association (PBGEA), explains, ‘working with IPRA [ancestral domain] is 

easier since you only need to negotiate with the head of the group and come up with a 

memorandum with the leader, rather than all of the beneficiaries of CARP’.90 Borras and 

Franco (2011) argue that investors and land speculators are drawn to projects where 

indigenous people have CADTs due to the fact that a few elite leaders negotiate on behalf 

of the communities and control large portions of lands (Borras & Franco, 2011). 

Table 10. Two avenues for investors’ land control related to state land tenure 

programs in the Philippines  

The Policy/ 

Regulation 

Description Relevant for investment 

CARP 

1986 

* Redistributes private and public 

agricultural lands to landless farmers 

* Many beneficiaries lack capital to 

maintain farms and lease out their land 

to previous land owners and new 

investors. Land is divided per 

                                              
90  Interview with Stephen Antig, PBGEA, Davao City, 27/11/2012 
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(Republic 

Act 6657 

(CARL) 

and 

Republic 

Act 9700 

(CARP 

Extension 

with 

Reforms) 

and farmworkers through individual 

and collective titles 

* Beneficiaries encouraged to 

organise into cooperative and 

establish collective ownership, but 

many opt for individual ownership 

* 5 ha. retention limit for original 

owners 

* Awarded land may not be sold or 

transferred by the beneficiaries for a 

period of ten years 

* State obligated to pay previous land 

owner for acquisition 

* Beneficiaries pay state for land in 

instalments over a 30-year period  

household, meaning investors negotiate 

with each.  

IPRA  

1997 

(Republic 

Act 8371) 

*Recognises indigenous people’s 

right to ancestral domain and to free, 

prior, and informed consent on 

projects in their areas.  

* Indigenous groups are issued a 

certificate of ancestral domain title 

(CADT) to protect their right to 

ancestral domain. 

* Awardees are required to organise 

into a group to implement various 

regulations that are a part of the act  

* Cannot sell the land but can lease 

it. 

* Leasing land under IPRA is more 

attractive to some investors since the 

collective area is larger than the area 

covered by cooperatives under CARP 

and more contiguous.   

* Investors are optimistic about this 

option in Mindanao, and it is being 

pushed as a development plan by the 

government.  

 

Source: Author's elaboration  

 

Given these regulations, accessing large contiguous areas is much more trying for 

foreign investors in the Philippines than in Indonesia. As explained in the previous 

chapter, in Indonesia the vast power of the state over large areas of land makes it possible 

for oil palm companies to acquire thousands of hectares of land through connections with 

the state. In comparison, most land in the Philippines is already under the control of 
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landed elites, agricultural capitalists, small scale land owners, agrarian reform 

beneficiaries, and indigenous communities, apart from the state, leaving little room for 

foreign investors to operate without working with domestic parties. There are also 

institutional limitations to foreign access to land that go beyond laws banning foreigners 

from owning land.  These include land regulations (CARP and IPRA) limiting the 

availability of large swathes of land for acquisition.  

Foreign investors are therefore required to work with local allies to access land 

and they must do so through private titles and private sector allies, government mediated 

lands and government allies, or through a combination of the two. Foreign investors who 

decide to work with a domestic company can acquire up to 40% ownership of a domestic 

company and then control land/production through: long-term leases (up to 75 years), 

growership, joint-management contracts, free land use, or production contracts and 

income sharing arrangements (Borras, Franco, Alano, & Carranza, 2011, p. 8). Foreign 

investors who successfully enter joint ventures with well-connected national/local 

companies can gain access to the company’s pre-existing network, presence in the region 

of acquisition, and knowledge on how to navigate regulations. Foreign investors who 

enter a joint venture or establish a local company (with local partners) can also acquire 

land control with the help of private brokers or through the state. An investor who takes 

the first option must pay a fee to a broker who negotiates on behalf of the company. The 

way in which land is acquired is discussed more extensively in the next section.  

The foreign investors who acquire land control through the state do so with the 

help of the Department of Agriculture – Philippine Agricultural Development and 

Commercial Corporation (DA-PADCC), Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), or 

National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) with the Department of 

Environment and Natural Resources (DENR). Table 11 outlines the avenues available 

through different government agencies.  

Table 11. How foreign investors can acquire land control through different 

government agencies in the Philippines 
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Agency  About Arrangements  Type of Agreement 

Department of 

Agriculture 

(DA) 

(formerly with 

help of 

PADCC 

before it was 

dissolved) 

PADCC’s acquired and distributed 

available public or private land for 

investors 

*Private long-term lease with large 

land holder 

*long-term lease with cooperative 

*contract growing scheme with 

cooperative 

Department of 

Agrarian 

Reform 

(DAR) 

DAR acts as a broker in deals on land 

distributed to Agrarian Reform 

Beneficiaries (ARBs) under CARP  

 

*long-term lease with cooperative 

*contract growing scheme with 

cooperative 

Department of 

Environmental 

and Natural 

Resources 

(DENR) & 

National 

Commission 

on Indigenous 

Peoples 

(NCIP) 

DENR consolidates land for the 

investor in public forest land  

For land under a Certificate of 

Ancestral Domain Title (CADT), the 

NCIP facilitates negotiations between 

investors and indigenous 

communities and organises the 

procedures associated with Free, 

Prior and Informed Consent 

associated with IPRA 

*long-term lease with state and/or   

indigenous community 

 

Source: Author's elaboration  

 

In Mindanao, provincial and district governments have also been under the 

influence of local elites and strongmen who may shape the implementation of the 

regulations discussed above. For example, officials from the DAR and the DENR have 

been known to be influenced by local elites who are able to bend regulations in their 

favour. The DENR in particular is ‘known for being subject to political influence, 

particularly at the provincial level. It has been reported that, on occasion, EIAs 

[environmental impact assessments] are simply prewritten by proponents and then put 

before an independent verifier for signature in return for a fee’ (Neame & Villarante, 

2015, p. 204).  

Through connections and positions within the state, the banana elite has been 

directly involved in the formation, implementation, and evasion of policies and 
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regulations for decades. In effect, the influence of the banana elite is perhaps nowhere 

more pronounced than in the institutional setting. This is demonstrated in the political 

economy and history of land control and dispossession in Mindanao’s banana sector. The 

next section presents the power of local and domestic elites over the institutional-

structural setting especially in relation to control over land, and how this may hinder a 

foreign investor’s ability to enter the sector and acquire land for banana production.  

The political economy of Mindanao’s banana sector: The banana elite, land control, and 

dispossession  

The Philippine banana industry is made up of a small group of transnational 

corporations and their local elite allies. Together, they have maintained influence over the 

sector and land in Mindanao through political positions, financial influence, and 

social/business ties. However, in recent years the global banana commodity chain has 

begun to shift, leading to changes in the Philippine banana industry. 

The modern Philippine agricultural system is comprised of a traditional and non-

traditional sector (Borras, 2001 based on Hawes, 1987; Ofreneo, 1980; Tadem, Reyes, & 

Magno, 1984; S. Vellema, 1994). The traditional sector, dominated by traditional landed 

elites, involves low-value high-volume crops such as rice, corn, coconut, and sugarcane 

and ‘is characterized by obsolete production and exchange relations, but continues to be 

the major sector in terms of nationally aggregated monetary value and land-use’ (Borras, 

2001, p. 549). The non-traditional sector is dominated by non-traditional elites including 

urban-based entrepreneurs and multinational corporations and involves high-value and 

low-volume crops and includes export products, such as bananas (ibid.).  

The non-traditional agricultural sector involves large producers and processors, 

including, in the tropical fruits sector, Unifrutti Philippines, Inc. (owned by the Italian De 

Nadai Group and run by a person of Spanish descendent), Del Monte Fresh Produce 

(Phils.) Inc. (U.S.-American, with various holders and run by the Campos family), Dole 
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Philippines (U.S.-American, with Japanese connections on Mindanao operations91), 

Sumifru (owned by Japanese Company Sumitomo Corp. and managed by the Cuyegkeng 

family), Marsman (owned by Marsman-Drysdale Group, a Filipino company), and Hijo 

Resources (owned by the Tuason family, an old landed elite family). There are also 

cooperatives that compete with or work for these dominant companies in the tropical 

fruits sector, such as the Federation of Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries (ARBs)/ Banana-

based co-ops of Davao.  

The banana corporations have operated in Mindanao for many decades, such as 

Del Monte, which was established in 1926. The region has been attractive for large scale 

banana production since the United States (U.S.) colonial period, however, it has also 

been a region characterised by conflict over land, labour, and territory (Vellema et al., 

2011). Adam (2013a) argues that this conflict ‘cannot be explained by a narrative of 

Muslim armed groups fighting the Philippine state for autonomy or independence. 

Rather, most of this violence goes back to localized matters concerning access to 

resources’ (p. 166) Gutierrez and Borras (2004) likewise assert that the violence is most 

prominent in areas ‘marked by a high incidence of poverty and social exclusion’ which 

have also seen a surge in ‘entrepreneurs in violence’ who are ‘determined to enforce their 

own nonstate systems of property relations’ (2004, n.p.). This is connected to the ‘highly 

skewed distribution of land-ownership and control in the southern Philippines’ (ibid.). 

This is particularly so in the Autonomous Regime of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              
91 In 2012, Itochu Corp. of Japan bought Dole’s Worldwide Packaged Foods and Asia Fresh businesses, 

which included plantations in Mindanao (Business Mirror, 2014) 
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Figure 11. Map of Philippines with Mindanao highlighted in red 

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Wikimedia Commons  
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The ARMM was officially established in 1995 through Republic Act No. 6734 

through negotiations between the state and separatist groups (Philippine Government, 

1995). There are three main Muslim separatist groups focused on the struggle for Muslim 

autonomy or independence from the central Philippine state: the Moro National 

Liberation Front (MNLF), the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) (based in 

Maguindanao), and the Abu Sayyaf (based in Jolo and Basilan).92 While the MNLF and 

MILF have both been in negotiations with the Philippine government, the MILF is the 

one raising concerns from agrarian reform and ancestral domain (Vellema et al., 2011), 

and as such can be considered a social actor representing farmers and farm workers.  

A fourth group, focused on agrarian issues rather than autonomy, is the 

Communist Party of the Philippines-New People’s Army (CPP-NPA). This nationwide 

underground organisation had a strong presence in the Davao region in the 1980s. 

Although their influence has since waned, they have been an important social actor 

representing farmers and plantation labourers in the fight for agrarian reform, agrarian 

rights and land reform.  

Domestic and foreign investors, as well as the state, have continually attempted to 

circumvent this conflict to establish plantation-based agriculture, putting further outside 

pressure on access to land. As Kelly explains, ‘[f]or at least a century, land has been the 

key source of power and conflict in the Philippines. In the past, the struggle has focused 

on the control of agricultural land as the basis for wealth, patronage and political 

dominance’ (Kelly, 1998, p. 53). 

Throughout different periods of rule and foreign presence (Spanish, U.S., 

Japanese, and the Philippine government), Mindanao has seen waves of migration and 

                                              
92 Adam (2013a) rightly calls for a closer inspection of the connections between and within the ‘broader 

armed structures of the MILF and MNLF’ to overcome ‘the sterile dichotomy that is still too often made 

between the master narrative and configuration of the conflict, considered as political, identity and 

grievance- based violence, and the actions at the micro-level of society, considered as private, or greed- 

based violence’ (p. 170). 
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shifts in control leading to the dispossession of indigenous communities and increased 

tensions in the region.  Before the colonial powers sought to bring Mindanao under 

control, the region was mainly inhabited by indigenous people from the Lumad and Moro 

groups. While the Lumad inhabit the eastern part of Mindanao and practice a mix of 

Christianity and animism, the Moro people inhabit the Western part of Mindanao 

(historically controlled by sultanates) and practice Islam. Both groups have experienced 

increasing pressure on their land for many decades.  

During the U.S. colonial period, Mindanao became the favoured region of the 

country for plantation agriculture due to its agro-ecological climate and the vast land 

frontier, which was opened up through the implementation of Western-style private land 

titles (Vellema et al., 2011, p. 306).  The former inhabitants of the land had to prove their 

ownership in court and any unclaimed land was deemed state land and opened ‘to 

Christian settlers and agribusiness, mining and logging interests’ (ibid.).  

The government (both the colonial government and successive Philippine 

governments) simultaneously encouraged the migration of farmers from populated 

islands to the frontiers of Mindanao and allied with businesses to provide access to land 

(Vellema et al., 2011, pp. 305–307). This allowed international and domestic 

corporations and landed elites to acquire vast tracts of land through negotiation with the 

central state (ibid., p. 307). As a result,  

[t]he landscape of Mindanao changed drastically with the influx of Christian 

settlers from other islands and the arrival of American and Philippine 

corporations, building up large plantations and ranches or expanding into 

logging and mining. These developments were encouraged by the national 

government and resulted in a parallel system of enclave plantations and zones 

of timber exploration and encroachment of small-scale farming on vacant land 

and into the area controlled by leaders of Muslim communities and sultanates, 

resulting (at times) in the dispossession of the latter. (Vellema et al., 2011, p. 

305) 

Some indigenous communities would eventually lose control over their lands; however, 

the impact was not immediate (Abinales, 2000). Massive dislocation of Lumad and 
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Muslim communities would emerge in the 1970s ‘when incomers, especially the 

corporate settlers, were able formally to secure and consolidate their ownership and 

control over acquired landholdings’ (Vellema et al., 2011, p. 308).  

This wave of dispossession was encouraged during the U.S. colonial period, when 

corporate settlers developed various methods of navigating land ownership laws. During 

U.S. colonial rule, Japanese corporations in Mindanao used strategies that continue to be 

used by foreign investors today to circumvent foreign ownership laws (Abinales, 2000, 

p.84). They filled board seats with Filipino allies (ibid.) and hired local politicians and 

elites to work on their behalf. Their local allies forced indigenous communities to work 

on the farms, insulated Japanese companies from local ‘gangsters and racketeers’, and 

helped to accumulate land holdings (Abinales, 2000, p. 88).  The Japanese companies 

accumulated land holdings (often for abaca production) through a series of sub-leasing 

mechanisms (Abinales, 2000). These arrangements included: 1) ‘farm management 

contracts’, whereby ‘Filipino partners were settlers who had mortgaged their land or had 

difficulty paying their lease and found the Japanese offer of management in return for a 

fixed percentage of revenues quite attractive’; 2) ‘joint venture agreements’ which built 

on the former arrangement and involved Japanese providing capital to Filipino (and 

sometimes U.S.-American) partners to set up a local corporation; and 3) the subleasing 

arrangement of ‘pakyaw’ which involved a Japanese investor entering into a contract 

arrangement with a Filipino landowner and the two dividing the use of the land 

(Abinales, 2000, p. 83). Pakyaw became a source of tension between the Japanese and 

colonial officials who regarded it as a violation of land laws prohibiting subleasing and/or 

subcontracting to foreigners (ibid.). 

During and shortly after the U.S. colonial period, banana corporations, on their 

part, had to strategically acquire lands ‘over the constitutional limit of 1,024 hectares’ 

and they needed ‘large tracts of land concentrated in one, contiguous block to be able to 

maximize the advantages of economies of scale’ (David, Rivera, Abinales, & Teves, 

1983, p. 12). Implementing the same strategies of the Japanese, the banana corporations 
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used local allies inside and outside of government to circumnavigate these limits by 

setting up various companies (as Hijo, Cargill’s later partner, did at the time), leasing 

companies under dummies, and establishing contract farming agreements (ibid.). Dole, 

for example, leased 8,903 hectares in 1963 from the state-run National Development 

Corporation (NDC) (David et al., 1983; Gutierrez & Borras, 2004, p. 12; Hawes, 1987; 

Putzel, 1992, p. 120).  During the Marcos period, the NDC was expanded to bypass 

constitutional limits of foreign land control (Putzel, 1992, p. 145). These types of land 

control arrangements continue to be used by banana multinationals (including Hijo). 

The Philippine banana sector boomed in the 1960s when Japan lowered its tariffs 

on imported bananas (David et al., 1983, p. 7). The new tariff rates were so profitable, in 

fact, that Del Monte, historically a pineapple producer, moved into banana production in 

Mindanao (ibid.). Macroeconomic policies were also implemented to ‘modernise’ 

Mindanao’s agribusiness sector. For example, in 1961 President Diosdado Macapagal 

introduced deregulation for agricultural exporters like TADECO and with this policy 

‘transnational agribusiness corporations accelerated their drive to develop new export 

crops, particularly in Mindanao’ (Gutierrez & Borras, 2004, p. 12).  

During the martial law regime of President Marcos, banana and pineapple 

multinationals were generally protected from state interference.  They were not 

considered a threat to the powers of Marcos, unlike the landed elites in sugarcane and 

coconut growing regions (Hawes, 1987, p. 122-124). Therefore, as Hawes (1987) 

explains, ‘the combined strength of multinational investor, state technocrat, and big 

landlord was sufficient to protect this industry from most political manipulation during 

martial law’ (p. 122).  

Many of the strategies of the past continue to be used by banana corporations, 

especially the use of local elites and alliances to control land through lease and 

growership arrangements.93 Banana corporations continue to use local elites and alliances 

                                              
93 A contract agreement between an investor or agribusiness and an agrarian reform beneficiary, either 

through his/her cooperative or individually, to grow a certain amount of a specific crop at a certain price. 
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to maintain control over land and protect their operations by filling board seats with local 

officials and working with landed elites, bureaucratic elites and comprador bourgeoisie. 

Although the banana firms are considered multinational, powerful Filipino families take 

up top positions in the organisation or support the operations in one form or another. As 

Hawes (1987) explains, ‘[i]n the production of bananas, … multinationals have worked 

closely with large Filipino landlords, landlords who, on their own, are also politically 

powerful. Within the state (that is, within the administrative apparatus of the state), there 

have also been ardent supports of MNC investment in agriculture’ (1987, p. 122).  

Banana multinationals maintain influence through the business lobby group the 

Pilipino Banana Growers and Exporters Association (PBGEA). The PBGEA is a 

‘powerful industry organisation of foreign and domestic banana growers and exporters … 

which operates both monopolistic and monopsonistic control over the industry’ (Franco, 

2005, p. 39). Borras and Franco (2005) describe the PBGEA as operating, ‘like a cartel, 

controlling price levels of labor, land lease rates, and farm input and output markets. 

Individual members are influential with connections reaching up to the highest levels of 

the political system’ (2005, p. 340). Likewise, the members do not interfere in each 

other’s operations. 

The power of the banana cartel includes their influence in the selection of state 

officials and in policy implementation. Specifically, ‘three banana elite players have 

become secretary of the Department of Agriculture (DA) during the post-Marcos period, 

namely, Dole’s Senen Bacani (Aquino administration), Marsman’s Roberto Sebastian 

(Ramos administration), and Luis Lorenzo Jr. of the Lorenzo conglomerate (Macapagal-

Arroyo ad- ministration)’ (Borras and Franco, 2005, p. 359, ftn. 35). The presence of 

banana corporation employees in the DA helped influence the implementation of policies 

like CARP (Borras, 2001, p. 550). As such, banana corporations like Dole and Del 

Monte, could maintain some control over land while also complying with CARP through 

arrangements set up by the state, including the Voluntary Offer-to-Sell and Voluntary 

Land Transfer schemes. The companies were able to maintain some control by 
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redistributing land to cooperatives composed of their employees who then leased back the 

land to the companies through a rental agreement (Vellema et al., 2011, p. 312).94 

Another tactic used by banana plantation companies to control land is through 

state support after CARP is with agribusiness venture agreements (AVAs) brokered by 

the Department of Agrarian Reform (discussed above). Under these arrangements, 

banana elites managed to work with some of the institutional arrangements of CARP to 

‘evade effective redistribution of land, wealth, and power, while perpetuating elite control 

over plantation operations through onerous post-reform contracts’ (Borras & Franco, 

2005, p. 343).  

The history of Del Monte Philippines and its experience with CARP demonstrates 

how its executives and their national connections have shaped the company’s success. 

Del Monte is one of the largest banana corporations in the country and operates the 

TADECO plantation under the ANFLOCOR Group of Companies (TADECO, 2016). 

TADECO was founded by Antonio Floirendo, known as the ‘banana king’, who was 

described as ‘a man who could work with whatever politician was in power and as the 

warlord for Region XI, the Davao region’ (Hawes, 1987, p. 114). The Floirendo family 

provides a primary example of how elite networks and family ties shape business 

dynamics in the Philippines, and Mindanao especially: 

Antonio Floirendo … married the sister of Rodolfo del Rosario, a businessman 

from Davao City. Del Rosario became a three-term representative of Davao 

del Norte and governor of the province. Del Rosario, in turn, is married to 

Milagros Garcia, sister of former Davao City representative Manuel Garcia. 

Floirendo, Del Rosario, and Manuel Garcia became powerful leaders of the 

Marcos's political party, the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan… This extended 

family has been able to survive shifts in regime and administration. (Gutierrez 

& Borras, 2004, p. 11) 

During the Marcos era, Antonio Floirendo, along with other local cronies of Marcos, 

‘received tremendous economic privilege by presidential decree, and in return they were 

                                              
94 See (Borras, 2007) for a complete discussion of the politics of this reform and implications of agrarian 

mobilisation on it 
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called upon to mobilize local and regional support for Marcos’ (Hawes, 1987, p. 130). 

This enabled the Floirendos to ‘establish and consolidate their own political and 

economic enclave’ (Franco, 2005, p. 21). The power of the Floirendo family has certainly 

outlived the Marcos period.  

When CARP was implemented, the Floirendos used loopholes to avoid a full 

redistribution of land under CARP (for a more complete analysis, see Borras, 2007). 

They could circumvent land regulations and acquire around 8,500 hectares: 3,500 

hectares was privately owned but was once public land and 5,000 hectares was leased 

from the government’s Davao Penal Colony (DAPECOL) for P1,000 [$19.50 USD] per 

hectare per year (much lower that the adjacent plantations that go for P40,000) (Gutierrez 

& Borras, 2004, pp. 11–12). To set up the plantation, ‘[t]he Floirendos were reported to 

have violently ejected numerous communities of early settlers in DAPECOL’ (ibid.) 

While it remains true that the influence of the banana elite is deeply entrenched in 

Mindanao, a transformation is underway that is connected to global political economic 

shifts of the past two decades. This is demonstrated in the loss of market share of the top 

three banana corporations - Chiquita, Dole and Del Monte. In the 1980s the three 

companies controlled 65.3% of global banana exports and by 2013 this dropped to 

36.3%, ‘[a]s a consequence, other companies now account for over half of all exports’ 

(UN FAO, 2014b, p. 1). In the Philippines, more competitors and buyers have been 

entering the banana market and bypassing traditional elites by going directly to smaller 

producers or growing for themselves.  

In some cases, farmers that were in a contract with large multinationals have been 

engaging in ‘pole-vaulting’, which involves the contracted farmer selling the bananas 

intended for a certain company to a third party. Increasingly, the third party involves 

foreign investors (such as from China and South Korea) (Thiers, 2017, p. 9) who do not 

belong to the PBGEA and do not hold allegiance to its partner firms. Therefore, it is 

possible that the bargaining power of small growers and cooperatives is strengthening 
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due to changes occurring in the global banana market (Thiers, 2017). As Thiers (2017) 

explains, 

By selling (part of) their [smallholders] produce to other, non-contracted 

buyers, the latter have directly contributed to the emergence of alternative 

trade routes that circumvent and undermine the control of the traditional lead 

firms in the commodity chain. The particular ways in which they have done so 

have carved out the scene for new contemporary struggles for control whereby 

new private and public actors have become involved in the governance of the 

Philippine export banana sector. (p. 18) 

Further, key importing countries of Philippine bananas, like China and South Korea, have 

begun growing their own bananas, adding another layer of competition. There have also 

been cases of foreign holdings companies acquiring shares in banana companies with 

land in the Philippines. For example, in 2012, Itochu Corp. of Japan bought Dole’s 

Worldwide Packaged Foods and Asia Fresh businesses, gaining control of its plantations 

in Mindanao (Business Mirror, 2014, n.p.).  

 It is possible that this shift is one of the reasons Cargill was interested in investing 

in banana production, especially after having witnessed other holdings companies 

acquiring land through shareholdings. However, Cargill’s plan hit a few barriers in 

accessing land, highlighting that perhaps the changes above have yet to impact the 

influence of banana elites over and within the Philippine state. The banana elites have 

been wrestling to maintain their influence over the sector and continue to act as key 

suppliers for importing countries and processors. 

 In 2016, Rodrigo Duterte, former mayor of Davao City and former congressman, 

was elected President of the Philippines. While this occurred after the research period, it 

is important to reflect on its possible implications for the banana sector. With the election 

of Duterte, the power of the banana elites and the elites of Davao del Norte could become 

even more entrenched within the national government. Antonio Floirendo Jr., son of the 

infamous banana boss Antonio Floirendo Sr., was Duterte’s biggest election campaign 
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donor with P100 million ($1.98 million95 USD) (Imperial, 2016, n.p.).  Duterte has filled 

several top cabinet positions with powerful Mindanao elite actors and allies (Pacia, 2017, 

n.p.). For instance, Carlos Dominguez, a former chairman of the PBGEA (1977-1983), 

childhood friend of Duterte and donor to his campaign, was named Secretary of Finance.  

Emmanuel Piñol, also from Mindanao, was appointed Secretary of Agriculture. The 

secretaries of justice, defence, and foreign affairs are also Duterte’s allies from Mindanao 

(Imperial, 2016, n.p.). Pantaleon Alvarez, congressman of Davao del Norte, is currently 

Speaker of the House of Representatives and possibly one of Duterte’s most influential 

associates (Cepeda, 2017, n.p.). Internal rivalry surfaced when, in March 2017, Alvarez 

filed a complaint accusing a Floirendo company, TADECO, for maintaining a 

disadvantageous lease contract with the government for its 5,308-hectare banana 

plantation in the Davao Penal Colony (ibid.). Duterte then ordered the abolition of the 

contract, which will subsequently be offered through a public bidding (ibid). Even 

considering these internal tensions, the current influence of Duterte’s elite allies from 

Mindanao within the national state is striking. The power of the Davao del Norte and 

banana elites appears once again to solidify with the transition to this new government. 

 In short, the Philippine banana industry has been characterised by (1) institutional 

manipulation to achieve land control since the U.S. colonial period, (2) connections to the 

state system used to evade the loss of land and labour control, (3) a strong oligopolistic 

control over a lucrative industry, and (4) concentration in the region of Mindanao due to 

the growing climate. The banana industry is dominated by an elite class with the power 

and motive to maintain its influence in a region with limited land resources. 

 The question then is how this influences the space for foreign investors in the 

banana sector and their ability to acquire land control. The next section addresses this 

question with a review of several successful land deals in the country. 

The space for foreign land investment  

                                              
95 Exchange rate from 13 July 2017 
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In this subsection, I review examples of successful land deals in the Philippines 

and clarify the factors that helped the deals succeed regardless (or because) of the 

institutional and political barriers listed above. Before doing so, it is important to note 

some key differences regarding the space for foreign land investment between the 

Indonesian and Philippine cases. 

 First, large-scale land deals are much more likely to succeed in Indonesia than in 

the Philippines. Second, in the Indonesian case the commodity that Cargill is investing in 

(oil palm) is the driving force behind the country’s land rush, whereas in the case from 

the Philippines the commodity Cargill is investing in (banana) hardly shows up on the 

radar in the current land rush. Instead, the most extensive Philippine cases involve real 

estate (industrial, commercial, and tourism-related), biofuel feedstock production, oil 

palm (in Palawan and Mindanao), and special economic zones (Cruz, Juliano, & Viña, 

n.d.;  Manahan, Cruz, & Carranza, 2015). Consequently, the Indonesian chapter focused 

primarily on oil palm cases, whereas this chapter focuses on land deals for various 

commodities and purposes.  Third, in Indonesia both foreign and domestic firms have 

been successful in achieving large scale land control, whereas in the Philippines it is 

mostly domestic elites that are able to secure land control.  

These differences highlight important dimensions of the Philippine land rush: (1) 

that clear barriers exist for foreign investors, (2) that these barriers are connected to land 

relations and regulations, and (3) these barriers can be gateways for certain domestic 

investors and may offer opportunities to the foreign investors who establish strategic 

national alliances (i.e. connections to certain domestic players that establish different 

types of access).  

This section reviews the strategic alliances available to foreign investors based on 

the main domestic actors involved, including: (1) domestic private sector elites, (2) state 

actors and brokers/land deal entrepreneurs, and (3) social actors (communities and 

NGOs).  
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Domestic private sector elites, especially powerful family conglomerates, are best 

positioned to use their knowledge and connections within government to bend 

regulations, acquire land control and establish projects in real estate, tourism and special 

economic zones. The most powerful and wealthy elite families in the Philippines own 

successful real estate and tourism firms, including the Sy’s (SM Development Corp.), the 

Ayalas (Ayala Land), David Consunji (DMCI/Semirara Mining Corp.), and former 

Senator Manuel Villar (Vista Land and Lifescapes Inc.) (Manahan et al., 2015, p. 7). 

Using their longstanding and extensive networks with business allies and government 

officials, various firms and landlords have successfully capitalised on the real estate 

boom and expanded into agricultural areas.  

The developing biofuel sector promoted by the government, in contrast, has seen 

more domestic and foreign alliances in land investments compared to the real estate type 

projects that are mostly undertaken by powerful domestic elite actors. I discuss two cases 

below, which demonstrate the way foreign investors may evade various regulations and 

political economic barriers by working with domestic and local entrepreneurs and 

bureaucrats 

In the first case, involving Palawan Palm & Vegetable Oil Mills Inc. (PPVOMI) 

and its sister company Agumil Philippines Inc. (AGPI), it becomes clear how foreign 

investors aligned with domestic investors to gain access to their knowledge of, and 

connections within, the state. The company used connections to bureaucrats to manage 

land disputes and competing land claims. PPVOMI is 60% Singaporean and 40% 

Filipino-owned and AGPI is 75% Filipino-owned and 25% Malaysian (Novellino, 2015). 

Seventy-five per cent of the oil palm plantations, located in Palawan, are owned and run 

by individual self-financing growers and cooperative out-growers and 25% by PPVOMI 

(Novellino, 2015). There have been various community-led land disputes, which Agumil 

Plantations settled with the help of barangay (village) officials (Neame & Villarante, 

2015, pp. 212–213). This support comes from ‘certain local civil servants who 

themselves have vested interests in the development’ (Neame & Villarante, 2015, p. 214). 
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Therefore, the devices of local government officials aligned with those of the investors, 

lead to a strategic alliance that has provided the joint venture with access to land. 

Another case, involving a South Korean jatropha project called Eco-Global in 

Saranggani in southern Mindanao, demonstrates how a foreign investor may successfully 

override local power struggles using an alliance with the national bureaucratic elite. In 

2009, the DENR allocated Eco-Global 11,000-hectares, which later turned out to be 

under a pasture lease agreement controlled by a powerful member of the local elite who 

had been allotted the land for cattle raising by the local government (Borras et al., 2011, 

p. 12). A local indigenous community came forth and explained how this lessor had 

forced them off the land (ibid.). The company strategically used this political situation in 

order to organise and mobilise the indigenous community as well as non-indigenous 

claimants to claim the contested land (Borras et al., 2011, pp. 12–13). Borras et al. (2011) 

explain that, ‘the Eco-Global project proved to be too high profile, favoured by the Office 

of the President in Manila and subject to earlier positive media hype about investments in 

marginal lands. The local elite was over-powered’ (p. 13).  

This takes us to the second actor group - state actors and brokers/land deal 

entrepreneurs. ‘State actors’ refers to mayors, barangay captains, local bosses, and 

community leaders, police/military, and government officials of key departments such as 

the DAR, DA, DENR, and the Land Registration Authority (LRA). Brokers/land deal 

entrepreneurs are actors who provide special services for the investors, such as private 

security firms, land consolidators, and land brokers who act as ‘middlemen’ by acquiring 

titles and rights to use land from various individuals (Manahan et al., 2015, p. 7). These 

local representatives can help negotiate land control contracts with communities, mediate 

conflicts, act as armed security, help push people off the land, and more (Manahan et al., 

2015, p. 8).  

Brokers are often bureaucrats and municipal mayors who capitalise on permitting 

processes, rezoning and land conversion. This is possible in part because of the influence 

of the municipality in the reclassification of land after the implementation of the Local 
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Government Code (LGC) in 1991. Take the case of mayors from Cavite province. Kelly 

(1998) explains, in reference to rezoning and land conversion for industrial/commercial 

use, that,  

[i]n addition to their regulatory roles, municipal mayors are also frequently 

powerful political “bosses” in a more informal sense, with considerable 

coercive resources in the form of law enforcement officers (the LGC [local 

government code] also placed local police detachments under the jurisdiction 

of municipal officials) and private retainers . . . As a result, municipal 

politicians have been able to exert considerable control over the land 

conversion process. (Kelly, 1998, p. 49) 

Over time and through the influence and structure of the state, ‘Cavite’s municipal 

mayors have evolved into the province’s leading real estate agents and brokers’ (Sidel, 

1995, p. 247).  

The case of the Aurora Pacific Economic Zone (APECO), which covers 12,923 

hectares of land in Aurora Province, demonstrates how political elite actors often act as 

land deal brokers. The project involves the Angara political dynasty, APECO 

administration, and different (unlisted) investors (Cruz et al., n.d, n.p). The Angaras are a 

powerful local family, with members controlling key elected positions, such as a 

Congressman, Senator, Governor of Aurora Province, and Mayor. In this particular 

project, the Angaras act as part land broker and part property developer (ibid.). They are 

able do this since economic zones require approval from Congress, wherein the Angara 

family is well represented. To benefit from this, the Angaras are ‘acquiring cheap land, 

implementing “business-friendly” policies, neutralizing local opposition to land 

acquisitions, improving the built infrastructure of the area (ex. roads, power, water, 

sanitation, ports)’ (Cruz et al. n.d., n.p). By 2010, the companies owned more than 48 

distinct property lots in Barangays Sabang and Zabali in Baler, Aurora province (ibid.). 

This case demonstrates how entrepreneurs use elected office to receive approval for 

ecozones and funding for the development of infrastructure.  

In the cases discussed here we can see how the third type of actor group, social 

actors, may engage in contestation around land deals and what this means for foreign 
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investors’ strategies and use of domestic and local allies. Social actors are especially 

significant to the Philippine case since, in the past decades, there have been strong 

farmer, farmworker, and indigenous people’s organisations that assert smallholders’ 

rights to land and that have successfully pressured for the land laws of CARP and IPRA. 

In fact, domestic and foreign investors have listed the influence of these groups as 

possible barriers to land acquisition. Borras and Franco identify ‘at least three 

intersections of political contestations within and between the state and social forces … 

namely, poor people versus corporate actors, poor people versus the state, and poor 

people versus poor people’ (Borras & Franco, 2013, p. 1730). These types of 

contestations in the Philippines lead to different opportunities and constraints to the plans 

of foreign investors. Often, all three types of actor interaction and struggle are at work 

simultaneously in land deals in the Philippines. 

The first, ‘poor people versus corporate actors’ is ‘more common in cases where 

the issue is about incorporation into an enterprise [project], or is about improvement of 

the terms of poor people’s inclusion’ (ibid.). These follow ‘struggles against exploitation’ 

and ‘struggles for, and within, incorporation’ and can focus on a range of issues from 

labour to environment. This type of contestation is sometimes used by foreign investors 

to work with communities and incorporate them into plans. In some cases, companies 

turn community members against each other (through incorporation versus exclusion) 

thereby acquiring control over land and controlling uprisings. The way foreign investors 

respond will depend on the investor and those who constitute their alliances. A good 

example is a case from Isabela province, discussed further below, where communities 

negotiated better arrangements in the project. Another example involves a joint venture 

between the Kuok Group of Companies (Malaysian company) and the Filipino San 

Miguel Corporation (SMC) for an oil palm and cassava project in Davao del Norte, 

Mindanao.  In this case, the communities informally inhabiting the land organised to be 

incorporated into the project. The government and company offered different growership 
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arrangements ‘and many of them agreed and in the process negotiated the terms of their 

incorporation’ (Borras & Franco, 2013, pp. 1735–1736).  

The second type, ‘poor people versus the state’, is more common in cases of 

relocation and resettlement and results in ‘struggles against dispossession’ (Borras & 

Franco, 2013, p. 1730). In such forms of contestation, the success of the land-deal project 

will depend on a variety of circumstances, including the foreign investor’s domestic and 

local allies and the strength and scale of public uproar. An example of this in the 

Philippines is when the Arroyo administration attempted to push through a land deal with 

China that would have included around 1.3 million-hectares of land for agricultural 

production intended for Chinese markets. This led to public outcry and massive protests, 

forcing the government to cancel the project.  

 Finally, ‘poor people versus poor people’ is a form of inter- and intra-class 

interaction, and according to Borras and Franco (2013,) is ‘probably more common than 

the popular literature would acknowledge’ (p. 1730). When a land deal is underway in a 

community, it is possible to see simultaneous struggles against and for the deal. These 

divisions offer opportunities for foreign investors (depending on the investor, their local 

allies, and their local knowledge).  

To understand how some investors (primarily domestic) have been more 

successful than other (mostly foreign) investors in gaining land access and control in the 

Philippines (and investing in certain regions), it is important to reiterate the barriers to 

investments found in the country’s institutional-structural and political economic setting 

that were discussed previously. These barriers are: the country’s complex and fragmented 

land tenure systems, elite capture of the state and institutions, and the influence and 

actions of social actors (especially, farmers’ struggles to gain and maintain access to 

land). Only those investors with the capacity to adapt to this context, ‘manage’ 

smallholder resistance, and manoeuvre within the conflicting property systems, are able 

to acquire land control in the Philippines.  
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In the Philippines, specific elite families, the landed elite, and agricultural 

companies have controlled certain sectors, such as has historically been the case with the 

banana industry. The level of control that (local) business elite actors wield over certain 

sectors can influence whether and how a foreign investor can acquire access to land. The 

ability to achieve control also varies by region.  

Take the case of a large bioethanol investment project in San Mariano, Isabela 

Province, which involves two companies: a Philippine owned company (Ecofuel) that 

invests in sugarcane production and a Japanese-Taiwanese-Philippine joint venture 

(Green Future Innovation) that built the bioethanol plant. The sugarcane sector in Isabela 

is not controlled by a dominant business clique dependent on monopolised control over 

access to land and entrance into the sector. Moreover, the bioethanol investors found a 

most supportive ally among the local elite. As Franco et al. (2011) suggest, ‘[t]here seems 

to be no other reason for centring the project in San Mariano than it is the apparent pet 

project of the current mayor of San Mariano, local strongman and political dynasty 

holder, Edgar Talosig “Bobot” Go’ (Franco et al., 2011, n.p.). The Philippine investors in 

this project are, in turn, well-positioned: they come from ‘big tobacco, big grains, and big 

sugar’ and are linked to 

the Philippine Tobacco Growers Association, the Mindanao Grains Processing 

Center, the Federation of Filipino Chinese Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry, Universal Leaf Tobacco (a global trading corporation), and Philsurin, 

the privately-funded research and development arm of the sugar industry 

(planters and millers), which has pinned its hopes on large-scale bioethanol 

projects to revive the industry… (Franco et al., 2011, p. n.p.) 

National and local government officials helped facilitate the investors’ entry, 

identified plantation sites, endorsed the project, and hailed it as ‘one of the top 

investments in the province’ (Shohibuddin, Alano, & Nooteboom, 2015, n.p). 

Apparently, the DAR and DENR were pushed by national and provincial state officials to 

find more land and land reform beneficiaries willing to lease their land to Ecofuel (Borras 

et al., 2011, p. 16). Domestic and local businesses helped negotiate arrangements and 

establish local connections. Eventually, the investors managed to control 11,000 hectares 
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of non-contiguous land covered by lease, self-financing, and contract farming 

arrangements, involving smallholders with formal and informal land rights. Those with 

informal ownership claims were certified by village officials to help facilitate the land 

leases (Alano, 2015; Rutten et al., 2017, p. 10). Land fragmentation was overcome with 

support from the state, and domestic and local entrepreneurs. The case of San Mariano 

therefore demonstrates how the institutional-structural setting and the political-economic 

setting must align and general investment opportunities must present themselves (such as 

necessary partnerships and projects at the right time and in the right place) for an outside 

investor to acquire land control in the Philippines. 

If we focus on (local) elite power and its relation to the commodity involved, then 

it becomes clearer why the sugarcane sector in Isabela may be more open to land 

acquisition by outside investors compared to the banana sector in Mindanao. Namely, the 

banana elite dominate the Mindanao banana sector through oligopolistic power and the 

ability and desire to maintain influence in a region with limited land resources.  

From the outset, Cargill’s investment plans in Davao, Mindanao, were taking place 

in a much more complicated environment than Ecofuel’s project in Isabela. As such, 

Cargill’s likelihood of success may be influenced by whether the established (local) 

business elite actors control access to the land, the trade, and the institutional regulations 

of the commodity of investment (e.g. the banana industry in Davao). The institutional 

structures that cause fragmentation and other barriers to land control, especially for 

foreign investors, can be bypassed in certain settings and under certain circumstances. 

While there are limits to foreign land investment in the Philippines related to the 

structural-institutional setting, it is the political-economic context of the commodity and 

region that shapes how and whether a foreign investor can acquire land control and is 

willing to do so given the risks and costs associated with the project. The question, then, 

is how did this affect the Cargill case? Part two addresses this question. 
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Part 2 | The Case  

In Part Two, I analyse Cargill-Black River’s investment in Mindanao.  I reflect on 

the possible reasons behind the investment partners selected by Cargill-Black River, 

given the local state-capital-society relations and why this choice may not have been 

enough to establish the level of control intended by ANI and Black River. To do so, first, 

an ethnographic account of an investment conference in Davao, Mindanao is presented. 

Second, the origins of the case study are introduced by tracing how the plans were 

started, who was initially involved, and what the objective of the investment was. Third, 

the main investment avenues that were considered by the Black River-ANI alliance to 

acquire land control are reviewed, namely acquiring land through a broker, datu, or 

landed banana elite. Fourth, and finally, the outcome of the deal is presented.  

A tour through an investment conference in Mindanao  

The ‘Davao Investment Conference,’ held at the new SM96 mega-mall convention 

centre in Davao City (16-17 November 2012) is organised by the Davao City Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry, Inc., Davao City Investment Promotion Center, Department of 

Trade and Industry Region XI, Board of Investments Davao, Department of Tourism 

Region XI, Mindanao Development Authority, Davao Integrated Development Program, 

and the Department of Foreign Affairs. 

As I enter the mall, I am greeted by musicians wearing indigenous clothing from 

various regions of Mindanao playing regional ethnic music while women dance under a 

banner that reads, ‘Invest in Mindanao: Life is here’. I am directed to the convention 

centre where I find businesswomen and men in suits greeting each other and taking seats 

while waiters circulate with drinks. The room is spacious and decorated with ethnic items 

and artefacts. A large table at the back of the room is overflowing with regional 

delicacies and desserts. 

                                              
96 Owned by the Sy family, prominent members of the Chinese-Philippine oligarchy. SM is one of the 

largest conglomerates in the Philippines, involved in mall development, real estate, banking, tourism, and 

more (SM Investments Corporation, 2016, n.p.). 
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A gong sounds to mark the start of the conference. The opening ceremony starts 

with a group singing a gospel hymn followed by a Christian prayer, asking God to bless 

the event so that many business deals can be struck to develop Mindanao. The conference 

organisers then acknowledge the impressive list of attendees, including: government 

delegations, representatives of Filipino investors (among them the Ayala family), foreign 

investors, government officials (e.g. of the Board of Investments), business clubs (e.g. the 

Makati Business Club), as well as individual members of the Makati Business Club and 

the Davao City Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Inc., and the Vice President of the 

Mindanao Philippine Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Inc.  

The message is the same in each introduction and the presentations that follow: 

Mindanao is the future investment hub of the Philippines, the government is a friend to 

investors, and the conflict in the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) is 

no cause for concern. There are various presentations over the two-day period outlining 

the investment opportunities in Mindanao. 

After various introductions, we break for lunch. Immediately, people scatter and 

begin to greet old friends and attempt to make new business partners. Several individuals 

approach me to inquire into my presence at the conference. A few people ask me if I am 

interested in investing in Mindanao. The feeling of eagerness to strike deals is palpable. 

Throughout the day, the organisers continually announce the number of business 

meetings arranged and every time business deals are made. By the end of the conference 

a supposed 25 to 30 deals have been struck, 18 of which took place on the second day. 

The networking extends beyond the conference walls at a golf tournament and at a ‘Gala 

Dinner’ held at the Waterfront Insular Hotel. 

One area of the venue is cornered off as a networking room where attendees meet 

to discuss possible deals. It is here that I meet with different government actors and 

investors, including: Sakiran A. Hajan (Chairman of BOI ARMM), Jason Magnaye 

(Officer in Charge of Davao City Investment Promotions Center), Jernality P. Silaga 

(Department of Trade and Industry), Gil M. Dureza (Chief of BOI-Davao), John Carlo 
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Tria (Business Development Director, Environmental Counsellors Inc.), Cielito Habito 

(Ateneo de Manila University), and Wilfred T. Teves (Vice President for agribusiness at 

the Davao City Chamber of Commerce and Industry). The government interviewees 

mostly want to discuss the benefits of investing in Mindanao and the available 

government support. The investors describe the need for strong partnerships and a sturdy 

investment plan. 

The players involved in hyping up investment in Mindanao are seeking to attract 

capital and legitimise their work, while those responding to the hype are in search of 

access. While doing so, they create new business networks and hope to establish access to 

important resources, including land, capital, contracts, legal documents, infrastructure, 

and the actors relevant to ensure access.  

This conference recalls my previous experience at the financial conference in 

Singapore (presented in chapter three), has a Filipino flair, with ethnic dances, music, and 

repeated prayers for God’s support of their business plans. This is a site of encounter, 

where investors seek avenues of expansion and advertisement, while regional actors sell 

Mindanao as the exciting investment opportunity. The region is being packaged and sold 

in a way that encourages foreign capital to invest in Mindanao. 

Cargill, Black River Asset Management, and Agrinurture  

In this section, I trace how the investment plans of Cargill’s private equity firm, 

Black River Asset Management, were started, who was initially involved, and what the 

objective of the investment was. This will allow for a comparison of what Black River 

had intended with its investment plans and what actually came to be. The project 

provides an interesting point of analysis to understand why some deals are less successful 

than others. To do so, Cargill is first positioned in the Philippine context, then the 

objective of Black River as an asset management firm and its original plans in the 

Philippines are discussed, and finally the company that Black River selected to invest in, 

Agrinurture (ANI), is presented and positioned in the political economy of the country.  
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A brief history of Cargill in the Philippines 

This subsection positions Cargill in the political economy of the Philippines by 

describing Cargill’s origins and transformations over the years. Cargill started doing 

business in the Philippines in 1947 and opened its office in 1948 as its vegetable oil 

division began sourcing copra (dried coconut meat) to export to the United States 

(Cargill, 2016, n.p.). Cargill’s operations in the Philippines are now focused on sourcing 

and processing grain, oilseed and protein meal (including, wheat, corn, soybeans, palm 

kernel, copra (coconut) and fishmeal), manufacturing commercial feeds, and sweetener 

production (Cargill, 2016f, n.p.). Until recently, Cargill had no investments in land in the 

country. The question then is what encouraged Cargill to suggest to Black River to invest 

in ANI, and why was Black River interested in the Philippines for land investment? To 

answer these questions, we must first contextualise Cargill’s position in the country, 

especially with reference to the nature of Cargill’s relations with public and private sector 

actors over the course of its operations in the Philippines. 

Until recently, Cargill acted mostly as a trader, processor, and developer in the 

country. Cargill has continually adjusted to the state-capital-society dynamics of the time 

by working with different elite actors. This allowed Cargill to collect allies throughout 

the country and strengthen its domestic position. Since its foundation in the country, 

Cargill has adjusted its operations to the political and economic situation of the time and 

region of investment. It acquired and established domestic companies depending on the 

opportunities available at the time –e.g. an offer for joint venture, a company going 

public, a sector opening or closing off, or a region become more investment friendly. 

Cargill’s experience in the Philippines has at times been difficult. In 1972, with the 

declaration of Martial Law, then President Marcos began taking over important sectors 

occupied by Marcos challengers and local subsidiaries of foreign companies from 

lucrative sectors, including the sugar and coconut industries (Hawes, 1987, p. 47). 

Cargill’s two coconut subsidiaries were taken over and bought out by United Coconut Oil 

Mills, a company controlled by Eduardo Cojuangco Jr., a crony of Marcos (discussed in 
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chapter three) (Hawes, 1987, pp. 71–76). While Cargill was being squeezed out of the 

coconut industry, Cojuangco was using his connection to Marcos to solidify his position 

within the industry and Marcos was using the takeovers with two aims in mind:  to 

‘weaken potential opponents from the countryside - the landlord politicians who had for 

generations dominated Philippine politics’, and to gain ‘access to funds generated by the 

industry’ (Hawes, 1987, pp. 81–82). 

Even though Marcos had interfered in Cargill’s coconut operations, the company 

remained in the country and maintained connections to some of the top conglomerates 

and elite actors. For example, Cargill established an alliance with the Ayalas, one of the 

most powerful business families in the Philippines, to vertically integrate its corn 

operations (Pray, 1997, p. 127). In the 1980s, Ofreneo described Cargill as one of the 

‘biggest and most entrenched agribusiness interests’ in the country (Ofreneo, 1981, p. 

27).  

During the Green Revolution, Cargill slowly became one of the top research and 

corn seed production firms in the Philippines (Pray, 1997, p. 127). The Philippine 

government helped Cargill establish itself as a seed breeder in the country by supporting 

the development and distribution of Cargill’s hybrid seeds through the country’s Grains 

Production Enhancement Programme. The program involved developing infrastructure, 

credit and agricultural subsidies for farmers to use high-yield hybrid seeds to raise 

productivity (Kneen, 2002, pp. 168–169).  

Cargill’s evolution in the Philippines over time has provided it with a strong 

Philippine network and presence; meaning its employees understand the country’s 

‘investment environment’, power dynamics, and agricultural environment. The company 

has also maintained its presence in the country by establishing local operations and 

selling them off while continually adding connections amongst its various operations, 

either through partnerships or by dispersing former employees throughout the country’s 

agricultural system.  
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Table 12. History of Cargill acquisitions and company openings in the Philippines 

until 2010 

Year Acquisitions and company establishments 

1947 Cargill’s vegetable oil division started buying copra from the Philippines and 

made arrangements with Valianos, Inc. whose plant was opened for Cargill 

operations. 

1950’s Started copra buying office. Expanded to grain trading and the export of 

sugar/molasses. 

1975 Built and operated Granex, the world’s biggest copra crushing plant then, in 

Iligan City, Mindanao. The business was sold to Filipino owners about 5 

years later. 

1979 Agrotex Commodities, Inc. was opened for commodity brokerage functions. 

1981 Cargill Seeds, Inc. – Production of hybrid seeds 

1989 Cargill Philippines, Inc. was formed to trade commodities and consolidate all 

of Cargill’s operations in the Philippines. 

1991 GSC copra processing plant operations started. 

1993 Merger of Agrotex and Cargill Seeds into Cargill Philippines, Inc. 

1997 Cargill's animal nutrition business began operations in the Philippines. 

Cargill sold the molasses business. 

1998 The seeds business was sold to Monsanto. The first animal nutrition plant at 

General Santos City in Mindanao was inaugurated. 

2000 The second animal nutrition plant at Baliuag, Bulacan in Luzon was 

inaugurated. 

2001 Cargill Philippines, Inc. acquired Agribrands, Inc., (Purina animal feed). 

2006 Along with other products, Cargill acquired Degussa's carrageenan 

operations in the Philippines and formed Cargill Texturizing Solutions. 

2006 Cargill Animal Nutrition started operating another plant at Villanueva, 

Misamis Oriental, Mindanao. 

2009 LNB Brand is launched in the Philippines as part of Cargill Animal Nutrition 

Portfolio. LNB serves and supports the needs of the “do-it-yourself, 

craftsman home-mixers” who want personalized solutions in formulating 

diets for their hogs and poultry. 

2010 Cargill's grains and oilseeds, animal nutrition and texturizing solutions 

businesses operate in the Philippines. 

2010 Cargill Oil Mills Philippines, Inc. was organized 

Source: (Cargill, 2016b, verbatim)  

 

There are two investments unlisted above that are worth mentioning, as they 

demonstrate Cargill’s diverse investments and its general expansion strategies. The first 
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involves Carval, one of Cargill’s Singapore-based financial firms, that invests in 

distressed assets. Carval acquired 25% of Victorias Milling Co. (Dela Peña, 2010, n.p.), a 

major Philippine company involved in raw and refined sugar manufacturing, when it 

went bankrupt.97 After restructuring the company, Carval sold its stakes to investors. 

Interestingly, after the sale, Terence Son Keng Po, the former director of Cargill 

Financial Services and Carval Investor Service, stayed on at Victorias Milling Co. and 

became a member of the Board of Directors and the Treasurer (Victorias Milling 

Company, 2015, n.p.). This illustrates the connection between Cargill’s branches and 

subsidiaries and the interrelations of its employees in sectors important to Cargill’s 

operations.  

The second investment has to do with Cargill’s plans to become more involved in 

the country’s poultry and livestock processing sectors. Cargill recently set up a joint 

venture with Philippines-based Jollibee Foods Corporation, the largest food service 

company in Asia (Dumlao-Abadilla, 2016, n.p.), called Cargill Joy Poultry Meats 

Production, Inc. The joint venture will ‘build and operate a poultry processing plant in 

Batangas’ (Linden, 2016, n.p.). Cargill is the majority shareholder with a 70% stake.98 

This project demonstrates Cargill’s Philippine connections and expansion into the poultry 

sector.  

Recently, Cargill decided to deepen its involvement in Mindanao. As explained by 

Cargill Philippines’ president Philip Soliven in 2012, ‘[w]e are very bullish in Mindanao 

and we want to promote more business activities in there’ (Quoted in Venzon, 2012, 

n.p.). That same year, Cargill’s private equity arm, Black River, approached the head of 

the Philippine branch to ask for help in locating a domestic firm where it could invest 

through its Asian Food Fund,99 ultimately leading to the creation of Agrinurture (ANI). 

                                              
97 Per an employee at Cargill Risk Management, interview date 17/04/13 
98 The investment is valued at US$17.7 million, with US$12.2 million coming from Cargill, US$5.3 

million from JFC for the plant, and a further PHP15.2 million (US$325,000) from JFC for the realty 

business (Linden, 2016, n.p.) 
99 Interview data: Black River employee 18/10/2012 
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The next section introduces the plans of Black River and how it selected ANI for its joint 

venture partner.  

Black River Asset Management, the Asian Food Fund, and the Philippine proposal  

Black River has two core objectives as Cargill’s asset management firm: to 

become more financially integrated into agricultural production and, whenever possible, 

to boost the production capacities of companies associated with Cargill and its partners. 

The objective of the firm changes with the investment. As explained in chapter three, 

Black River obtains control of land through direct and indirect investments. 

Black River is different from a regular private equity firm since its main intention 

is to invest in agriculture in a way that reflects Cargill’s overall objectives and 

knowledge, and uses this information to invest strategically in agricultural land, 

companies, commodities, and funds. Compared to a non-agricultural private equity fund 

that is more likely to simply follow investment trends, Black River’s strategies are rooted 

in a more expansive agricultural network, experience in the agricultural sector, and 

knowledge of agricultural trends.  

Due to the structure and network of Cargill and its platform, its subsidiaries have 

access to information regarding crop shortages and surpluses, which helps the firm decide 

where to invest, in what, and when. This information influenced Black River’s decision 

to invest in agricultural production in Asia based on food shortages100 and to establish its 

Asian Food Fund.101 Black River was mostly following the financial hype surrounding 

agriculture and using its edge in the agricultural system to do so. An employee of Black 

River explained,  

BR: In 2002 we decided to spin off and create Black River. So besides using 

its own funds [Black River/Cargill]102 it raises funds of others [clients]. Now it 

has about 15 funds and most of these funds are using the same strategy and 

focus of Cargill, so they are all emerging markets based. The food fund is 

                                              
100 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
101 Interview data: Black River employee 18/10/2012 
102 Black River’s funds were initially from Cargill (interview data) 
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based on Cargill’s business. The food fund is a 455 million private equity 

fund. It is a long-term growth capital fund.  

The focus is on three main areas: [1] protein based products, which include, 

hog, poultry, aqua culture, dairy; [2] we also look at value added processing, 

whereby you bring in, say beef carcasses then you process it to sausages and 

so on; [3] we also look at supply chain management, whereby you look for 

contract farmers and you officially bring these dispersed farmers’ products to a 

centrally located facility and then you export to different markets such as 

China and the USA.  

The project in Mindanao falls under the third category, as it aimed to enhance the 

production capacities of ANI and to (ideally) establish stronger connections between ANI 

and Cargill and its suppliers. Whether Black River had initially planned to invest directly 

in land by establishing a company in the Philippines is unknown. However, as explained 

by Black River, the only company that offered possible investment opportunities in line 

with the objectives of Black River in the Philippines was ANI. In cases involving the 

acquisition of equity, Black River aims to invest in the company to boost output, which 

the company could then sell back to Cargill.103 If successful, this technique would enable 

Black River to invest equity in a company and simultaneously invest in land, later 

ensuring them a supply of a valued commodity104.   

Black River identifies companies to invest in through a) the Cargill network, b) the 

platform, c) personal ‘friends’, and d) through the companies that Cargill works with in 

the national contexts.105 As an employee of Black River explained, ‘we use our Cargill 

network. Cargill has a lot of customers in our sectors we are interested in.’106 He went on 

to explain that if Black River can’t find a company through formal contacts they can also 

go ‘through friends.’ Black River therefore relies on Cargill’s global corporate Platform 

composed of Cargill’s subsidiaries, the personal contacts of employees, and partner 

                                              
103 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
104 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
105 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
106 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
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companies, to find prospective companies for acquisitions.107 An employee of Black 

River explained how ANI was selected and approved: 

BR: ANI [selection] was through Cargill. The head of Philippines knows ANI. 

And we were connected through them. Philip Soliven helped us, he is the head 

of Cargill Philippines. Through the M&A advisory they [ANI] sent us some 

information (Power Point slides) or two and three pages of preliminary info. It 

tells us what they do, their revenue, where they are based, etc.  

We look at if they fall into our mandate, then if they do we look at which part 

of the value chain they operate [in]. If they are only on the crop section or the 

branding, then we are not really interested. Through branding, you have to 

invest too much and the margins are not that great … So, we prefer the 

midstream. If they are doing the manufacturing, has [sic] a good processing 

plant, and has the ability to expand … that’s the kind of growth story we 

would like to hear.108  

Black River argued for ANI’s investment due to its possibilities for growth. ANI 

presents, on paper, as a company that could become important in the agricultural sector of 

the Philippines. Black River described ANI as the only ‘quality’ company available for 

investment in the Philippines. As an employee of Black River explained, 

BR: They [ANI] are supply chain managers so they are involved in all aspects 

of the supply chain. And they have a very good distribution network. They are 

also looking to expand upstream in their banana production. And on the 

downstream they want to expand into more markets.109 

ANI was therefore the best opportunity at the time due to its connections to Cargill 

and its promise for future production expansion. A Black River employee 

explained:  

BR: We do our own background check. The checks are from Cargill or our 

own network on the ground. Or we hire a company to do due diligence on the 

ground. And with ANI we got a private company to also do a check for us.110  

                                              
107 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
108 Interview data: Black River employee, 18/10/2012 
109 Interview data: Black River employee, 18/10/2012 
110 Interview data: Black River employee, 18/10/2012 
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In 2011, after obtaining approval from the board of Black River, the firm acquired 

28% of ANI for $30.45 million, and in 2013 Black River increased the stake to 30.92% 

(Rivera, 2013, n.p.). As part of the MOU, Black River agreed to maintain its control for 

at least 18 months, after which Black River would either relist it or sell its shares to Tony 

Tiu (CEO of ANI), the Tiu family, or a larger locally operating company like Del Monte. 

As the Black River employee explained, 

BR: One … [option] is to sell back the shares to Tony or his family. Another 

option is to sell our shares to a strategic investor. A strategic investor is 

someone like Del Monte or Dole, which are big companies that may want to 

acquire shares from ANI and so we would sell our shares to them so they have 

exposure to them.111  

With the acquisition of these shares, Black River was acting first as an asset management 

firm, driven by the need to make a profit from the sale of ANI’s shares after its growth, 

and second, as a subsidiary of Cargill, with the hope of growing ANI to the point where a 

profit could be made off its sale and it would also be possible to supply its increased 

output to Cargill. The number of shares Black River acquired in ANI provided a 

significant number of board seats, giving Black River veto rights at the shareholders’ 

level. As one employee explained, this way, the two companies could ‘align interests so 

we can grow our business together and take advantage of market volatility’.112   

Before the arrangement was signed between Black River and ANI, ANI had to 

agree to acquire land through either lease or contract growing for production of specific 

crops decided by Cargill. An ANI employee explains:  

ANI: One of the conditions [set by Black River] is to invest a specific 

percentage of their [Black River] investment into the farming side in banana 

and rice specifically.  That was decided before they came in. So even if ANI is 

in control, we cannot do anything about it, it is part of the deal so we have to 

go in that direction.113 

                                              
111 Interview data: Black River employee, 18/10/2012 
112 Interview data: Cargill employee, 16/10/2012  
113 Interview data: ANI employee, 1/10/2012 
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Black River attained the power to steer the Philippine company to a certain extent in the 

direction Black River wanted. This investment method allows for control over the 

direction, objectives, and business model of the company during the life of the private 

equity investment, which would help Black River secure control over production in the 

area. 

ANI already had plans to expand its farm production in the Philippines and started 

to do so before the investment by searching land control arrangements around Mindanao 

through a land broker.114 Once the funds were received, ANI moved to acquire more land 

to develop its business so that ANI could become ‘more than just a buyer of agricultural 

products’ by becoming a producer as well (Rivera, 2013, n.p.). Prior to getting the $30.45 

million, ANI already had contract growing arrangements with farmers in Mindanao. 

Once ANI received the investment, it pledged to expand land control in Mindanao. Since 

the deal in the Philippines involves investing in production and land through the 

acquisition of ANI’s equity, it is important to position ANI in the political economy of 

the Philippines and Mindanao.  

Agrinurture, Inc. (ANI)  

Agrinurture (ANI), formerly Mabuhay 2000 Enterprises, Inc., is a publicly listed 

Philippine company, founded in 1997 by Antony (Tony) Tiu with the help of Senen 

Bacani, an important connection that is discussed further below. ANI’s CEO, Tony Tiu, 

is ethnically Chinese and his family has been in the Philippines for three generations 

(Marcelo, 2014, n.p.). Tiu has said on many occasions that he developed his company 

‘from humble beginnings’ rather than inheriting anything from his family (Marcelo, 

2014, n.p.). Until 2014, Tony Tiu had various family connections in the company. Some 

examples of family relationships that make up the company including siblings, such as 

James Tiu, as well as uncles, his mother, and wife (Agrinurture, 2014, p. 8). 

                                              
114 Interview data: ANI employee, 1/10/2012 
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Tiu obtained his bachelor’s degree in the Philippines in 1996 with a major in BS 

Commerce from De La Salle University, Manila (ibid.). He went on to get a Masters in 

Commerce specialising in International Finance from the University of New South Wales 

in Sydney, Australia in 1999 (Marcelo, 2014, n.p.).  Today, Tiu is a member of various 

important business groups, including: Integrated Food Manufacturer Association of the 

Philippines (a group of small and medium scale food processes), Chinese Filipino 

Business Club, and the Philippine Chamber of Agriculture and Food Industries (Financial 

Times, 2016, n.p.). 

ANI controls numerous subsidiaries focused on various elements of the value 

chain with a “farm-to-plate” model. It is involved in the production and processing of 

various crops and commodities around the country, providing it with a presence and 

network in several provinces. It grows bananas around Mindanao (Agrinurture, 2015, 

n.p.), vegetables in Pampanga, Tarlac, and Cavite (Agrinurture, 2016, n.p.), and rice and 

corn in the provinces of Pampanga and Nueva Ecija. The company also sources mangoes 

and pineapples from around the country. The commodities ANI purchases and processes 

are acquired through a combination of joint venture farming and contract growing 

agreements. 

ANI’s distribution division is focused on both domestic and foreign markets.  Its 

local buyers include supermarkets, hotels, restaurants, and markets (Agrinurture, 2013, 

n.p.).115 It exports bananas, mangoes, and pineapples to Japan, Korea, China, Europe, 

North America and the Middle East. ANI is well positioned for export purposes with 

offices in major trading hubs outside of the Philippines, including the Netherlands, 

Australia and Spain.  

Since its formation, ANI has expanded and connected to more players and formed 

various joint ventures. In 2010, ANI formed a joint venture agreement with ‘China’s 

largest agricultural enterprise, Heilongjiang Beidahuang’ (Grain, 2015) and ‘the biggest 

                                              
115 Managed by three subsidiaries first Class Agriculture Corporation (FCA), Fresh and Green Harvest 

Agricultural Company, Inc. (FG), and Lucky Fruit and Vegetables Products, Inc. (LF) 
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seed science and technology enterprise in Heilongjiang Province’ (Ministry of 

Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China, 2011). It produces and distributes various 

agricultural products including rice, flour, oil, dairy, pork and potatoes. Heilongjiang 

Beidahuang has been expanding exponentially in recent years, and now ‘manages almost 

3 million ha of farmland, 920,000 hectares of forest land and 350,000 hectares of 

grassland in the province of Heilongjiang. Overseas it is pursuing farmland in Argentina, 

Philippines, Australia, and, potentially, Russia’ (Grain, 2015). The joint venture it 

established with ANI involves ‘agricultural research and development, corporate farming, 

distribution and wholesale of foods and foodstuffs, and operation of mills’ (ibid.). It now 

grows high-yield rice in Mindanao on 2,000 hectares of land managed by ‘partner-farms’ 

(ibid.) and plans on expanding further (GMA News, 2013, n.p.). In May 2010, ANI 

signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Far Eastern Agricultural 

Investment Company (FEAICO), a Saudi government corporation, for ‘pineapple, 

banana, rice and corn plantations and processing facilities’ in Mindanao (Agrinurture, 

2010a, n.p.).116 Both projects demonstrate how ANI has been trying to expand in the 

fruits and banana industry by aligning with outside capital sources. It is no coincidence 

that these projects involve Chinese and Middle Eastern capital, two major investors in 

agricultural production and land in recent years.  

As with many Philippine agribusiness companies, ANI’s network covers various 

business associations and private sector elites. For ANI, these include, for example: (1) 

the former Vice President of the Philippines Jejomar Binay, (2) Senen Bacani, former 

Dole Philippine's CEO and a former Secretary of the Department of Agriculture, (3) 

Mariz Agon, the previous president of the Philippine Agricultural Development and 

Commercial Corporation (PADCC), and (4) the head of the Pilipino Banana Growers and 

Exporters Association (PBGEA).   

Figure 12 outlines ANI’s central company network relevant to the Black River 

joint venture (discussed below), comprising key company shareholders, officials, 

                                              
116 Status unknown 
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directors and employees. The web is broken up into different important actor categories 

related to Tony Tiu: (1) ANI executives, (2) connected through Cargill, (3) board 

members, (4) independent directors.  

Figure 12. Examples of key ANI employees, officials, and board members, 2013-

2014 

 

Source: Author's own elaboration based on research and company documents  

Note: Positions from 2013 and 2014. Some changes: Subido resigned as corporate secretary effective 29 

August 2014 Jennifer T. Ong resigned as Asst. Corporate Secretary and Information Officer as of 29 

August 2014. 
 

The above diagram is a map of internal company connections. It lists a few of 

ANI’s key employees, officials, and board members, and aims to highlight the 

importance of the people who constitute ANI. Each actor contributes her/his own 

Key ANI employees

•Larry Lacson, V.P. of corporate affairs

•Former Department of Agriculture  
employee

•Lissette M. Arboleda, Corporate Secretary and 
Compliance officer  

•Political Affairs Officer in the House of 
Representatives from 2007 to 2010 

Black River employees working for ANI

•Tai-Chun Lin

•Director of BR and ANI

•Edmund Zheng

•Employee of Black River, Director of ANI

•James Sayre

•Director of ANI since 2013, Senior 
managing director of Black River

Key board members
•Francis ‘Kiko’ Pangilinan 

•Former member of the Philippine Senate 

•Martin C Subido

•Lawyer of former Vice President  Binay 

•Leonor Briones

•Former National Treasurer of the 
Philippines

•Senen Bacani

•Former Secretary, Department of 
Agriculture  (1990-1992)

Key Independent Directors of ANI

•Tomas B. Lopez, Independent Director of ANI 

•Former Undersecretary, Department of 
Agriculture

Tony Tiu 
Connections
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networks and allies. These connections can reach top players in the political system, 

including bureaucrats with an eye and hand in government, capitalists with strong 

business alliances, and investors looking to form new partnerships. The contribution of 

each type of actor is expanded on here.   

Many of ANI’s allies are members of the political elite, who developed their 

business operations through the accumulation of political capital derived from positions 

within the state (i.e. through political office and government jobs). For example, Leonor 

Briones was an original stockholder of ANI and became Secretary of the Department of 

Education under President Duterte in June 2016. She was the National Treasurer of the 

Philippines, for the Bureau of Treasury from 1998 to 2001 and the Presidential Adviser 

for Social Development, with Cabinet Rank to the Office of the President. She is a 

professor emeritus of Public Administration at the University of the Philippines and is a 

co-chair at Social Watch Philippines, an international network of civil society 

organizations that works with the United Nations with a focus on poverty alleviation. Her 

history in government has allowed her to accumulate political and social capital over the 

years by establishing connections with important players in and outside of the state. The 

relationship between Tiu and Briones predates ANI (Cupin, 2014, n.p.), as Briones was 

once a professor to Tiu and encouraged him to start ANI (ibid.). 

Senen Bacani was also a founding stockholder and is a well-connected man with 

deep roots in the agricultural sector and multinational banana industry. He does not come 

from a traditional oligarchic family but worked his way into the banana elite through 

political and economic appointments. He has held positions in multinational 

agribusinesses and government departments and as such can be considered a comprador. 

He started his career in the agricultural sector as an employee at Dole’s banana branch 

and worked with Dole for 22 years in various management roles in the Philippines, 

Thailand, Ecuador and Costa Rica (Bloomberg, 2016, n.p.).  He also served as Secretary 

of the Department of Agriculture (DA) in the Philippines from 1990-1992 and was the 

Vice President of Agriculture & Food-Philippine Chamber of Commerce & Industry. 
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Francis Pangilinan sits on ANI’s board and straddles the public and private 

sectors. He has held various important political positions: he was a member of the 

Philippine Senate (2001-2013), Presidential Assistant for Food Security and Agricultural 

Modernization (2014-2015), and the Chairman of the Committees on Agriculture and 

Social Justice in the Senate.  

Martin Subido has been a close friend of Tiu since college. He is a well-connected 

lawyer in the Philippines with various alliances in and outside of government. He is the 

law partner of Makati Representative Abigail Binay, the former Vice President’s 

daughter. Recently, he was the legal counsel of former Vice President Binay, who ran for 

president in the 2016 presidential election. Tiu is tied to Binay through Subido. Subido 

resigned from ANI on 19 August 2014, right after a national scandal that will be 

elaborated on later. Briefly though, Binay was accused of tax evasion and receiving 

kickbacks and Tiu was accused of being used by Binay as a dummy for the ownership of 

a piece of real estate, leaving a smear on Tiu’s somewhat clean image (See ABS CBN 

News, 2014; Burgonio, 2014; GMA News, 2014). Subido explained his resignation from 

ANI as due to a desire ‘to focus on other professional endeavours’ (Philippine Securities 

and Exchange Commission, 2014, n.p.), however the details of his resignation remain 

vague. Tiu’s connections are shown in Figure 13. This map goes beyond the employees 

and officials of ANI in Figure 12 and adds external contacts and networks.  
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Figure 13. Examples of ANI’s political and agricultural connections, 2013-2014  

 

 

Source: Author's elaboration based on interviews and company and government documents 

Note:  The web is used to show just some of the key actors in ANI’s network and those that are most 

important for the Black River investment which will be discussed below.  

 

The relations presented in the diagram above show that many of ANI’s contacts 

are connected to government, politics, and elite groups relevant to ANI’s business 

Cargill, Black River, ANI relation 

           Important Mindanao 
relations Tony Tiu 

V.P Binay relation 

General government relations 

Elenita Binay:  
Former Makati 
mayor and wife 
of Binay 

Jejomar Binay: 
Former Vice 
President  

James Tiu: 
brother of Tiu, 
donor to Binay 
campaign 

Abigail Binay: 
Makati district 
Representative 
and daughter of 
Binay 

Martin Subido: Binay and Tiu’s 
lawyer, law partner of Abigail 
Binay 

Francis ‘Kiko’ 
Pangilinan: ANI board 
member, former 
senator  

Tomas B. Lopez: independent 
director of ANI, former 
Undersecretary of 
Department of Agriculture 

Philip Soliven: 
Rep of Cargill 
Philippines 

Edmund Zheng: 
Black River 
employee and ANI 
director 

Cristy Amonhay: Mindanao-
based elite— director of the 
Nationwide Muslim Christian 
Foundation, Inc (NMCF) 

Larry Lacson: 
GM of ANI 

Stephen Antig: executive 
director of Pilipino Banana 
Growers and Exporters 
Association (PBGEA) 

Legend 
Kinship tie                                   
Business tie                                
Political elite  
Agricultural elite         
Political and agricultural elite 
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operations. In fact, ANI relies so much on its personnel’s connections that in an annual 

report from 2010 this was described as a risk: ‘The Company depends on certain key 

personnel, and its business and growth prospects may be disrupted if their services were 

lost. The Company’s future success is dependent upon the continued service of its key 

executives and employees’ (Agrinurture, 2010b, p. 16). ANI views its personnel as key to 

the company’s success, due to the resources that each actor contributes.  

One example of this involves an employee who previously worked for the 

government and now holds a top position at ANI. He maintains the relationships from 

those days, adding strong government connections at the national and local scale. He 

explained to me his own experience in the function of having friends in different 

government departments:  

You need to know people in the DA [Department of Agriculture]. If you know 

people there then you get freebies: You get free seminar, assistance, and if 

they happen to have funds for development of assistance to the farmers you 

would want to know where they will put their funds, in which areas. Because 

you want to situate your work where there is support from the government 

because you will benefit indirectly. If you know where the money is going to 

you can get some kind of “dog tailing”. So, you should know people in the 

DA. But you also need to know the local government units. Not necessarily 

the mayor but also people who will be there a long time. Like the city 

agriculturalists, or the city assessor, those people. And it would also be a good 

thing if you know somebody from the Bureau of Internal Revenue so that you 

are guided through the intricacies that you should know. Sometimes the only 

way to know those things is through the people on the inside. And if you also 

happen to import your inputs, you should know someone from the Bureau of 

Customs. There are people here and there you should know.117  

This employee went on to list examples of the benefits of such connections, 

including: hearing first about government investments into infrastructure in certain areas 

which helps ANI target which areas to work in; receiving privileged information 

regarding different government programs; and gaining government support to connect 

with cooperatives looking to lease out land or enter into contract growing agreements.118 

                                              
117 Interview data: Excerpt from interview with ANI official, 1/10/2012 
118 Interview data: ANI employee, 1/10/2012  
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Perhaps most importantly, if a struggle or conflict arises between the company and a 

cooperative, it is ANI that has the favour of the Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR). 

ANI’s employees and officials therefore benefit from government resources from their 

allies within the central and local government (e.g. the national and the Davao branches 

of DAR). This likely shaped who ANI tried to (and eventually did) connect with to 

acquire land control. In the next subsection, I present how the different actors eventually 

came together by tracing the progression of the deal in Mindanao.  

Investment Avenues in Mindanao  

This section outlines the search for land in Mindanao. It presents three investment 

options available to ANI/Black River, along with the main actors involved, the form of 

control, and the risks associated with the project. After reviewing the local counterpart 

that ANI and Black River selected, the last subsection reflects on the outcome of the deal. 

Due to the structure of the investment, Black River is not considered to be directly 

involved in ANI’s operations. This allows Black River and Cargill to distance themselves 

from the processes of acquisition and operation. As an employee of Black River 

explained, since Black River is not involved in the daily activities of ANI, there is not 

much that can be done to control bribing and corruption.119 The same employee also 

stated that since Cargill must follow the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), any 

company Black River invests in must also ‘try’ to abide by these rules. He said, ‘we just 

educate them on what FCPA is, and at the same time make sure that we follow the rules 

to the best extent we can’.120 This simplifies the negotiation process in Mindanao, where 

a localised form of bribery is a part of the business culture.  

Local leaders in Mindanao are key figures that foreign investors must work with 

and the way they do so will depend on the region of acquisition. For example, in the 

Muslim areas of Mindanao, datus (clan leaders) have the power to convince community 

members to lease out their land to the company (as is the case in the following 

                                              
119 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
120 Interview data: Cargill employee, 18/10/2012 
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subsection). The traditional authority of the datu and structure of the clan continues to 

define land use in the ARMM. In the Christian areas of Mindanao, local leaders (such as 

barangay captains and mayors) have less direct influence over land control, however, 

many leaders maintain the ability to persuade title holders to lease out land or to enter 

contract growing agreements. As an employee of ANI stated, 

We just have to admit that it [corruption] exists and tame it so it’s manageable. 

We try to be honest in dealing with them [local leaders]. If they insist on 

asking for too much, then we will just not invest in their communities. We 

don’t want to bribe our way through our business… 

In Davao, it is not so bad. But there are pockets where there are some 

problems. If you go too far from Davao though you can have problems. The 

further the company is, there are some groups that think they can cash in. But 

it’s part of the operation. We have to set aside some allowance to deal with 

these things. We look at it as a risk. Like spoilage and things like that. You 

just compute it into the business model.121  

In other words, bribe money is an operations cost in Mindanao. This is important because 

when ANI began to search for land it needed a local partner who would act as a 

‘middleman’, or broker. ANI needed to carefully select its local partner to ensure the 

‘allowances’ it paid safeguarded the project against local risks indefinitely.  

To do so, ANI and Black River considered three main investment avenues and 

partnerships, 1) a land broker, 2) a local leader (e.g. a datu), or 3) a local joint venture 

partner and lease or contract growing agreements. Black River and ANI eventually 

selected option three and aligned with a locally influential company with land access, 

Hijo Resources. 

Option 1. Land broker: Nationwide Muslim Christian Foundation, Inc. 

ANI’s search for land under the joint venture agreement with Black River first led 

to the Pilipino Banana Growers and Exporters Association (PBGEA). Since ANI’s 

operations include marketing and processing bananas, its employees are in close 

                                              
121 Interview data: ANI employee, 1/10/2012 
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association with the PBGEA and its leader Stephen Antig. Mr Antig introduced ANI to 

the organisation, called the ‘Nationwide Muslim Christian Foundation, Inc.’ (NMCF).  

Along the lines of Sud’s (2014) definition of land brokers presented in chapter 

two, land brokers aim to capitalise on their ‘embeddedness in local contexts’ (p. 609). 

The NMCF’s role as a land broker is thus to bring ‘capitalist accumulation closer to 

hitherto untapped sites of production’ and in so doing, it ‘bridges the local context of 

land: social relations, government organisation and political manoeuvring, with the needs 

of capital’ (Sud, 2014, p. 609). The NMCF is therefore used by companies that want land 

but do not want to undergo the hassle of finding a willing cooperative, negotiating with 

all the smallholders that exist since the implementation of CARP in Mindanao, and 

establishing an agreement with each holder. An employee of ANI explained it best when 

he said the following of land brokers, 

There are people who do this [acquire parcels of land] for a business. People 

who find an area to sell or lease. They consolidate for example 250 hectares. 

They approach an investor like ourselves and say, “we have available land 

here; do you want to invest in it”. Our response is “How much is the lease 

rate?”  

This way we get around all the issues of having to consolidate all the land and 

go through all the hassle of contracting. We can work immediately and avoid 

needing the expertise on consolidating. 

These are private companies and individuals that do this. And they approach 

companies like us who are looking for big tracts of land. 

Usually these are individuals with experience in the community. Maybe they 

worked there before as a government representative, or maybe they were 

running as a captain in a barangay. They are people with influence who know 

the right people.122  

 

People in a pre-existing position of influence take on the role of a broker by 

making use of their past claims of authority and networks. The ANI employee went on to 

                                              
122 Interview data: ANI employee, 1/10/2012 
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explain that it is also important to be careful of some middlemen or brokers (not 

necessarily the one above) because they may try to manipulate the company and use their 

position to take advantage of it: 

But I am conscious of those people. Sometimes they are middlemen and they 

get too bold over time. At first, they are helpful. Then they realise their power 

and want to capitalise on it. So, you can’t stick with one person. If you need 

help from this person, you engage him/her. Then you cut clean and move on to 

someone else. 

Especially in the Philippines, you are talking to small growers with little land 

holdings. So, there is always an opportunity for someone who knows how to 

talk and convince people… for them to cluster these people. 

Because of the mere structure of agriculture in the Philippines, there is always 

room for this kind of guy to be that middle broker. So, I recognize these guys 

and the need for them. But you need to know how to manage them. Unless you 

want to do it yourself, but there is no time for that.123  

When selecting a broker, the company must be careful with whom they choose to align.  

The NMCF is officially a small, registered non-profit organisation, which is a part 

of the PBGEA network. It operates throughout Mindanao, collecting land that was 

redistributed under CARP and controlled by individual smallholders who are willing to 

lease out their land. According to Cristy Amonhay, NMCF head, the organisation has 

helped many big companies find land, including: Del Monte,124 Sumifru,125 TADECO,126 

and Ayala’s Tristar Group of Banana Companies. Ms. Amonhay explained that the land 

she offers for lease is identified as follows: 1) local leaders or local government units 

(LGUs) approached the NMCF to lease out or contract the land; 2) the Department of 

Agriculture (DA), Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), or Department of 

                                              
123 Interview data: ANI employee, 1/10/2012 
124 A multinational corporation focused on food products, based in US and active in the Philippines since 

the 1920s. 
125 Sumifru is a Japanese company involved in purchasing, producing, and exporting Cavendish bananas, 

pineapple and papaya. 
126 A company controlling farms owned by the Floirendo family. 
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Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) classified the land as a good area for a 

certain crop; or 3) a private investor selected it.  

Ms Amonhay explained that once an area has been targeted the deals normally go 

through.127 If some people in the community refuse to lease out their land, the NMCF 

‘convinces them that it is in their best interest’ and will make it ‘impossible’ to maintain 

their farm amidst the big company’s operations.128 The broker uses economic and non-

economic forms of coercion (although these are not her words). She did, however, 

explain to me that if she comes across resistant farmers it is possible to force their hand 

by blocking access to infrastructure or by using pesticides in a way that impacts 

smallholders’ farms. 129  

The steps the NMCF follows to acquire land and transfer it to an investor were 

explained loosely as follows:130 

1) First, the NMCF approaches the important local leaders, including local 

government leaders (e.g. barangay captains) and community leaders (e.g. datus 

and indigenous community leaders), and visits the investment area to analyse 

suitability.  

2) The NMCF then conducts meetings and negotiations with the barangay council 

and captain to find out what it will take to have the community smallholders 

transfer control. 

3) The NMCF inquires into the relevant documents needed for the investor, 

including: land title, area assessment, vicinity map, and environmental assessment 

from DENR. 

4) The NMCF asks the barangay captain to make sure that there are absolutely no 

objections to the deal, and if there are, then they must convince those opposed that 

it is ‘in their best interest’. 

5) The NMCF holds a meeting with the municipal council to review investment plans 

and ensure there are no objections. 

6) The NMCF holds a meeting with local agencies, council, and LGUs (DENR, 

DAR, DA and NIA, and NCIP if necessary).  

                                              
127 Interview data: head of NMCF and two additional employees, 27/11/2012 
128 Interview data: head of NMCF and two additional employees, 27/11/2012 
129 Interview data: head of NMCF and two additional employees, 27/11/2012 
130 Interview data: head of NMCF and two additional employees, 27/11/2012 
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7) The investor does an assessment of the land to see if it is suitable for their crops 

and plans.  

8) In the ARMM, NMCF holds meetings with MILF and MNLF to explain the 

situation and give them a ‘donation’ for ‘protection’. 

9) They give ‘donations’ to relevant parties where and when necessary, but they 

make sure to clarify that it is not a bribe.  

10) If they make it to this stage, they put together a memorandum with land owners 

and set a unitary price for the rental of the land. Once the memorandum is signed, 

the investor pays the NMCF a ‘finder’s fee’ for the work they have done in 

collecting land. Thus, the process of moving into the areas begins. 

Ms. Amonhay insists that she only offers up areas that will receive support from 

the local mayor, leaders, and police, as well as the MILF in areas it controls.131 This is an 

assurance the NMCF often gets on paper from the local power holders. In some cases, 

leaders of the MILF will write a letter (or simply sign a letter written by someone trying 

to satisfy the investor) informing the prospective investor that their project will be spared 

from (or supported by) the MILF’s operations. See for example the following excerpt of a 

letter written by Sammy Al Mansoor, a former chief of staff from the Bangsamoro 

Islamic Armed Forces of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front,132 pledging support to an 

investment in the ARMM by a Saudi Arabian company:  

We take extra pleasure to inform you that after careful considerations, we find 

the intentions of pouring in your investment capitals and funds as well as that 

of the government of Saudi Arabia for the Agro-industry Development within 

the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) and Region 12, 

alongside its projected positive prospects, through banana, corn and sorghum 

production, [worthy]… We believe that such shall enhance and produce 

economic activities as investments, employment and productivity, especially 

amongst the Bangsamoro people, will be heightened and promoted.  

Thus, we manifest our commitment to provide support and cooperation, as far 

as practicable, in furtherance of this big-boosting development thrust…  

                                              
131 Interview data: head of NMCF and two additional employees, 27/11/2012 
132 BIAF-MILF refers to the Bangsomoro Islamic Armed Forces of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front 
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We look forward to your successful and meaningful development investment 

undertaking. Finally, we reiterate the assurance of our best regards and 

fraternal zeal. 

-Sammy Al Monsoor, Chief of Staff BIAF-MILF, 2009133 

On 27 March 2014, a peace agreement was signed between the national government and 

the Moro Islamic Liberation Front in Tagum City, Davao Del Norte (City Information 

Office, 2014).  

After reviewing the options provided by the NMCF, ANI decided not to invest in 

their areas. Two likely reasons for their decision relate to the type of land available and 

the location. First, much of the land offered by the NMCF was controlled by agrarian 

reform beneficiaries, meaning ANI would have to directly sign a contract with each 

beneficiary. Although Ms. Amonhay explained the NMCF would negotiate on the 

investor’s behalf, ANI would still have to be directly involved in the establishment of the 

agreement. ANI may have also been uncomfortable with the nature of the agreements 

provided by the NMCF and the position of the NMCF in the negotiations. Second, some 

of the lands were in the ARMM, causing Black River to be uncomfortable with the risks 

tied to the conflict and presence of armed groups such as the MILF. One company that 

has successfully aligned interests with the MILF is Unifrutti Philippines. 134   

Option 2. Local leader: Datu Paglas and Unifrutti  

A second option offered to ANI was to invest in the ARMM by aligning with a 

datu. This type of arrangement must be done carefully as it takes place in the area still 

heavily affected by the conflict. The national and regional governments have been 

pushing the ARMM as a hot investment zone for many years, hoping to attract capital 

and develop the area. Consider the words of former President Benigno Aquino III at a 

conference in 2014 in Malaysia speaking to prospective investors for the ARMM after 

peace talks with the MILF:  

                                              
133 Letter acquired from an investor in Mindanao in 2009 
134 Interview data: John Perrine, Unifrutti, 26/11/2012 
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Mindanao… has land so fertile that a patch of it left unattended for a short 

while becomes quickly overgrown. Now that lasting peace in that particular 

region has come within reach, perhaps investing this early in Mindanao is an 

opportunity that is presenting itself to all of us. 

Now, you are presented with another opportunity to reap the maximum gains 

from a country that is experiencing rapid growth, and is set to sustain such 

growth over many years. May I pose this question: Is anyone here really 

willing to pass up on this opportunity and set yourselves up for regret 

somewhere down the line? (Quismundo, 2014, n.p.) 

Here we see how the government has sought to present even the ARMM as an agro-

investment zone. Many investors followed this hype and tried to secure land for export 

production.  

An example of this type of arrangement is the La Frutera, Inc. plantation 

established in 1997 in Datu Paglas, Maguindanao. La Frutera was initially funded by a 

collection of foreign and domestic investors and local elite actors. The foreign investors 

include Unifrutti (owned by the Italian De Nadai family), Chiquita Brands International 

(U.S.-American company), and Abdullah Abbar & Ahmed Zainy Company (Saudi 

Arabian company) (Williams, 2011, p. 59). The main domestic firms involved are Ultrex 

Group, which was started by Senen Bacani (the former head of the Department of 

Agriculture, discussed previously) and Unifrutti Philippines (ibid.).135 The main local 

representative is Datu Ibrahim “Toto” Paglas, a well-known leader born into a prominent and 

wealthy Muslim clan with strong political ties (Tuminez & Kuan, 2009, n.p.). In short, the 

investment involved a collection of powerful local, domestic, and foreign elite actors.  

La Frutera is a noteworthy case of how a land deal can succeed even in the most 

complex of settings as long as key elite actors are involved. The two main individuals in 

this case are the CEO of Unifrutti, John Perrine, a well-connected Spanish Filipino 

businessman, and Datu Paglas. When John Perrine aligned with Datu Paglas, he gained 

access to a very powerful regional network. Datu Paglas connected important players to 

the deal including MILF Chairman, Hashim Salamat (Datu Toto Paglas’ uncle) and 

                                              
135 Unifrutti Philippines was established in 1992. It is affiliated with Chiquita Brands International, Asia.  
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Philippine army general Joselin Nazareno. Datu Paglas did so by creating a consortium 

called Paglas Corp., promising benefits for those involved and then releasing 1,300 

hectares of landholdings to La Frutera, Inc. Datu Paglas handled the negotiations with 

each landholder involved, which amounted to 257 large and small landholders (Williams, 

2011, p. 80). To ensure the investment was protected from MILF aggression, Datu Paglas 

also encouraged armed rebels to work for the company with the idea that this would 

lessen tensions.  

The success of the project was contingent on the key individuals involved, their 

relations, and their strong, persuasive personalities. Datu Paglas became openly 

associated with the investment, and in turn, promised to ‘protect’ Mr. Perrine and his 

employees ‘with his blood’.136 Since Datu Toto Paglas has an important influence in the 

area, making this pledge was a defining moment for the project.  

In summarising the accomplishments of Unifrutti, Mr. Perrine explained that there 

are three ‘fundamental ingredients’ to a successful investment in the ARMM.137 First, the 

company needs a strong relationship with the local datu, who can acquire and maintain 

control over land, labour, and production. Mr. Perrine explained that the datu helps the 

company navigate local and national laws and regulations, for instance CARP. Even 

though CARP may have been administered in the area, it is likely the datu still controls 

the land through the social power of the clan. Second, the company must come to an 

agreement with the MILF and as the letter above depicts, the MILF is willing to support 

certain projects.  In fact, Mr Perrine explained that MILF-controlled areas can be 

superior, due to the extent of their power over local communities.  Third, the investor 

must ensure that the datu and his family will remain in power to protect the future of the 

operations, as issues may arise if there are two families fighting for power in the region.  

                                              
136 Interview data: John Perrine, Unifrutti, 26/11/2012 
137 Interview data: John Perrine, Unifrutti, 26/11/2012 
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Although this project is advertised as a success, it is somewhat of an anomaly. 

While the ARMM is presented138 as an area with untouched agricultural potential due to 

the amount of undeveloped land for plantation agriculture, few have experienced the 

same level of success as Unifrutti. Just as the first investment option, even though the 

area is advertised as having land available, it is not always accessible due to the complex 

political and social situation in the region. 

On 13 December 2012, I attended an investment luncheon at the Fairmont Hotel in 

Manila alongside government officials, agribusinesses (e.g. ANI), members of the 

national elite (e.g. Ayalas), and international aid agencies (e.g. AUSAID). Mr. Perrine of 

Unifrutti was present and provided an unscheduled presentation on his success in the 

region to other investors. After his talk, I approached an employee of ANI and asked him 

about his take on Mr. Perinne’s promotion of investing in the ARMM. He explained that 

ANI had contemplated investing in land across from Unifrutti’s plantation but was 

deterred due to the associated risk. 139 ANI was afraid that since Cargill is a U.S.-

American company, the investment might be especially vulnerable to rebel groups. 

Further, ANI was uncomfortable relying too much on a local elite actor like a datu, who 

over time could become too powerful in the partnership and require a level of patronage 

that Cargill would be unable to provide. 

This option was too risky and costly for ANI-Black River, since ANI would have 

to deal with overly powerful and demanding local actors, including the main family, 

mayor, and the MILF, without an assurance of long lasting control. This brings us to the 

third option, to work with a landed elite actor with pre-existing access to land in the area.  

Option 3. Local joint venture partner and long-term lease 

To recapitulate, at the beginning of the investment process, Black River explained 

that it selected ANI because it presented a ‘quality company’ with ‘potentials for growth’ 

                                              
138 Interviews with government departments, such as BOI of ARMM  
139 Informal meeting with ANI employee at investment Luncheon called ‘Invest in Muslim Mindanao’, 

Manila, 13/12/2012 
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and prospects for future investments in agricultural production and land. Black River was 

attempting to invest in the banana sector in the Philippines, one that is tightly controlled 

by a small selection of transnational corporations and their local allies, making it a 

difficult sector for outsiders to enter. However, in recent years there has been talk about 

land becoming more available to foreign investors, which has attracted more investors to 

the country. It was around this time that Black River decided to invest in agriculture and 

selected ANI as its investment partner. Consequently, two companies relatively new to 

the banana sector came together to invest in banana production and search for land.  

After reviewing options for land investment, the two companies quickly found that 

their options for safe investment in Mindanao were few and far between. ANI first 

approached the head of the PBGEA, who connected ANI to a land broker, the NMCF. 

The NMCF promised to find land that matched ANI’s needs, but ANI decided against 

working with the NMCF due to the type and method of land control. ANI also looked at 

land in the ARMM, but decided the area was still too risky to make a long-term 

investment. Finally, ANI came to realise that their best option was to establish a joint 

venture with the Mindanao-based company, Hijo.  

Hijo is a domestic agribusiness company that produces, processes and trades 

Cavendish bananas in Mindanao. The company was one of the first to grow and export 

Cavendish bananas to Japan in 1969. Since then, Hijo has expanded to new areas and 

maintains land control in Mindanao through lease and contract growing arrangements, 

where it sources bananas on its own plantations, leased plantations through CARP, and 

contract growing schemes.  

The company is now jointly owned by the domestic Tuason Group and Fuji Fruits 

Ltd. of Japan and works in agribusiness, property development, tourism, and ports.  Hijo 

runs two agriculture-based companies, Twin Rivers Economic and Development Co., Inc. 

and Tagum Resources Agri-Industrial Inc. (TRAIN) (Hijo Resources Corporation, 2016, 

n.p.). TRAIN is a joint venture company involving a subsidiary of ANI (Best Choice 

Harvest Agricultural Corp), Black River and Hijo, formed in 2013. 
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Hijo was created in 1959 by the Tuason family, described by Borras and Franco as 

‘a prominent member of the domestic landlord-capitalist elite’ (Borras & Franco, 2005, p. 

339). The Tuasons are of mixed Chinese, Filipino and Spanish descent who now live 

around the country. Their agricultural companies based mainly in Davao area (Flores, 

2001, n.p.). The family rose to prominence through their support of the Spanish colonial 

authorities (ibid.). In supporting the Spanish authorities, the family was awarded large 

land holdings and slowly extended their family’s power (ibid.). The Tuasons have 

managed to maintain influence for many generations, have amassed a great deal of wealth 

over the years, and have remained an important agricultural player.  

Some members of the Tuason family have held important political positions. For 

example, a former president of the Philippines, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo was married to 

José Miguel "Mike" Tuason Arroyo, a Tuason descendent. More recently, the CEO of 

Hijo, Rosanna Tuason Fores, acts as the President of the Tourism Congress of the 

Philippines, which is the private sector arm of the Department of Tourism (Invivalink, 

2015, n.p.). 

Over the years, Hijo has hired some politically influential individuals, who have 

likely helped in identifying lands for conversion and in accessing government resources. 

For example, Carlos Dominguez (introduced previously) was the COO of Hijo from 1976 

to 1983 while also serving as chairman of the PBGEA. He later went on to become the 

Minister of Natural Resources, from 1986-1987, and then was the Secretary of the 

Department of Agriculture, from 1987 to 1989 (to be succeeded by Bacani, who was 

discussed previously). More recently, in 2016, Dominguez was elected the Finance 

Secretary under current President Duterte.  

After CARP was implemented, 1,388 hectares of Hijo’s lands were redistributed in 

the early 1990s to 1,588 farmworkers under VOS (Borras & Franco, 2005, p. 342). The 

farmers were organised into three cooperatives: Hijo Employees Agrarian Reform 

Beneficiaries Cooperative (HEARBCO)-1, HEARBCO-2, and Hijo Agrarian Reform 

Beneficiaries Cooperative (HARBCO) (Department of Agrarian Reform, 2005, p. 7). 
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HEARBCO-2 was awarded a total of 294 hectares for 330 beneficiaries with roughly 0.9 

hectares per beneficiary (Department of Agrarian Reform, 2005, pp. 12–13). Borras and 

Franco explain that, ‘[b]efore the VOS contract was signed, long-term contract farming 

arrangements with the beneficiaries were secured, enabling the landlords to continue to 

control a significant portion of the farm surpluses created in the plantation (while also 

transferring the risk of directly operating a plantation to the new farmworker-owners)’ 

(Borras & Franco, 2005, p. 342). In 2002, Hijo managed to increase the price paid to 

them by the government under the VOS to PhP1.67 million [$32,667.22 USD] per 

hectare (ibid.). In other words, not only did Hijo manage to maintain control of a large 

portion of its land, it also managed to argue for a price above the amount normally paid.  

Each of the three cooperatives had a distinctive relationship with Hijo, which 

Franco (2005) argues was used strategically by the company to retain control of land by 

means of ‘inclusion and exclusion,’ i.e., ‘by backing employee-beneficiaries loyal to 

them and undermining the claims of those who are not’ (Franco, 2005, p. 341). HARBCO 

had the most contentious relationship with Hijo Resources (ANGOC, 2014, p. 56). 

HARBCO split into two groups in 1998 when a 10-year Banana Sales and Marketing 

Agreement (BSMA) was signed with Hijo Plantation, Inc. One group favoured the 

agreement and the other did not. The latter group has had violent confrontations with 

Hijo over the years resulting in two deaths and 30 injured in 1999 (ibid.). Since then, the 

cooperative has struggled to maintain its operations with alleged aerial spraying issues 

and sabotage from neighbouring cooperatives working with Hijo (ibid.). The history of 

Hijo with CARP and the cooperatives is illustrative of its close ties within government, 

its manipulation of cooperatives and government institutions, and its strategic methods of 

maintaining control over land. 

Hijo has been known to work with government officials to successfully manoeuvre 

around government policy and to work with agrarian reform cooperatives in a manner 

that favours Hijo. As Borras and Franco (2005) explain, regarding various corporations 

operating in the region,  
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Often with the help of local DAR officials, the owners then turned to forging 

joint venture agreements with the newly formed, officialist cooperatives of 

would-be farmworker-beneficiaries under their control, whose leaders could 

be traced back to the previous generation of company unions, as in the cases of 

the DAPCO, Hijo, and Marsman plantations. (p. 344) 

The company also has a history of working as a local representative of multinationals. 

For example, it supplied Del Monte with its Cavendish bananas, ran its local operations, 

managed the farmers, and negotiated with local government (see Borras and Franco 

2005). In sum, the Tuason family have adapted to changes occurring in the agricultural 

sector by working with foreign investors, besides branching out into real estate, shipping 

and tourism (Hijo Resources, 2016, n.p.). It is therefore no surprise that Hijo found land 

for ANI and Black River to invest in. However, the amount of land was small and the 

arrangement indirect, raising questions regarding the purpose and objective of the 

investment. To understand the decision of ANI and Black River, it is necessary to clarify 

the details of the agreement. 

The joint venture between ANI, Black River, and Hijo 

In 2013, a subsidiary of ANI, Best Choice Harvest Agricultural Corp, formed a 

joint venture company called Tagum Resources Agri Industries Inc. (TRAIN) with Hijo 

Resources (Agrinurture, 2014). TRAIN, in turn, made an agreement with the 

cooperatives mentioned earlier in the discussion on Hijo Resources called the Hijo 

Employees Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries Cooperative 2 (HEARBCO-2) in Barangay 

Madaum, Tagum City, Davao del Norte for 294 hectares. As explained, when CARP was 

implemented, Hijo’s plantation was redistributed to three cooperatives, one of which was 

HEARBCO-2. HEARBCO-2 had eventually entered a growership agreement with 

Lapanday Foods140 (Rosete, 2016, p. 23). According to research done by Rosete (2016), 

after several years of a disadvantageous contract growing agreement with Lapanday, 

HEARBCO approached TRAIN to offer their land for lease. This transaction was meant 

                                              
140 Established by the Mindanao based Lorenzo family (Lapanday Foods, n.d., n.p.) 
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to recover from large debts incurred from the contract, as well as from damages left by 

Typhoon Pablo: 

Lapanday made several demands that forced HEARBCO 2 to go into debt. 

One example of this was building infrastructure such as irrigation pipes on the 

farm which the members of HEARBCO 2 had not agreed upon, but Lapanday 

insisted was necessary. Lapanday then counted this as part of the ARBs debt 

and deducted these from the payments to the ARBs …  

When typhoon Pablo hit, HEARBCO 2 was already 52 million pesos 

[$1,030,056 USD] in debt. The typhoon destroyed many of the [banana] trees 

in HEARBCO 2s farm…   

Instead of allowing Lapanday to step in, HEARBCO 2s board approached 

TRAIN. HEARBCO 2 saw a lease arrangement with a familiar partner as a 

way of overcoming their debts and difficulties. (Rosete, 2016, pp. 23–24) 

 

TRAIN agreed to take over HEARBCO-2’s debts in exchange for a very long 

lease of 60 years (ibid., p. 24). Some of the cooperative members were hesitant to enter 

such a lengthy lease, but agreed due to the extent of their debt. Below is a description of 

the agreement from ANI’s submission to the Philippine Securities Exchange 

Commission:  

On February 7, 2014, HEARBCO-2 (the lessor) and TRAIN (the lessee) 

entered into a 60-year lease agreement until February 28, 2073, whereby a 

parcel of land, with an area of 2,943,254 square meters located at Madaum, 

Tagum City, Davao del Norte, including all improvements and biological 

assets therein, are to be leased to the lessee for an annual rental fee of P70,000 

[$1387 USD] per hectare. As part of the lease consideration, TRAIN has 

outstanding liability to the lessee amounting to 316.4 million of [sic] March 

31, 2014. (Agrinurture, 2014, p. 55) 

After debts and amortisation payments are deducted, the lease rate per person per .98-

hectare lot amounts to around 17,000 pesos [$337 USD] a year, with the ARBs 

shouldering none of the production costs (Rosete, 2016, p. 28). The ARBs can work on 

their leased-out land as wage labourers for TRAIN.  The median bi-weekly income for 

HEARBCO-2 ARBs under the lease agreement is some 4609 pesos [$89.90 USD] 
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(income from wages and lease) (ibid., p. 31). The cooperative has some control over 

operations, including the hiring of workers (ibid., pp. 24–25). 

This type of lease arrangement is similar to other lease agreements made 

throughout the history of Mindanao. Banana corporations have historically adapted to 

regulations regarding land control through long-term lease arrangements with intentions 

to legally acquire control over land and production (David et al., 1983, p. 12). The lease 

agreement used in the Black River-ANI-Hijo case is a form of indirect dispossession and 

‘control grabbing’ since the cooperative is still connected to the land and working on it, 

however, the smallholders no longer control the ‘use of land and associated resources’ 

(Borras et al., 2012). Figure 14 presents the progression of the deal and network as well 

as the layers of access achieved by each actor in the investment network.  
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Figure 14. Cargill-Black River-ANI’s acquisition network in the Mindanao case 

  

Initially, ANI’s CEO Tony Tiu explained that he hoped that the joint venture 

would allow ANI to go from a ‘farm-to-market trader’ to ‘from farm-to-plate’ agri-

company. However, just over a year after the investment was finalised (December 2014), 

ANI sold its 51 per cent stake in TRAIN to Black River and Hijo Resources, for 300 

million pesos ($6,440,532 USD) (GMA, 2014, n.p.). This decision can be traced back to 
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the scandal mentioned earlier when, only a few months after the lease agreement was 

signed, news outlets reported that Tiu had been acting as a dummy for landed property of 

the Binay family (See ABS CBN News, 2014; Burgonio, 2014; GMA News, 2014). In 

August 2014, when Vice President Binay was running for the 2016 presidential election, 

he was accused of having taken kickbacks from certain individuals applying for public 

works projects while he was mayor of Makati city. In October 2014, information surfaced 

that connected Binay to a 350-hectare ‘lavish’ estate in Batangas Province that Tiu also 

had ties to. Tiu responded by publicly claiming ownership of 150 hectares of the 350-

hectare estate, however, allegations were raised that the land was in fact owned by Binay, 

and Tiu was being used as a way to launder money (Ager, 2014, n.p.; Burgonio, 2014b, 

n.p.). Tiu defended himself before the senate, where he alleged that he met Binay only 

three times and that his real connection to Binay was through his friend Martin Subido 

(Cupin, 2014, n.p.). Soon after, information was released that Tiu’s brother had donated 

to Binay’s presidential campaign (Cupin, 2014b, n.p.). Around the same time, tax evasion 

charges were made against James Tiu and his wife for P39.03 million [$761,195 USD] 

(Torres-Tupas, 2014, n.p.). The Binay scandal led to financial duress for ANI, causing it 

to sell its shares in TRAIN to Black River. In 2016, ANI reported a decrease in revenues 

from $2.34 billion USD to $570.84 million USD (Financial Times, 2017, n.p.).  

Interestingly, when ANI informed the public of its exit from TRAIN, it stated that, 

‘[p]ursuant to the MoA, [TRAIN] guarantees supply of bananas to ensure the latter’s 

[ANI] supply requirements’ (Feliciano, 2014, n.p.). However, in its annual report for the 

2015 fiscal year it states (in rather awkward English) that ANI experienced a ‘decrease in 

supply of bananas due to no permanent source of bananas as compared to previous years 

wherein the Company’s established banana plantation joint-venture under Tagum 

Resources Agri Industries, Inc. (TRAIN) which was divested in 2014’ (Agrinurture, 

2015, p. 26). This would imply that ANI had hoped to increase its banana supply and 
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become more involved in the banana sector, however, its financial issues and divestment 

from the project impacted its plans.  

At the end of July 2015, Black River sold 160,000,000 (out of 165,641,645)141 of 

its common shares in Agrinurture to an investment banking advisory firm Solveigh 

Philippines Agri Investments 2 B.V. for P331.20 [$6,459,33.76 USD] (Agrinurture, 

2015). This means that Black River is no longer a majority shareholder and no longer has 

board seats in ANI but remains invested in the company. 

 The list below outlines the sequence of events and agreements that made up the 

investment plans. The third column represents whether the particular step involved a 

formal or informal agreement.   

Table 13. List of informal and formal agreements between Cargill, Black River, 

Agrinurture (ANI), Hijo Resources, and HEARBCO-2  

Step Procedure Type of agreement 

1.  2011, Cargill International connects subsidiary, Black 

River, with manager of Cargill (Philippines) Philip 

Soliven  

Informal, social agreement 

based on Cargill operations 

2.  Philip Soliven introduces Black River to ANI and Tony 

Tiu. Black River does business analysis of ANI to 

decide whether to invest equity in the company 

Informal, social agreement 

based on Cargill Philippine 

operations 

3.  2011, board of Black River agrees to the deal and ANI 

agrees to acquire land for fruit production 

Formal,  

a) Memorandum of 

agreement (MOA) of ANI 

shares by Black River 

 b) Joint Venture Agreement 

4.  ANI does scan of available land and partners. 

Approaches Mr. Antig of PBGEA via one of ANI’s 

employees who is a former government official 

employee  

Informal, social agreement 

based on PBGEA connection 

5.  Mr. Antig connects ANI to NMCF. NMCF provides 

ANI with list of possible investment sites, one is in the 

ARMM. After analysing available lands, ANI decides 

to work with Hijo instead. 

Informal, social agreement 

based on PBGEA connection 

                                              
141 In accordance with listed shareholding of Black River as of 2016 (Agrinurture, 2016b) compared to 

2015 (Agrinurture, 2015) 
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6.  2013, ANI and Hijo establish TRAIN, joint venture 

company between a subsidiary of ANI - Best Choice 

Harvest Agricultural Corp., and a Davao based 

company, Hijo Resources Corp. 

Formal, Joint Venture 

Agreement 

7.  2014, TRAIN enters long-term lease contract of 60 

years with a cooperative (HEARBCO-2) covering 294 

hectares of banana plantation (Gonzales, 2014, n.p.). 

The land is a part of Hijo’s pre-CARP plantations. 

TRAIN expands its involvement in the area from 177 

hectares to 471 hectares (Montealegre, 2014, n.p.). 

Formal, contract of lease 

agreement between TRAIN 

and HEARBCO-2  

 

8.  18 December 2014, ANI sells 51% stake in joint 

venture with Hijo to Black River and Hijo. Black River 

takes over ANI’s involvement in venture, creating 

direct involvement in the operations of Hijo. ANI is 

still promised the output of production (Agrinurture, 

2014).  

Formal, a memorandum of 

agreement (MoA) for the sale 

of ANI’s shares to Black 

River 

9.  18 July 2015, Black River sells most of its shares in 

ANI to firm Solveigh Philippines Agri Investments 2 

B.V. 

Formal, legal transaction 

 

In short, this project did not result in a large long-term investment in land or 

banana control as was originally hoped. Black River was also unable to grow ANI 

beyond its original value – meaning the deal was a relative failure for both actors 

involved. To contextualise this outcome, the concluding section reflects on what Black 

River had originally hoped for with its investment in ANI, why it ended up aligning with 

Hijo Resources, and the connection to the influence of state-capital-society relations on 

land access.  

Conclusion: Reflections on the trajectory of the deal 

This chapter argued that land is much less accessible for foreign investors in the 

Philippines than in Indonesia due to a combination of institutional and structural barriers 

as well as political economic factors. The barriers connected to institutional and structural 

dynamics are twofold with regards to the case researched. 
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First, land laws are overlapping, complicated, politically contentious and rooted in 

a history of conflict over control, which causes fragmentation and pressures on land 

resources. Presently, land is either under government authority, titled under private 

ownership, and/or distributed under the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program 

(CARP) and the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA). Consequently, if foreign 

investors identify land, they will often need to work with smallholders, agrarian reform 

beneficiaries and cooperatives, and/or indigenous communities with the official right to 

the land. Therefore, in addition to the fact that foreigners cannot legally own land in the 

Philippines, there is simply not the same level of large contiguous areas of land available 

in the Philippines as there is in Indonesia.  

Second, the Philippine banana industry is characterised by longstanding 

oligopolistic control, institutional manipulation, influence over state actors; moreover, it 

is concentrated in the region of Mindanao due to the tropical growing climate. As a 

result, a handful of companies and individuals exercise considerable control over 

Mindanao’s banana sector and local government, shaping land access. This control is 

connected to the institutional barriers to land access, since political elite actors from the 

banana sector have the strength to influence government bodies and regulation in their 

favour. This is particularly the case in Mindanao, exhibited in the comparison to 

Ecofuel’s sugarcane investment in Isabela, where the sector and region of investment are 

not controlled by a dominant business clique dependent on continued control over land. 

Therefore, much of the land that is suitable for banana production in Mindanao is already 

controlled by domestic actors and wrapped up in power relations specific to the sector. If 

land were available for acquisition for banana production, the superior networks and 

connections of the domestic banana elite would likely outweigh the plans of any 

foreigner’s attempt to enter banana production. It is possible for foreign investors to 

acquire control in this context, but it requires a domestic and local network of key 

alliances from the private and public sector. However, domestic banana elite actors most 
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likely do not want or need to cooperate with foreign investors who aim for direct land 

control for banana production.  

The question then is why Cargill, a company with extensive experience and 

knowledge of the political economy of the Philippines would try to invest in such a 

difficult sector and region?  

The power configuration of the banana industry in Mindanao had remained intact 

for many years, until recently, when the commodity’s domestic value chain began to 

shift. As argued above, following the triple crises, new foreign actors began showing 

more interest in land and agrarian production in the Philippines. When the reality of the 

barriers to land acquisition became apparent, many foreign investors gave up on their 

plans. Some investors in the banana industry responded to the difficulties of acquiring 

land by ramping up their trade activities in the Philippines and offering higher prices for 

the output from small scale producers, thereby bypassing the control of TNCs in the 

domestic banana market. As Borras and Franco (2011) note, ‘several transactions do not 

actually involve any direct land deals, but are trade activities, such as a UEA’s attempt to 

buy bananas directly from the Philippines which has, in turn, triggered and fuelled land 

speculation for possible banana production expansion’ (p. 32).  

Cargill was witness to these changes and may have seen an opportunity for its 

private equity fund to capitalise on the company’s domestic presence, national network, 

and global position as one of the top agro-industrial commodity traders. In so doing, 

Cargill may have hoped to gain access to a sector long since dominated by a small group 

of transnational corporations.  

Black River’s objective was to make a financial return on investing in a company 

with growth possibilities, by boosting the production capacities of ANI. As a part of the 

agreement, Black River intended to sell its shares after 18 months back to Tony Tiu, to 

his family, or to a locally established transnational company like Del Monte or Dole. 

Black River’s initial plan to sell its shares to a more entrenched corporate actor in the 

banana industry is consistent with its plan to financially capitalise on investments in 
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production and supply since, if successful, Black River would profit from the increased 

value in ANI’s shares. However, since Black River sold its shares to a Dutch firm, 

Solveigh Philippines Agri Investments 2 B.V., this plan did not materialise. Likewise, the 

project could also contribute to Cargill’s strategy of establishing links to producers and 

suppliers around the world that would help inform their financial trading activities. The 

connection of Black River to Cargill is therefore important to the objective and outcome 

of Black River’s investment in the Philippines.  

The plans did not pan out exactly as hoped. Cargill and Black River may have 

overlooked (or underestimated) two key issues: First, that banana multinationals and the 

local banana elite continue to wield a considerable level of influence over access to land; 

and second, that there continues to be limited land resources in the Philippines, especially 

for outside investors. Although power in the banana sector may be shifting, the current 

influence of the banana elite over the state and around Mindanao likewise puts them first 

in line for available land. The land that was potentially available to ANI and Black River 

was not the most desirable: it was non-contiguous, located in risky environments due to 

the presence of armed groups, controlled by elite actors, and/or redistributed under CARP 

and therefore only available as collective leases involving individual plots ranging from 

one to five hectares. Black River and ANI therefore needed to align with a landed elite 

actor with access to land, which brought them to Hijo Resources and the Tuason family.  

As explained, the Tuason family is a ‘prominent member of the domestic landlord-

capitalist elite’ (Borras & Franco, 2005, p. 339) with family members having held 

political office. The company has a history of hiring politically influential individuals, 

working with government officials, and successfully adjusting to CARP to maintain 

access to land (Franco, 1999). The local connections and power of Hijo Resources are 

likely a main reason the lease arrangement of 294 hectares from a cooperative was 

signed. The long history of the Tuason family’s influence in Davao likewise brought in 

connections to different state actors (e.g. mayors and DAR agents), economic elite actors 
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(e.g. business allies), and actors connected to the cooperative involved in the lease 

agreement (community leaders).  

Black River and ANI’s inability to acquire more than 294 hectares for their banana 

plantation project in Mindanao demonstrates that there are limits to the devices of foreign 

investors, even one as powerful as Cargill. This shows how national regulations and elite 

power surrounding access to land can be a source of success or a cause for failure for 

foreign investors depending on the context, the time of investment, the opportunities 

available, and the alliances created.  The national reach of the global power of a company 

may depend on the influence of local powerholders and institutional settings.  

 In short, due to a combination of structural-institutional and political economic 

barriers, as well some consequential factors related to time and place, Black River’s 

attempt to invest in banana production in Mindanao by connecting to domestic and local 

elite actors through equity acquisition of a Philippine company may not have been as 

successful as hoped. However, no direct land was acquired nor was a steady supply of 

banana maintained, and as such the value of ANI’s shares did not grow as anticipated. 

The next chapter takes this argument further by comparing the case here with the one 

from Indonesia to more fully understand how a country’s state-capital-society relations 

influence an agro-commodity trader’s ability to secure long term access to primary 

products. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion: Indonesian and Philippine land deal strategies in Cargill’s global 

acquisition agenda 

 

This study positioned Cargill’s agenda and strategies in the global land rush. It 

was argued that agro-industrial commodity traders seek to ensure long term access to 

valuable primary products using various techniques reflective of the agricultural system 

of the time and place. In the current global market, one way that transnational 

corporations have attempted to secure lasting access is by getting more involved in 

production by establishing direct and indirect control over land and companies. Cargill 

does so by creating a strong local presence and involvement in the agricultural sectors of 

various regions around the world by rooting itself in the areas of production, linking up 

with powerful players, and investing in local teams on the ground. However, as this study 

shows, in some contexts, even a powerful and well-connected company can fail to secure 

adequate land control.  

In this concluding chapter, I first discuss the strategies used by Cargill to secure 

access to primary products in Indonesia and the Philippines and the importance of each 

country’s state-capital-society relations to the formulations and outcomes of Cargill’s 

plans. I then reflect on the possible underlying incentives of Cargill’s investment 

strategies in relation to a changing agricultural system.  This discussion is organised 

following the central questions of the thesis.  

Actors, alliances, and power resources in the making of Cargill’s land deals 

Before addressing the main research questions, it is important to recall the key 

actors, alliances, and power resources used by Cargill in the establishment of the deals 

and the importance of country-specific state-capital-society relations in the formation of 

Cargill’s strategies. In Indonesia, Cargill-CTP Holdings successfully gained control over 

large tracts of land in West Kalimantan to ensure long term access to oil palm. In the 

Philippines, Cargill-Black River tried investing in banana production in Mindanao by 
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acquiring equity in a domestic company, Agrinurture (ANI). ANI could only secure a 

long-term lease of 294 hectares with a farming cooperative after forming a joint venture 

with a local landed elite, Hijo Resources, and did not establish long term access to 

primary products.  

Using Fox’s (1993) state-society approach, the study sought to understand the 

trajectories of two deals through actor engagement by focusing on the interaction of state 

and social actors, ‘the institutions that mediate such interaction, and the factors that 

account for how those institutions are in turn transformed’ (p. 39). The main actor 

categories analysed for each of Cargill’s deals included state, elite, and social actors. 

Although state actors are often also elite actors, it is important to disentangle the two 

analytically to make sense of the different state-capital relations of the two countries.  

State actors were important players in both cases’ land deal process in the 

identification, classification and redistribution of land for investment. This is especially 

important at the local level in both countries, since local politicians and government 

officials have the power to decide who gains access to land by handing out permits or 

identifying local investment partners. Of the two cases, it was Cargill’s oil palm projects 

that exhibited the most reliance on state officials for the establishment and maintenance 

of land control. This is connected to the state-capital relations in Indonesia since 

decentralisation, especially the level of power and authority that the bupati and other 

local government officials have over land and natural resources of their districts. Further, 

the local government of Manis Mata has been proactive in oil palm expansion in the 

frontier areas inhabited by Dayak communities, helping pave the way for Cargill’s 

projects. 

In the Philippine case, state actors also played an important role in the 

authorisation of the plans (e.g. the DAR’s help in establishing agreements), however, 

they acted more on behalf of the joint venture plans in a bureaucratic role rather than as a 

gatekeeper, as in the Indonesian case. Instead, domestic and local level private sector elite 

actors helped Cargill realise its plans in the Philippines. This is connected to the state-
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capital relations of the country, whereby domestic business elite actors with ties to the 

state still heavily influence the allocation of state resources and are important gatekeepers 

to foreign investors looking to gain access to land.  

Cargill associated with different national and local elite actors relevant for each 

case to navigate the policies and politics of the country, through a collection of alliances 

used to establish access. In the Indonesian case, the elite actors that Cargill aligned with 

included the bupatis, who facilitated Cargill’s plans through permitting, and corporate 

allies (the CDC) who helped Cargill gain entrance to the oil palm sector by offering to 

transfer its West Kalimantan plantations. It was argued that Cargill managed relations 

with these actors through different informal power resources and a variety of informal 

agreements (employee-government official partnerships, CSR plans, and local cultural 

business practices) and formal agreements (HGUs, Ijin Lokasi, and forestry 

relinquishment permits). In the Philippine case, the elite actors that Cargill aligned with 

were an emerging domestic fruit company, Agrinurture, and a local company, Hijo 

Resources. These alliances should have helped Black River gain access to land through 

their own domestic connections and local knowledge of (and ability to adjust to) the 

regulations deciding access to land. Cargill managed relations with these actors through 

informal power resources and a variety of the informal agreements (social agreements) 

and formal agreements (MOAs and lease arrangements).  

Alliances with elite actors were also used by Cargill to manage social actors 

(NGOs and farming and indigenous communities). In Indonesia, Cargill/CTP ran into 

conflicts with international and domestic NGOs and local communities in the early years 

of the oil palm project. Cargill/CTP had a responsibility to react to the criticisms and 

mobilisations directed against it, due to the amount of attention Cargill was receiving 

from the international community (Rainforest Action Network). In turn, Cargill aligned 

with international organisations (The Forest Trust), worked with local government, and 

implemented a CSR plan that helped to establish better relations with local communities.  
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In the Philippines, due to the nature and structure of private equity investment, 

Cargill/Black River’s joint venture partners (ANI and Hijo) were responsible for 

negotiation with the farming communities involved in the lease agreement. Hijo is owned 

by a landed elite actor and is therefore well versed in managing conflicts with agrarian 

reform communities and aggressively hampering uprisings (sometimes with the help of 

government allies). Working through ANI and Hijo allowed Cargill/Black River to 

establish distance from any conflicts and/or criticisms of ‘land grabbing’. This is 

important since the Philippines has a strong civil society and history of agrarian 

mobilisation which can influence investors’ land acquisition plans.  

To summarise, one way that Cargill attempted to adjust to the state-capital-society 

relations of each country/region and acquire land was by working with selected state, 

elite, and social actors. Cargill did achieve land control with the help of local allies in 

both cases, however, in the Indonesian project, the land acquisition was much more 

extensive and lasting. The reason for this outcome is discussed in the next section. 

How did Cargill try to ensure long term access to primary products in the current 

global market? And how were the strategies formed in relation to the local and 

national state-capital-civil society relations of Indonesia and the Philippines? 

In this section, I discuss the diverging outcomes of the two cases at the time of this 

research, reflecting on the influence of the specific institutional and political economic 

contexts. The two cases have some key differences that make comparisons on the 

outcome and trajectory of the deals complex: the two cases presented here differ not only 

by the political-economic contexts of the respective countries but also by other 

characteristics, including the type of investment vehicle with specific investment 

motivations (an oil palm holding company in Indonesia and a private equity company in 

the Philippines) and the length of time between the investment and the time of research 

(the study of the Indonesian investment took place after ten years of operation; the study 

of the Philippine deal took place during the initial negotiations and shortly after). These 

last two differences signal that we cannot simply speak of the Indonesian investment as a 
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‘success’ and the Philippine investment as a ‘failure’ without taking these differences into 

account.  

Before understanding why the Indonesian deal was more successful than the 

Philippine deal, it is important to first reflect on the investment vehicles used and their 

objectives. An oil palm firm like Cargill’s CTP Holdings in Indonesia requires a different 

level of presence and local embeddedness than an asset management firm like Cargill’s 

Black River. Whereas an oil palm firm is required to maintain direct control of the 

plantations for a long period, an asset management firm can successfully pull out of the 

investment after a certain amount of time, while maintaining a certain level of 

connectedness to the national stakeholders and their partner firms.  

The different vehicles also use dissimilar modes of investment and control. CTP 

Holdings controls land through the companies it established with local representatives, 

however, the oil palm firm directly operates the plantation and controls the output.  Black 

River’s involvement in land control is much less direct and is realised through its 

involvement and investment in domestic companies. The two vehicles will adjust to 

settings differently and with different objectives in mind. Cargill’s strategies and level of 

success consequently change with the investment vehicle and its function in different 

institutional settings and political economies.  

The two investment vehicles also have distinctive functions in Cargill’s 

operations. Black River is a private equity fund owned by Cargill and is mostly 

concerned with the financial gains associated with investments in agricultural production, 

companies and land. CTP Holdings is an oil palm plantation management company 

concerned with gaining more control over the oil palm value web. The involvement of 

the asset management firm is therefore less direct. The two types of companies adjust to 

settings in different manners, and with different objectives in mind. Cargill’s strategies 

and level of success consequently differ depending on the investment vehicle and its 

function in different institutional and political economic settings. 
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 Just as the investment vehicles are both distinctive in structure and motivation, the 

outcomes were also diverging. The reasons for CTP Holding’s relative success and Black 

River’s relative failure are tied to (1) the institutional-structural setting and (2) the 

political economic contexts of each country. Regarding the institutional structural setting, 

a reason for Cargill’s ability to secure access to primary products in Indonesia but not in 

the Philippines is related to the authority of the state over access to land and the structure 

of land ownership in the two settings. Whereas in Indonesia the setting emboldened 

Cargill’s plans, it deterred them in the Philippines. To understand how, we must compare 

the two settings and the factors that shape land access. 

  Of the two countries, the institutional setting of Indonesia is much more 

conducive to large scale monocrop plantation agriculture. While the constitutions of 

Indonesia and the Philippines both recognise the power of the state to control the use of 

‘public lands’ (e.g. forested areas), it is much easier for the Indonesian government to put 

this into practice. A key reason for this is that the Indonesian government controls large 

‘frontier’ areas that are not subject to pro-poor or pro-indigenous policies (like CARP or 

IPRA in the Philippines). The Indonesian state can therefore allocate land for its own 

initiatives and for the corporate sector, making land regulations mostly supportive of 

plantation development.  

In the Philippines, the institutional barriers at the national level include land-based 

laws such as CARP and IPRA. In Mindanao, this becomes even more complicated due to 

the limited available lands suitable for banana production, as much of the land is either 

controlled by private actors, was or is targeted for redistribution under CARP and IPRA, 

and/or is already intended for other (possibly more powerful) players. The political 

economic barriers at the national level and at the local level relate to the control that a 

handful of companies and individuals exercise over the banana sector of Mindanao and 

the local government. This control is connected to the institutional barriers to land access, 

since political elite actors from the banana sector are better placed to utilise existing 

regulations and power relations. 
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This takes us to the second main factor defining access in the two settings, the 

political economy of the relevant sector of investment and the power relations 

constituting it. The power of the oil palm elite in Indonesia is shared amongst a bigger 

pool of actors compared to the banana elite of the Philippines. At the same time, the oil 

palm alliance isn’t as cohesive and powerful as the banana alliance in the Philippines. 

While different regions of Indonesia are controlled by certain regional elite actors, 

Indonesia’s oil palm provinces aren’t as tightly controlled by private sector elites to the 

extent of the banana provinces of the Philippines. However, even within this setting, land 

control may still be possible. The difficulties faced by Black River were magnified by 

consequential issues such as being able to identify the right allies with the right informal 

and formal power resources, and at the right time.  

In short, a combination of nationally specific institutional pathways and power 

relations, together with the successful establishment of strategic global-domestic 

partnerships, and certain incidental factors, may decide the success of a project. The 

outcome of the Philippine project demonstrates that the global power of a company like 

Cargill can only extend so far when met with resistance from the power and plans of 

domestic elite actors in certain political economic settings. As such, the paths agro-

industrial commodity traders take to acquire land and invest in production are shaped as 

much, if not more, by the power of domestic elite actors and national regulations as by 

trends in the global agri-food system. This takes us to the next line of questioning. 

What do Cargill’s acquisition strategies and agendas in Indonesia and the 

Philippines reveal of its underlying motives?  And why is Cargill starting to engage 

in land control and agricultural production now?  

The questions regarding Cargill’s motives deal with its diversified, yet centralised, 

position in the global financialised corporate agricultural system, and how this 

positioning shapes its motivations in the land rush. As argued, Cargill tried to acquire 

land in Indonesia and the Philippines using strategies determined by national and local 

institutional and political economic settings. These strategies aim to do more than just 

establish a land deal; they also aim to establish connections with important players in 
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settings considered difficult to invest in due to the policy environment and the power of 

elite actors over and within the state structure.  

Cargill’s plans and strategies are exemplary of agro-industrial commodity traders; 

however, their scope and scale are specific to the corporation. Cargill’s acquisition 

agenda is not simply that of one company acquiring a particular piece of land in a 

particular country, instead it is that of an adaptive corporation composed of several large 

companies and smaller subsidiaries in search for lasting supply in manifold contexts. By 

establishing connections to important gatekeepers in each region of acquisition, Cargill 

secures its place in transnational networks, from the local to the global setting. In doing 

so, it acquires access to information regarding supply and demand, which can be used by 

its financial subsidiaries. Cargill tried to set up access to production in Indonesia and the 

Philippines by establishing a physical and social presence through hiring local 

employees, connecting to influential companies, and establishing relations with 

bureaucratic elites, all of which had access to strong networks. Using its numerous 

subsidiaries operating along various lines of the financialised corporate agricultural 

system, Cargill is trying to acquire both land and companies for various purposes. 

Cargill is illustrative of how one company can represent different ‘factions of 

capital’ (oil palm holding firms and private equity funds) involved in the rush for land.  

Since it represents different types of investors, it also uses diverse investment vehicles, 

invests in various commodities, relies on varied strategies, engages in diverging types of 

dispossession, and is motivated by different logics of capital. If ‘different fractions of 

capital have quite different objectives that govern their behaviour’ in the land rush 

(Akram-Lodhi, 2012, p. 127), then what can be said of an agricultural player that operates 

as both a producer and financial trader? At the abstract level, the two positions seem to be 

in contradiction with one another: where a producer should aim to harvest and trade 

enough to meet rising demand, a financial trader should use scarcity to drive up prices 

and make a profit. How do the two positions intersect and inform Cargill’s investments in 

production? 
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As I noted earlier, Cargill’s 2016 Annual Report points to a run of ‘good weather’ 

and ‘low volatility in agricultural commodity markets’ as causes of its mixed financial 

performance (Cargill, 2016k, p. 1). Cargill can profit tremendously from unstable 

commodity prices if the right information is shared with the company’s financial vehicles 

(Salerno, 2017). Cargill adds, ‘several of our businesses delivered strong earnings 

growth’ listing various production and trade departments as the cause, including: animal 

feed and nutrition, grain and oilseeds, and poultry (ibid.). It is no coincidence that the key 

growth sectors are those where Cargill is vertically integrated, such as in its protein value 

web. While the diversity of Cargill’s operations and ‘fractions of capital’ (Akram-Lodhi, 

2012) have diverse objectives that are sometimes in competition with one another, 

diversifying its investments and operations offers Cargill a more secure position in an 

uncertain global climate. 

Cargill’ acquisition agenda is one where companies, commodities, and lands are 

acquired in a way that helps Cargill secure vertical integration and operational flexibility. 

Other than a few failed attempts at complete vertical integration of grain in its early 

operations, until recently Cargill’s activities were concentrated on one or a few links in a 

commodity’s chain. Now, the company seems to be attempting vertical integration and 

flexibility across value webs of various valuable commodities. The Indonesian palm oil 

case is a good example: whereas Cargill would have once only acted as a processor and 

trader, it is now active throughout the entire value web and operates from the production 

to end stages, as well as in the financial trade of this flex crop. This strategy could help 

protect it from various uncertainties, including changes in domestic policies hindering 

trade, loss in supply, and price fluctuations.  

It is essential for Cargill’s operations to establish direct links to production and to 

the actors that control production, such as state officials, banana corporations, or oil palm 

conglomerates. This helps ensure Cargill sustains access to the commodities and 

information in which it trades. Cargill’s evolving corporate structure diversifies its 

activities while expanding and deepening its access to knowledge and information. 
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Meaning, Cargill is a producer and supplier of agricultural commodities and an actor 

speculating on those same commodities’ price fluctuations in agricultural markets. 

Cargill’s motivations and successes are therefore connected to and driven by how ‘Cargill 

sits at a unique intersection in food and feed value chains’ (van den Akker in Cargill, 

2016, p. 14), and how Cargill can use this this position to inform its financial activities.   

By acquiring control over land, production, companies, and commodities, Cargill 

is likely aiming to gain control over output, information, and networks, and as such, to 

secure the future of its operations regardless what the ‘world looks like’ (as a 

spokesperson for Cargill explained) (Whitford & Burke, 2011, n.p.). Cargill secures this 

future by strengthening its position in countries around the world using the information 

acquired to make timely investments (e.g. in oil palm value webs), and by modernising 

its financial activities and acting on the information derived from its strategically placed 

global contacts (e.g. in private equity investments in production). The question then is, 

what has driven Cargill to follow its current corporate strategies?  

To understand this, we must remember who, or what, Cargill is. While Cargill is a 

transnational corporation, it is not traditionally a producer, a land developer, or a land 

grabber – making its recent venture into land significant. Cargill’s current corporate 

actions, involving land investment, oil palm investment, and increased financial 

speculation, were a part of its evolving strategy to maintain control as the global 

agricultural system changes and new actors enter the scene. One reason, as explained in 

chapters one and three, is that the share of the four ABCDs in the total value of world 

food trade has been declining and their growth slowing, as more competitors from Asia 

and Latin America have been entering markets that they have historically dominated, 

such as Wilmar, Nobel Group, Olam, and Cresud (Murphy et al., 2012, p. 12).  As 

Murphy et al. (2012) explain, ‘[o]ne of the constant stresses on the traders is the search 

for new capital as they continue to grow’ (pp. 12–13).  

Cargill’s current corporate strategies show how modern-day capitalism solves its 

over-accumulation problems by expanding into new territories and dispossessing people 
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of control over their land and resources. In the Indonesia case, we saw how Cargill 

strengthened its involvement in the increasingly lucrative oil palm value web by taking 

over operational oil palm plantations and sustaining the patterns of dispossession in the 

region. In the Philippine case, Cargill ventured into private equity driven investments in 

production, using financial mechanisms to more efficiently enter banana production and 

land control. While small, the type of lease agreement signed in the Mindanao case also 

perpetuated regional patterns of dispossession. 

As explained in chapter two, the modern financial system encourages 

accumulation by dispossession in part through the financialisation and orchestration of 

‘an international financial system that could, from time to time, visit anything from mild 

to savage bouts of devaluation and accumulation by dispossession on certain sectors or 

even whole territories’ (Harvey, 2003, p. 156). Finance capital has been liberated of 

regulatory constraints through deregulation (Clapp, 2014, p. 802), making it easier to 

invest in different countries and sectors around the world. The Philippine case shows how 

Cargill could get around regulations regarding foreign ownership using financial 

strategies by acquiring equity in a company. However, Black River encountered barriers 

when actually attempting to acquire large land areas due to the institutional and political 

economy context. Cargill’s motivations and the realisation of these motivations are 

simultaneously derived from the logic of global capitalism and its national formations.  

Final thoughts 

Certainly, the triple crisis of food, fuel and finance of 2008 has driven up land 

prices and encouraged the recent land rush. The pressures on land and its related 

resources will only intensify as concerns for food security becomes more widespread. 

Many investors are aware of this, and therefore, various actors continue to increase their 

investments in land and agriculture. As an actor situated at the crossroads of agricultural 

trade, Cargill is acutely aware of the likelihood for these trends to continue. 

Consequentially, Cargill’s investment projects will likewise continue as it adapts to the 

trends of the global agricultural system and global political economy.  
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Kneen, in 2002, described Cargill as living ‘everywhere and nowhere in a world of 

markets’ (n.p.). These words are true now more than ever, since Cargill has amplified its 

acquisition agenda following the 2008 triple crises. As Cargill’s diversified position in 

the global agricultural system becomes more pronounced, and as the local/national 

manifestations of this position become clearer, Cargill’s involvement in the land rush is 

revealed for what may in fact be:  a pursuit for lasting control in an increasingly 

financialised corporate agriculture system  
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Summary 

In the past decade, a global revaluation of land and agriculture has occurred. 

Following the convergence of the financial, food, and fuel crises in 2008, public and 

private sector actors became attracted to land control for a myriad of reasons. While food 

insecure governments were seeking to ensure food security, agribusiness corporations 

and financial investors (such as private equity funds) were aiming to capitalise on issues 

of global food insecurity. This scramble for land has come to be known as the ‘global 

land rush’. The land rush is explored here with a focus on Cargill, a major agro-industrial 

commodity trader and main intermediary actor in the global agricultural 

system―handling, processing, and financially speculating on much of the agricultural 

products consumed daily. 

Following (and perhaps forecasting) the recent revaluation of agriculture, Cargill 

has been pursuing a ‘global acquisition agenda’ by adapting its strategies to enter new 

markets and sectors in recent years. This agenda involves the establishment of new 

companies and joint ventures, investments in palm oil, the financialisation of its 

operations (including speculating in agro-commodities markets and opening financial 

branches), and the acquisition of land. 

Two projects that reflect this new agenda are explored here: one involves the 

acquisition of oil palm plantations amounting to approximately 80,000 hectares in West 

Kalimantan, Indonesia, and another involves Cargill’s private equity fund’s investment 

into 294 hectares of land for banana production in Mindanao, the Philippines. 

Indonesia and the Philippines are interesting countries to draw cases from due to 

their perceivably similar histories and current political economic contexts, which upon 

closer examination reveal very different investment avenues and outcomes for Cargill. 

For example, of the two cases the Indonesian deal was much more successful given the 

continuous growth in land size and the level of control, while the Philippine case is seen 

here as a relative failure considering the investment purpose versus the outcome. 
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A study on Cargill’s involvement in the global land rush requires a theoretical 

framework that contextualises both the global forces behind the actions of agro-

commodity traders and the national settings influencing the trajectory of their 

investments. To study the global processes of the land rush and the power and strategies 

of Cargill, this study uses the theories of accumulation by dispossession (Harvey, 2003), 

financialisation, and food regimes (Friedmann & McMichael, 1989). To study the social 

processes shaping the trajectory of deals and the importance of the national context, the 

study uses a state-capital-society relations approach. This is based on Fox’s (1993) state-

society interactions approach which seeks to make sense of the outcomes of actor 

interaction and ‘the institutions that mediate such interaction, and the factors that account 

for how those institutions are in turn transformed’ (Fox, 1993, p. 39). This is adjusted to 

account for the nature of elite power in each country and its influence over state structure 

and capital accumulation by means of concepts such as patrimonialism, bossism, and 

clientelism in Indonesia and the Philippines. 

With this in mind, the thesis follows two main lines of questioning. First, how 

does a multinational agro-industrial commodity trader (Cargill) try to ensure lasting 

access to primary products in the current global market? And how are its strategies 

formed in relation to the local and national state-capital-civil society relations? Second, 

how is it that a powerful global giant like Cargill, that has successfully acquired land in 

so many different political and economic contexts (such as its 80,000 hectares in West 

Kalimantan, Indonesia), could only acquire 294 hectares in Mindanao, the Philippines, 

after all its deal making and alliance building? 

This study focuses on the variety of ways and reasons Cargill has joined in on the 

land rush and the informal and formal business techniques it used to adjust to the national 

structural-institutional context of each country and the local political economies of the 

regions of acquisition. Bearing in mind the different contexts of Indonesia and the 

Philippines, the two countries offer interesting insights through comparison on the 

importance of the domestic setting for the different trajectories of the deals. Considering 
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the power and position of an agro-industrial commodity trader like Cargill in the global 

agricultural system, its involvement in the land rush reveals important insights on the 

value of land in the current global economy and Cargill’s ability (and in some cases 

inability) to assert influence in different political economic contexts to establish land 

control. These insights can be summarised per chapter. 

In chapter three, I position the operations and objectives of Cargill in the global 

rush for land by first discussing the transformation of Cargill over the years, situating its 

current position against the backdrop of a financialised corporate agricultural system, 

reviewing its informal and formal power resources and discussing its global acquisition 

agenda. In so doing, I present two main findings.  

First, Cargill’s investment plans and strategies are the product of the revaluation of 

agriculture and the transformation of the agricultural system. This revaluation is the result 

of the deregulation and financialisation of the agricultural system, which has created new 

global ownership and investment opportunities for agro-industrial commodity traders like 

Cargill. Cargill has consistently adapted to the structure and relations of the agricultural 

system and the structure of the current financialised corporate agricultural system has 

allowed Cargill to flourish.  

Second, Cargill’s central position in the agricultural system provides access to 

privileged information regarding trends shaping global supply and demand. 

Consequently, its subsidiaries are well placed at the global level to capitalise on the 

growing importance of palm oil, finance, and land in the agricultural system. Cargill’s 

position likewise inspires its motives and strategies in the land rush which are realised 

through its informal and formal power resources. Cargill’s informal power resources 

include its social capital (social networks, allies, and alliances), political capital 

(influence within government bodies and alliances with state actors) and economic 

capital (holdings, equity, and financial capital). Cargill’s formal power resources include 

its influence in the U.S. and abroad within and over state agencies and actors. These 
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power resources help Cargill acquire land in a way that meets state regulations and the 

structure of elite power in the countries of investment. 

In Chapter four, I analyse Cargill’s acquisition of an 80,000-hectare oil palm 

plantation through state-provided land use permits in West Kalimantan, Indonesia. I first 

review the institutional environment and political economic context of Indonesia and 

West Kalimantan. Second, I position Cargill within the Indonesian context and the palm 

oil sector. Third, I discuss the land deal itself by reviewing the history of investors in the 

area, the structure of Cargill’s land control, and the power resources it used to adapt to 

the region and establish land control. In so doing, I present three main findings.  

First, Cargill successfully acquired land control using its subsidiary system and 

informal power resources. The power resources include a combination of social capital 

(Cargill’s global, national, and local web of networks, allies, and employees) and political 

capital (localised employees’ knowledge and a strategically applied Corporate Social 

Responsibility plan) to manage government and community relations and acquire land 

control.  

Second, Cargill’s ability to acquire land in Indonesia is also substantially 

influenced by the national and local context. Indonesia’s institutional setting is one where 

the state has the authority to define the use of frontier areas for palm oil expansion. This 

is especially the case at the local level, where government officials have the authority to 

distribute permits. Even though foreigners cannot legally own land, it is possible to gain 

access to land through partnerships with local companies and state actors. The palm oil 

sector remains relatively open to investors (foreign or domestic) and state actors remain 

willing and able to support the investors’ plans that best align with their own.  

Finally, Cargill established itself in the region and adapted to Indonesia’s 

institutional and political economic environment in a manner that protects its presence in 

the oil palm sector of the country for the long term. This oil palm project has allowed 

Cargill to establish a strong presence in the palm oil value web, contributing to its 

objective to create longstanding involvement in lucrative agricultural commodities. 
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In Chapter five, I further develop the thesis’s main argument regarding Cargill’s 

strategies and the importance of the local institutional and political economic context in 

the development and success of such strategies. I focus on a less successful case 

involving a banana investment in Mindanao, Philippines, in which Cargill’s private 

equity fund, Black River Asset Management, failed to secure long-term access to land 

and commodity control. Black River intended to invest in a Philippine company, 

Agrinurture (ANI), to boost its presence in the lucrative production of bananas in the 

country by acquiring control of large areas of land and then selling its company shares at 

a profit. After two and a half years of searching for land, ANI established an indirect land 

investment through a Mindanao-based company, Hijo Resources, and signed a lease for 

294 hectares with an agrarian reform community. Considering the size of the land 

holdings, the indirect form of land control, and ANI’s inability to boost its share price, I 

consider the project a relative failure. Key findings regarding the strategies used and the 

possible reasons for the relative failure of the Philippine project can be summarized as 

follows. 

Even though Cargill was able to form domestic and local alliances and establish 

informal agreements (social contracts and agreements) and formal agreements (MOAs 

and lease arrangements), the deal was not an outright success due to the institutional 

environment and political economic context. The institutional environment severely 

limits the availability of land that meets the requirements of plantation agriculture: land 

laws are overlapping, complicated, politically contentious and rooted in a history of 

conflict over control. Land is either under government authority, titled under private 

ownership, and/or distributed under the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program 

(CARP) and the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA). Moreover, foreigners cannot buy 

land, meaning leases or contract growing agreements are the only real options available 

to foreign investors. When land is available that meets the needs of banana production, it 

is more likely to go to entrenched banana elite actors rather than a foreign investor due to 

the power dynamics that shape control. A handful of companies and individuals exercise 
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considerable levels of control over the banana sector of Mindanao and local government. 

This control is connected to the institutional barriers to land access, since political elites 

from the banana sector have the strength to influence government bodies and regulation 

in their favour. Cargill’s inability to acquire more than 294 hectares in Mindanao 

demonstrates that there are limits to the devices of foreign investors, even one as 

powerful as Cargill. 

In the final chapter, I compare the two cases regarding (1) Cargill’s strategies of 

securing access to primary products by establishing direct and indirect control over land 

and companies in the two countries and (2) the importance of each country’s institutional 

and political economic environment to the trajectories of the two land deals. Moreover, I 

suggest the possible underlying incentives to Cargill’s different investment approaches 

and courses. 

Cargill attempted to adjust to each country/region and acquire land by working 

with selected state, elite, and social actors. In both cases, Cargill gained land control with 

the help of local allies. One reason for Cargill’s success in Indonesia compared to the 

Philippines is related to the different levels of authority of the state over access to land 

and the structure of land ownership in the two countries. Whereas in Indonesia the 

institutional setting emboldened Cargill’s plans, in the Philippines it deterred them. 

Moreover, the power of palm oil elites in Indonesia is shared amongst a bigger pool of 

actors compared to the banana elites of the Philippines, and the palm oil alliance of 

Indonesia isn’t as cohesive as that of the banana sector in the Philippines. 

By acquiring control over land, production, companies, and commodities, Cargill 

is likely aiming to gain control over output, information, and networks, and as such, to 

secure the future of Cargill regardless of what the ‘world looks like’ (Cargill 

spokesperson). Cargill secures this through the strengthening of its position in countries 

around the world, using the information acquired to make timely investments (e.g. in 

palm oil value webs), and by modernising its financial activities (e.g. in private equity 

investments in production). 
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Since Cargill has amplified its acquisition agenda following the 2008 triple crises, 

its presence becomes increasingly pronounced in the agricultural sectors of countries 

around the world. As Cargill embeds itself deeper into the political-economic structures 

of various countries, adapting its strategies to global and local conditions, its rush for land 

is revealed for what it likely is – a rush for control in an increasingly financialised 

corporate agriculture system. 

Samenvatting 

Een wereldwijde herwaardering van land en landbouw heeft zich voltrokken in de 

afgelopen tien jaar. Na de financiële-, voedsel- en brandstof crises van 2008 groeide de 

belangstelling voor land vanuit de publieke en private sector. Overheden probeerden 

voedselzekerheid te waarborgen, terwijl agro-industriële bedrijven en financiële 

investeerders zoals ‘private equity’ fondsen juist trachtten te verdienen aan 

voedselonzekerheid. Deze wedloop om land is bekend geworden als de ‘global land 

rush.’ In dit proefschrift bestudeer ik deze ‘land rush’ met een focus op Cargill, een van 

de grootste handelaren in agro-industriële producten wereldwijd en een cruciale speler in 

het mondiale landbouwsysteem, gespecialiseerd in het verhandelen en verwerken van 

landbouwproducten voor dagelijks gebruik en het financiaal speculeren op deze markt.  

In lijn met deze herwaardering van de landbouw (en wellicht ook anticiperend 

hierop) streeft Cargill sinds enkele jaren een ‘mondiale acquisitie-agenda’ na en past zijn 

strategieën aan om nieuwe markten en sectoren te kunnen betreden. Deze acquisitie-

agenda betreft het opstarten van nieuwe bedrijven en joint ventures, investeringen in 

palmolie, de financialisering van activiteiten (waaronder speculatie op de markt voor 

landbouwprodukten en het openen van financiële afdelingen) en het greep krijgen op 

land. Twee projecten die tekenend zijn voor deze nieuwe agenda worden in deze 

dissertatie onder de loep genomen: de acquisitie van ongeveer 80.000 hectare aan 

palmolieplantages in West-Kalimantan, Indonesië, en een investering van Cargills private 

equity fonds in 294 hectare bananen-aanplant in Mindanao, de Filipijnen.  
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Indonesië en de Filipijnen hebben op het oog een vergelijkbare geschiedenis en 

politieke context, maar de twee landen blijken voor Cargill zeer verschillende 

investeringsmogelijkheden en uitkomsten te bieden. Van de twee cases was de deal in 

Indonesië, bijvoorbeeld, veel succesvoller in de zin dat Cargill in staat was steeds meer 

land onder controle te krijgen en deze controle verder te verstevigen, terwijl de 

investering in de Filipijnen in deze dissertatie als een relatieve mislukking wordt 

beschouwd gegeven het doel van de investering.  

Onderzoek naar Cargills betrokkenheid bij de ‘global land rush’ vereist een 

theoretisch raamwerk dat zowel de mondiale krachten achter de activiteiten van 

handelaren in landbouwprodukten contextualiseert als ook de nationale omstandigheden 

beschouwt die de investeringstrajecten beïnvloeden. Om de wereldwijde processen van 

de ‘land rush’ en de macht en strategieën van Cargill te bestuderen maakt deze studie 

gebruik van de theorieën van ‘accumulation by dispossession’ (Harvey, 2003), 

financialisering, en voedselregimes (Friedman & McMichael, 1989). Om de nationale 

context in investeringslanden en de sociale processen die vorm geven aan het verloop van 

de investeringen te begrijpen gebruikt deze studie een benadering die zich richt op de 

relaties tussen staat, kapitaal, en ‘civil society.’ Deze benadering is gebaseerd op de 

‘state-society interactions approach’ van Fox (1993) welke inzicht biedt in de uitkomst 

van de interacties van actoren, ‘the institutions that mediate such interaction, and the 

factors that account for how those institutions are in turn transformed’ (Fox, 1993, p. 39). 

De aanpak van Fox is hier aangepast om ook de macht van lokale elites en hun invloed 

op kapitaalaccumulatie en overheidsstructuren in Indonesië en de Filipijnen bij de 

analyse te betrekken, door middel van concepten als patrimonialisme, ‘bossism,’ en 

cliëntelisme.  

Twee vragen staan centraal in de dissertatie. Ten eerste, hoe probeert een 

multinationale handelaar in agro-industriële producten (Cargill) zich te verzekeren van 

langdurige toegang tot primaire producten op de huidige mondiale markt, en hoe worden 

deze strategieën gevormd in de context van relaties tussen staat, kapitaal en civil society 
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op nationaal en lokaal niveau? Ten tweede, hoe kan het dat een uiterst invloedrijke 

multinational als Cargill, een bedrijf dat in veel verschillende politieke en economische 

constellaties succesvol controle over land heeft verworven (zoals 80.000 hectare land in 

West-Kalimantan, Indonesië), slechts toegang heeft kunnen verkrijgen tot 294 hectare 

land in Mindanao, de Filipijnen, na het sluiten van vele deals en het ontwikkelen van vele 

allianties?  

Deze studie bespreekt hoe en waarom Cargill deelneemt aan de ‘land rush,’ en de 

informele en formele business technieken die het gebruikt om zich, in de 

investeringslanden, aan te passen aan de specifieke structureel-institutionele context en 

de lokale politiek-economische constellaties. Een vergelijking tussen de 

investeringsprojecten in Indonesië en de Filipijnen biedt inzicht in het belang van de 

binnenlandse context voor de specifieke trajecten en uitkomsten van deze investeringen. 

Gegeven de macht en positie van een agro-industriële handelaar als Cargill in het 

mondiale landbouwsysteem, biedt een studie van zijn betrokkenheid bij de ‘land rush’ 

relevante inzichten in de waarde van land in de huidige wereldeconomie, en in het 

vermogen van Cargill (en soms zijn onvermogen) om zijn invloed te doen gelden in 

verschillende politiek-economische constellaties. Deze inzichten kunnen per hoofdstuk 

worden samengevat. 

In hoofdstuk drie plaats ik de doelstellingen en activiteiten van Cargill in de 

bredere context van de mondiale wedloop om land door eerst de transformatie van Cargill 

in de loop der jaren te bespreken en zijn huidige positie binnen een gefinancialiseerd 

industrieel landbouwsysteem, om daarna zijn wereldwijde acquisitie-agenda te 

presenteren en de informele en formele machtsmiddelen waarover het bedrijf beschikt om 

zijn investeringsplannen door te voeren. Daarbij presenteer ik twee centrale bevindingen.  

Ten eerste, de investeringsplannen en strategieën van Cargill zijn het product van 

de herwaardering van landbouw en de transformatie van het landbouwsysteem. Deze 

herwaardering is het resultaat van de deregulering en financialisering van het 

landbouwsysteem waardoor nieuwe, wereldwijde eigendoms- en 
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investeringsmogelijkheden zijn gecreëerd voor agro-industriële handelaren zoals Cargill. 

Cargill heeft zich voortdurend aangepast aan de veranderende structuur van het 

landbouwsysteem, en het is vooral het huidige gefinancialiseerde industriële 

landbouwsysteem dat Cargill in staat heeft gesteld te floreren. 

Ten tweede, Cargills centrale positie in het mondiale landbouwsysteem biedt het 

bedrijf toegang tot vertrouwelijke informatie over trends die mondiale vraag en aanbod 

beïnvloeden. Cargills dochterondernemingen zijn daarom goed gepositioneerd om te 

kapitaliseren op het groeiende belang van palmolie, financiën, en land in het 

landbouwsysteem. Cargills centrale positie beïnvloedt eveneens zijn doeleinden en 

strategieën in de ‘land rush.’ Om deze te realiseren beschikt Cargill over informele en 

formele machtsmiddelen. Cargills informele machtsmiddelen bestaan voornamelijk uit 

sociaal kapitaal (sociale netwerken, bondgenoten en allianties), politiek kapitaal (invloed 

binnen overheidsinstanties en allianties met overheidsactoren) en economisch kapitaal 

(vennootschappen, eigen vermogen, financieel kapitaal, onder andere). Cargills formele 

machtsmiddelen bestaan voornamelijk uit invloed op overheidsinstellingen en 

overheidsactoren wereldwijd. Deze machtsmiddelen helpen Cargill om land te verwerven 

op een manier die tegemoet komt aan machtsstructuren en overheidsregulering in 

investeringslanden.  

In hoofdstuk vier analyseer ik Cargills overname van een palmolieplantage van 

80.000 hectare in West-Kalimantan, Indonesië, middels het verwerven van 

overheidsvergunningen voor landgebruik. Eerst bied ik een overzicht van de 

institutionele en politiek-economische context van Indonesië en West-Kalimantan en 

situeer ik Cargill in de Indonesische context en de palmoliesector. Daarna bespreek ik de 

investering zelf, met speciale aandacht voor de geschiedenis van investeerders in het 

gebied, de manier waarop Cargill greep kreeg op het land, en de machtsmiddelen die het 

gebruikte om zich aan de politiek-economische constellatie van de regio aan te passen. Ik 

presenteer daarbij drie bevindingen. 
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Ten eerste heeft Cargill met succes controle over land verworven met behulp van 

zijn systeem van dochterondernemingen en informele machtsmiddelen. De informele 

machtsmiddelen omvatten sociaal kapitaal (Cargills wereldwijde, nationale en lokale web 

van netwerken, bondgenoten en werknemers) en politiek kapitaal (gelokaliseerde kennis 

van werknemers en een strategisch toegepast plan voor Maatschappelijk Verantwoord 

Ondernemen) waarmee Cargill relaties met de overheid en dorpsgemeenschappen in zijn 

voordeel wist te beïnvloeden.  

Ten tweede is het vermogen van Cargill om land te verwerven in Indonesië ook 

substantieel beïnvloed door de nationale en lokale context. Binnen het institutionele kader 

van Indonesië bepaalt de staat het gebruik van ‘frontier’ gebieden voor de uitbreiding van 

oliepalmplantages. Dit is met name het geval op lokaal niveau, waar 

overheidsfunctionarissen de bevoegdheid hebben om vergunningen af te geven. 

Buitenlanders hebben geen wettelijk recht op landbezit, maar toegang tot land middels 

partnerships met lokale bedrijven en ‘state actors’ is mogelijk. De palmoliesector is er 

relatief open voor investeerders (buitenlandse en binnenlandse) en 

overheidsfunctionarissen zijn over het algemeen bereid en in staat om de plannen van 

investeerders te steunen die het beste aansluiten bij hun eigen belangen. 

Ten slotte, de manier waarop Cargill zich in de regio heeft gevestigd en zich heeft 

aangepast aan de institutionele en politiek-economische omgeving beschermt zijn 

aanwezigheid in de Indonesiche oliepalmsector op de lange termijn. Het besproken 

palmolieproject heeft Cargill in staat gesteld een sterke vertegenwoordiging te 

ontwikkelen binnen het palmolie ‘value web,’ aansluitend op zijn doelstelling tot 

langdurige betrokkenheid bij (en greep op) lucratieve landbouwproducten.  

Hoofdstuk vijf werpt verder licht op de strategieën van Cargill en de invloed van 

de lokale context op het succes van deze strategieën, aan de hand van een minder 

succesvolle investering in bananenproduktie in Mindanao, de Filipijnen, door Cargills 

private equity fonds Black River Asset Management. In dit geval is het Cargill niet gelukt 

om voor de lange termijn greep te krijgen op land en landbouwprodukten. De intentie van 
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Black River was om, middels investeringen in het Filipijnse bedrijf Agrinurture (ANI), 

zijn aanwezigheid in de lucratieve productie van bananen in de Filipijnen te versterken 

door greep te krijgen op grote stukken land en vervolgens de aandelen van het bedrijf te 

verkopen met winst. Na een lange zoektocht naar land heeft ANI uiteindelijk een 

indirecte landinvestering gedaan middels een bedrijf gebaseerd in Mindanao, Hijo 

Resources, en een huurovereenkomst ondertekend voor 294 hectare met een 

gemeenschap van kleine grondbezitters op een voormalige bananenplantage 

(begunstigden van een landhervormingsprogramma van de overheid). Gezien de geringe 

omvang van het gehuurde land, de indirecte vorm van ‘land control,’ en ANI’s 

onvermogen om zijn beurswaarde te verhogen, beschouw ik dit project als een relatieve 

mislukking. De bevindingen kunnen als volgt worden samengevat.  

Hoewel het Cargill was gelukt om lokale en nationale allianties te vormen en 

overeenkomsten te sluiten (informele overeenkomsten zoals sociale contracten en 

formele overeenkomsten zoals MOAs en landhuur overeenkomsten) was de investering 

geen succes, met name vanwege de institutionele en politiek- economische context. Het 

institutionele kader in de Filipijnen beperkt de beschikbaarheid van land dat aan de eisen 

van plantagelandbouw voldoet. Landwetten zijn complex, overlappend, politiek 

omstreden, en geworteld in een geschiedenis van landconflicten. Behalve aan de overheid 

en partikuliere eigenaren behoort veel land toe aan de begunstigden van twee 

veelomvattende landwetten, de Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law (kleine boeren) en 

de Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (inheemse gemeenschappen). Bovendien is er een 

wettelijk verbod op aankoop van land door buitenlanders, waardoor landhuur en ‘contract 

growing’ de enige mogelijkheden zijn voor buitenlandse investeerders. Echter, zodra land 

beschikbaar is dat aan de voorwaarden voor bananenproductie voldoet, is het 

waarschijnlijker dat het naar gevestigde elite-actoren in de bananensector gaat dan naar 

een buitenlandse investeerder, vanwege de machtsdynamiek die de controle over land 

beïnvloedt. Een beperkt aantal bedrijven en particulieren oefent aanzienlijke controle uit 

over de bananensector en lokale overheid in Mindanao. Deze controle houdt verband met 
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de institutionele barrières tot toegang tot land: politieke elites in de bananensector zijn 

sterk genoeg om overheidsinstellingen en overheidsregulering te beïnvloeden in hun 

voordeel. Cargills onvermogen om meer dan 294 hectare in Mindanao te verkrijgen, geeft 

aan dat er grenzen zijn aan de middelen en strategieën van buitenlandse investeerders, 

zelfs van een machtige investeerder als Cargill.  

In het laatste hoofdstuk vergelijk ik de casussen in Indonesië en de Filipijnen ten 

aanzien van (1) Cargills strategieën om toegang te verzekeren tot primaire producten door 

het verkrijgen van directe en indirecte controle over land en bedrijven, en (2) het belang 

van de nationale en lokale institutionele en politiek-economische context voor de 

specifieke trajecten die de twee investeringen hebben doorlopen. Daarnaast bespreek ik 

de mogelijke onderliggende drijfveren van Cargills diverse investeringsmethodes. 

Cargill poogde greep op land te verkrijgen door samen te werken met de staat, 

elite, en civil society actoren in beide landen en regio’s. In beide gevallen heeft Cargill 

controle over land verkregen met de hulp van lokale bondgenoten. Een reden voor 

Cargills succes in Indonesië vergeleken met de Filipijnen hangt samen met de 

verschillende niveaus van staatsgezag betreffende toegang tot land en de structuur van 

landeigendom in de twee landen. De institutionele context heeft Cargills investeringen in 

Indonesië aangemoedigd en in de Filipijnen juist beperkt. Bovendien vormen lokale 

agribusiness elites in de Indonesische casus minder een barrière dan in de Filipijnse: de 

macht van de palmolie elites in Indonesië wordt gedeeld onder een grotere groep actoren 

vergeleken met de bananen elites in de Filipijnen, en de alliantie van 

palmolieproducenten in Indonesië is niet zo stevig als dat van bananenproducenten in de 

Filipijnen.  

Door het streven naar controle over land, productie, bedrijven, en goederen, is het 

aannemelijk dat Cargill zich richt op het verkrijgen van controle over output, informatie, 

en netwerken, om zo de toekomst van Cargill zeker te stellen ongeacht hoe ‘de wereld 

eruit ziet’ (woordvoerder van Cargill). Cargill is zijn positie wereldwijd aan het 

versterken door middel van goed-geïnformeerde en goed-getimede investeringen (zoals 
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in palmolie waardeketens) en door het moderniseren van zijn financiële activiteiten ( 

zoals in private equity investeringen in landbouwproductie). Sinds Cargill zijn 

acquisitieprogramma heeft uitgebreid na de financiële-, voedsel- en brandstof crises van 

2008, wordt zijn aanwezigheid in de agrarische sectoren in de wereld meer en meer 

geprononceerd. Nu Cargill zich steeds steviger verankert in de politiek-economische 

structuren van landen wereldwijd, waarbij het zijn strategieën aanpast aan lokale en 

mondiale omstandigheden, lijkt zijn ‘rush for land’ in feite een ‘rush for control’ te zijn in 

een steeds meer gefinancialiseerd ‘corporate’ landbouwsysteem.  




